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Abstract 

 

This is a textual study of seventeen Family 1 manuscripts in the Gospel of John: 

Gregory-Aland 1, 22, 118, 131, 205abs, 205, 209, 565, 872, 884, 1192, 1210, 

1278, 1582, 2193, 2372, and 2713. Part 1 contains an analysis of a full collation 

of these manuscripts in John and concludes with a family stemma that expresses 

the relationships between the manuscripts and how they connect to the non-extant 

Family 1 archetype. Part 2 contains a reconstructed Family 1 text with critical 

apparatus for John.  The results of this thesis confirm that 1 and 1582 are leading 

Family 1 manuscripts in John, but demonstrate that a new subgroup exists, 

represented by 565, 884 and 2193, that rivals the textual witness of 1 and 1582. 

This subgroup descends from the Family 1 archetype through a different 

intermediate ancestor to that shared by 1 and 1582. The discovery of this 

subgroup has broadened the textual contours of Family 1, leading to many new 

readings, both text and marginal, that should be considered Family 1 readings.  

The reconstructed text is based on the witness of this wider textual group and is 

offered as a replacement to Kirsopp Lake’s 1902 text of John. 
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Part One: Analysis of Seventeen Manuscripts in the Gospel of John 

 

1. Introduction 

 

1.1. Rationale 

Kirsopp Lake published the seminal work on Family 1 in 1902: Codex 1 of the 

Gospels and its Allies.1 His study firmly established the existence of a closely-knit 

textual family of the Gospels that shared a unique profile of Non-Majority Text 

readings.  Lake’s Family 1 included the manuscripts: Gregory-Aland 1, 118, 131, 

205abs, 205 and 209.2  Lake demonstrated that these six manuscripts descended 

from the same non-extant archetype, and that 1, 131, 209, and possibly 118, are 

independent witnesses to that archetype.3 Lake found that Codex 1 was the 

leading family manuscript; that is to say, it was the manuscript that retained the 

highest number of Non-Majority Text readings from the archetype.  

A more recent study of Family 1 in the Gospel of Matthew by Amy Anderson 

has widened the membership of the family group and, by the introduction of new 

members, has altered the profile of Non-Majority Text readings that the family 

supports.4 Anderson examined the text of thirteen manuscripts in Matthew: 

                                                
1 Kirsopp Lake, Codex 1 of the Gospels and Its Allies  (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1902). 

2 Family manuscripts will be referred to by their  Gregory-Aland numbers throughout. 

3 He expressed some doubt over whether 118 was independent and not a copy of 209. Lake, 
Codex 1, xxv.  

4 Amy S. Anderson, The Textual Tradition of the Gospels: Family 1 in Matthew (Leiden: E. J. 
Brill, 2004). 
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Codices 1, 22, 118, 131, 205, 209, 872, 1192, 1210, 1278, 1582, 2193 and 2542.  

She collated 1 and 1582 in full and the other manuscripts in two test chapters and 

436 test passages. Anderson was able to draw up a new and more complex 

stemma for the family, and after her full collation of 1 and 1582, nominated 1582 

as the leading Family 1 manuscript. Anderson also drew attention to a number of 

inaccuracies in Lake’s edition, highlighting the need for a new text of Family 1 in 

all four gospels.5  

This thesis examines the text of Family 1 in the Gospel of John by analysis of a 

full collation of seventeen manuscripts in John: Codices 1, 22, 118, 131, 205abs, 

205, 209, 565, 872, 884, 1192, 1210, 1278, 1582, 2193, 2372, and 2713.  

Anderson collated twelve of these manuscripts in Matthew: eight she found to be 

Family 1 manuscripts: 1, 22, 118, 205, 209, 1192 1210, and 1582; while four 

manuscripts: 131, 872, 1278, and 2193 were found to have only very weak family 

affinity and so were categorised by Anderson as ‘miscellaneous manuscripts’.6  

The first eight manuscripts were collated for this study to test whether Anderson’s 

basic stemma could be applied to the Gospel of John, and to discover whether a 

full collation of the gospel could provide sufficient data to answer questions left 

open by Anderson, including whether 205 was a copy of 209, and whether the 

‘tentative’ conclusion that 22, 1192 and 1210 share an intermediate ancestor was 

correct.7  The last four manuscripts were collated to test whether their family 

                                                
5 Anderson, Matthew, 98–100. 

6 For summary see Anderson, Matthew, 145. 

7 Anderson, Matthew, 116 and 121.      
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affinity became stronger in John. Particularly in the case of 2193, the Text und 

Textwert volumes indicate that such a shift towards the family text was likely in 

John.8  Codices 565, 884 and 2372 were not collated by Anderson,9 but were 

included for this study because the Text und Textwert volumes indicated that they 

may be Family 1 members in John.  Codex 205abs was not collated by Anderson 

(or Lake), as it was presumed to be a copy of 205.10  It was collated for this study 

as no evidence has yet been provided to support this assumption; and, on the 

contrary, Josef Schmid, in his study of the text of the Apocalypse, has suggested 

that 205 and 205abs are sibling manuscripts.11  2542 has not been examined; 

Anderson found that it was predominately Majority Text in Matthew, and it is not 

extant in John.12 

 

                                                
8 K. Aland, B. Aland, and K. Wachtel, ed., Text und Textwert der griechischen Handschriften des 
Neuen Testaments V. Das Johannesevangelium. Volume 1.1 and 1.2. (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 
2005). Vol. 1.1, 85; vol. 1.2, 648. 

9 Anderson did make note of 884 but it is not extant in Matthew. 

10 Anderson, Matthew, 115. 

11 Josef Schmid, Studien zur Geschichte des griechischen Apokalypse-textes, 1. Teil.  Der 
Apokalypse-Kommentar des Andreas von Kaisareia: Einleitung (München: Karl Zink, 1956), 285–
293. 

12 Anderson, Matthew, 144–145. 
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1.2. Method 

Transcriptions 

For this study, electronic transcriptions were made of each of the seventeen 

manuscripts from the microfilm.13 Transcriptions record the text, layout and any 

corrections or marginal readings in the manuscripts.14 Transcription guidelines 

and conventions used by the International Greek New Testament Project (IGNTP) 

were adapted to suit the needs of the study.15 To ensure a high level of accuracy, 

two initial transcriptions were made of each manuscript and then collated against 

one another to check for transcriptional errors. All discrepancies between the two 

transcriptions were checked against the microfilm, and any transcriptional errors 

corrected to make a final transcription.16 Codices 118, 205abs, 205, 209, 565 and 

1278 were also physically examined, so that any text unclear on the microfilm 

could be checked on the manuscript itself.  Transcribed text is based only on the 

physical and visible evidence of a microfilm or manuscript; that is to say, no 

readings in the transcriptions have been conjectured on the basis of textual 

                                                
13 Transcriptions were made by altering an electronic base text. The International Greek New 
Testament Project’s (IGNTP) Textus Receptus base was employed for all transcriptions (privately 
circulated). 

14 Accents, breathings and punctuation were not recorded in the transcriptions and final sigmas 
were not used. 

15 Unpublished guidelines privately circulated. 

16 With the exception of 2713.  
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analysis or predictions of the textual relationships between manuscripts.17 The full 

transcriptions are available at:  

http://arts-itsee.bham.ac.uk/AnaServer?family1+0+start.anv. 

 

Collation 

Electronic methods for collation made it feasible for each manuscript to be 

collated in full for the gospel.  The transcriptions were collated using the Project 

Edition of Peter Robinson’s Collate 2.1.18 Codex 1582 was used as a base text for 

the collation.19  Before the final collation was produced, a number of 

regularisations were made to remove very minor variants considered to be 

genetically insignificant.  The final collation contains over 1,000 variant units; it 

can be found in Appendix A.20 

 

Rating of Readings 

To provide further information for the analysis of the final collation, each reading 

in each variation unit was either marked as a Majority Text reading or categorised 

                                                
17 See Appendix A for further details of the transcriptions and collation. 

18 Peter Robinson, Collate 2.1 (Scholarly Digital Editions: March 1992–September 2003) 
www.sd-editions.com. 

19 1582 was considered suitable as it was expected to be one of the stronger Family manuscripts; it 
contains few omissions or lacunas and has a relatively standard orthography. 

20 Such minor variants included: the presence of absence of movable nu, itacisms, most nonsense 
readings, abbreviations, very minor spelling differences, and variations in the use of nomina sacra. 
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according to how well attested the reading is in the wider Greek textual tradition 

of the gospel. Zane Hodges and Arthur Farstad’s The Greek New Testament 

According to the Majority Text was used to label the Majority Text readings.21 

The three sigla used in Hodges and Farstad: ˜, M, and Mpt, were retained to 

distinguish between straightforward Majority Text readings (˜), Majority Text 

readings with reduced support (M), and readings where the Majority Text is 

divided (Mpt).22  For the Non-Majority Text readings the IGNTP Papyri, 

Majuscule, and Byzantine editions of John were used to calculate the level of 

support each reading had in the wider Greek manuscript tradition of John.23 

Readings not attested by any manuscript in the wider tradition were labelled 

distinctive (D); readings supported by no more than 9 manuscripts were labelled 

rare (R); and readings supported by 10 or more manuscripts were labelled widely 

attested (W).  

Part 1 of this study consists of the analysis of the collation of John and Part 2 

provides a new text of Family 1 in John, reconstructed from the extant witnesses 

confirmed to be family members in the gospel.  

                                                
21 Zane C. Hodges and Arthur L. Farstad, The Greek New Testament According to the Majority 
Text (New York: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1982). 

22 See Hodges and Farstad, Majority Text, xiv–xxi, for more detailed explanation.  

23 W. J. Elliott and D. C. Parker, ed., The New Testament in Greek IV. The Gospel According to St. 
John, vol. 1: The Papyri (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1995).  

U.B. Schmid with W.J. Elliott and D.C. Parker, ed., The New Testament in Greek IV. The Gospel 
According to St. John, vol. 2: The Majuscules (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 2007).  

Roderic L. Mullen with Simon Crisp and D.C. Parker, ed., The Gospel According to St. John in the 
Byzantine Tradition (Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 2007). 
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2. The Core Group: Codices 1, 565, 884, 1582, and 2193 

 

2.1. Manuscript Descriptions 

2.1.1. Codex 1 

Contents and Layout 

Codex 1 is a Greek New Testament Codex containing Acts (ff. 5r–42v), the 

Catholic Epistles (ff. 42r–62r), the Pauline Epistles (ff. 70v–160v) and the Four 

Gospels (ff. 161r–303r). It is kept at the University of Basel library where it has 

the library catalogue reference A. N. IV.2.24 It contains 297 folios; the text is 

written in brown ink on vellum in 1 column per page with 38 lines per column; 

the pages measure 18.3 by 18.5cm and the text 10.6 by 11.9cm; initial letters are 

used throughout in gilded red.25 Each gospel begins on a fresh recto page 

following an ornamental headpiece and a large decorated initial; kefavlaia are 

present for Mark and John; Ammonian sections are given but without Eusebian 

canon tables. F. 265v contains a portrait of John dictating to Prochoros.  The 

manuscript contains a critical note on the Pericope Adulterae and on the ending of 

the Gospel of Mark. 

 

 
                                                
24 Formerly: B. VI. 27; von Soden: d 254 (formerly: d 50). 

25 Details not evident from the microfilm have been taken from W. H. P. Hatch, Facsimiles and 
Descriptions of Minuscule Manuscripts of the New Testament (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1951). 
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Script and Dating 

The hand of Codex 1 is not neat but is easily legible. There are some ligatures and 

abbreviations in the main body of text, but most occur at line endings. Certain 

letters are regularly enlarged, especially kappa, upsilon, chi and lambda. Mute iota 

is adscript, usually resting slightly below the line; breathings are mostly round 

with only very rare occurrences of square breathings; nomina sacra have accents 

and breathings; circumflex accents are raised above breathing marks; and accents, 

breathings and abbreviation marks are all distinct from one another and from 

letters. Burgon, Lake, and Omont have dated Codex 1 to the twelfth century26 

while Scrivener, Gregory and Wettstein have ascribed it to the tenth.27 The round 

breathings, enlarged letters and regularity of abbreviations would support a 

twelfth century dating.28 

 

Illuminations 

F. 265v contains a portrait depicting a standing John, dictating his gospel to the 

scribe Prochoros; John’s head is turned towards the hand of God, which extends 

from a cloud in the top right hand corner of the image. A mountainous landscape, 

symbolizing the island of Patmos, is painted as the backdrop, and helps to date the 

                                                
26 Lake, Codex 1, ix; H. Omont, Catalogue des manuscripts grecs des bibliothèques de Suisse 
(Paris: E. Leroux, 1903), 7. 

27 C. R. Gregory, Textkritik des Neuen Testamentes, Erster Band (Leipzig: J.C. Hinrichs, 1900), 
127; Lake, Codex 1, ix. 

28 Ruth Barbour, Greek Literary Hands— AD. 400–1600 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1981), xx, xxviii 
and xxix. 
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miniature to the twelfth century, when this particular setting for John and 

Prochoros became popular.29 Analysis of the miniature, therefore, supports the 

palaeographical dating of the manuscript. Above the evangelist portrait, inside a 

medallion, is a vignette of the Anastasis, another image common to the latter part 

of the twelfth century.30 Interestingly, this evangelist portrait in Codex 1 suggests 

a possible artistic link with another manuscript collated for this study, Codex 

1278, which contains the same motif and combination of images in its miniature 

for the Gospel of John: the same seated Prochoros; a standing position for the 

evangelist; John’s head turned for inspiration to the hand of God in the top right 

corner; and the same rocky backdrop. 

 

Correctors and Later Hands 

Codex 1 has not been systematically corrected; only about 20 corrections were 

recorded in the transcription of John and the majority of these were very minor 

spelling alterations. Some corrections are discernable on the microfilm as being 

made by the first hand; these have been labelled C*. All remaining corrections 

have not been distinguished and are labelled simply as C. A number of later hands 

have added notes and supplementary material to the codex. Lake, who examined it 

in person, discusses these later hands in more detail.31 

                                                
29 Hugo Buchthal, “A Byzantine Miniature of the Fourth Evangelist and Its Relatives,” Dumbarton 
Oaks Papers 15 (1961): 132. 

30 Buchthal, “Byzantine Miniature,” 133. 

31 Lake, Codex 1, x. 
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Provenance 

Codex 1 was previously owned by John of Ragusa (ca. 1380–1443), the cleric 

who officially opened the Council of Basel in 1431. Ragusa bequeathed the 

manuscript to the Dominican convent in Basel, and in 1559 it passed from the 

convent to Basel University library.32  Ragusa served as a legate of the Council of 

Basel to Constantinople between 1435 and 1437, commissioned to convince a 

Greek delegation of the Council’s conciliarist cause.33  A leading member of the 

Greek delegation was Cardinal Bessarion, the owner of three other manuscripts 

collated for this study, 205abs, 205 and 209.  This provides a remarkable 

historical link between Codex 1 and Bessarion’s three manuscripts.  While in 

Constantinople, Ragusa had also been commissioned to collect biblical and 

patristic Greek manuscripts to be used by the Council.34  It is very probable that 

Ragusa acquired Codex 1 during this visit to the Greek delegation; he may even 

have acquired the manuscript through Bessarion himself, who owned one of the 

largest Greek libraries of the time. Codex 209 was almost certainly present with 

Bessarion at this point; as a note in the manuscript, added by Bessarion, records 

that the Latin chapter numbers were added for help in disputations with the 

Latins. As Lake suggests, these disputations were almost certainly those of the 

Council of Florence (1438–39), to which Bessarion would travel after meeting 
                                                
32 Gregory, Textkritik, Erster Band, 127. 

33 Deno J. Geanakoplos, “The Council of Florence (1438–1439) and the Problem of Union 
Between the Greek and the Latin Churches,” Church History 24, 4 (Dec., 1955): 328. 

34 Robert S. Nelson, “The Italian Appreciation of Illuminated Byzantine Manuscripts, ca. 1200–
1450,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 49, Symposium on Byzantium and the Italians, 13th–15th 
Centuries (1995): 222. 
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with Ragusa’s delegation in Constantinople.35  It is remarkable that Bessarion also 

owned a number of classical manuscripts copied by the scribe Ephraim, also the 

scribe of Codex 1582.36 

 

Transcription of the Gospel of John 

The Gospel of John begins on f. 266r and ends on f. 303v. The Pericope Adulterae 

is located at the end of the gospel following a critical note. The folio containing 

John 19:5–31a has been dislocated and is bound at the end of the manuscript. 

Codex 1 was transcribed from the microfilm; the folio numbers in the 

transcription follow those of the manuscript’s original foliation, which jumps 

from f. 290 to f. 298. 

 

2.1.2. Codex 565 

Contents and Layout 

Codex 565 is a ninth-century codex containing the Four Gospels. It is kept at St. 

Petersburg National Library where it has the library catalogue number Gr. 53.37 

The codex is an extremely opulent production, written on purple vellum in gold 

ink, with large text and generous margins. The manuscript contains 405 folios; the 

                                                
35 Lake, Codex 1, xxi. 

36 For a discussion of these manuscripts see Anderson, Matthew, 33–34; 39–41.  

37 Other numbers: Scrivener 473; von Soden e 93; Tischendorf 2pe. 
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text is written in 1 column per page38 with 17–19 lines per column; and the 

average dimensions are 20.7 by 13cm. Each gospel begins on a fresh recto page, 

opposite a portrait of the seated evangelist. The portraits were probably added to 

the codex at a later date.  Each gospel is preceded by a list of kefavlaia; the 

Ammonian sections are present throughout; the Eusebian canon tables were added 

later. There are a number of lacunas in the manuscript: Matthew 20:18–26, 21:45–

22:9; Luke 10:36–11:2, 18:25–37, 20:24–36; and John 11:26–48, 13:2–23, and 

17:1–12.  The missing text, except for John 11:26–48, 13:2–23, has been 

supplemented by a later hand on inserted parchment leaves, dyed in a lighter 

purple. The manuscript contains a critical note on the text of the Pericope 

Adulterae, though the text of the pericope itself is no longer extant. The 

manuscript is stored with a single paper page containing a late fragment of the 

beginning of John. 

 

Script and Dating 

The text of 565 is large, neat and rounded with very few majuscule letter forms 

and little variation in letter size. There are very few ligatures and very few 

abbreviations: only nu-superlines, kaiv compendiums, and abbreviations for 

omicron-sigma. These abbreviations only occur at line endings.39  Breathing 

marks are all square; nomina sacra do not have breathings or accents; and there is 

                                                
38 Except for the genealogy in Luke which is written in 2 columns ff. 227v–228v. 

39 With the only exception in John being f. 381r, line 9, where a kaiv compendium occurs in the 
middle of a line. 
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no mute iota. These palaeographical details support a ninth century date for the 

codex.40 

 

Illuminations 

Codex 565 contains a seated evangelist portrait for each gospel. The portraits for 

Matthew, Luke and John appear to form an artistic set, with similar style, palette 

and dimensions; however, the image for Luke stands out as distinctive, and is 

painted directly onto a paper leaf, which was then inserted into the codex. The 

pages containing the set of three miniatures are not integral to the codex and were 

bound in separately, and it is likely that they also were not part of the original 

production.  They do not match the quality and finish of the manuscript itself, and 

the dimensions of each picture do not fit comfortably onto the page. The three 

portraits, however, depict the evangelists writing on purple parchment, which may 

be an indication that even though the pictures were not part of the original 

production, they were specifically painted to be added to the manuscript.  There 

are a number of smaller illuminations, painted onto paper and added to the 

margins of the manuscript. In f. 124r, for example, an image of two men carrying 

the body of Christ has been pasted into the margin. 

 

                                                
40 Most scholars agree on this date. Hort, Gregory and von Soden suggest either a ninth or tenth 
century date. (Hatch, Facsimiles, 80).  See Barbour, Literary Hands, xvi, xix and xxviii. 
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Correctors and Later Hands 

Codex 565 has not been systematically corrected in John; fewer than 10 

corrections were made in the whole gospel and none of textual significance. 

Corrections by the first hand have been labelled C*, and corrections made by the 

hand that added the supplementary page in John have been labelled C2. 

Corrections, usually small erasures, where it is difficult to distinguish between C* 

and C2 have been labelled C. Most of the missing leaves in 565 have been 

supplemented on parchment leaves of a lighter purple. The hand which copied 

these pages is significantly later than the first hand, the script containing a high 

number of ligatures, abbreviations, enlarged letters and rounded breathings. 

 

Provenance 

Gregory records that the manuscript was previously owned by St. John’s Convent 

in Gumush-Khaneh, Asia Minor; and that in 1829 it was given by the convent to 

Tsar Nicholas I of Russia.41 

 

Transcription of the Gospel of John 

The text of John begins on f. 330r and John 21:25 ends on f. 405v. The gospel is 

followed by a shorter version of the critical note found in Codices 1 and 1582, 

introducing the problem of the Pericope Adulterae. The note was written in 

different ink to the rest of the manuscript and has faded considerably. The 
                                                
41 Gregory, Textkritik, Erster Band, 203. 
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Pericope Adulterae is not present in the manuscript, but the existence of the note 

indicates that it was originally present and was located at the end of the gospel. 

The transcription of 565 was made from the microfilm and colour photographs of 

the last folios (ff. 398–405). Transcriptions of sections of text unclear on the 

microfilm were checked against the transcription for the IGNTP Byzantine Text 

electronic edition,42 and later by an examination, in St. Petersburg, of the 

manuscript itself. 

 

2.1.3. Codex 884 

Contents and Layout 

Codex 884 is an eleventh-century manuscript containing the gospels of Luke and 

John with commentary. It is kept at the Vatican library in Rome and is designated 

Reg. Gr. 3.43 The manuscript contains 256 parchment folios measuring 35.3 by 

26.5cm.44 The text is written in 1 column per page with 30–33 lines per column. 

The biblical text is written in semi-majuscule while the commentary is written in a 

minuscule hand; a diple before a line is used to indicate the presence of biblical 

text. Von Soden has identified the commentary text in Luke as that of Titus of 

                                                
42 R. L. Mullen with Simon Crisp and D. C. Parker and in association with W. J. Elliott, U. B. 
Schmid, R. Kevern, M. B. Morrill and C. J. Smith, ed., An Electronic Edition of the Gospel 
According to John in the Byzantine Tradition. (Birmingham: ITSEE, 2007).  

http://arts-itsee.bham.ac.uk/AnaServer?byzantine+0+start.anv. Accessed Jan–March 2008.  

43 Other reference numbers: Scrivener 696; von Soden A126 C21.  

44 It was not possible to examine 884 in person. Details not apparent from the microfilm are taken 
from Gregory, Textkritik, Erster Band, 229. 
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Bostra.45  Luke 1:1–3:1 and John 1:24–2:19 are missing and have not been 

supplemented. 

 

Script and Dating 

On the evidence of formatting factors, such as the number of lines per page and 

the use of decorative initial letters, McReynolds has demonstrated that at least 

three different scribes worked on the manuscript.46 All three hands are busy but 

neat, with a relatively high number of ligatures and abbreviations occurring in the 

main body of text. Abbreviations include one letter raised above words to 

substitute for missing letters. Some letters are enlarged; breathings are round, and 

breathings and accents are distinct from letters and other marks.  Most scholars 

agree on an eleventh-century date, except for Scrivener who dates the manuscript 

to the thirteenth century.47 

 

Illuminations 

There are no extant illuminations in 884.  

 

 

                                                
45 These details are taken from P. R. McReynolds, “Two New Members of Family One of the New 
Testament Text: 884 and 2542,” in J. Dummer et al., ed., Texte und Textkritik: eine 
Aufsatzsammlung (Berlin: Wiley VCH, 1987), 398. 

46 McReynolds, “Two New Members,” 398. 

47 F. H. A. Scrivener, A Plain Introduction to the Criticism of the New Testament for the Use of 
Biblical Students (Cambridge: Deighton, Bell and Co., 1883), 403; McReynolds, “Two New 
Members,” 397–8. 
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Correctors and Later Hands 

Codex 884 contains a number of corrections; the script of the corrector’s text is 

very similar to that of the main text; however, because it was not possible to 

examine the manuscript itself and because the microfilm was often of a poor 

quality, no attempt was made to label corrections. 

 

Provenance 

Very little is known of Codex 884 before it entered into the Vatican collection. 

While collating the manuscript and checking text against the IGNTP Byzantine 

Text edition, a closeness with a number of other commentary manuscripts, 

including K0141, K194 and K994, became very apparent. It would be an 

interesting avenue of study to discover the relationship between this branch of 

commentary manuscripts and the text of Family 1. 

 

Transcription of the Gospel of John 

Text and commentary for the Gospel of John begins on f. 119v and ends on 

f. 255v. The Pericope Adulterae text is present and located after John 7:52. The 

manuscript was transcribed from the microfilm. Folio numbers are not visible on 

the microfilm so page numbers, referring to the pages of the microfilm scans, 

were used to navigate the transcription. 
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2.1.4. Codex 1582 

Contents and Layout 

Codex 158248 is a tenth-century Four Gospel codex kept at the Vatopedi 

Monastery, Mount Athos, where it has the library catalogue number 949.49 It 

contains 290 folios,50 with text written in 1 column per page with 20 lines to a 

column. Pages measure 21 by 15cm and the text 14.2 by 8cm.51 Each gospel 

begins on a fresh recto page, preceded by a list of kefavlaia and an evangelist 

portrait. The gospel text begins part-way down the page, beneath a decorative 

headpiece measuring approximately 7.5 by 8.2cm.52 Most of the manuscript’s 

original text is still extant except for Matthew 5:3–5:19, Matthew 22:29b–23:3a 

and John 8:7b–11. The text of Matthew 5:3–5:19 and John 8:7b–11 has been 

supplied by a later hand on f. 13 and f. 287r. The manuscript contains a number of 

variant readings in each gospel; these readings are usually supplied in the margins 

and marked by a wavy line or the gamma-rho symbol. Most of the marginal 

readings occur earlier in the codex. The manuscript also contains a critical note 

                                                
48 For a comprehensive description of 1582 and its scribe see Anderson, Matthew, 1–58. 

49 Earlier Vatopedi 747; von Soden e 183. 

50 Most reference works record 287 folios; however, the first 4 folios have not been numbered by 
the foliator, nor has the folio following f. 190. 

51 Aubrey Diller, “Notes on Greek Codices of the Tenth Century,” Transactions and Proceedings 
of the American Philological Association 78 (1947): 186. 

52 I. Spatharakis, Corpus of Dated Illuminated Greek Manuscripts. Vols.1–2 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 
1981), 11. 
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about the authenticity of the ending of Mark and a note about the text of the 

Pericope Adulterae; both notes are written in semi-majuscule letters. 

 

Script and Dating 

The script of 1582 is neat and even, with very few—and only slightly—enlarged 

letters, but a number of majuscule forms. Breathings are square; mute iota is 

adscript; breathings and accents are always clearly distinct; and the circumflex 

accent is small and raised quite high above other marks. There are very few 

abbreviations, most often kaiv compendium and nu-superline, and these usually 

occur only at line endings. Some nomina sacra have breathings and accents but 

not all; Anderson suggests that these were added by a later hand.53 A number of 

palaeographers have studied the scribe of 1582 in detail, including Aubrey Diller 

who has suggested that his script is an example of an early and innovative 

minuscule.54 A later transcription of a colophon on f. 287r allows a precise dating 

of the manuscript; the colophon states that the manuscript was copied in the year 

948 by the monk Ephraim. Most scholars have accepted this colophon as 

authentic and the dating is supported by the manuscript’s palaeographical 

features.55 

 

                                                
53 Anderson, Matthew, 17. 

54 Aubrey Diller,  Studies in Greek Manuscript Tradition (Amsterdam: Adolf M. Hakkert, 1983), 
309–320. 

55 For a fuller discussion of the colophon see Anderson, Matthew, 5–6; Kirsopp Lake and Silva 
Lake, “The Scribe Ephraim,” Journal of Biblical Literature 62, 4 (1943): 265.  
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Illuminations 

Each gospel is preceded by a portrait of a seated evangelist, painted against a 

plain gold background inside a decorative border.56 Anderson suggests that these 

miniatures were not originally intended for the codex, but were added later, 

though they are of a similar age to the manuscript.57  Each gospel begins beneath a 

decorative headpiece; these headpieces are original, and Anderson suggests are 

typical of tenth-century Constantinopolitan production.58 

 

Correctors and Later Hands 

The first hand, the scribe Ephraim, has made a very small number of corrections 

in the manuscript; these have been labelled C* in the transcription. A later hand, 

which Anderson, on the basis of a thorough palaeographical analysis, dates 

between 1100 and 1150,59 has added two supplementary pages, f. 13 and f. 287, 

supplying the text of Matthew 5:3–5:19 and John 8:7b–11.  This same hand has 

systematically corrected the manuscript, almost always with the reading of the 

Majority Text.60  This corrector has been labelled C1 in the transcription.  When it 

                                                
56 F. 4v, f. 83v, f. 138v, f. 222v. 

57 Anderson, Matthew, 11–14. 

58 Anderson, Matthew, 14. 

59 Anderson, Matthew, 51–52. 

60 Anderson has also made a palaeographical analysis of the corrections in 1582, comparing the 
letter forms of corrected text with the letter forms of the supplementary pages (f. 13 and f. 287). 
Anderson has demonstrated that the C1 corrector is identical with the supplementor. See 
Anderson, Matthew, 45–51. 
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has been difficult to distinguish between C1 and C*, the correction has been 

labelled C.  The hand that transcribed the date colophon is much later and clearly 

distinct from C1; Spatharakis dates this hand to the fifteenth century.61 

 

Provenance 

Most scholars agree, based on 1582’s quality and fine script, that it was a product 

of Constantinople.  It was copied by a scribe who also copied a number of other 

manuscripts—biblical and classical—considered extremely valuable for both their 

contents and the type of text they contain.62  It is likely, therefore, that Ephraim 

worked in a large and important scriptorium, where he would have had access to 

high quality exemplars.  Little is known of 1582’s previous owners before it came 

to the Vatopedi monastery; it is interesting, however, that a number of other 

manuscripts copied by Ephraim are found in the collection of Cardinal Bessarion, 

owner of 205abs, 205 and 209. It is possible that some of the biblical exemplars 

used by Bessarion’s scribes were acquired from this same scriptorium where 

Ephraim had once worked. 

  

                                                
61 Spatharakis, Corpus, 11.  

62 For discussion of Ephraim’s other work see: Anderson, Matthew, 30–46; Lake, “The Scribe 
Ephraim”; Diller, “Notes”; and Aubrey Diller, “Codex T of Plato,” Classical Philology 75, 4 
(1980): 322–324.  
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Transcription of the Gospel of John 

The Gospel of John begins on f. 223r and John 21:25 ends on f. 285v. F. 286r 

contains a critical note on the text of the Pericope Adulterae and the pericope text 

is given as an appendix, beginning part way down the page. The original pericope 

text is missing from 8:7b and the remaining text has been added by the 

supplementary hand and corrector C1 on f. 287r.  The transcription of 1582 was 

made from the microfilm as access to its location on Mount Athos is prohibited to 

women. 

 

2.1.5. Codex 2193 

Contents and Layout 

Codex 2193 is a tenth-century Four Gospel codex kept at the Iviron monastery on 

Mount Athos. It has the library catalogue number 1387.63 The manuscript contains 

259 parchment folios measuring 23.5 by 18.5cm. The text is given in 2 columns 

per page with 22 lines per column, written in tempera ink.64 In addition to the 

gospel text, the manuscript contains Eusebius’s letter to Carpianus; decorated 

canon tables with Ammonian sections given throughout; and a list of kefavlaia 

and an evangelist portrait for each gospel.  Each gospel begins on a recto page, 

opposite the evangelist portrait. The gospel title is written in thick majuscule 

                                                
63 Formerly 247; von Soden e 1131. 

64 It was not possible to examine 2193. Details not evident from the microfilm are taken from 
Helen C. Evans and William D. Wixon, ed., The Glory of Byzantium: Art and Culture of the 
Middle Byzantine Era A.D. 843–1261 (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1997),  91. 
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letters inside a decorative rectangular box that sits at the top of the first column of 

text. The first letter in each gospel is enlarged and decorated. Smaller initial letters 

are used throughout the codex; when appropriate they have accents and 

breathings. Abbreviated gospel titles appear at the top of verso folios throughout 

the manuscript. A later hand has added lectionary material and a hypothesis for 

each gospel. The text is also marked with musical notations, though it is unclear 

whether these were added at the time of production or by a later hand. 

 

Script and Dating 

The script of 2193 is neat and rounded; Maria Agati describes it as a typical 

example of tenth-century minuscule bouletée.65 Some majuscule letter forms are 

used, including lambda, gamma, sigma and pi; and the scribe has a particular 

preference for majuscule nu. Letter size varies very little; breathing marks are all 

square; nomina sacra have accents and breathings; the circumflex accent is 

compact; and accents and breathings are not linked to each other or to letters. 

Some simple ligatures are used, such as epsilon-sigma, epsilon-gamma or 

omicron-upsilon but most letters, except for linking cross bars, are quite distinct. 

With the exception of kaiv compendium, extremely few abbreviations are used; 

they are almost only found at line endings and are only used for the letters and 

letter combinations alpha-iota, epsilon-nu, nu, and once in John alpha-iota-

                                                
65 See Maria Luisa Agati, La Minuscola "Bouletée" (Vatican City: Scuola Vaticana di Paleografia, 
Diplomatica e Archivistica, 1992), 85–86. 
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sigma.66 Punctuation is regular; diaeresis is used over iota and upsilon; and mute 

iota is not employed.67 2193 contains a number of variant readings. These are 

usually given in the margins of the manuscript and are marked with the gamma-

rho symbol. 

 

Illuminations 

Codex 2193 contains a set of four evangelist portraits.68 The evangelists are all 

painted dressed in a similar draped robe, in a standing pose, against a plain 

background, each evangelist holding a codex. Each picture has a rubricated 

majuscule title ‘O AGIOS’ followed by the evangelist’s name. The portraits are 

detailed and of extremely high quality. John is portrayed, as is traditional, as an 

old man. He holds his codex open to the viewer, displaying the opening text of his 

gospel. Standing portraits were common in the tenth century, but rare beyond 

then; the portraits, therefore, support a tenth-century date for the codex, making 

2193 one of the oldest manuscripts collated for the study.69 The standing portraits 

show striking similarity to those found in a number of other Greek Gospel 

manuscripts, including Gregory-Aland 14 (Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, gr. 70) 

and Gregory-Aland 123 (Vienna, Theol. Gr. 240). Both manuscripts are dated to 

                                                
66 Aside from the kaiv compendium fewer than twenty abbreviations were found in the main text of 
John. 

67 The first arch in John is given an iota adscript; however, no other adscripts (or subscripts) have 
been noted in the manuscript. This initial iota adscript may have been added by a later hand.  

68 F. 10v, f. 79v, f. 128v, f. 205v.  

69 A. M. Friend, “The Portraits of the Evangelists in Greek and Latin Manuscripts,” Art Studies 5 
(1927): 124–133;  Evans, Glory, 91. 
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the tenth century, and Gregory-Aland 14 can be dated precisely by a colophon 

to 964.70 

 

Correctors and Later Hands 

Codex 2193 has been heavily corrected by at least two different hands.  One 

corrector is very distinct: using a neat, rounded semi-majuscule script, with most 

corrections given in the margin, and a diagonal with dots either side to mark the 

corrected point in the text. The same hand also employs deletion dots and 

transposition marks. This hand has been labelled C1 in the transcription. C1 is 

either the original scribe or a diorqwthv~ working in the same scriptorium. 

Because the semi-majuscule letters are difficult to compare with the minuscule 

script of the main text, and because (as with 1582) it was not possible to examine 

the manuscript in person, it is difficult to draw a definitive conclusion. C1 has 

also added a number of variant readings to the manuscript, marking these with the 

gamma-rho symbol. The collation of C1’s corrections and marginal readings, 

against the readings of other Family 1 manuscripts, supports this palaeographical 

analysis—C1 having a number of very rare agreements with other important 

family manuscripts when 2193* has only the reading of the Majority Text.71  

Another corrector in 2193 has a less rounded, sloping and pointy hand with a 

number of features which distinguish it from C1 and the original scribe, most 

                                                
 
70 For plates see J. Ebersolt,  La Miniature Byzantine (Paris: Librairie Nationale d’Art et 
d’Histoire, 1926) plate XXX (Paris); Friend, “Portraits (1927),” plate I (Paris and Vienna).  
 
71 See Appendix B for relevant lists of readings. 
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notably a sharp-pointed kaiv compendium, instead of the Latin S shape used by C1 

and the first hand. Corrections in this hand have been labelled C. Although the 

script of C is clearly distinct from the hand of the original scribe, the collation of 

the C corrections indicates that the C corrector may also have been a diorqwthv~ at 

the scriptorium where 2193 was copied, also making corrections against the 

exemplar used by the original scribe. 

A significant number of the marginal variants and corrections have been erased 

in 2193, leaving only smudges or faint traces of the gamma-rho symbol or 

diagonal with dots used by C1. It is impossible to ascertain when these erasures 

were made. 

 

Provenance 

The fine quality and decoration of 2193 suggests it was a product of 

Constantinople. A note at the end of the codex, dated 1529, records that the 

manuscript was owned by the Archbishop of Thessaly. Little else is known of the 

manuscript before it passed to the Iviron monastery on Mount Athos. 

 

Transcription for the Gospel of John 

The Gospel of John begins on f. 206r and ends f. 257v. The Pericope Adulterae is 

not present at John 7:53, but it has been added by a supplementary hand at the end 

of the codex. A semi-majuscule note reading ‘EIS TELOS TOU BIBLIOU’ is 

written at the top of the column containing John 7:52. Between 7:52 and 8:12 
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there is a small smudge, which might represent the erasure of some kind of 

diacritical mark or the beginning of erased text. The transcription of 2193 was 

made from the microfilm. 

 
 

2.2. Textual Analysis 

2.2.1. Establishing Textual Relationships 

Anderson, in her work on Family 1 in the Gospel of Matthew, demonstrated 

through a shared pool of Non-Majority Text readings that Codex 1 and Codex 

1582 are independent textual witnesses to a no longer extant ancestor, which she 

called A-1. Anderson showed that seven other manuscripts, linked by this same 

pool of Non-Majority Text readings, Codices 22, 118, 205abs, 205, 209, 1192 and 

1210, also descend from A-1; but that 1 and 1582 are the best representatives, 

because they have retained the highest number of its Non-Majority Text readings, 

while the other manuscripts have received greater amounts of corrections towards 

the Majority Text.72 

In a full collation of 1 and 1582 in Matthew, after minor regularisations, 

Anderson found only 34 units of variation between the two manuscripts, 5 of 

these being occasions when a variant reading given in 1582 agrees with the text of 

1.73  This study has found that a similar closeness exists between 1 and 1582 in 

                                                
72 Anderson, Matthew, 101.  

73 Anderson, Matthew, 84–102. 
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the Gospel of John. After minor regularisations only 44 first hand disagreements 

were found and in 2 of these cases, a marginal reading in 1582 supports the text of 

Codex 1, and in at least 2 cases a first hand correction in 1582 agrees with the text 

of 1.74 This chapter argues that in John, 1 and 1582 are still closely linked and 

remain leading Family 1 manuscripts; however, a new group of three manuscripts 

has emerged—Codex 565, Codex 884 and Codex 2193—that together equal 1 and 

1582 in their closeness to the archetype A-1, but are related to A-1 through a 

different intermediate ancestor.  These five manuscripts constitute what will be 

called the core group. 

 

2.2.2. Non-Majority Text Agreements 

The textual link between Codices 1 and 1582 and Codices 565, 884 and 2193 is 

based on a high percentage of Non-Majority Text agreements between the two 

sets of manuscripts.  In a full collation of seventeen possible Family 1 

manuscripts in John, 1 and 1582 share 513 Non-Majority Text readings. Of these 

513 readings only 52 are not supported by either 565, 884, or 2193, and many of 

these readings are supported by two or all three of the manuscripts. Moreover, 15 

of these Non-Majority Text readings are distinctive and 261 are rare. In many 

                                                
74 3 differences are listed in the full family collation but have not been counted here as the 
differences are of the variety that would have been regularised out, had it not been for the decision 
to retain all differences at points of wider family variation. A further two differences have been 
ignored as spelling ‘errors’ by Codex 1 of the name pilippos. These readings were retained in the 
full collation for the sake of consistency in recording all spelling variations on proper names. This 
count does not include readings in the text of the Pericope Adulterae. 
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cases the agreements are lengthy and differ quite significantly from the Majority 

Text. 

A number of these agreements constitute the omission of relatively lengthy 

strings of text as in the 2 examples below:75 

 
14:14 DEF!  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1210 1278* 1582 2372   Â 
 

oµÈ†   º   ean ti aithshte en tw onomati mou egw poihsw   å∂∂  131 1192 
1278Ç1 2193  Mπ † º   o ean aithshte en tw onomati mou egw poihsw  å∂∂  
2713  Â 
 
 

4:23 alhqeia   1 22 1210* 1582* 2193*  Î º   kai gar o pathr toioutous 
zhtei tous proskunountas auton  å∂∂   118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 
884 1192 1210Ç* 1278 1582Ç1 2193Ç 2372 2713   ˜ 

 

Other agreements involve unusual place names or the spellings of characters. In 

19:13, for example, the Majority Text reading gabaqa or gabbaqa is replaced 

with the distinctive reading kapfaqa: 

 
19:13 kapfaqa   1ˆo†´ 22 565 884 1192µ©1ª∂¨∫º 1582 Î º   gabbaqa  118ß¨π 131 

205å∫ß 205Ç* 209 1192†≈† 1210Ç* 2193  Mπ † º   gabaqa  205* 1210* 1278 
2713  Mπ † º  kappaqa  1192µ©2   Î 

 
Note 1: letters kap smudged. 
Note 1192mg1: letter p uncertain. 

 

In 8 units some or all of the five manuscripts agree on the rare spelling of Mary 

with a final mu: 

 
11:20 mariam  884 565ˆo†´ 1582 2193*  Â º  maria  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 

872 1192 1210 1278 2193Ç 2372 2713  ˜ 
 
Note 565: final m untypical. 

                                                
75 For details of the layout of variation units, and a summary of symbols and abbreviations used, 
see Appendix A. 
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12:3 mariam  1 565 884 1582 2193*  Â º  maria 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 
872 1192 1210 1278 2193Ç 2372 2713  ˜ 

 
 
19:25 mariam  (1ß†)  1 565 884 1582 Â º  maria  22 118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 205 209 

1192 1210 1278 2193 2713  ˜ 
 
 

mariam  (2ˆ∂)  1 565 884 1582 Â º  maria  22 118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 205 209 
1192 1210 1278 2193 2713  ˜ 
 
 

20:1 mariam  1 565 1582  Â º  maria  22 118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 205 209 884 1192 
1210 1278 2193 2713ß¨π  ˜ 

 
 Note 2713: missing text. 

 
 

20:11 mariam  1 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1582 Â º  maria  22 118ß¨π 131 1192 
1210 1278 2193 2713ß¨π  ˜ 

 
Note 2713: missing text. 

 
 
20:16 mariam  1 565 1582 2193*  Â º  maria   22 118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 205 209 

884 1192 1210 1278 2193Ç 2713ß¨π  ˜ 
 

Note 2713: missing text. 
 
 
20:18 mariam  1 565 1582  Â º  maria   22 118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 205 209 884 

1192 1210 1278 2193 2713  ˜ 
 
 
Many agreements involve rare variant synonyms as in the three examples below: 

 
 
19:5 ecwn 1 22 565 884 1210 1582*  Â º   forwn  118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 205 209 

1192 1278 1582Ç1 2193 2713  ˜ 
 

 
19:28 h grafh plhrwqh  1 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1278 1582 2713  Â º  

teleiwqh h grafh   22 118ß¨π 131 1192 1210 2193   ˜ 
 
 

19:37 grafh  1 22 565 884 1210 1582 Â º   legei  å∂∂  118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 205 
209 1192 1278 2193 2713  ˜ 
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These synonyms include a number of variant prepositions. In two of the examples 

below the readings are distinctive: 

 
6:46 ek  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 1210 1278*∂¨∫ 1582 2193 2372 2713  Î 

º   para 131 872 884 1192 1278Ç  ˜ 
 

 
12:49 ap  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372 2713   

Î º  ex  131 872 884  ˜ 
 
 

16:13 en th alhqeia pash   1 565 884 1582 Â º   eis pasan thn alhqeian  118 
131 205å∫ß 205 209 1192 1210 1278 2193 2372 2713  ˜ 

 
 

Agreements also include a number of ‘additions’ to the Majority Text. Six rare 

examples are given below: 

 
4:3 ghn  1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1582 2193* 2713  Â º  oµÈ†  22 131 

872 1192 1210 1278 2193Ç 2372   ˜ 
 

 
8:33 kai eipon   1 565 884 1582 2193  Â  º   oµÈ†   22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 

872 1192 1210 2713  M º   oi ioudaioi  1278 2372  Â 
 
 
9:3 kai eipen autois   1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1582 2193 2713  Â º  

oµÈ†  22 131 872 1192 1210 1278 2372  ˜ 
 
 

14:11 estin   1 565 884 1582 2193Ç   Â º  oµÈ†   22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 
1192 1210 1278 2193* 2372 2713  ˜ 

 
 
17:20 peri pantwn  1 565 884 1582 2193  Â º   oµÈ†  118ß¨π  Î º   peri  22 131 

205å∫ß 205 209 1192 1210 1278 2372 2713  ˜ 
 
 
20:1 apo ths quras  1 22 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1210 1582  Â º   ek  118ß¨π 

131 1192 1278Ç1 2193 2713  ˜ º  ª13º 1278* 
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Other readings involve significant changes in tense or form: 

 
3:2 poihsai  1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1582* 2193* 2713   Î  º    

poihsai a su poieis  1582Ç1  Î º  poiein a su poieis  22 872 1192 1210 
1278 2193Ç 2372  ˜ º  poiein w su poieis 131   Î 
 
 

5:19 legei  1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 1582 2193  Î º  eipen 22 131 872 884 1192 
1210 1278Ç 2713  ˜ º   elegen  565 2372  Â º   ª5-6º  1278* 
 
 

6:59 elalhsen  1 205å∫ß 205 209 565 1582 2193* 2713  Î º   eipen  22 118 
131 872 884 1192 1210 1278 2372  ˜ º   ª∂¨∫º  2193Ç1 

 
Note 2193: a C1 reading has been erased. 
 

 
18:4 exhlqen kai legei  1 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1582 2713  Â º  exelqwn 

eipen  22 118ß¨π 131 1192 1210 1278 2193 2372  ˜ 
 

 

Only a selection of the Non-Majority Text agreements shared by these 

manuscripts has been given; the remaining can be found in the full collation in 

Appendix A. The sample, however, gives some sense of the nature and type of the 

Non-Majority Text agreements existing between 1, 565, 884, 1582 and 2193. 

These readings and the quantity in which they appear could not have arisen 

independently in the five manuscripts; instead, they are the result of a close 

genetic relationship. 

Table 1 below gives an individual count for Codices 565, 884 and 2193, of the 

number of their Non-Majority Text agreements on readings shared by both 1 and 

1582.76 The first column indicates the chapter number, and the second column 

                                                
76 Note that lacunas in 565 and 884 affect the count, explaining for example why 884 has only 2 
Non-Majority Text agreements with 1 and 1582 in chapters 1 and 2. 884 is missing text in 1:21–
2:19. (1 and 1582 share 26 Non-Majority Text agreements in this section). 565 is missing text in 
11:26–11:48; 13:2–13:23; and 17:1–17:12. (In these 3 sections 1 and 1582 share a total of 25 Non-
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gives the total number of Non-Majority Text agreements between 1 and 1582.77 

The third, fourth and fifth columns give the figures of agreements for each of the 

three manuscripts. Agreements were counted a chapter at a time to test for 

possible shifts in textual affinity in each manuscript. 

                                                                                                                                 
Majority Text readings.) The readings of 565sup (17:1–17:12) have not been counted.  Note also 
that readings in Pericope Adulterae have not been counted. 

77 Non-Majority Text agreements between first hand corrections and marginal readings in 1582 
with the text of 1 have been counted here. 
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Table 1: 565, 884 and 2193 Non-Majority Text Agreements with 1 and 1582 

 

Chapter Total 1 1582 
NMT 

agreement* 

565: 1 1582 
NMT 

agreements 

884: 1 1582 
NMT 

agreements 

2193: 1 1582 
NMT 

agreements 

1 22 1 2 17 

2 10 10 1 9 

3 15 14 10 9 

4 29 22 19 23 

5 18 14 8 15 

6 48 40 28 40 

7 36 32 11 30 

8:12–8:59 27 20 7 23 

9 31 23 9 25 

10 27 23 19 23 

11 29 17 23 24 

12 24 22 19 21 

13 19 11 11 6 

14 19 15 16 3 

15 11 8 7 2 

16 17 8 8 1 

17 17 6 9 2 

18 33 25 22 7 

19 40 34 32 7 

20 20 15 9 2 

21 21 16 10 2 

Total: 513 376 280 291 
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Table 1 demonstrates that support for 1 and 1582 in 565 and 884 is spread 

relatively consistently throughout the gospel, except in chapter 1 in 565, where 

there is only 1 Non-Majority Text agreement with 1 and 1582 (and this a widely 

attested reading).78 In the case of 2193, the manuscript shows consistent support 

for the Non-Majority Text readings of 1 and 1582 until chapter 13 where the 

number of agreements significantly decreases. 

 

2.2.3. Evidence from Marginalia 

Variant readings given in the margins of 1582 and 2193, and also readings which 

may have originally existed as variant readings in A-1, but have slipped into the 

texts of these five manuscripts, provide further evidence of their textual 

consanguinity.79 One rare variant reading is shared by 1582 and 2193 in 12:28: 

 

12:28 to onoma   22 131 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582†≈† 2193µ© 2372 2713  
˜ º  ton uion  1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 1582µ© 2193†≈†  Â  

 

1582 records ton uion as the variant while 2193 has to onoma; however, both 

record the existence of the same two juxtaposed readings. The rarity of the Non-

Majority Text reading combined with its existence at a marked point of variation 

in both manuscripts provides strong evidence of a close textual link between 1582 

                                                
78 For further discussion of Codex 565 in 1–2:5 see section 7.6. 
 
79 Variant readings are clearly distinguished from corrections in both manuscripts. The scribe of 
1582 used a wavy line and the scribe of 2193 the gamma-rho symbol.  
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and 2193: both manuscripts must have been copied from an exemplar that 

contained the two readings. Codex 1 does not record the existence of any textual 

variation at this point but it does support the Non-Majority Text reading, ton uion, 

evidence that Codex 1 also shares this close genetic link with 2193. 

In John 6:23, 1582C* and 2193C share a distinctive reading which Codex 1 

supports in its text: 

 
6:23 eucaristhsantos tou kuriou   22 131 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278 

1582* 2193* 2372  ˜ º  tou kuriou eucaristhsantos   1 118 205å∫ß 
205 209 1582Ç* 2193Ç 2713  Î 

 

It is unclear whether the alternative reading given in 1582 and 2193 is a correction 

or a variant reading; both manuscripts contain the same transposition marks to 

indicate the alteration, but in neither manuscript is the usual symbol for the 

presence of a variant used. What is important, however, is that because the second 

reading is distinctive, and therefore extremely unlikely to have arisen 

independently in both manuscripts, the scribes of 1582 and 2193 are very likely to 

be reproducing the formatting of their exemplars, and this strengthens the 

evidence for a genetic connection between the two manuscripts through a shared 

ancestor.80 The existence of the distinctive reading in the text of Codex 1 indicates 

that it also shares this ancestor, though it has only retained one reading. 

In a further unit, 565 and 2193 are the only supporters within the family of a 

rare variant present in the margin of 1582: 

 

                                                
80 Anderson has argued that the reading is a variant: Anderson, Matthew, 61. 
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8:38 o egw   1 1582†≈†  Î º   a egw   565 1582µ© 2193  Â º  egw o   22 118 
205å∫ß 205 209 872 1192 1210 1278Ç 2713  ˜ º   egw a   131 884 1278* 
2372  Â 

 

While 565 and 2193 do not contain the reading in the format of a marginal 

variation, the existence of the reading in their texts indicates that it may have been 

present as a marginal reading in a shared ancestor.  This same marginal reading 

may also have been present in an ancestor of 884, 884’s reading being a possible 

conflation of the marginal reading and the Majority Text reading. 

A final reading where only 2193 contains the full variant further strengthens the 

evidence of a genetic link: 

 

12:6 ecwn   565 1582 2193†≈†  Â º  ecwn kai  1  Î º  eicen kai  22 118 131 
205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278 2372 2713  ˜  º   ecwn  ª3º  
2193µ© 

 

The marginal reading of 2193 is uncertain, as it has been erased by a later hand, 

leaving only a faint trace of the gamma-rho symbol and the beginning of the 

erased reading ‘ecwn…’; however, the scraping of the parchment after ecwn is 

still visible on the microfilm and the space left would fit kai perfectly, making the 

reading ‘ecwn kai’ a reasonable conjecture for 2193mg.81  If this is the reading of 

2193mg it adds further evidence for the existence of an ancestor shared with 1 and 

1582. In this case, the ancestor must have contained both readings as given in 

2193. The reading is particularly interesting as the witness of 2193 can explain the 

unusual Non-Majority split between 1 and 1582. The reading also provides 

                                                
81 F. 236v column 2. 
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evidence of 2193’s independence from 1582 and 1 and demonstrates its potential 

importance as a witness to the family text. 

 

2.2.4. Evidence of the Pericope Adulterae 

Further evidence that links Codices 1, 565, 1582, and possibly 2193, is a note 

commenting on the Pericope Adulterae. This note, as it appears in 1582 and 1, 

without any significant variation, states that the pericope does not appear in many 

manuscripts and was not commented on by the Church Fathers John Chrysostom, 

Cyril of Alexandria and Theodore of Mopsuestia.82 Codex 1 and Codex 1582 add 

the Pericope Adulterae at the end of John following this note. Below is the text of 

the note as it appears in 1582.83 

 

To peri ths moicalidos kefalaion en tw kata iwannhn euaggeliw ws 
en tois pleiosin antigrafois mh keimenon mhde para twn qeiwn pr—wn 
twn ermhneusantwn mnhmoneuqen fhmi dh iw— tou cr—u kai kurillou  
alexandreias oude mhn upo qeodwrou mwyouestias kai twn loipwn 
pareleiya kata ton topon keitai de outws met oliga ths archs tou pı— 
kefalaiou exhs tou ereunhson kai ide oti profhths ek ths galilaias 
ouk egeiretai. 

 

Codex 565 contains an abridged version of this note, omitting the section of text 

from and including mhde to loipwn.  565’s version of the note differs only in one 

other place: reading nun where 1 and 1582 have pleiosin.84 The formatting of 

                                                
82 1582 and 1 only differ in their use of abbreviations. 

83 With certain abbreviations in 1582 retained. 

84 There are two very brief sections of illegible text in the note in 565. The number of illegible 
letters matches the number of letters in 1 and 1582, and in the first example the first part of a word 
is readable and agrees with 1 and 1582. It is likely that at these point 565 agrees with 1 and 1582. 
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565 and 1582 is also linked, as in both manuscripts the note is copied in semi-

majuscule letters to distinguish it from the running gospel text.85 As in 1 and 

1582, 565’s note appears as a postscript to the Gospel of John, only the pericope 

is now missing.86 As this note is not known to exist in any other manuscripts it 

provides compelling evidence of an extremely close link between 1, 565 and 

1582.  

Codex 2193 does not contain the Pericope Adulterae after John 7:52, but a later 

hand has added it to the end of the codex, either because the pericope was never 

included or because it was included (and at this location) but was damaged or lost.  

What is interesting is that the supplementary hand which added the pericope 

introduces it with the same string of text from John 7:52 used in the critical note 

found in 1, 565 and 1582.87 It is possible that the supplementary hand was 

copying from a damaged or detached portion of 2193, which also contained a 

version of the critical note.  1 and 1582 share 3 Non-Majority Text agreements in 

the first part of the pericope (before the original text of 1582 is missing) and 2193 

shares 1 of these readings: 

 
 
7:53 topon   1 884 1582 2193ß¨π  Â  º   oikon  118 205å∫ß 205 209 872 1278 

2372 2713  ˜ 
 
                                                
85 In Codex 1 the note is formatted in the same way as the gospel text. 

86 A number of editions, including B. Aland et al., ed., Novum Testamentum Graece, 27th Edition 
(Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 2002), record 565 as omitting the Pericope Adulterae. The 
existence of a note introducing the pericope makes an omission unlikely; instead it must be 
assumed that 565 originally contained the pericope, following the note, but that it is no longer 
extant. 

87 2193 reads eghgertai where 1, 565 and 1582 have egeiretai. 
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The existence of this rare agreement supports the possibility that 2193’s 

supplementary text might have been copied from a damaged original folio, the 

supplementor making some Majority Text corrections but missing this reading in 

7:53. Codex 884 includes the pericope at John 7:52 without comment, and it 

contains no clue to the existence of the critical note in an ancestor. However, as 

884 also supports the rare reading in 7:52, it is possible that the scribe of 884 also 

inherited the pericope text from the same ancestor, but that the scribe relocated it 

to John 7:52 and discarded the note. 884 is a commentary text and such alterations 

would have been determined by the need to synchronise the location of biblical 

text with the relevant commentary text. It would also be expected that any extra-

biblical text, such as the note on the Pericope Adulterae, that did not form part of 

the main commentary text would have been discarded. 

 

2.2.5. Non-Majority Text Correction and Disagreements 

The large numbers of Non-Majority Text agreements shared by Codices 1, 565, 

884, 1582 and 2193 in the Gospel of John demonstrate that these five manuscripts 

are closely linked. This link is confirmed by an analysis of the quantities and 

types of their disagreements; and taken together analysis of the agreements and 

disagreements provides compelling evidence that these five manuscripts are 

extremely close. 

 Codex 1 and Codex 1582 have the highest number of Non-Majority Text 

agreements (513); they also have the lowest number of disagreements: only 44 in 
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the whole of John. They are the closest of the five manuscripts.88  565, 884 and 

2193 have a greater textual distance from one another and from 1 and 1582: 

 

• 565 and 884 share 284 first hand Non-Majority Text agreements and have 

280 disagreements. 

• 565 and 2193 share 255 first hand Non-Majority Text agreements and 

have 330 disagreements. 

• 884 and 2193 share 170 first hand Non-Majority Text agreements and 

have 445 disagreements.89   

 

This greater distance, however, can be explained by separate processes of 

Majority Text correction that occurred during the copying of 565, 884 and 2193, 

and/or the copying of intermediate exemplars. By far the most common type of 

disagreement that occurs between 565, 884 and 2193, and between any one of 

these manuscripts and 1 and 1582, is a Non-Majority Text–Majority Text split.  

Out of a total of 769 disagreements that occur between the five manuscripts, in 

only 69 units does any Non-Majority Text division exist between the manuscripts. 

In 10 of these units the division is caused by lengthy omissions in one manuscript, 

very likely immediate errors caused by the scribe of that manuscript (most often 

884); and in 4 units the division is the result of a first hand reading in only one 

                                                
88 All these figures are calculated after minor regularisations have been made. 

89 In 10 of the cases of first hand disagreement between 565 and 2193 there is Non-Majority Text 
agreement between the text of one manuscript and a correction or marginal reading in the other. 
This is also so for 11 cases of disagreement between 884 and 2193.  
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manuscript that has been corrected back to the Non-Majority Text reading of the 

other manuscripts.90 This leaves only 55 readings, a relatively small number, 

where there is significant Non-Majority Text division. These readings will be 

discussed shortly, but in the meantime what is significant is that the five 

manuscripts share a pool of Non-Majority Text readings and no individual 

manuscript contains significant numbers of Non-Majority Text readings that 

might have originated outside of this pool. The manuscripts have a dual textual 

makeup: they contain a selection of Non-Majority Text readings, which originate 

from a shared source, mixed in with differing amounts of Majority Text readings, 

the result of standardised correction procedure. 

 

2.2.6. Family Relationships 

It has been shown that Codices 1, 565, 884, 1582 and 2193 descend from a shared 

ancestor, from which they inherited almost all of their Non-Majority Text 

readings. Following Anderson in her study of Matthew, this ancestor is referred to 

as A-1.91 It is now necessary to describe more exactly how these five manuscripts 

descend from A-1 and how they relate to one another.  It will be argued that 565, 

884 and 2193 are descended, independently of one another, from a shared 

intermediate ancestor, designated here Manuscript B. B is a descendant of A-1 

and is independent of 1 and 1582. It will also be argued that 1 and 1582 are 

                                                
90 3 very minor disagreements have not been counted but appear in the full family collation (12:21, 
12:22, 14:9). 

91 Anderson, Matthew, 102. 
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independent witnesses to a different intermediate ancestor, designated here 

Manuscript C. B and C will be shown to be independent of one another.92 

 

Figure 1: Stemma for the Core Group 

  

 

 

The above stemma expresses the simplest possible relationships between the five 

extant manuscripts; there may be intermediate exemplars between A-1 and B and 

C, and between B and C and their extant descendants, but these possible 

manuscripts do not have any bearing on the existing relationships. 

 

                                                
92 Note that A-1, Manuscript B and Manuscript C are conjectured manuscripts which help to 
explain the relationships between the extant manuscripts. 
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2.2.7. Codices 565, 884 and 2193 have a Shared Ancestor, B 

Two omissions of relatively lengthy strings of text shared by 565, 884 and 2193 

provide good evidence that the three manuscripts descend from a more immediate 

shared ancestor, not shared with 1 and 1582. In both cases, the omissions 

constitute rare readings and no other known Family 1 manuscripts shares them: 

 

5:9 DEF kai euqews ugihs egeneto o anqrwpos kai egerqeis hren ton 
krabatton autou kai periepatei  º   oµÈ†   565 884 2193*   Â 

 
 
7:8 egw oupw anabainw eis thn eorthn tauthn  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 

209 872 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193Ç 2372 2713  ˜  º  oµÈ†   565 884 
2193*  Â 

 

It is unlikely that on two occasions in one gospel, all three manuscripts would 

omit these two strings of text independently. It is much more probable that the 

three manuscripts, which we already know are close, share an intermediate 

ancestor, itself descended from A-1, in which the omissions first occurred. Both 

omissions, homeoteleutons, cause fracture to the text: in the case of 5:9, the lame 

man is not healed, and in 7:8, the sense of Jesus’s words is lost. These types of 

omissions do not tend to last long in a textual tradition but are corrected by scribes 

as copying events occur. These two omissions, therefore, are also indications that 

not many copying events, if any, exist between this intermediate ancestor, B, and 

its descendants 565, 884 and 2193. 

A third omission offers further evidence regarding the link between 884 and 

2193: 
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8:35 DEF   o uios menei eis ton aiwna    º   oµÈ†   884  2193*  „ 

 

Again it is most probable that this omission occurred in a shared intermediate 

ancestor of 884 and 2193 and not independently in each. 565 does not omit this 

text, but could still share this ancestor, the scribe of 565 filling in the omission—

in this case with the reading of the Majority Text. 

 
 

2.2.8. Codices 565, 884 and 2193 are Independent Witnesses of B 

Codices 565, 884 and 2193 inherit their A-1 readings from Manuscript B. 

Whether each individual manuscript is important as a textual witness to B, and 

therefore A-1, is determined by whether or not the manuscript is an independent 

witness of B, or whether it is related to B only through another extant manuscript. 

In the cases of 565, 884 and 2193, each manuscript contains a number of Non-

Majority Text readings which are supported by Codices 1 and 1582 but not by the 

other descendants of B. These readings demonstrate that each manuscript 

inherited its B readings independently of B’s other extant descendants. Table 2 

records the number of Non-Majority Text agreements each manuscript—565, 884, 

2193—has with 1 and 1582 when the other two manuscripts agree with the 

Majority Text. 
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Table 2: Demonstrating the Independence of 565, 884 and 2193 

Cha
pter      

No. 

565, 1 
& 1582 
NMT 
read. 

without  
884 & 
2193 

565, 1 
& 1582 
NMT 
read. 

without  
884 

565, 1 
& 1582 
NMT 
read. 

without 
2193 

884, 1 
& 1582 
NMT 
read. 

without 
565 & 
2193 

884, 1 
& 1582 
NMT 
read. 

without 
565 

884, 1 
& 1582 
NMT 
read. 

without 
2193 

2193, 1 
& 1582 
NMT 
read. 

without 
565 & 
884 

2193, 1 
& 1582 
NMT 
read. 

without 
565 

2193, 1 
& 1582 
NMT 
read. 

without 
884 

1 0 0 0 0 2 0 3 16 3 

2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 3 4 5 0 0 1 0 0 1 

4 1 3 3 0 0 2 4 4 6 

5 0 6 1 0 0 1 2 2 8 

6 1 14 3 1 1 3 2 3 15 

7 2 24 2 2 3 2 0 1 22 

8 0 13 0 1 1 1 3 3 16 

9 1 15 1 1 1 1 3 3 17 

10 1 5 4 0 1 3 2 3 6 

11 0 1 3 0 0 4 2 2 4 

12 0 3 2 0 0 2 1 1 4 

13 2 2 8 0 0 8 1 1 3 

14 1 1 12 1 1 12 0 0 0 

15 2 2 7 1 1 6 1 1 1 

16 0 1 5 1 1 7 0 0 1 

17 0 0 4 0 0 7 0 0 0 

18 5 5 18 2 2 15 0 0 0 

19 2 3 28 0 1 27 0 1 1 

20 5 6 13 0 0 8 0 0 1 

21 8 8 17 0 0 9 1 1 1 

Total 34 116 138 10 15 119 25 42 110 
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Table 2 shows that each manuscript contains sufficient Non-Majority agreements 

with 1 and 1582 to demonstrate its independence as a descendant of Manuscript 

B; these readings can all be found in the full family collation in Appendix A.  884 

has the fewest of these readings, which is in keeping with it being the weakest 

member of the group, while 565 and 2193 contain significantly more. 2193’s 

independence from 884 and 565 is also supported by the existence of its 

marginalia, not present in either 565 or 884; and the independence of 565 and 884 

from 2193 is supported by the fact that neither manuscript shares 2193’s shift in 

textual affinity towards the Majority Text from chapter 13 onwards.93 The three 

manuscripts differ in how well they represent the text of Manuscript B, but they 

can all be shown to be independent witnesses and are, therefore, all of value in 

reconstructing the text of B. 

 

2.2.9. B is an Independent Witness of A-1 

A number of the Non-Majority Text readings found in Manuscript B’s 

descendants can be used to demonstrate that B descends from A-1 independently 

of both 1 and 1582.  Firstly, B’s independence from Codex 1 can be demonstrated 

by a number of occasions when one or more of the descendants of B share a Non-

Majority Text reading with 1582 without the support of 1. Below are four such 

occasions when the readings are rare: 

 

                                                
93 This shift is very evident from the figures in table 1. 
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11:20 mariam 565ˆo†´ 884 1582 2193*  Â º  maria  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 
872 1192 1210 1278 2193Ç 2372 2713  ˜ 
 
Note 565: final m untypical. 

 
 
16:19 ouketi  565 1582  Â º  ou  1 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 884 1192 1210 1278 

2193 2372 2713  ˜ 
 
 

21:16 probatia  22 565 1582*  Â º  probata  118ß¨π 131 884 1192 1210 1278 
1582Ç 2193 2713ª¬åçº   ˜ 

 
Note 2713: letters proba supplied. 

 
 
21:17 probatia  22 565 1582* Â  º  probata  1 118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 205 209 884 

1192 1210 1278 1582Ç 2193 2713   ˜ 
 

In 11:20, 16:19 and 21:17, Codex 1 agrees with the Majority Text; and in the case 

of 21:16, Codex 1 is deficient, omitting the text ‘legei autw poimaine ta 

probatia mou’. The descendants of B, therefore, cannot have inherited these 4 

Non-Majority Text readings from Codex 1, but the readings must have been 

transmitted by another ancestor.94 Codex 1 also contains three other relatively 

long omissions in 5:26, 14:2, and 19:38. None of these omissions appear in any of 

the descendants of B, which would be expected if B were an ancestor of Codex 1.  

In addition to these readings the existence of marginalia in 2193, which finds 

support with the marginalia of 1582, consolidates the evidence for B’s 

independence from Codex 1, as 1 contains no marginalia, and has incorporated 

                                                
94 Codex 1 contains 3 other similar omissions in 5:26, 14:2, and 19:38. None of these omissions 
appear in any of the descendants of B. 
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only certain marginal readings into its text.95  The most notable readings are found 

in 6:23, 8:38 and 12:28: 

 
6:23 eucaristhsantos tou kuriou   22 131 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278 

1582*  2193* 2372  ˜ º  tou kuriou eucaristhsantos   1 118 205å∫ß 
205 209 1582Ç* 2193Ç 2713  Î 
 
 

8:38 o egw   1 1582†≈†   Î º   a egw   565 1582µ© 2193  Â º  egw o   22 118 
205å∫ß 205 209 872 1192 1210 1278Ç 2713  ˜ º   egw a   131 884 1278* 
2372  Â 

 
 
12:28 to onoma   22 131 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582†≈† 2193µ© 2372 2713  

˜ º  ton uion  1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 1582µ© 2193†≈†  Â 
 
 

While in the case of 6:23, the reading could be either a correction or marginal 

reading, the presence of the two alternatives at this point in both 2193 and 1582, 

while Codex 1 has only a single reading, supports the evidence for 2193’s 

independence from 1.  In 8:38, 1582 contains two Non-Majority Text variants, 

one distinctive and the other rare. Codex 1 supports the distinctive reading, while 

2193 and 565 support the rare. 

Again, 2193 and 565 could not have inherited their rare reading from Codex 1, 

but the reading must have come from an ancestor which contained either the two 

readings or only the single rare reading. One of the most significant pieces of 

evidence for B’s independence is the marginal reading already discussed, in 12:6: 

 
 

                                                
95 See, for example, 12:28 or the possible marginal reading in 6:23. Both readings in 2193  have 
support from 1582. 
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12:6 ecwn   565 1582 2193†≈†  Â º  ecwn kai  1  Î º  eicen kai  22 118 131 
205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278 2372 2713  ˜  º   ecwn  ª3º  
2193µ© 

 

It is significant because the two readings in 2193 explain the Non-Majority Text 

split between 1 and 1582. 2193 has retained the most complete information from 

the shared ancestor, providing strong evidence of its independence from both 1 

and 1582. This evidence for B’s independence from 1582 is further supported by 

3 variation units where Codex 1 and a descendant of B agree or partially agree on 

a Non-Majority Text reading while 1582 either agrees with the Majority Text or 

has a different Non-Majority Text reading: 

 

7:52 egeiretai 1582 2193  „ º   egeigertai  1 118 131 565  Â º  eghgertai  
22 205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278 2193ß¨ππ 2372 2713   ˜ 
 
 

11:48 pisteusousin   22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 
2193Ç 2372 ˜ º   pisteuswsin    1 131 2193* 2713  „ 

 
 

15:24 eicon  118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372 
2713  ˜   º   eicwsan  1  Î  º   eicosan  565  Â 

 

In one further variation unit, a first hand correction in Codex 1 agrees with the 

rare reading of a diorqwthv~ of 2193, while 1582 has only the reading of the 

Majority Text:  

 

12:28 pater  1* 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278Ç 1582 
2193* 2713  ˜ º  agie  å∂∂  1Ç* 131 2193Ç 2372  Â  º   ª4º  å∂∂   1278* 
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The additional support of 2372, and possibly 1278*, for this reading provides 

evidence that the rare reading originated with the family ancestor and not 

independently with the scribe of 1 and  diorqwthv~ of 2193.96 

Only a small number of readings, and some readings constituting only very 

slight differences, have been used to demonstrate Manuscript B’s independence 

from 1 and 1582. This is because only readings where either 1 or 1582, but not 

both, support the Non-Majority Text reading in the descendant/s of B have been 

used.  Only for these readings can it be confirmed that the Non-Majority Text 

reading in the descendant/s of B was inherited from A-1, and did not originate in 

the extant witnesses (565, 884 or 2193) or in Manuscript B.  Individual readings 

that cannot be shown with a good level of certainty to have been inherited from 

A-1 cannot offer conclusive evidence for B’s independence.97  

 

2.2.10. B is Independent of All Other Extant Family Manuscripts  

The descendants of B have retained relatively high numbers of A-1 readings 

compared with other family manuscripts (except for 1 and 1582). This means that 

it is relatively easy to demonstrate the independence of 565, 884 and 2193 from 

these manuscripts. There are almost a hundred Non-Majority Text readings found 

in both 1 and 1582 that are only supported by one, two or all three of the 

descendants of B, and these readings are spread consistently throughout the 

                                                
96 In chapter 4, 1278 and 2372 will be shown to form part of a family subgroup that is independent 
of both 1 and 2193. 

97 Note that 1 and 1582 disagree on only 44 occasions. 
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gospel.  Those readings where all three manuscripts support the Non-Majority 

Text reading in 1 and 1582 are reproduced below. They clearly demonstrate that B 

and its three descendants are independent of all other extant manuscripts collated: 

 

4:52 eipon oun   1 565 884 1582 2193*  Â º  kai eipon  22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 
209 872 1192 1210 1278 2193Ç 2372 2713  ˜ 

 
 
7:15 eqaumazon oun   1 565 884 1582 2193*  „ º  eqaumazon de  118 205å∫ß 

205 209 2713  Î º   kai eqaumazon  22 131 872 1192 1210 1278 2193Ç 
2372  ˜ 

 
 
8:33 kai eipon   1 565 884 1582 2193  Â  º   oµÈ†   22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 

872 1192 1210 2713  M º   oi ioudaioi  1278 2372  Â 
 
 
8:42 eipen   1 565 884 1582 2193*  „ º  oun  å∂∂   22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 

872 1192 1210 1278 2193Ç 2372 2713  M 
 
 
10:4 otan  1 565 884 1582* 2193*   „  º  kai otan  22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 

209 872 1192 1210 1278 1582Ç1 2372 2713   ˜  º   otan de   2193Ç   Â 
 
  
10:22 ierosolumois  1 565 884 1582 2193*   „ º  kai  å∂∂   22 118 131 205å∫ß 

205 209 872 1192 1210 1278 2193Ç 2372 2713   ˜ 
 
 
12:3 mariam  1 565 884 1582 2193*  Â º  maria 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 

872 1192 1210 1278 2193Ç 2372 2713  ˜ 
 

 
12:35 ws   1 565 884 1582 2193*  „ º  ews  22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 

1192 1210 1278 2193Ç 2372 2713  ˜ 
 
 
14:3 topon umin   1 565 884 1582 2193  „ º   umin topon  22 118 131 205å∫ß 

205 209 1192 1210 1278 2372 2713  M 
 
 
14:11 estin   1 565 884 1582 2193Ç   Â º  oµÈ†   22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 

1192 1210 1278 2193* 2372 2713  ˜ 
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14:28 oti  (2ˆ∂)   1 565 884 1582 2193*  „ º  eipon   å∂∂ 118 131 205å∫ß 205 
209 1192 1210 1278 2193Ç 2372 2713  ˜ 

 
 
15:11 h   (3®∂)  1 565 884 1582 2193†≈†  Â º  meinh  118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 

1192 1210 1278 2193µ© 2372 2713  ˜ 
 

 
17:19 wsin kai autoi   1 565 884 1582 2193  „ º   kai autoi wsin  22 118ß¨π 

131 205å∫ß 205 209 1192 1210 1278 2372 2713  M 
 
 

17:20 peri pantwn  1 565 884 1582 2193  Â º   oµÈ†  118ß¨π  Î º   peri  22 131 
205å∫ß 205 209 1192 1210 1278 2372 2713  ˜ 

 
 
21:6 elkusai auto iscuon  1 565 884 1582  2193  Â º  auto elkusai iscusan  

22 118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 205 209 1192 1210 1278  ˜ º  elkusai auto 
iscusan   2713  Î 

 

The establishment of the independence of Manuscript B and its extant 

descendants will prove significant for the reconstruction of the text of A-1.  The 

descendants’ high numbers of Non-Majority Text agreements shared with 1 and 

1582 demonstrate that they have carefully retained a high number of readings 

from A-1, and are, therefore, reliable witnesses of A-1; and the manuscripts’ 

independence and separate descent from A-1 means that it would be reasonable to 

presume that they have retained readings from A-1 that other manuscripts, 

including 1 and 1582, have not. Such readings will be given consideration as 

possible A-1 readings and will serve to widen the textual contours of the family. 

 

2.2.11. Codices 1 and 1582 are Independent of One Another 

Anderson analysed in detail the relationship between 1 and 1582 by a full 

collation of the text of both manuscripts in Matthew.  From this collation, 
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Anderson concluded that 1 and 1582 are both independent witnesses of a Family 1 

ancestor.98 Anderson’s conclusion is supported by the collation of the Gospel of 

John. Among the 44 disagreements between 1 and 1582 in the Gospel of John 

there are a small number of readings that indicate that each manuscript is 

independent of the other.  There are 2 units where 1 and 1582 both contain a 

different Non-Majority Text reading: 

 

7:52 egeiretai  1582 2193  „ º   egeigertai  1 118 131 565  Â º  eghgertai  
22 205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278 2193ß¨ππ 2372 2713   ˜ 

 
 
12:6 ecwn   565 1582  2193†≈†  Â º  ecwn kai  1  Î º  eicen kai  22 118 131 

205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278 2372 2713  ˜  º   ecwn  ª3º  
2193µ© 

 

 

In both cases, the reading of 1 and the reading of 1582 is supported by a 

descendant of B, suggesting that 1 and 1582 were copied from an intermediate 

manuscript that contained two readings at each point, rather than 1 being copied 

from 1582, or vice versa. This is almost certainly the case for the reading in 12:6, 

where the witness of 2193 provides very strong evidence that A-1 contained both 

a text reading and a marginal reading at this point. 

In addition to these Non-Majority Text splits, Codex 1 contains 1 Non-Majority 

Text reading which has the support of 2193* while 1582 has the Majority Text 

reading: 

 

                                                
98 Anderson, Matthew, 84–96. 
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11:48 pisteusousin   22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 
2193Ç 2372 ˜ º   pisteuswsin    1 131 2193* 2713  „ 

 
 

1 distinctive reading that has partial support from 565 while 1582 is Majority: 

 

15:24 eicon  118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372 
2713  ˜  º eicwsan  1  Î  º   eicosan  565  Â 

 
 

And there is 1 rare agreement between 1C* and 2193C. 

 

12:28 pater  1* 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278Ç 1582 
2193* 2713  ˜ º  agie  å∂∂  1Ç* 131 2193Ç 2372  Â  º   ª4º  å∂∂   1278* 

  
 

Finally, there is a distinctive reading in Codex 1 supported by 1278* and 2372, 

two manuscripts which will be discussed later and shown to descend from A-1 by 

a different route to Codex 1: 

 

3:26 ton  22 131 205 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278Ç 1582 2193 ˜ º  oµÈ†  1 
118 205å∫ß 209 1278* 2372 2713  Î 

 

There are 4 variation units where 1582 has a Non-Majority Text reading, either 

rare or distinctive, supported by an independent descendant of A-1, while 1 

agrees with the Majority Text, indicating that 1582 is independent of 1.99 

 

 

                                                
99 Codex 22 will be discussed in a later chapter and shown to be a independent witness of A-1. 
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11:20 mariam  565ˆo†´ 884 1582 2193*  Â º  maria  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 
872 1192 1210 1278 2193Ç 2372 2713  ˜ 

 
 
 16:19 ouketi  565 1582  Â º  ou  1 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 884 1192 1210 1278 

2193 2372 2713  ˜ 
 
 
20:25 twn podwn  22 1582†≈†  Î º  twn hlwn 1 118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 209 565 884 

1192 1210 1278 1582µ© 2193 2713  ˜ º  ton ulwn  205  Î 
 

 
21:17 probatia  22 565 1582*  Â  º  probata  1 118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 205 209 

884 1192 1210 1278 1582Ç 2193 2713   ˜ 
 

 

In a further reading, Codex 1 (and the Venice group) omits a string of text where 

1582, with the agreement of 22 and 565, contains a rare reading: probatia.   

 
 
21:16 DEF legei autw poimaine ta probatia mou  º   oµÈ†  1 205å∫ß 205 209  

Î º  legei autw poiª12ºta  2713ª¬åçº 
  
 

probatia  22 565 1582*  Â º  probata  118ß¨π 131 884 1192 1210 1278 
1582Ç 2193 2713ª¬åçº   ˜ 

 
Note 2713: letters proba supplied. 

 

The agreement of 22, 565 and 1582, indicates that probatia was the reading of 

A-1 and that the omission must have occurred in a shared ancestor of Codex 1 and 

the Venice group. 

Finally, as already discussed, the marginal readings in 1582 at 8:38 and 12:28 

are substantiated by support from 2193 and offer further evidence that 1582 is 

independent of 1. 
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2.2.12. Codices 1 and 1582 Share an Intermediate Exemplar, C 

If 1 and 1582 are independent of one another, their textual closeness must be 

explained by both manuscripts being very accurate copies of their shared ancestor.  

The text of this shared ancestor can be reconstructed from the agreements of 1 and 

1582, and because both manuscripts are such accurate copies and have received 

very little correction towards the Majority Text, very little text which existed in 

the ancestor has been lost.  The text of Manuscript B can also be reconstructed 

from readings found in its descendants, 565, 884 and 2193; however, because of 

the high levels of Majority Text correction in each individual descendant, only the 

Non-Majority Text readings are useful for reconstructing B’s text.  When two or 

more of B’s descendants agree on a Non-Majority Text reading it is very likely 

that that reading existed in B.  

If we reconstruct the text of B from these Non-Majority Text agreements, do 

the same with the ancestor of 1 and 1582, then compare the two reconstructed 

texts, we find that B contains 48 Non-Majority Text text readings, spread evenly 

through the gospel, that are not present in the ancestor of 1 and 1582.100  In 

addition, 2193 contains 6 extant Non-Majority Text variant readings that are very 

likely to have been inherited from Manuscript B, but are not present in the 

reconstructed ancestor of 1 and 1582, in either the text or the margin.101 There are 

                                                
100 The long omission in 5:9 has been counted as 2 variation units because within the string of text 
omitted by 565, 884 and 2193*, there are two variant units where the rest of the family is split. See 
Appendix A for the full units and for further details of the treatment of deficient (DEF) 
manuscripts. Another reading (5:36) supported by 565 and 2193txt has not been counted, because it 
is included among the 6 Non-Majority variant readings in 2193. 

101 In one of these readings (10:39) the marginal reading has been supplied on the evidence of a 
Non-Majority Text reading in the text of 565.  
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also over 200 further Non-Majority Text readings that are found in only one 

descendant of B, but are not found in the reconstructed ancestor of 1 and 1582.102 

Although these latter readings cannot be judged, individually, to have certainly 

been inherited from Manuscript B, clearly a number of them will have been, given 

the high levels of Majority Text correction among B’s descendants (such 

correction makes it extremely probable that on some occasions only one 

descendant will have  retained the A-1 reading). Some of these Non-Majority Text 

readings may have originated in Manuscript B and not be inherited from A-1; for 

example, the three long omissions already mentioned (5:9, 7:8 and 8:35), or other 

readings that might have resulted from scribal error or ‘correction’ by the 

scribe of B.103 It is, however, clear that a number of these readings must have 

existed in A-1.  

As 1 and 1582 are so close, with only 44 disagreements, it is extremely unlikely 

that both manuscripts would omit these more certain Non-Majority Text B 

readings, the marginalia witnessed to by 2193, and the other possible Non-

Majority Text B readings, independently of one another. This is especially so with 

the marginal readings, as 1 and 1582 tend to treat them differently: Codex 1 

incorporating the marginal readings into its text, and 1582 retaining them. These 

differences between the reconstructed text of B and the reconstructed text of the 

nearest ancestor of 1 and 1582 indicate that 1 and 1582 share an intermediate 

ancestor that stands between them and A-1, that is not B and is not shared with B. 
                                                
102 Long omissions, readings with a first hand correction, and other readings which may be judged 
to have originated in the descendant itself have not been included in this count. 

103 See earlier note. These 3 omissions are counted as 4 units. 
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This intermediate manuscript will be called Manuscript C. Manuscript C received 

some correction towards the Majority Text and filtered out these Non-Majority 

Text A-1 readings discussed above, along with a significant proportion of the 

marginalia that was preserved in B and retained in 2193. 

 

 

2.2.13. New Readings for Family 1 in the Gospel of John 

The discovery of a new subgroup descended from Manuscript B is significant for 

reconstructing the text of A-1 in the Gospel of John.  Anderson suggested in her 

work on Matthew that because the number of marginal readings in 1582 reduces 

towards the end of the codex, particularly by Luke and John, that the scribe of 

1582’s exemplar must have ‘gradually left off copying the apparatus’ of its 

exemplar.104 The discovery of the additional marginalia for John in 2193 confirms 

Anderson’s suspicion. The scribe of Manuscript C must have copied only a small 

number of the marginal readings he found in A-1; however, the scribes of 

Manuscript B, and its descendant 2193, copied more of these marginal readings. 

Consequently, a much fuller version of the marginalia that existed in A-1 can now 

be reconstructed. Below is a list of the 10 extant marginal readings, both Majority 

Text and Non-Majority Text, that exist in 2193 but not 1582. 

 

 

                                                
104 Anderson, Matthew, 61. 
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1:28 bhqabara  1 22†≈† 1192†≈† 1278µ© 1582 2193†≈† 2713  ª„º º  bhqania  22µ© 
118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 1210 1278†≈† 2193µ© 2372   M º  biqania  565 
1192µ©  ªMº  

 
Note: 2193 and 1278 have en re-written in the margin as part of the variant 
reading; 22 and 1192 do not. 

 
 
1:39 oyesqe  1 22†≈† 118 205å∫ß 205 209 1192†≈† 1582 2193†≈†  Â º  idete  22µ© 

131 565 872 1192µ© 1210 1278 2193µ© 2372 2713  ˜ 
 
 

2:17 katafagetai  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 1192Ç 1210 1582 
2193µ©∂¨∫ 2713   ˜  º  katafagete 1192*  Â º  katefagen 2193†≈† 2372  
„ º katefagetai   1278   Â 

 
 
5:36 apestalken  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 

2193µ© 2372 2713  ˜  º  apesteilen  131 565  2193†≈†  Â 
 

 
7:41 oi de   1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 1582 2193†≈† 2713  „ º   alloi  22 131 

872 884 1192 1210 1278 2193µ© 2372   ˜ 
 
Note 2193: the marginal reading has been erased. 

 
 

11:41 ofqalmous  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 
2193†≈† 2372 2713   ˜ º   eis ton ouranon   å∂∂  2193µ©  Â 

 
 

12:6 ecwn   565  1582 2193†≈†  Â º  ecwn kai  1  Î º  eicen kai  22 118 131 
205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278 2372 2713  ˜  º   ecwn  ª3º  
2193µ© 
 

 Note 2193: a marginal reading has been erased. 
 

 
14:30 ouk ecei   1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193†≈† 

2372 2713   ˜ º   eurhsei  131  Â  º  eurhª3º  2193µ© 
 
Note 2193: the marginal reading has been erased. 
 

 
15:11 h   (3®∂)  1 565 884 1582 2193†≈†  Â º  meinh  118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 

1192 1210 1278 2193µ© 2372 2713  ˜ 
 
 
21:11 epi thn ghn   1 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1582  Â º  epi ths ghs  22 118ß¨π 

131 1192 1210 1278 2193†≈† 2713  ˜ º   eis thn ghn  2193µ©  „ 
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Further to these readings there are 6 units where a marginal reading definitely 

existed in 2193 but has been erased and is no longer legible. In some cases the 

readings of other manuscripts may provide clues to the text of the erased marginal 

readings.  

 

6:17 egegonei  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 
2372 2713  ˜ º  gegonei  565  Î  º  gegonen 2193†≈†   Î  º  ª8º  2193µ© 
 
Note 2193: a marginal reading has been erased. 

 
 
7:20 autw o oclos kai eipen   1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 1582 2193†≈† 2713  Î 

º   o oclos kai eipen   22 131 872 884 1192 1210  ˜ º  o oclos kai 
eipen autw  1278 2372  Î  º  ª∂¨∫º  2193µ© 
 
Note 2193: a marginal reading has been erased. 

 
 
9:6 autou tous ofqalmous  1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 1582 2193†≈†  Î º   ton 

phlon epi tous ofqalmous tou tuflou  22 131 872 1192 1210 1278 
2372 2713  ˜ º  tous ofqalmous tou tuflou  884  Â º  ª∂¨∫º   2193µ© 

  
Note 2193: a marginal reading has been erased. 

 
 
11:31 doxantes 1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 884 1192 1210 1278* 1582* 2193†≈† 

2372 2713  „  º  legontes  131 872 1278Ç 1582Ç1  ˜ º  ª8º  2193µ© 
 
Note 2193: a marginal reading has been erased. 
 
 

12:40 nohswsin th kardia   1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1210 
1278 1582 2193ˆo†´ 2372 2713  ˜  º   th kardia sunwsi  131  Â 
 
Note 2193: a marginal reading or C1 reading has been erased. 
 
 

12:47 fulaxh   1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1210 1582 2193†≈† 2372 2713  
„ º  pisteush  131 872 1192 1278Ç   M º  ª6º  1278*  º  ª8º  2193µ©∂¨∫ 
 
Note 2193: a marginal reading has been erased. 
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Finally there are a further 5 units, given below, where it is possible that a marginal 

reading existed in 2193, but is has been erased so effectively that it is difficult to 

be certain. On these occasions there are very faint traces on the microfilm of 

scraping on the parchment and occasionally traces of letters or the gamma-rho 

symbol; in most of these cases there is definitely a reading in the margin, but it is 

unclear whether the reading is a correction or marginal reading. In 10:39, the 

existence of a singular distinctive reading in the text of 565 may support the 

existence of a marginal reading in 2193, as on other occasions 565 has 

incorporated marginal readings into its text.   

 
 
7:40 twn logwn toutwn  1 22 118 205å∫ßªπço®®º 205 209 565 1192 1210 1278 

1582 2193ˆo†´ 2372   Â º  ton logon  131 872 884 2713  M 
 
Note 205abs: all omegas are possibly corrections. 
Note 2193: a marginal reading may have been erased. 

 
 

9:18 autou   (2ˆ∂)  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 1210 1278* 1582 2193†≈† 
2372 2713  Â º  tou anableyantos  131 1192  Â º   autou tou 
anableyantos  872 884 1278Ç1   ˜  º  ª∂¨∫º   2193µ©∂¨∫  
 
Note 2193: a marginal reading may have been erased. 

 

10:39 ek  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193†≈† 
2372 2713 ˜ º  apo  565  Î  º  ª∂¨∫º  2193µ©∂¨∫ 

 
Note 2193: a marginal reading may have been erased. 

 
 
11:16 apoqanwmen met  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1278 

1582 2193ˆo†´ 2372 2713  ˜ º   apoqanomen met  1210  Â 
 
Note 2193: a marginal reading or C1 reading may have been erased. 
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11:34 kai eipen 1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278Ç 1582 
2193ˆo†´ 2713  ˜  º   eipen   2372  Î º   ª5º  1278* 
 
Note 2193: a correction or marginal reading may have been erased. 

 
 

An examination of 2193 itself may be able to confirm whether or not these 

readings are marginal variants or corrections, and it may even be possible to 

decipher the text of some of the readings, as well as perhaps uncover further 

erased readings that have betrayed no marking on the microfilm. 

Of the 48 almost certain B text readings, the 3 longer omissions (counted as 4 

readings) can be dismissed as originating in B itself, and 4 other readings are 

suspect because they may have resulted from partial Majority Text correction, and 

may have originated in B itself.105 There still remain, however, a significant 

number of almost certain B readings, and numerous less certain, but possible, 

readings that were probably inherited from A-1, but have not been preserved in 

Manuscript C. These readings, along with the marginal readings, serve to alter the 

reconstruction of the text of A-1. A selection of these readings are given below, 

and the remaining can be found in Appendix B; these readings should be 

considered very probable A-1 readings. 

The first 4 readings involve points of Non-Majority Text division between the 

core group, and may reflect the existence of further marginalia in A-1.  In the first 

2 units B has perhaps retained both readings and C only one. In 14:31 A-1 

probably read edwken for the Majority eneteilato, but may have had entolhn as 

a marginal variation or correction. B and the ancestor of 1 and 1582 copied 
                                                
105 10:7, 16:13, 16:26, 19:35.  
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edwken, but because entolhn was placed in the margin, added the word at 

different points in the text. 

 
 
3:28 emoi  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 1192 1278 1582 2193*ß¨ππ¬ 2372 2713 

Â º  moi 131 884 2193Ç  „ º  oµÈ†  872 1210  ˜ 
 
 
7:12 oti  (2ˆ∂)  1 565 1582  Î º  ou alla   22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 

1192 1210 1278 2372 2713  ˜ º  ouci alla  884 2193Çª∂¨∫º   Â º ª3º  
2193*  
 
Note 2193C: letters ci uncertain. 
 
 

14:31 edwken moi o pathr entolhn  1 1582 Î º  edwken moi entolhn o pathr  
565 884 1210   Â º   eneteilato moi o pathr   118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 
1192 1278 2193 2372 2713  ˜ 

 

20:20 thn pleuran  1 1582  Â º  thn pleuran autou  22 118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 205 
209 1192 1210 1278 2193 2713  ˜ º  tous podas  565 884  Â 

 

In 12:3 there is Non-Majority Text division, which may again be the result of 

marginalia in A-1, but it might also have been caused by the ancestor of 1 and 

1582 being ‘partially’ corrected to the Majority Text. 

 
 
12:3 tais qrixin auths exemaxen  1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 1582 2713  Î º  tais 

qrixin auths apemaxen   565 884 2193  Â º  exemaxen tais qrixin auths 
tous podas autou   22 131 872 1192 1210 1278 2372   ˜ 

 

 

A-1 perhaps read tais qrixin auths apemaxen, B preserved this reading while 

the ancestor of 1 and 1582 changed apemaxen to exemaxen to agree with the 

Majority Text. Either way, the ancestor of 1 and 1582 has not preserved the full 

Non-Majority Text reading as it existed in A-1.   
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The following readings are simple text readings preserved by two or more of 

the descendants of B. Despite not being supported by 1 and 1582, they are still 

likely to have been inherited from A-1. 

 

6:22 o  (1ß†) 1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 
2372 2713 ˜ º  oµÈ†   565 884  Â 

 
 

suneishlqen   1  22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 1192 1278 1582 2193 
2372 2713  ˜  º   sunhlqen   565 884  Â º   suneilqen 1210  

 
 
6:52 oun    1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372 

2713  ˜ º  de   565 884  Â 
 

 
6:55 gar   1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372 

2713  ˜ º  oµÈ†   565 884   Â 
 
 
7:15 grammata oiden  1 22 131 872 1192 1210 1582 ˜ º  oiden grammata  

118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1278 2193 2372 2713  Â 
 
 
7:33 me  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372 

2713  ˜ º  patera   å∂∂  565 884  Â 
 

 
7:42 apo   1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2372  

˜ º  ek  565 2193   Î 
 
 
8:26 umwn  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372 

2713  ˜ º  umas   565 884  Â 
 
 
9:31 amartwlwn  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 

2193Ç 2372*  ˜  º   amartwlon  131 565 2193* 2713 2372Ç   „ 
 

 
10:23 solomwnos  1 1582 2193*  M º   solomwntos  22ªß¨ππ¬º 118 131 205å∫ß 

205 209 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278 2193Ç 2372 2713  „ 
 
 Note 22: letter o (2nd) supplied. 
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11:4 auth h asqeneia   1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 1192 1210 1278 

1582 2193Ç 2372 2713  ˜ º   auth h asqeneia auth   884  2193*ß¨ππ¬   Â º  
asqeneia auth  565Ç  Î  º   aª3-4º  asqeneia auth   565* 

 
 
12:12 o  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193Ç 2372 

2713   ˜  º  oµÈ†  565 884 2193*  Â 
 

 
12:15 ercetai  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 

2372 2713 ˜ º  soi  å∂∂  565 884  Â 
 

 
12:39 pisteuein  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 

2372 2713  ˜ º  pisteusai  565 884  Â 
 
 

12:49 elalhsa   1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 
2372 2713  ˜ º  elhluqa  565 884  Â 

 
 
13:27 tote  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372 2713  

˜ º  oµÈ†  565 884  Â 
 

 
15:27 de  1 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372 2713  ˜ º  

oµÈ† 565 884  Â 
 
 

16:17 egw  1 131 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2372  M º  oµÈ†  118 205å∫ß 205 
209 565 2193 2713   „ 

 
 
16:29 autou   1 22 118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 205 209 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372 

2713  ˜ º  oµÈ†  565 884  Â 
 
 
17:2 dedwkas  1 22 118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565ß¨π 1192 1210 1278 1582 

2372 2713  ˜  º  edwkas   884 2193   „ 
 
 

17:23 egw  1 22 118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 205 209 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372 
2713  ˜ º kagw  565 884   Â 
 
 

18:18 oi  (2ˆ∂)  1 22 118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 205 209 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 
2372 2713  ˜  º  oµÈ†  565 884  Â 
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19:3 kai   1 22 118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 205 209 1210 1278 1582 2713  M º  kai 
hrconto pros auton   å∂∂  565 884 1192 2193  „ 

 
 
19:11 eices  1 22 118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 205 209 884 1192 1210 1278Ç 1582 2193Ç 

2713  ˜ º  eceis  565 1278*∂¨∫    „  º   ª5º  2193* 
 
 

meizona  1 22 118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 205 209 884 1192 1210 1278Ç1 1582 
2193Ç 2713  ˜  º   meizon  565 1278* 2193*   Â 
 
 

19:13 de   1 22 118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 205 209 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2713  ˜  
º  oµÈ†  565 884  Â  
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3. The Venice Group: Codices 118, 205abs, 205, 209 and 2713 

 

3.1. Manuscript Descriptions 

3.1.1. Codex 118 

Content and Layout 

Codex 118 is a thirteenth-century106 Four Gospel codex kept at the Bodleian 

library, Oxford; it has the library number Auct. D. inf. 2. 17.107 It contains 262 

folios though only 168 of these are original leaves.108 Two sections of Luke are 

missing and have been replaced by a later hand on parchment leaves; and parts of 

Matthew and John are missing and have been replaced by a still later hand on 

paper leaves.109 At least two of the replacement leaves for Luke are 

palimpsests.110 The original leaves are written in black ink on parchment that has 

yellowed considerably. The text is written in 1 column with 23–27 lines per page. 

The dimensions of the original pages are 20 by 13.5cm and the text 16 by 10cm. 

                                                
106 K. Aland, Kurzgefasste Liste der griechischen Handschriften des Neuen Testaments (ANTF 1), 
(Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1963), 53. 

107 Bodleian Quarto Catalogue number: Misc. 13; Summary Catalogue number: 8991. Other 
identification numbers: von Soden e 346; Marsh 24. ‘MARSH 24’ appears on the spine of the 
leather binding. 

108 The original leaves begin on f. 27 and end on f. 194; f. 139, f. 146 and f. 147 are also 
supplementary pages. The last folio is numbered 261 but as two folios are numbered 230 there are 
actually 262 folios. 

109 Lacunas: Matthew 1:1–6:2; Luke 13:35–14:20 and 18:7–19:9; John 16:25–21:25. 

110 F. 139 and f. 146. F. C. Burkitt identified the majuscule text as Psalm 18 and dated the script to 
the eleventh century. His comments are hand written in the Bodleian Quarto catalogue. The note is 
dated 1896. 
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Each gospel begins on a new quire; the first page of each gospel is decorated with 

a modest border in the top margin painted in red, followed by a rubricated 

minuscule gospel title and an enlarged first letter.111 Smaller initial letters are used 

throughout the codex and are painted in the same red ink.112 The first quire 

number in the manuscript is g, indicating that there are two missing quires at the 

beginning of the codex. Lake calculated that Matthew 1:1–6:2 would fit onto 

quire b so reasonably concluded that the manuscript must have included various 

prefatory material.113 A number of later hands have added to the codex: 

Synaxaria, Menologia, kefavlaia for Luke, some Psalms, Eusebian canon tables 

and stivcoi for Luke and John. 

There is some damage to the codex: the top half of f. 120r has been torn off and 

is missing and the first 10 lines of text on f. 104v have been made illegible, 

probably the result of a spillage as a large yellow mark remains. Other damage, 

such as nibbling marks from mice, has not affected the text. 

 

                                                
111 The beginning of Matthew is missing text. Lake, however, calculated that the missing text 
would fit exactly onto one quire and so the gospel would have begun on the first page of that 
quire. Lake, Codex 1, xv. 

112 It is common in 118 for rubricated initial letters to be missing. Often on such occasions, a tiny 
black letter can be detected at the very edge of the left margin, indicating that the scribe had 
intended one to be added. Such letters were normally trimmed off in the binding process but in 
118 many are still visible. This method for adding initial letters was not uncommon. For 
discussion and other examples of this phenomenon see Annemarie Weyl Carr, “Two Manuscripts 
of Joasaph in the United States,” The Art Bulletin 63, 2 (1981): 179; and  Jeffrey C. Anderson, 
“The Illustration of Cod. Sinai. Gr. 339,” The Art Bulletin 61, 2 (1979): 173.  

113 Lake, Codex 1, xv. 
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Script and Dating 

Codex 118 has a busy but legible script. The main body of text is filled with 

ligatures and abbreviations, and wavy super-lines over nomina sacra and other 

names add to the text’s hectic appearance. There are lots of majuscule letter forms 

and various letters are often enlarged, most commonly zeta, kappa, lambda, phi, 

psi, and xi. Breathing marks are round; nomina sacra have accents and breathings; 

accents, breathings and abbreviations are always distinct from letters and from 

one another; and mute iota is subscript.114 Uncontracted proper names are often 

given a super-line. The palaeographical features of 118 are extremely typical of a 

thirteenth-century minuscule hand. 

 

Illuminations 

There are no illuminations in 118.   

 

Correctors and Later Hands 

Codex 118 has not been systematically corrected. The only corrections made at 

the time of production were by the original scribe himself or by the rubricator 

(possibly identical with the original scribe). The rubricator made very infrequent 

corrections in red ink. The ‘errors’ he noted were almost certainly spotted by 

chance as he worked his way through the manuscript to add the initial letters, for 

                                                
114 F. 181r  has a very peculiar appearance: the text is written in the hand of the original scribe but 
the majority of the accents have been added by the scribe who supplemented Matthew and Luke 
on paper pages centuries later.  
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he made his corrections in the same ink he was using to rubricate the manuscript. 

First hand corrections in black ink are only sporadic and were probably made 

during the process of coping, rather than while checking the work afterwards.115 

All other corrections were made centuries later, by the scribe who added the 

supplementary pages for Matthew and John. These corrections were all made in 

brown ink.  In the transcription these three correctors have been distinguished: 

‘C*’, the original hand; ‘C2’, the rubricator; and ‘C3’, the scribe who 

supplemented Matthew and John. Some corrections, usually simple erasures, 

where it is difficult to distinguish between hands, have been labelled C. 

 

Provenance 

Three previous owners of 118 can be identified: firstly, a man known as 

Fivlippo~  oJ Kouvsolo~ who died, according to a note written twice in the 

manuscript, in 1554; second, a Dr Halifax who was chaplain of Aleppo between 

1687 and 1695; and third, the Archbishop of Armagh, Narcissus March, who died 

in 1714 and bequeathed the manuscript to the Bodleian library.116 

 

                                                
115 The codex is not a very high quality production and corrections were not always made with 
care. One characteristic of the original hand of 118 is his tendency to only half finish corrections. 
Most often this is when he makes an erasure by wiping or scraping clean the parchment, but does 
not return to add the corrected text. The first example of this in John is 1:2 where instead of 
writing epsilon-nu for en the scribe made an error, writing epsilon followed by another letter, not a 
nu, but that is no longer legible; he notices this mistake and erases the second letter, but never 
comes back to add the nu (f. 163r). 

116 Irmgard Hutter, Corpus der byzantinischen Miniaturenhandschriften: Oxford, Bodleian 
Library, vol. 3,  (Stuttgart: Hiersemann, 1982), 120. 
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Transcription of the Gospel of John 

John begins on f. 163r in the hand of the original scribe. His text ends on f. 194v 

at John 16:25b and the remaining text of the gospel was added by a fifteenth-

century hand. The Pericope Adulterae stands at 7:53 and there is no indication of 

any text critical difficulties with the passage. 118 was transcribed from the 

microfilm, and the manuscript itself was consulted, in Oxford, to check unclear 

text and to examine closely the various hands that have added to the codex. 

Unless otherwise stated codicological details come from my own examination. 

 

3.1.2. Codex 205abs 

Contents and Layout 

Codex 205abs is a fifteenth-century Greek Bible, kept at the Biblioteca Nazionale 

Marciana in Venice.117 It has the library catalogue reference Gr. Z. 6 (336). The 

manuscript has recently been given a new Gregory-Aland number, 2886. For this 

thesis, however, it will be referred to by the older Gregory-Aland number, 

205abs.118 The codex is large and heavy, bound in thick leather; it contains 438 

folios with pages measuring 38 by 26cm.119 The text is written in tiny minuscule 

letters in 1 column per page with 45 lines per column. The text measures 27 by 

                                                
117 New Testament contents: Gospels (ff. 347r–384v), Acts (ff. 385r–395v), Catholic Epistles 
(ff. 396r–400r), Revelation (ff. 401v–406v), Pauline Epistles (ff. 411r–432r).  

118 Other references: Tischendorf / Scrivener 206e, 94a, 107p, 101I. 

119 Two additional, unnumbered paper folios have been added to the beginning and end of the 
codex. 
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16.3cm. The last page of each quire is marked with the first words that follow on 

the next quire, presumably intended as an aid for sewing together the 

manuscript.120  Ff. 1–190 (Genesis to the first half of Ezekiel) and ff. 347–438 

(the whole New Testament) were written on parchment leaves and ff. 191–346 

(the second half of Ezekiel to the blank pages following the uncompleted 

Maccabees) were written on paper leaves. Each gospel begins with a list of 

kefavlaia and the kefavlaia rubricated titles are given in the margins. Except for 

kefavlaia and book titles included by the first scribe, written across recto and 

verso pages, there are no other reading aids in the manuscript.  Like other 

manuscripts in the Family 1 group, 205abs contains a note regarding the 

authenticity of the ending of the Gospel of Mark on f. 364v.121  

Many of the finishing touches to 205abs were never made, giving it a somewhat 

incomplete appearance: hardly any rubricated letters were added, though space 

was left for them; many pages do not have titles; and the book of Maccabees has 

only 21 lines of text followed by blank pages.122  

 

                                                
120 Note that 205, a manuscript of very similar physical format and proportions, also copied for 
Cardinal Bessarion, has quires marked with Greek numerals. This could be an indication that both 
manuscripts were produced at the same time and that the scribes wished to ensure that the leaves 
of each manuscript were not confused. 

121 F. 364v. This note is very faded on the manuscript and is barely visible on the microfilm. 

122 F. 341r. Only 21 lines of the book have been copied, blank pages, presumably for the rest of the 
book, follow. 
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Script and Dating 

205abs was copied by two scribes, each using a slightly different shade of brown 

ink.  Mioni’s library catalogue names these scribes Cosmas Trapezuntius (copied 

ff. 1–160 and ff. 347–431) and Demetrius Xanthopulos (copied ff. 161–341).123  

Both were professional copyists who produced high numbers of manuscripts 

during their lifetimes.124  The hands are similar: both wrote in a tiny and 

economical minuscule; around 50 percent of letters are abbreviated or written 

high above the line; and most other letters are formed in tight and minute 

ligatures. Both scribes managed to squeeze over a hundred non-abbreviated letters 

onto a line. Breathing marks are smooth; nomina sacra are accented; breathings 

and accents are distinct from letters and abbreviations; and there is no mute iota. 

There are numerous majuscule forms, for many letters, in a higher proportion to 

the minuscule alternative, and letters vary significantly in their relative size. Both 

scribes use a number of distinctive late letter forms such as the modern beta and 

the lunate sigma. In Bessarion’s personal inscription on f. 2v he gives himself one 

of his earlier titles: ‘Cardinalis Episcopus Tusculanus’. This indicates that the 

manuscript was complete by 1468, after which Bessarion held higher official titles 

                                                
123 Elpidius Mioni, Bibliothecae Divi Marci Venetiarum: Codices Graeci Manuscripti. Vol. I 
(Rome: Istituto poligrafico dello Stato, 1967), 10. 

124 See E. Gamillscheg et al., Repertorium der griechischen Kopisten 800–1600 (Vienna: 
österreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1981), 68, for entry on Demetrius Xanthopulos. 
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and used these to inscribe his later acquisitions.125 Such a dating would suggest 

that Codex 205abs was completed before Codex 205.126 

 

Illuminations 

205abs does not contain any illuminations; there is space, however, at various 

points in the codex, where large decorated letters and headpieces were intended. 

 

Correctors and Later Hands 

Minimal corrections have been made to 205abs and almost all of these are very 

tiny interlinear corrections, presumably made by the scribe as he copied and 

noticed errors. In John all the corrections are first hand with the exception of the 

addition of ta in 3:2, which is written in a darker ink than the rest of the text. All 

corrections, except for the one in 3.2, have been labelled C* in the transcription. 

The correction in 3:2 has been labelled C. 

 

Provenance 

205abs was owned by and copied for Cardinal Bessarion (ca. 1400–72). 

Bessarion’s commitment to the collection, preservation and copying of ancient 

Greek books is widely documented. The apparent rush with which 205abs was 
                                                
125 Labowsky suggests this method of dating when a manuscript came into Bessarion’s possession: 
Lotte Labowsky, Bessarion’s Library and the Biblioteca Marciana, Six Early Inventories (Rome: 
Edizioni di Storia e Letteratura, 1979), 19.  

126 This is of note as most scholars have presumed that 205abs is a copy of 205. See the textual 
analysis of these two manuscripts beginning in section 3.2.15. 
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completed fits in with what we know of Bessarion and his sense of urgency in 

preserving valuable and rare texts.127 Bessarion bequeath 205abs, along with the 

rest of his library, to the city of Venice and it has been held at the Biblioteca 

Nazionale Marciana ever since. The manuscript is listed in a number of library 

inventories from 1468 onwards.128 

 

Transcription of the Gospel of John 

The kefavlaia for John begin at the top of f. 377r and the text of the gospel begins 

at the bottom of the same page. There is quite a large space between the kefavlaia 

and the gospel text, perhaps a space intended for a decorative headpiece. John 

ends on f. 384v. The whole gospel is extant and the Pericope Adulterae stands at 

John 7:52 with no indications of textual difficulty with the passage.  The 

transcription for 205abs was made from the microfilm, and the manuscript itself 

was examined, in Venice, to check points of unclear text, to examine the 

corrections, and to record palaeographic and codicological information. Unless 

otherwise stated codicological details come from my own examination of the 

codex. 

 

                                                
127 For more on Bessarion see: John Monfasani, Byzantine Scholars in Renaissance Italy: Cardinal 
Bessarion and Other Émigrés (London: Variorum, 1995); Nelson, “Italian”; Labowsky, 
Inventories. 

128 Labowsky, Inventories: inventory A of 1468, p. 157; inventory B of 1474 followed 
consecutively by 205 and 209, p. 216; inventory C of 1524 listed beside 205, p. 262; inventory D 
of 1543, close to 209 and 205, p. 318. 
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3.1.3. Codex 205 

Contents and Layout 

Codex 205 is a fifteenth-century Greek Bible kept at the Biblioteca Nazionale 

Marciana in Venice.129 It is designated Gr. Z. 5 (420).130 The codex contains 444 

large parchment folios measuring 39.1 by 27.4cm.131 The text is written in 1 

column per page with 55 lines per column; the text measures 29.1 by 18.2cm. The 

codex is bound in thick leather and the page edges are gilt; quires are marked with 

a Greek numeral in the bottom right margin. Each book begins with a rubricated 

title written in majuscule letters. Book titles are repeated regularly in the top 

margins of the manuscript, written across from a verso to a recto page. The 

gospels all begin with a list of kefavlaia, and the kefavlaia titles are written in 

the margins in red ink; the first letter of each modern chapter number in the 

gospels is also rubricated. There is no Eusebian equipment or lectionary data for 

the gospels. Like other Family 1 manuscripts, 205 contains a critical note on the 

ending of the Gospel of Mark.132 

 

                                                
129 New Testament contents: Gospels (ff. 361r–396r), Acts (ff. 396v–406b), Catholic Epistles 
(ff. 407r–412r), Revelation (ff. 412r–417r), Pauline Epistles (ff. 417v–441v). 

130 Other references: von Soden d 500; Tischendorf / Scrivener 205e, 93a, 106p, 99r. 

131 There are an additional 4 unnumbered paper folios, 2 at the beginning and 2 at the end of the 
codex. Aland, Kurzgefasste Liste, 59, gives the number of folios as 80, which is incorrect. 

132 F. 377r. This note, written in red ink, is very faded and barely visible on the microfilm.  
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Script and Dating 

Codex 205 was copied by 2 scribes: one completed the New Testament and the 

other the Old Testament. The former wrote in black ink and the latter in brown. At 

a cursory examination, both hands appear very similar: the script is tiny and filled 

with minute ligatures and abbreviations; letter size differs a little, but there are no 

dramatically inflated letters; numerous majuscule forms occur; breathings are 

smooth; accents and breathings are distinct from letters and other marks; nomina 

sacra are accented, diaeresis is used but no mute iota; superlines are regularly 

placed over un-contracted names of people; many late letter forms are employed; 

and a hyphen is used whenever a word is broken at a line ending.   

There are a number of subtle differences, however, that help to distinguish the 

two scribes. The scribe who copied the Old Testament has longer accents; his chi 

and xi hang lower below the line; his gammas have a wider loop; and his flat-

backed epsilons lie on their sides so that they often resemble an alpha. The scribe 

of the New Testament has distinctive taus that descend much lower and are often 

taller than those of the first scribe; his majuscule alphas have a flatter back; and he 

uses a distinctive rho-phi ligature. Gregory and other catalogues identify Johannes 

Rhosus as the scribe of 205, a professional copyist who produced Greek 

manuscripts in Italy for over 50 years,133 but none mention the second scribe.134  

In Bessarion’s inscription in the manuscript he gives his title as: ‘Cardinalis 

                                                
133 Monfasani,  Byzantine Scholars, 230. 

134 Monfasani,  Byzantine Scholars, 167. 
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Nicenus Episcopus Sabinensis’. This was a title he held from 1468, which 

indicates that the manuscript was completed sometime after 1468.135 

 

Illuminations 

Codex 205 contains a number of brightly coloured initial letters painted in a 

mixture of blues, gold, purples, reds, greens and pinks. These illuminated letters 

are normally used for the very first letter of a book. The majority of colourful 

letters occur earlier on in the codex and in the Psalms. Letters beginning new 

sections in books are rubricated, using the same ink as used for decorative 

borders, book titles, and kefavlaia. In the left margin on the opening page of 

Genesis there are seven small miniatures, painted inside medallions, depicting the 

seven days of creation.  

 

Correctors and Later Hands 

There is very little in the margins of 205. The few corrections in the manuscript 

are usually interlinear. The only corrections made in John are by the first hand; 

they have all been labelled C* in the transcription. 

 

Provenance 

Codex 205 was copied for Cardinal Bessarion; Bessarion was particularly 

interested in copying majuscule manuscripts or manuscripts considered valuable 
                                                
135 See Labowsky, Inventories, 19–20, for this method of dating Bessarion’s manuscripts.  
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for the age or quality of their text.136  It is probable that in commissioning 205, 

Bessarion was intentionally concerned with preserving its non-standard biblical 

text. The cardinal had access to many valuable exemplars of various Greek texts 

and we know that he managed to acquire at least two manuscripts copied by the 

scribe of Codex 1582.137  One of these manuscripts, containing various texts of 

Plato, known as Codex T, was added to by the scribe Johannes Rhosus himself.138  

It is of course possible that an exemplar used to copy some of Bessarion’s biblical 

manuscripts was acquired from the same scriptorium or library as Codex T. 

 

Transcription of the Gospel of John 

John begins on f. 388v and ends on f. 396r. The whole gospel is extant and the 

Pericope Adulterae stands after 7:52 with no indication of textual difficulties with 

the passage. 205 was transcribed from the microfilm, and the manuscript itself 

was examined, in Venice, to check unclear text, examine corrections, and record 

palaeographical and codicological data.139 Unless otherwise stated codicological 

details come from my personal examination of the codex. 

 

                                                
136 Nelson, “Italian,” 233. 

137 A manuscript of Aristotle’s Organon: Venetus S. Marci 780 (formally 201); and a Plato: Codex 
Venetus Marc. Gr. IV 1 (colloc. 542). For discussion of these manuscripts see Anderson, 
Matthew, 33–34 and 39–41. 

138 See Diller, “Codex,” 322–324. 

139 Some rubricated text is only visible on the manuscript itself. 
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3.1.4. Codex 209 

Content and Layout 

Codex 209 is a fourteenth-century codex containing Acts (ff. 2r–56v), the 

Catholic Epistles (ff. 59v–84r), the Pauline Epistles (ff. 87r–200v), the Four 

Gospels (ff. 206r–281v), and Revelation (ff. 282r–409r), which was added in the 

fifteenth century. The manuscript is kept at the Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana in 

Venice where it has the library reference: Gr. Z. 10.140  There are 281 original 

parchment folios and 30 supplementary folios, also parchment leaves, containing 

Revelation.141 The original fourteenth-century pages were all written by the same 

scribe in black ink. These pages measure 19.3 by 12cm; the text is written in 1 

column containing 27 lines; and the text measures 13.7 by 7cm.  Each gospel 

begins on a fresh recto page, followed by a modest decorative border filling the 

top quarter of the page, with the gospel title below written in large majuscule 

letters; rubricated initial letters are used throughout and each gospel is preceded 

by a list of kefavlaia; the Ammonian sections are given throughout. 

 

Script and Dating 

The hand of 209 is busy but legible. There are a high number of majuscule forms 

and letters differ quite dramatically in size, giving the hand an overall appearance 

                                                
140 Von Soden d 457. 

141 Much later two paper folios were added to the end of the codex. One contains a short note in 
Italian. 
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of unevenness. Abbreviations are used regularly at line endings but, except for 

kaiv compendium and sigma abbreviated by suspension, are rare in the main block 

of text. The scribe does, however, frequently raise unabbreviated letters above the 

line to save space. Nomina sacra have accents and breathings; diaeresis is used 

consistently over omicron and upsilon; breathings are round; accents and 

breathings are always distinct; there is no mute iota; and the scribe often places a 

superline over un-contracted names of disciples and over ijwavnnh~.  209’s features 

are typical of a fourteenth-century minuscule hand.142 

 

Illuminations 

Codex 209 does not contain any illuminations; however, a blank leaf was left 

before each gospel—perhaps leaves originally intended for evangelist portraits.143 

 

Correctors and Later Hands 

A number of hands have added to, or corrected, sections of text in 209, though 

this correction is not systematic. The transcription of John distinguishes between 

two hands: C*, the original scribe who made his corrections in the same black ink 

as the text, and C1 who made corrections in a lighter ink with a golden tint. C1 is 

the scribe who added the Apocalypse. 

                                                
142 Lake disputed the fourteenth century date of 209 because he thought that 118, a thirteenth-
century manuscript was a copy of 209 and hence 209 must also be thirteenth-century. Lake, 
however, acknowledged that on palaeographical grounds, 209 should be dated to the fourteenth 
century. Lake, Codex 1, xx–xxi. 

143 Ff. 204v–205v (Matthew); f. 257 (Mark); f. 290 (Luke); ff. 242v–243v (John). 
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Provenance 

Codex 209 was also owned by Cardinal Bessarion, who inscribed his name and 

title on f. 1v of the manuscript: ‘Bessarionis Cardinalis Episcopus Tusculanus’. A 

note in the codex written in the same hand explains that the Latin chapter numbers 

were added for help in disputations with the Latins. Lake suggests that these 

disputations were those of the Council of Florence (1438–39), which Bessarion 

attended as a member of the Greek delegation.144 If Lake’s theory is correct this 

would mean that Bessarion had the manuscript in his possession by 1438 when 

the Council began. As Bessarion travelled to the Council directly from 

Constantinople it is possible that the manuscript was acquired there. It is 

remarkable that the owner of Codex 1, at this time, was John of Ragusa, a legate 

of the Council of Basel who was sent to meet with Bessarion’s Greek delegation 

in Constantinople. Both Bessarion and Ragusa spent time during their stay in 

Constantinople searching for manuscripts; and it is very possible that both men 

acquired their manuscripts from the same scriptorium or library.145 

 

Transcription of the Gospel of John 

The text of John begins on f. 344r and ends on f. 381v. There is no lacuna in the 

gospel and the Pericope Adulterae stands at 7:52 with no indications of textual 

                                                
144 Lake, Codex 1, xxi. 

145 For an engaging narrative account see Joseph Gill, The Council of Florence (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1959). 
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difficulties with the passage. 209 was transcribed from the microfilm and the 

manuscript itself was examined, in Venice, for codicological data, to check points 

of text unclear on the microfilm, and to label the correctors. Unless otherwise 

stated, codicological details come from my own examination of the codex. 

 

3.1.5. Codex 2713 

Contents and Layout 

Codex 2713 is a thirteenth-century Four Gospel codex kept at the Holy Monastery 

of St. Stephen in Meteora, Greece. It has the library reference Meteora Stephanu 

11.146 The codex contains 365 folios. It was written on paper with pages 

measuring 18 by 14cm. The text is written in 1 column measuring 14 by 9.5cm 

with 18 lines per column.147  Ff. 3r–11r contains lectionary material and the 

gospels begin on f. 14r. Each gospel opens with a list of kefavlaia written in 

semi-majuscule letters; the kefavlaia titles are repeated in the upper and lower 

margins in the same semi-majuscule. Matthew and Luke begin on recto pages and 

John and Mark on verso pages. Each gospel begins with a modest decorative 

border in the top margin followed by the gospel title written in large majuscule 

letters. The very first letter of each gospel is decorated and enlarged. Smaller 

initial letters are used throughout the codex. The paper used by the scribe was not 

                                                
146 Demetrios Z. Sofianos, Ta; CeiroJgrafa tw'n Metewvrwn, vol. 3, (Athens: Akademia Athenon, 
1986) was consulted for codicological information, including folio numbering which is not visible 
on the microfilm. 

147 Sofianos, Ta; CeiroJgrafa, vol. 3, 25. 
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of very good quality; there are numerous points where the scribe has left large 

spaces, often in the middle of words, because the paper at that point was not good 

enough to write on. Some folios towards the end of the codex have been damaged 

so that an owner has cut triangular sections of paper from a number of pages and 

has added supplementary text on new strips. The supplementary text was written 

in a sprawling, untrained hand. The damage covers about 4 lines of text on each 

affected page.148 

 

Script and Dating 

The text of 2713 is written in large round, neat letters. There are very few 

abbreviations and, with the exception of kaiv compendium, which the scribe 

invariably uses,149 abbreviations only occur at the ends of lines. There are many 

majuscule letter forms but not much variation in the size of letters. The circumflex 

accent stretches over 2–3 letters, a common characteristic of a thirteenth-century 

hand.150 Breathing marks are all round; there is no mute iota; punctuation is 

regular; nomina sacra have accents and breathings; breathings and accents are 

always distinct from letters; and superlines are used over all un-contracted names. 

 

                                                
148 F. 356r to f. 362r of John have been affected. 

149 Except when the kappa of a kaiv functions as an initial letter. 

150 Barbour, Literary Hands, xxviii. 
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Illuminations 

There are no illuminations in 2713. 

 

Correctors and Later Hands 

There are only a small number of corrections in 2713. Two correctors have been 

distinguished in the transcription: C*, the hand of the original scribe, who made 

about 8 corrections in John; and C1, a fifteenth-century untrained hand, the same 

person who supplemented the triangular lacunas at the end of the codex. A few 

small corrections, mostly erasures, are undistinguished and have been labelled C. 

 

Provenance 

Very little is known of 2713’s origins or previous owners.  

 

Transcription of the Gospel of John 

John begins on f. 288v and ends on f. 362r.  Verses throughout chapters 20 and 21 

have been affected by the small lacunas mentioned above. The Pericope Adulterae 

comes after John 7:52 without comment. 2713 was transcribed from the negative 

microfilm kept at the Institut für neutestamentliche Textforschung in Münster. 

Because of time limitations in accessing the microfilm, 2713 is the only 
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manuscript that has been transcribed only once.  However, a hardcopy of the 

transcription was checked by eye and corrected against the microfilm.151 

 
 
 
3.2. Textual Analysis 

3.2.1. Previous Research 

Codex 118 and Codex 209 have been considered members of Family 1 since 

Kirsopp Lake’s seminal work on the group.  Lake collated both manuscripts for 

his Family 1 edition and both manuscripts were included in his family stemma. 

On the basis of his collation of the Four Gospels, Lake concluded that 118 and 

209 either share an exemplar, X, or that 118 is a copy of 209.  On the basis of 

palaeographical evidence—that the script of 118 is dated a century earlier than 

that of 209—Lake accepted the former conclusion.  He then argued that 

manuscript X descends from two manuscripts: Y and Z, Z being a Majority Text 

manuscript, used to fill in mutilated sections of Y, and Y, a copy of manuscript 

W, the exemplar of Codex 1.152  Lake’s stemma is reproduced below. 

 

                                                
151 It is much quicker to check the accuracy of a transcription in this way than to make two 
electronic transcriptions and collate them to find discrepancies. However, the latter produces a 
higher standard of accuracy. 

152 Lake, Codex 1, xxiii–xxxiv. 
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   Figure 2: Lake’s Family Stemma 

 

 

Lake was aware of the existence of 205 but after only brief consideration 

discarded the manuscript as a direct copy of 209, and so did not collate it for his 

edition or investigate its text.153 Lake does not mention 205abs. 

Amy Anderson in her study of the text of Matthew examined 118, 205 and 

209.154  Her results confirmed Lake’s basic conclusions: that the three 

manuscripts form a family subgroup that descends from a mutilated manuscript  

(Anderson calls X-1), which in turn descends from an ancestor shared with Codex 

1 (Anderson calls X).155  Anderson’s chapter collations and family readings 

collation, however, did not provide sufficient textual evidence to determine 

whether 205 and 118 are independent descendants of X-1 or whether they are 
                                                
153 Lake writes of 205: ‘I was convinced when I studied the question at Venice that 205 was a copy 
of 209. An hour’s work only revealed two or three differences between the manuscripts, and those 
clearly accidental. It is for this reason that no further notice has been taken of 205’. Lake, Codex 1, 
xxi–xxii. 

154 Anderson, Matthew, 110–119. 

155 See Anderson’s Family 1 stemma: Anderson, Matthew, 101. 
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copies of 209.156  Anderson did not collate 205abs, discarding the manuscript as 

‘evidently a copy of 205’.157   

Frederick Wisse examined Codices 118, 205, and 209 for his profiling in Luke, 

grouping them together in his ‘Group 1’, and noting that 118 was a ‘core 

member’158 and that 205 and 209 are ‘a pair’. Wisse disagreed with Lake, 

asserting that 205 was not a copy of 209, though he did not offer evidence for this 

conclusion.159  Wisse did not collate 205abs, again discarding it as a copy of 

205.160 

The Text und Textwert volumes for John confirm the closeness between 118, 

205 and 209 (205abs was not collated). In the Gruppierung list for each 

manuscript, the remaining two manuscripts are listed as the closest manuscripts 

with overall agreements ranging between 93% and 97%, and Non-Majority Text 

agreement between 90% and 94%.161 Text und Textwert also brought to attention a 

further manuscript, not examined by Lake or Anderson, as a possible relation of 

118, 205 and 209 in John: Codex 2713.  2713 is listed after 209 and 205 in 118’s 

Gruppierung list with an overall agreement of 90% and a Non-Majority Text 

                                                
156 Anderson does suggest that in light of the earlier dating of 118, ‘the better solution’ is that 118 
and 209 share an exemplar. Anderson, Matthew, 117. 

157 Anderson, Matthew, 115. 

158 Wisse, Frederick, The Profile Methods for the Classification and Evaluation of Manuscript 
Evidence, as applied to the Continuous Greek Text of the Gospel of Luke, (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1982), 55. 

159 Wisse, Profile Methods, 57 and 106. 

160 Wisse, Profile Methods, 106. 

161 Aland, Text und Textwert Johannesevangelium, vol. 1.1, 57 and 59. 
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agreement of 93%,162 and is listed after 205 and 118 in 209’s Gruppierung list 

with an overall agreement of 90% and a Non-Majority Text agreement of 96%.  

Codex 118 is listed (the only manuscript) in the Gruppierung list of 2713, with an 

overall agreement of 90% and a Non-Majority Text agreement of 93%.163 In view 

of this information, 2713 was collated in full for this study along with the already 

established members of the group: 118, 205 and 209.164 

Josef Schmid has studied 205abs, 205 and 209 in their texts of Revelation.165 

On the basis of a number of significant readings in 205 that do not occur in 

205abs, he concluded that 205abs was not a copy of 205 but a sibling manuscript. 

In light of Schmid’s results and the fact that no definitive evidence has been 

published to support the claim that 205abs is a copy of 205, 205abs was also 

collated in full for this study. Schmid also concluded that in Revelation (though 

the text in 209 was added a century after the rest of the manuscript was copied) 

neither 205 or 205abs are copies of 209 but descend from a shared ancestor, 205 

and 205 sharing a further intermediate ancestor. Schmid’s stemma for Revelation, 

which includes 205abs, 205 and 209, is reproduced below.166 

 

                                                
162 Aland, Text und Textwert Johannesevangelium, vol. 1.1, 57. 

163 Aland, Text und Textwert Johannesevangelium, vol. 1.1, 89. 

164 Note that in Luke, Wisse did not find any relationship between 2713 and the three manuscripts 
118, 205 and 209. In chapter 1, Wisse classified 2713 in his KX group and in chapters 10 and 20 in 
Group CI 2148. Wisse, Profile Methods, 90.  

165 Josef Schmid, Studien zur Geschichte des griechischen Apokalypse-textes, 1. Teil.  Der 
Apokalypse-Kommentar des Andreas von Kaisareia: Einleitung (München: Karl Zink, 1956), 285–
293.  

166 Schmid, Studien, 293. Note that 205abs is referred to as 205A. 
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Figure 3: Schmid’s Stemma for Revelation (205abs, 205, 209)  

 

 

 

3.2.2. Family 1 Affinity 

The results of the collation of 118, 205abs, 205, 209 and 2713, together with the 

core group manuscripts and other potential Family 1 manuscripts, show that in 

John these five manuscripts share a significant number of Non-Majority Text 

readings with the core group manuscripts. It was demonstrated in the previous 

chapter that most of the Non-Majority Text readings supported by the core group 

were inherited from the no-longer extant archetype A-1. The Non-Majority Text 

agreements between 118, 205abs, 205, 209 and 2713 and the core group, 

therefore, indicate that these five manuscripts also descend from A-1. 

The strongest evidence for a Non-Majority Text reading having existed in A-1 

is agreement on that reading between at least one descendant of Manuscript B 

(565, 884, 2193) and at least one descendant of Manuscript C (1, 1582).  Using 
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this criterion for an A-1 reading, table 3 records the number of A-1 readings 

retained by 118, 205abs, 205, 209 and 2713 in John.167  The readings have been 

counted chapter by chapter so that textual shifts and block mixture can be 

detected. The first number given in each cell is the total number of A-1 readings 

in a chapter in that manuscript; and the second number is the total number of Non-

Majority Text readings, whether A-1 or not. For example, in chapter 1, Codex 118 

has 10 A-1 readings and an overall 13 Non-Majority Text readings. 

 Note that 118 is missing text from 16:25 on, and the remaining gospel text has 

been supplied by a supplementary hand.  Codex 118 and 118sup have been treated 

separately.  A very late hand added supplementary text to 2713, but the text of 

2713sup  does not contain any Non-Majority Text agreements with core group 

members and has, therefore, been ignored. 

                                                
167 All corrections in 2193 and first hand corrections in the other core group manuscripts have 
been counted. 
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Table 3: A-1 Readings in the Venice Manuscripts  

 

Chapter 118 118sup 205abs 205 209 2713 

1 10/13  15/18 15/19 15/19 5/7 

2 8/8  8/10 8/9 8/9 6/9 

3 10/15  13/17 12/17 13/17 11/14 

4 18/20  23/29 23/28 23/28 18/23 

5 11/14  13/19 12/19 13/15 10/16 

6 38/46  43/54 42/54 42/50 39/56 

7 26/33  27/37 26/37 25/33 19/27 

8 10/28  9/22 7/23 10/23 9/21 

9 23/28  23/28 23/28 23/28 19/31 

10 14/22  15/24 15/27 15/23 14/25 

11 20/28  21/31 21/31 21/29 20/29 

12 20/25  21/28 21/29 21/26 18/24 

13 10/17  10/18 10/20 10/18 9/20 

14 1/9  1/11 1/12 1/9 0/12 

15 0/4  0/5 0/6 0/6 0/4 

16 0/9  0/11 0/13 0/11 0/11 

17  1/10 1/13 1/12 1/8 1/6 

18  2/10 24/31 23/31 24/30 19/28 

19  2/8 20/30 20/28 20/30 18/26 

20  0/1 7/15 6/17 17/16 1/3 

21  0/3 6/17 5/20 5/16 0/4 

Total 219/319 5/32 300/468 291/480 307/444 236/396 
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Table 3 shows that for chapters 1–7, 9–12 and 18–19 all manuscripts (where 

extant) contain a high number of A-1 readings, and that a high proportion of their 

overall Non-Majority Text readings are A-1 readings.  For chapters 8, 13 and 20–

21 each manuscript has fewer A-1 readings and a lower ratio of A-1 readings to 

overall Non-Majority Text readings, but still a significant number of readings to 

indicate a genetic relationship with the core group and A-1 in these sections.  

After the drop in A-1 readings in chapter 13, there are virtually no A-1 readings in 

any of the five manuscripts for chapters 14–17.  Table 3, therefore, reveals that 

118, 205abs, 205, 209 and 2713 have a strong textual link with members of the 

core group, and therefore A-1, but that they also contain large sections where they 

lose this affinity. 

In addition to the readings counted in table 3, each manuscript also contains a 

number of other Non-Majority Text readings that are likely to have originated in 

A-1, but not as certainly as those counted as A-1 readings in the table.  These are 

readings that have the support of either a descendant/s of Manuscript B or a 

descendant/s of Manuscript C, but not a descendant of both.  Codex 118 has 32 of 

these readings; 118sup has 4; Codex 205abs has 47, Codex 205 has 46; Codex 209 

has 51; and Codex 2713 has 34.  

 

3.2.3. Codices 118, 205abs, 205, 209 and 2713 Form a Distinct Subgroup 

Lake and Anderson agree that 118 and 209 form a distinct Family 1 subgroup. 

The collation of John supports their conclusions and adds Codex 2713 to this 

subgroup.  There are three main pieces of evidence to support this: firstly, all five 
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manuscripts share the same pool of Non-Majority Text readings inherited from A-

1; secondly, they are bound by a selection of distinctive and rare readings that are 

exclusive to the group; and, thirdly, as Lake and Anderson showed for 118, 205 

and 209, they share the same shifts in textual affinity, clearly visible in table 3.  It 

is reasonable to conclude from this evidence that these five manuscripts descend 

from a shared intermediate ancestor, not shared by any other manuscripts so-far 

collated, from which they inherited their A-1 reading, their exclusive readings and 

their shared shifts in textual affinity. 

 

 

3.2.4. Shared A-1 Readings 

The vast majority of A-1 readings found in any one of the five manuscripts are 

supported by most other manuscripts in the group; that is to say, the manuscripts 

share a very clearly defined pool of A-1 readings, and this reduced pool is unique 

to the subgroup. Before the lacuna in Codex 118 (16:25), there are a total of 250 

A-1 readings supported by one or more of the five manuscripts. Of these readings 

178 are supported by all five manuscripts; 53 readings are supported by four; 12 

readings are supported by three; 2 readings are supported by two; and 5 readings 

are supported by only one manuscript. Where a manuscript does not support an A-

1 reading found in the other manuscripts, it almost always has a Majority Text 

reading; that is to say, the disagreement is probably the result of Majority Text 

correction. 
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After 16:25, ignoring 118sup, there are a total of 59 A-1 readings supported by 

one or more of the four extant manuscripts. 34 of these readings are supported by 

all four manuscripts; 21 are supported by three; 2 are supported by only two 

manuscripts; and 2 readings are supported by only one manuscript. 168  

 

3.2.5. Exclusive Readings 

The group is further defined by the existence of a significant number of Non-

Majority Text readings exclusive to the group or to most of the manuscripts in the 

group. Many of these readings differ quite significantly from the readings of the 

core group, the Majority Text and also from readings found in the wider textual 

tradition of the gospel. These exclusive readings could not have all arisen 

independently in the five manuscripts, but offer further evidence of a shared 

intermediate ancestor, where these readings originated,169 or were passed onto 

from a different source.  Before the lacuna in 118, all five manuscripts share 26 

exclusive Non-Majority Text readings.  15 of these are distinctive, 10 rare, and 1 

widely attested. The 26 readings are listed below. 

 
 
4:49 prin  1 22 131 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372   ˜ º   h  

å∂∂  118 205å∫ß 205 209 2713  Â 
 

 

                                                
168 Note that the small sections of missing text in chapters 20 and 21 in Codex 2713 may have 
impacted the count slightly, so that there are more readings supported by only three manuscripts, 
instead of by four in these chapters. 

169 See for example 7:32, 10:9, 14:9 and 15:7. 
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6:40 auton  1 205å∫ß* 1582* 2193*  Î º   egw  å∂∂  131 565 872 884 1278 
1582Ç1 2372  Mπ † º   egw en  å∂∂  22 1192 1210 2193Ç  Mπ †  º  en  å∂∂  118 
205å∫ßÇ* 205 209 2713  Î 

 
 

7:15 eqaumazon oun   1 565 884 1582 2193*  „ º  eqaumazon de  118 205å∫ß 
205 209 2713  Î º   kai eqaumazon  22 131 872 1192 1210 1278 2193Ç 
2372  ˜ 
 
 

7:32 oi arciereis kai oi farisaioi uphretas   1 565 1582 2193  „ º  
uphretas oi farisaioi kai oi arciereis   22 872 884 1192 1210 1278 
2372  M º  uphretas oi farisaioi kai arciereis  131    Â º   uphretas   
118 205å∫ß 205 209 2713  Î 
 

 
8:27 ªaˆ†´º  ouk  1 22 131 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372  ˜ º  

kai  å∂∂  118 205å∫ß 205 209 2713  Â 
 
 
8:35 o  1 22 131 565 872 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193Ç 2372  ˜ º    de  å∂∂  118 

205å∫ß 205 209 2713  Â 
 
 
8:51 logon ton emon  1 22 131 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372   

˜ º  emon logon  118 205å∫ß 205 209 2713  „ 
 
 
8:52 ton logon mou  1 22 131 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372  

˜ º  mou ton logon 118 205å∫ß 205 209 2713  Â 
 
 
8:59 dia  1 22 131 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372  ˜ º   ek   

118 205å∫ß 205 209 2713  Î 
 

 
9:11 ton  1 565 1582 2193*  „ º  thn kolumbhqran tou   22 131 872 1192 

1210 1278 2193Ç  2372   ˜ º   tou  118 205å∫ß 205 209 2713   Î  º   oµÈ†   
884  Â 
 
 

10:9 qura  1 22 131 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372  ˜  º   twn 
probatwn  å∂∂   118 205å∫ß 205 209 2713  Î 
 

 Note: one lectionary adds tw probatwn. 
 

 
11:33 etaracqh tw pneumati ws embrimwmenos   1 22 1210 1582†≈† 2193   Â º  

enebrimhsato tw pneumati kai etaraxen eauton    131 872 884 1192 
1278Ç 1582µ©   ˜ º  enebrimhsato tw pneumati kai etaraxen auton  
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118 205å∫ß 205 209 2713  Â º   etaracqh tw pneumati kai 
embrimwmenos   2372  Î º   eª31º  1278* 
 
 

11:41 ou hn   1 22 884 1582* 2193*   Â º   opou hn o teqnhkws keimenos  118 
209 205å∫ß 205 2713  Â º  ou hn o teqnhkws keimenos   872 1192 1278 
1582Ç1 2193Ç 2372   ˜ º  ou hn o teqnhkws kai keimenos  131  Î  º  ou 
hn  keimenos o  teqnhkws  1210  Î 
 
 

11:45 kai  1 22 131 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372  ˜ º  oµÈ†  118 
205å∫ß 205 209 2713  Î 
 

 
11:56 dokei umin  1 22 131 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372  M º  umin 

dokei 872  Â º  dokei hmin  118 205å∫ß 205 209 2713  Î 
 
 
13:11 auton  1 22 131 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372   ˜ º   kai  å∂∂  

118 205å∫ß 205 209 2713  Î 
 

 
13:35 en allhlois   1 22 131 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372  ˜ º  

met allhlwn  118 205å∫ß 205 209 2713  Â 
 
 
13:38 autw o  1 22 131 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2372  ˜ º  o 118 205å∫ß 

205 209 2713  Â º  oµÈ†  2193  „ 
 
 
14:7 egnwkeite  1 22 131 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193  ˜ º  

egnwkªaºte 2372πço®®   Â º   egnwkhte  118 205å∫ß 205 209 2713  Î 
 
 

mou an hdeite  1 1582  Â º  mou an hdhte  565  Â º  mou egnwkeite an  
131 884 1278Ç1 2193  ˜ º  mou hdeite an  22 1192 1210 2372  Â º  mou 
egnwkhte an 118 205å∫ß 205 209 2713   Î º   mª6ºte an 1278* 

 
 
14:9 patera  1 22 131 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372  ˜ º  kai arkei 

hmin  å∂∂  118 205 205å∫ß 209 2713  Î 
 
Note 205abs: oµÈ†ß patera. 

 
 
14:29 prin   1 131 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372  ˜  º  h   å∂∂  118 

205å∫ß 205 209 2713  Î 
 
 
15:7 genhsetai  1 131 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372  ˜  º  

doqhsetai 118 205å∫ß 205 209 2713  Î 
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16:3 egnwsan  1 131 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372  ˜ º   oidasin  

118 205å∫ß 205 209 2713  Â 
 
 
16:4 oti   (2ˆ∂)  1 131 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372 ˜ º  egw  å∂∂  

118 205å∫ß 205 209 2713  Î 
 
 
16:12 legein umin   1 131 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372  ˜  º  umin 

legein  118 205å∫ß 205 209 2713  Â 
 

In addition to these readings, there are a number of further exclusive readings 

supported by only some of the five manuscripts, usually while the other 

manuscript or manuscripts have a Majority Text reading. Before 16:25, Codices 

118, 205abs, 205 and 209 share 14 exclusive readings, 2 of which are distinctive, 

11 rare and 1 widely attested;170 205abs, 205, 209 and 2713 share 9 exclusive 

readings, 2 of which are distinctive, 6 rare and 1 widely attested;171 205abs, 205 

and 209 share 14 exclusive readings, 9 of which are distinctive and 5 rare.172 

In two further sets of readings, a number of the five manuscripts either contain 

a long omission or show evidence of descending from an ancestor which 

contained the same omission. In 7:42 Codex 2713 omits a string of text from kai 

to dauid: 

 

                                                
170 1:27, 7:30, 7:31, 9:22, 10:17, 10:22, 10:42, 11:15, 14:10, 14:13, 14:26, 15:6, 15:20, 16:23. 

171 4:21, 6:58, 8:19, 13:10, 17:4, 17:7, 17:11, 19:1, 19:28. 

172 6:32, 6:57, 11:22, 15:6, 15:7, 16:29, 17:12, 20:1, 20:2, 20:5, 20:15, 20:27, 21:21, 21:25.  
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7:42 DEF kai apo bhqleem ths kwmhs opou hn dauid   º   oµÈ†  2713  Î 
 
 
kai  1 22 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 
2372  ˜ º   oµÈ†  118Ç  Î º   ª2º  118* 

 
 
apo   1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2372  
˜ º  ek  565 2193   Î 
 
 
bhqleem  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 
2193 2372  ˜ º  biqleem  565  Â 
 

 
opou hn dauid  1 22 118 131 209 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2372   
˜ º  oµÈ†  2193  Â º  opou dauid   205å∫ß 205  Â 
 

 

At the same point in the text the first hand of 118 did not begin writing kai, but 

something else, which has been erased and is now unreadable. This is evidence 

that the exemplar of 118 also omitted the text from kai to dauid, and that the 

scribe of 118 had begun to duplicate this omission, beginning to write the text 

immediately following dauid, but then noticed the omission as an error, and filled 

in the missing text.  That 205abs and 205 have a rare variation for part of the 

same string of text, reading opou dauid for opou hn dauid, is perhaps evidence 

that they also descend from a manuscript that omitted the same string but which 

was corrected, creating the new reading. Codex 209 includes the string of text. It 

is possible that 209 also descended from an exemplar with the omission, but the 

scribe noticed the omission immediately and filled in the missing text. 

Alternatively, another scribe (perhaps the scribe of 118?) could have corrected the 

exemplar; a correction which 209, the later of the two manuscripts, then followed. 

In 8:24 the first hand of 209 omits the text from and including ean to umwn: 
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8:24 DEF ean gar mh pisteushte oti egw eimi apoqaneisqe en tais 
amartiais umwn    º   oµÈ†  872 209*  Â 

 
 

ean gar mh   1 22 118Ç* 131 205å∫ß 205 209Ç* 565 884 1192 1210 1278 
1582 2193 2372 2713ˆo†´  ˜ º  elegon oun autw  118*  Î 

 
Note 2713: letters ean g smudged. 
Note 118: 8:25 begins elegon oun autw.  

 

The exemplar of 118 also clearly contained this omission as the scribe first begins 

to duplicate the omission, copying the text elegon oun autw which immediately 

follows umwn; but then, noticing the omission, erases elegon oun autw to first fill 

in the missing text.  The first four letters of this same string of text are smudged in 

2713. This smudging is possibly the result of erased text and provides evidence 

that 2713’s exemplar also contained the omission, and like the scribe of 118, at 

first began to duplicate the omission but then corrected it.  These two omissions, 

or the signs of omission in a manuscript’s exemplar, provide further evidence of 

an intermediate exemplar shared by 118, 205abs, 205, 209 and 2713. 

 

3.2.6. Shared Shifts in Textual Affinity 

As Lake demonstrated for 118 and 209, Codices 118, 205abs, 205, 209 and 2713 

are further defined as a group by shared swings in textual affinity, the manuscripts 

alternating between closeness to the core group and closeness to the Majority 

Text.173  Lake showed that these swings occur in sections of Matthew, Luke and 

                                                
173 Note that for Lake the core group was represented only by Codex 1. 
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John.  In John, Lake identified four sections where 209 and 118 lose their textual 

affinity and follow the Majority Text: 8:28–8:43, 10:4–10:18, 11:33–11:48 and 

13:34–18:3.174 Lake also noted that after chapter 20, although 118 and 209 have a 

number of Non-Majority Text agreements with Codex 1, they have a higher 

percentage of Majority Text readings than in the other places where they are close 

to 1.175  The collation of John for this thesis supports Lake’s findings and 

confirms that 205abs, 205 and 2713 share these same textual swings. 

The decline in the number of A-1 readings found in 118, 205abs, 205, 209 and 

2713 is clearly visible in the figures in table 3, especially for the longest section 

John 13:34–18:3.  In chapter 14, Codices 118, 205abs, 205 and 209 contain only 1 

out of a possible 19 A-1 readings, and Codex 2713 contains 0 (zero); in chapters 

15 and 16, where there is a total of 22 possible A-1 readings, 118, 205abs, 205, 

209 and 2713 contain 0 (zero); and in chapter 17 (where 118 is missing text) there 

are 11 possible A-1 readings, and 205abs, 205, 209 and 2713 support only 1 of 

them. The numbers of A-1 readings for chapters 8, 11, 20 and 21 are also 

significantly below average in all five manuscripts, though as the sections do not 

equate to exact chapters, the drops in Non-Majority Text agreements with the core 

group manuscripts are not as evident in the table as in chapters 14, 15, 16 and 17 

where the section incorporates whole chapters.  The precise contours of Lake’s 

sections can be more fully explored in the full family collation.  

                                                
174 Lake, Codex 1, xxviii. 

175 Lake, Codex 1, xxix. 
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In chapter 8, although each manuscript in the group contains between 7 and 10 

A-1 readings, none of these A-1 readings are found in the section 8:28–8:43.176 

The last A-1 reading supported by the group before this section is found in 8:26: 

 
8:26 lalw   1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 1192 1210 1278* 1582 2193 2372 

2713  „ º  legw  131 872 884 1278Ç1 M 
 

The first A-1 reading after the section is found in 8:46: 

 

8:46 ei   1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1582* 2193* 2713  „ º   de  å∂∂  22 
131 1192 1210 1278 2193Ç 2372  M º   de thn  å∂∂  872 1582Ç1 Î 

 

It is very likely that a rare agreement exists between 118, 2713 and the core 

group manuscript 884 in 8:44: 

 

8:44 patros  (1ß†)  1 22 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884Ç 1192 1210 1278 
1582 2193 2372  ˜ º  umwn  å∂∂  118 2713  Â º  ª4º  å∂∂  884* 

 

The first hand reading of 884 has been erased and is now illegible; however, there 

is space for four letters where umwn would fit and make clear sense, following 

after patros, but more significantly, another commentary manuscript, which 884 

has a clear and close textual relationship with in John, K994, does read patros 

umwn, providing strong evidence that 884* also did. 8:44 may, therefore, be the 

point where the intermediate ancestor of the group rejoins the family text.177 

                                                
176 In 8:28–8:43 the core group contain 9 A-1 readings. This would be the total possible number of 
A-1 readings that any of the five manuscripts could contain.  

177 The relationship between Codex 884 and K994 has not been examined in detail for this thesis; 
however, when consulting the IGNTP Byzantine edition (to label Non-Majority Text readings), it 
became obvious that 884 and K994 were very closely related in John. They share an extremely 
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In chapter 10, the five manuscripts contain between 14 and 15 A-1 readings and 

only 2 of these readings occur in the section 10:4–10:18.178 The final A-1 reading 

before the section begins is found in 10:3: 

 

10:3 fwnei  1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1582 2193 2713   „ º   kalei  22 
131 872 1192 1210 1278 2372  ˜ 
 

The first A-1 reading following the section is in 10:19: 

 

10:19 egeneto palin   1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1582 2193 2713  Â  º    
palin egeneto   22 131 872 1192 1210 1278 2372  ˜ 

 
 

In chapter 11, the five manuscripts support between 20 and 21 A-1 readings and 

only 1 of these A-1 readings is found in the section 11:33–11:48.179 The final A-1 

reading supported by the group before the section is found in 11:32: 

 

11:32 pros  1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 884 1582 2193 2713  Â º  eis  22 131 872 
1192 1210 1278 2372   ˜ 

 
 

The first A-1 reading supported by a member of the group after this section is at 

the end of verse 48: 

 

                                                                                                                                 
high number of Non-Majority Text readings, often very unusual, and a significant number of 
exclusive readings. See Mullen, Electronic Edition. 

178 In 10:4–10:18 there are a total of 9 A-1 readings among the core group manuscripts. 

179 In 11:33–11:48 there are a total of 8 A-1 readings among the core group manuscripts. 
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11:48 pisteusousin   22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 
2193Ç 2372 ˜ º   pisteuswsin    1 131 2193* 2713  „ 

 

The reading in 11:48, however, is widely attested, amounts to but a slight 

variation from the Majority Text and is supported by only 2713. The reading 

could have arisen in 2713 independently and may not represent the point where 

the group’s intermediate ancestor rejoins the family text; instead, the family text 

may begin again at 11:49 where all members of the group support a rare A-1 

reading: 

 

11:49 onomati   1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1582 2193 2713  Â º   oµÈ†  22 
131 872 1192 1210 1278 2372  ˜ 

 

In chapter 13, each of the five manuscripts contains between 9 and 10 A-1 

readings, and all but one of these readings occur before 13:34. The final A-1 

reading supported by the group before the section begins is in 13:33: 

 

13:33 egw upagw  1 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1582 2193 2713  „ º   
upagw egw   22 1192 1210 1278 2372  ˜ 
 
 

Between 13:34 and 18:3 there are only 3 A-1 readings.180  The first A-1 reading 

following the section is in 18:4: 

 

18:4 de   1 205å∫ß 205 209 565 1582 2713  Â º  oun   22 118ß¨π 131 884 1192 
1210 1278 2193 2372  ˜ 

 
                                                
180 In section 13:34–18:3 there are a total of 53 A-1 readings found among the core group 
manuscripts. 
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For the rest of chapter 18 each of the five manuscripts contains between 19 and 24 

A-1 readings.  

These very clearly definable textual shifts, shared by all five manuscripts, could 

not have arisen independently in each; rather, they offer conclusive evidence to 

support the existence of an intermediate ancestor, shared by all five manuscripts, 

in which these textual shifts originated. This intermediate ancestor will be called 

Manuscript E.181 

 

3.2.7. Explanation of the Textual Shifts in Manuscript E 

Lake argued that the four sections in John where Manuscript E loses its textual 

affinity with the family are the result of mutilation in E’s usual exemplar. Lake 

theorised that each page in E’s exemplar contained 18–19 lines, those lines 

containing the same amount of text as the lines in ‘Lloyd’s Greek Testament’. 

From this, Lake argued that E’s exemplar was missing ‘two conjugate leaves, a 

single inserted leaf, and a complete quaternion’ that contained the text of 8:28–

8:43, 10:4–10:18, 11:33–11:48 and 13:34–18:3.182 Lake further argued that for 

these missing sections a Majority Text manuscript was used to supplement the 

gospel text.   

                                                
181 Lake did not call this shared intermediate ancestor, E; however, for clarity, from here onwards, 
it will be referred to as E. 

182 Lake, Codex 1, xxviii. 
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Lake’s conclusions are coherent; however, it should be noted that within three 

of the sections, where Lake suggested that a different exemplar was used, there 

still exists a handful of Non-Majority Text agreements between the descendants of 

Manuscript E and the core group manuscripts. These readings may be evidence of 

a continued link between E and its A-1-Type exemplar in these sections. 

In section 10:4–10:18, E’s descendants contain 2 A-1 readings and 2 Non-

Majority Text readings shared with single branches of the core group: 

 
2 A-1 Readings  

10:7 autois   1 205å∫ß 205 209 565 1582 2193* 2713   Â  º    palin autois   
22 118 131 872 1192 1210   M º   autois palin   884 1278 2193Ç 2372  Â 
 
 

10:8 pro emou hlqon  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 1192 1210 1278 1582 
2193 2372   Â º  hlqon pro emou  2713  Mπ †   º   hlqon  131 872 884   Mπ † 
 

 
2 Non-Majority Text Readings Supported by Single Branches of the Core Group 

10:13 melei  1 22 1192 1210 1278Ç 1582 2193Ç  ˜ º   mellei  118 131 205å∫ß 
205 209 565 884 1278* 2193* 2372 2713  „  º  melªeiº  ª3º  872*∂¨∫ 
 
Note 872: the letters ei may have been altered. 

 
10:16 akousousin  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 

2193 2372  ˜ º  akouswsin   131 565 2713   „ 
 
The readings in 10:13 and 10:16 amount to only very slight variations from the 

Majority Text readings; and both are widely attested variants, so there is a 

reasonable chance that they may have arisen independently in E. The readings in 

10:7 and 10:8, however, constitute more significant differences from the Majority 
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Text and are both rare, so there is a much smaller possibility that they could have 

arisen independently in Manuscript E. 

In 11:33–11:48 (not including the reading of 2713 in 11:48, already discussed) 

the descendants of E contain 1 A-1 reading and 1 Non-Majority reading shared 

with 884: 

 

11:44 tous podas kai tas ceiras   1 22 131 872 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 
2372  ˜ º  tas ceiras kai tous podas   884 118 209 205å∫ß 205 2713  
Â 

 
 

11:45 oun  1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 884 1582 2193 2713  Â º  ek  å∂∂  22 131 872 
1192 1210 1278 2372  ˜ 

 

In the longest section, 13:34–18:3, the descendants of E support 3 A-1 readings; 

and 7 Non-Majority Text readings supported by one branch of the core group.183  

These readings are reproduced below, beginning with the A-1 readings: 

 

3 A-1 Readings 

13:38 apokrinetai 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1582 2713  „ º apekrinetai 1 
Î º    apekriqh    22 131 1192 1210 1278 2193 2372  ˜ 

 
 
14:14 DEF!  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1210 1278* 1582 2372   Â 
 
 

oµÈ†   º   ean ti aithshte en tw onomati mou egw poihsw   å∂∂  131 1192 
1278Ç1 2193  Mπ † º   o ean aithshte en tw onomati mou egw poihsw  å∂∂  
2713  Â 

 
 

                                                
183 There are also 2 Non-Majority Text readings shared with the Decorative Style Group, which 
will be discussed in the next chapter. See 16:17 and 16:26, both are rare readings.  
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17:22 kagw   1 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1582 2713  „  º  kai egw  22 118ß¨π 
131 1192 1210 1278 2193 2372  ˜ 

 
 
 
7 Possible A-1 Readings 

14:15 tas emas  1 22 131 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2372 2713  ˜  º   mou   
118 205å∫ß 205 209 2193  Â 

 
 
16:4 mnhmoneuhte autwn  131 1192 1210 1278 1582 2372  M º  mnhmoneueite 

autwn  1   Î º  mnhmoneuete autwn   565 884  Â  º  autwn mnhmoneuhte 
autwn  118 205å∫ß 205 209 2193 2713  Â 

 
 
16:15 eipon  1 131 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193Ç 2372  ˜ º  umin  å∂∂  

118 205å∫ß 205 209 2193* 2713   Â 
 
 
16:17 egw  1 131 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2372  M º  oµÈ†  118 205å∫ß 205 

209 565 2193 2713   „ 
 
 
17:21 kai  (2ˆ∂)  1 131 205å∫ß 205 209 1582  Â º  oµÈ†  22 118ß¨π 565 884 

1192 1210 1278 2193 2372 2713  ˜ 
 
 
17:22 dedwkas  1 22 118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 

2372  ˜  º   edwkas   2193 2713   „ 
 

 
17:24 kakeinoi  1 22 118ß¨π 131 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2372  ˜  º  

kai ekeinoi  205å∫ß 205 209 2193 2713  Â 
 
 

6 of these readings are rare and may indicate the continuation of the textual link 

between Manuscript E and its A-1-type exemplar in this section. The omission of 

the whole of 14:14 in E is clearly the most significant reading and very unlikely to 

have occurred independently in E.  
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In conclusion, Lake’s four sections are clearly distinct; however, the existence 

of a small number of A-1 readings and other Non-Majority Text readings shared 

with single branches or single manuscripts in the core group suggests that when 

the scribe of E copied these sections, his A-1-type exemplar was not discarded 

completely. It is likely that the mutilated and/or detached pages were still 

employed where text remained visible as a base for copying Manuscript E, even if 

much of the text was taken from another primarily Majority Text manuscript. 

Alternatively, Lake’s sections may be the result of a change of scribe during the 

copying of Manuscript E, from a relatively close-copying scribe to a scribe with a 

greater tendency to Majority Text correction. This would certainly be a better 

explanation for chapters 20 and 21, where the higher percentage of Majority Text 

readings could be the result of the similar but slightly less thorough correction. 

 

3.2.8. Manuscript E Shares an Intermediate Exemplar with Codex 1 

Lake concluded that the intermediate exemplar shared by 118 and 209 descends 

from the same exemplar as Codex 1.  This exemplar was called W by Lake. W is 

the archetype of the whole of Family 1 known to Lake, including Codex 131.184  

Anderson, in her study of Matthew, collated an additional nine manuscripts, 

examining the relationship between the intermediate ancestor of the Venice group 

and Codex 1, within the context of a more complex family group.185 She 

                                                
184 Lake, Codex 1, xxiv–xxv. 

185 Anderson examined thirteen manuscripts: Codices 1, 22, 118, 131, 205, 209, 872, 1192, 1210, 
1278, 1582, 2193 and 2542. 
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concluded that Manuscript E 186 and Codex 1 still share an intermediate ancestor 

that is not shared by any other manuscripts in the larger family.  The collation of 

John supports Anderson’s conclusion, demonstrating that these relationships are 

the same in the Gospel of John. 

The descendants of Manuscript E have a higher number of Non-Majority Text 

agreements with the descendants of C (1 and 1582) than with the descendants of 

B (884, 565, 2193).  However, it is difficult to draw any conclusions regarding the 

relationship between manuscripts E, C and B from this information; this is 

because it is not possible to determine how much Majority Text correction in the 

descendants of E, B and C (particularly in B) has distorted the profile of Non-

Majority Text agreements among those descendants.  Instead, indications of E’s 

relationship to the rest of the family stemma can be found in a number of unique 

Non-Majority Text agreements between the descendants of E and Codex 1.  These 

exclusive agreements are particularly significant because of 1’s normal closeness 

to 1582, and the fact that 1582 and the descendants of E have no Non-Majority 

Text readings without Codex 1. Such exclusive agreements, therefore, provide 

strong evidence that Manuscript E descends from Manuscript C through an 

intermediate manuscript shared with Codex 1. 

Codex 1 and the descendants of E share a total of 7 exclusive Non-Majority 

Text readings, all of which are either rare or distinctive. The two most significant 

readings are omissions of a long string of text: 

  

                                                
186 Though Anderson does not, of course, use the label ‘Manuscript E’. 
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19:38 DEF kai epetreyen o pilatos hlqen de kai hren to swma tou ihsou   
º oµÈ†  1ˆo†´ 205å∫ß 205 209  Â 
 
Note 1: omission marked by a later hand. 

 
 
21:16 DEF legei autw poimaine ta probatia mou  º   oµÈ†  1 205å∫ß 205 209  

Î º  legei autw poiª12ºta  2713ª¬åçº 
  
 

probatia  22 565 1582*  Â º  probata  118ß¨π 131 884 1192 1210 1278 
1582Ç 2193 2713ª¬åçº   ˜ 

 
Note 2713: letters proba supplied. 

 
 

It is highly improbable that these two omissions would have occurred 

independently in Codex 1 and Manuscript E, so they provide evidence of the 

existence of a shared intermediate ancestor in which the two omissions first 

occurred.187 It is notable that where E and 1 have omitted text in 21:16, 1582 and 

565 (and 22) share a rare Non-Majority Text reading: probatia. This cross-

branch agreement on probatia gives a high level of certainty that probatia was 

the reading of A-1, and not the omission.  Its presence strengthens the evidence 

that the omission occurred in an intermediate exemplar shared by Codex 1 and 

Manuscript E. Of the other 5 exclusive agreements between 1 and the descendants 

of E, all but one are agreements on distinctive readings. They supply further 

evidence for the existence of an intermediate ancestor shared by 1 and E:188 

 

                                                
187 The alternative solution that E (having the highest number of Majority Text readings) is 
descended from 1 itself will be discussed presently. 

188 Note that in 6:33, the scribe of 118 has probably made a correction towards the Majority Text 
and likewise with 2713 in 12:39. 
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4:12 hmwn   22 118 131 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372 2713  ˜ 
º  tou å∂∂  1 205å∫ß 205 209   Î 

 
 
6:33 zwhn didous  22 131 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372 2713 

˜ º  didous zwhn  118   Â º   didous  1 205å∫ß 205 209  Î 
 

 
6:42 ihsous o    22 131 565 872 884 1192 1210 1582 2193 2372  ˜ º  o 

ihsous o  1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 2713   Î º   o  1278  Â 
 

 
12:39 eipen hsaias  22 118 131 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372  

˜ º  hsaias   1 205å∫ß 205 209   Î  º   hsaias eipen   2713  Î 
 
 
17:12 ote   1Ç∂¨∫ 22 131 565ß¨π 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372 2713  ˜ º  

oti   1*∂¨∫ 118ß¨π 205å∫ß 205 209   Î 
 

The conclusion that E descends from Manuscript C rather than Manuscript B is 

further supported by the fact that the descendants of E do not share any of the 

long omissions that are found among B’s descendants.189 In the case of B’s long 

omission in 5:9, the descendants of E agree on 2 rare Non-Majority Text readings 

with the descendants of C: 

 

5:9 DEF kai euqews ugihs egeneto o anqrwpos kai egerqeis hren ton 
krabatton autou kai periepatei  º   oµÈ†   565 884 2193*   Â 
 
 
ugihs egeneto   1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 1582 2713  Â º   egeneto ugihs  
22 131 872 1192 1210 1278 2193Ç 2372  ˜ 
 

 
egerqeis  1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 1582 2713  Â º  oµÈ†  22 131 872 1192 
1210 1278 2193Ç 2372  ˜ 

 
 

                                                
189 5:9, 7:8 and 8:35. 
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Manuscript E could not have descended from B and also share these rare readings 

with 1 and 1582. 

 

3.2.9. Manuscript E is Independent of Codex 1 

The alternative explanation to account for the exclusive readings shared by 1 and 

E’s descendants is that Manuscript E (having the highest number of Majority Text 

readings) descends from Codex 1 itself. Lake and Anderson both rejected this 

possibility.  Anderson does not give clear reasons, but Lake suggested two: firstly, 

that 1 is not damaged and so cannot account for E’s shifts in textual affinity, and 

secondly because in the sections where E is following its Family 1-type exemplar, 

the descendants of E contain a number of Non-Majority Text readings in places 

where Codex 1 is Majority.  Lake argued that these reading must have come from 

the family archetype.190   

Lake’s first argument is insufficient, as E could have descended from Codex 1 

via an intermediate copy, so that a copy of 1, and not 1 itself, would be the 

mutilated manuscript. Lake’s second argument—that E’s descendants contain a 

number of Non-Majority Text readings in places where Codex 1 is Majority—is 

more informative; however, in Lake’s smaller family group, there was no way to 

verify whether these Non-Majority Text readings were inherited from the Family 

1-type exemplar or from another source. The extension of the family group for the 

Gospel of John, by the inclusion of the descendants of Manuscript B, however, 

                                                
190 Lake, Codex 1, xxxiv. 
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provides a way of assessing these Non-Majority Text readings found in E’s 

descendants where Codex 1 (and 1582) is Majority.   

In the sections where E is following the Family 1-type exemplar, E’s 

descendants have 8 rare agreements with B’s descendants while Codex 1 (and 

1582) follow the Majority Text.191  The agreement with B’s descendants provides 

evidence that these readings were inherited from A-1, rather than being inherited 

from a different source. As Codex 1 (and 1582) follows the Majority Text at these 

points, the readings provide evidence that E is descended from A-1 independently 

of Codex 1 (and 1582).  These 8 rare agreements are reproduced below: 

 

7:15 grammata oiden  1 22 131 872 1192 1210 1582  ˜ º  oiden grammata  
118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1278 2193 2372 2713  Â 

 
 
8:51 thrhsh   1 22 118Ç 131 209 565 872 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372 

2713 ˜ º  poihsh   118* 205å∫ß 205 884  Â192 
 
 
12:5 triakosiwn  1 22 131 565 872 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372  ˜ º  

diakosiwn 118 205å∫ß 205 209 884 2713  Â 
 

 
13:33 mikron  1 22 131 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193Ç 2372 2713Ç  ˜ º  

cronon  å∂∂  118 205å∫ß 205 209 2193*  Â º  cron  å∂∂  2713* 
 
 
18:15 suneishlqen  1Ç 22 131 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372  ˜ º  

sunhlqen  118ß¨π 205å∫ß 205 209 565 2713   Â º   suneishlqenqen  1* 
 
 

                                                
191 There is 1 further very likely rare agreement between 118, 2713 and 884 in 8:44; however, the 
first hand reading of 884 is not legible. See section 3.2.6. for a discussion of this reading. 

192 Note that this reading, though labelled rare, has only the agreement of one other manuscript—
K994, a commentary manuscript that very probably related to 884. If it were not for this agreement 
the reading would have been labelled distinctive.  
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18:39 oun  1 22 118ß¨π 131 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 ˜  º  ina  å∂∂ 
205å∫ß 205 209 2193 2713  Â 

 
 
19:19 eqhken  1 22 118ß¨π 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2713  ˜ º   epeqhken  

131 205å∫ß 205 209 2193  Â 
 
 
21:4 hdh  1 22 118ß¨π 131 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2713  ˜ º  oµÈ†  

205å∫ß 205 209 565  Â 
 
 

There are 5 further Non-Majority Text agreements between E’s descendants and 

B’s descendants while 1 and 1582 are Majority. These readings, although they are 

all widely attested, and some constitute only very slight variations from the 

Majority Text reading, still add some weight to the evidence of E’s independence.  

The readings have not been reproduced here but can be found in the full family 

collation.193 

 

3.2.10. Codex 1 and Manuscript E Descend from Manuscript D 

In conclusion, the best explanation for the exclusive agreements and omissions 

shared by Codex 1 and the descendants of E is that Codex 1 and Manuscript E 

share an intermediate exemplar, which stands between them and Manuscript C. 

This intermediate exemplar will be called Manuscript D.  Codex 1 and Manuscript 

E are both independent witnesses of Manuscript D. 

 

                                                
193 10:23, 12:4, 12:6, 16:17, and 18:10. 
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3.2.11. Codices 118, 205abs, 209, and 2713 are Independent Witnesses of E 

Of the Venice subgroup, Codex 209 has the highest number of Non-Majority Text 

agreements with the core group; and so its independence from the other 

manuscripts in the subgroup was not questioned by Lake or Anderson. Lake and 

Anderson both tentatively concluded that 118 was independent of 209, though 

neither found sufficient textual evidence to support a final conclusion.194 Lake, 

though he provided no evidence, claimed that 205 was a copy of 209 and he did 

not examine 205abs. Anderson examined 205 and found insufficient evidence to 

determine whether or not it was a copy of 209: and regarding 205abs, she stated, 

though did not provide evidence, that it is a copy of 205.195  Neither Lake nor 

Anderson examined 2713. The results of the collation of John indicate that four of 

the manuscripts, 118, 205abs, 209 and 2713, are independent of one another, 

though they differ in the amount of Majority Text correction each has received. 

 

3.2.12. Codex 209 is Independent 

Codex 209 has 5 Non-Majority agreements with members of the core group while 

the four other descendants of E have either a Majority Text reading or (in one 

case) a Non-Majority Text reading not supported by any core group manuscript. 

209 has 26 Non-Majority Text agreements with two or more core group 

manuscripts against Codex 118; 8 against Codex 205abs; 17 against Codex 205; 

                                                
194 Lake, Codex 1, xxv; Anderson, Matthew, 110–116. 

195 Anderson, Matthew, 116. 
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and over 70 against Codex 2713. 209 is clearly independent of the other four 

descendants of Manuscript E.  

 

3.2.13. Codex 118 is Independent 

Codex 118 has 42 Non-Majority Text agreements with two or more core group 

manuscripts against Codex 2713; 8 against Codex 205; and 4 against Codex 

205abs.196 It also has 2 exclusive Non-Majority Text readings with 209 without 

the other three manuscripts and 2 exclusive Non-Majority Text readings with 

2713. We can conclude, therefore, that 118 is independent of 205abs, 205, and 

2713.  It is more difficult to determine whether 118 is independent of 209.  Of the 

61 first hand disagreements between 118 and 209, the vast majority of units are 

cases where 209 follows the core group while 118 is Majority. 118 has only 2 

agreements with 2 or more members of the core group while 209 is Majority, and 

neither reading offers very solid evidence: 

 

7:52 egeiretai  1582 2193  „ º   egeigertai  1 118 131 565  Â º  eghgertai  
22 205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278 2193ß¨ππ 2372 2713   ˜ 

 
 
7:8 o emos kairos  1 118 205å∫ß 205 565 1582 2193  „ º  o kairos o emos  

22 131 872 884 1192 1210 1278 2372  ˜ º  emos kairos   209  Â º  o 
emos o kairos   2713  Î 

 
 

In the first reading, the variation between the two manuscripts is very slight. It is 

also a reading where the core group manuscripts are split. In the second unit, it 

                                                
196 Note this is before 16:25 where 118’s lacuna begins. 
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could be argued that the reading of 209 may have caused the reading in 118, by 

the scribe of 118 making an incomplete correction towards the Majority Text. 

Neither reading, therefore, provides sufficient evidence that 118 is independent of 

209.  There are, however, two other readings that supply evidence to suggest that 

118 is independent.  One reading is a rare Non-Majority Text agreement between 

118 and the core group manuscript 884, and the other reading a possible, but very 

likely, rare Non-Majority Text agreement, also with 884: 

 
 
8:51 thrhsh   1 22 118Ç 131 209 565 872 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372 

2713 ˜ º  poihsh   118* 205å∫ß 205 884  Â 
 
 
8:44 patros  (1ß†)  1 22 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884Ç 1192 1210 1278 

1582 2193 2372  ˜ º  umwn  å∂∂  118 2713  Â º  ª4º  å∂∂  884* 
 

The reading in 8:51 is particularly unusual. The IGNTP editions for John cite only 

one other manuscript that supports the reading, a commentary text manuscript,  

K994, which is closely related to, and therefore potentially not independent of, 

884.197 The agreement between 118 and 884 on this reading is, therefore, 

significant.  In the second unit, although the first hand reading of 884 has been 

erased and is now illegible; it has already been shown that the reading is very 

likely to be umwn.198 As 209 supports neither of these two rare readings, they 

provide evidence that 118 is not a copy of 209, but is an independent 

                                                
197 See section 3.2.6. for discussion of K994 and its relationship with 884. 

198 See section 3.2.6. for a more detailed discussion of this reading. 
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representative of Manuscript E.199 This conclusion is supported by the 

palaeographical dating of both manuscripts. 

 

3.2.14. Codex 2713 is Independent 

Codex 2713 has 16 Non-Majority Text agreements with two or more core group 

manuscripts against Codex 118; 11 against Codex 205abs; 9 against Codex 205; 

and 5 against Codex 209.200 Although it is one of the weaker family manuscripts 

in the subgroup, it can still be shown to be an independent witness to 

Manuscript E. 

 

3.2.15. Codices 205abs and 205 

The collation of John has demonstrated that the assumption that 205abs is a copy 

of 205 is incorrect, and that on the contrary, 205 is likely to be a copy of 205abs. 

Codex 205abs contains 5 A-1 readings while 205 is either Majority, or in 2 cases, 

has a Non-Majority Text singular reading: 

 

3:17 uion  1 22 118 205å∫ß 209 565 1192 1582  Â º  autou  å∂∂ 131 205 872 
884 1210 1278 2193 2372 2713  ˜ 

 
 

                                                
199 Note that the actual manuscript was examined in great detail at these two points to check 
whether there was any possibility that 209 originally supported either reading but had been 
corrected. There were no signs of any markings or erasures at either point. 

200 In 1 further reading 2713 has a slightly altered version of an A-1 reading (probably the result of 
partial Majority Text correction) while the four other manuscripts follow the Majority 
Text (21:16). 
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5:19 oude  en   1 22 118 205å∫ß 209 565 884 1210 1278 1582 2713  Â º  ouden 
131 205 872 1192 2193πço®® 2372  ˜ 
 

 
7:36 o logos outos   1 118 205å∫ß 209 565 1582 2193 2713  „ º   outos o 

logos 22 131 872 1192 1210 1278 2372   M  º  o logos  205   Â 
 

 
8:25 eipen   1 118 205å∫ß 209 565 1582 2193  Â º   kai eipen  22 131 872 884 

1192 1210 1278 2372 2713  ˜ º   eipen oun  205  Â 
 
 

 
20:13 oidamen  1* 205å∫ß 209 565 1582  Â º  oida  1Ç 22 118ß¨π 131 205 884 

1192 1210 1278 2193 2713   ˜ 
 

 

 
In addition, 205abs contains 2 Non-Majority Text readings supported by one core 

group manuscript and the rest of the subgroup, while 205 is Majority: 

 

3:26 ton  22 131 205 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278Ç 1582 2193 ˜ º  oµÈ†  1 
118 205å∫ß 209 1278* 2372 2713  Î  

 
 
4:12 oi  1 22 131Ç 205 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193Ç 2372  ˜ º  oµÈ†  

118 131* 205å∫ß  209  872  2193*  2713  Â 
 

Finally, 205abs contains a further 2 readings supported by 209 and 2713 while 

205 is Majority. These 2 readings were probably inherited from Manuscript E, as 

no family manuscript outside of the subgroup supports them:  

 

19:20 ellhnisti rwmaisti   1 22 118ß¨π 131 565 884 1192 1210 1278Ç 1582 
2193  ˜ º  rwmaisti ellhnisti    205å∫ß 209 2713  Â º   rwmaisti kai 
ellhnisti  205  Â º   ellhnisti ª3º rwmaisti   1278* 
 
 

19:31 h   1 22 118ß¨π 131 205 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193  ˜  º  oµÈ†  
205å∫ß 209 2713  „ 
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The existence of these Non-Majority Text readings in 205abs, inherited from A-1 

or Manuscript E, while 205 is Majority or has a singular reading, provides 

sufficient evidence to demonstrate that 205abs is not a copy of 205.  This 

evidence is strengthened by the fact that 205 contains a high number of singular 

readings—26.  If 205abs were a copy of 205, it would be expected that 205 would 

contain very few singular readings, because any reading that originated in 205 

would have a high chance of being passed on to 205abs and hence would no 

longer be a singular reading. 

 

3.2.16. Codex 205 is a Copy of Codex 205abs 

Codex 205 contains no A-1 readings that are not also supported by 205abs. 205 

has only 1 agreement with a core group manuscript against 205abs, and in this 

reading the variation is only very slight: 

 

12:4 paradidonai  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 209 565 872 1192 1210 1278 1582 
2193 2372 2713  ˜ º  paradounai 205 884   Â 

 
 

Furthermore, 205 has only 1 agreement with another member of the E subgroup 

without 205abs: 

 

9:28 maqhths ei    1 118 205å∫ß 209 1582  Â º   maqhths  205 2713   Âº   ei 
maqhths  22 131 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278 2193 2372  ˜ 

 

In this reading, 205abs supports a family reading along with 209, indicating that 

Manuscript E contained the family reading and that 205 and 2713 agree only by 
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chance, either because of the accidental omission of ei, or an uncompleted 

correction of the family reading towards the Majority Text. Beside these 2 

readings, 205 has no other agreements with any family manuscript collated in 

John without 205abs.  As these 2 readings are very insignificant it is possible to 

argue that 205 is in fact a copy of 205abs.   

This hypothesis is supported by the fact that 205abs has very few singular 

readings, only 3, which are reproduced below: 

 

2:2 kai  (1ß†)  1 22 118 131 205 209 565 872 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372 
2713 ˜ º  oµÈ†   205å∫ß  Â   
 
Note 205abs: there is a smudge or marking at this point. 
 

 
12:12 eis  (2ˆ∂)  1 22 118 131 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 

2372 2713   ˜ º  oµÈ†  205å∫ß  Î 
 
 

19:35 kai  (2ˆ∂)  1 22 118ß¨π 131 205 209 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 
2713  ˜ º  h   å∂∂  205å∫ß  Î 

 
 

Such a small number of singular readings would be expected from a manuscript 

collated against its copy, as any readings originating in the parent manuscript 

would be passed on to the copy and thus would no longer be classified as singular 

readings.  It is reasonable to suggest that these 3 singular readings in 205abs were 

spotted by the scribe of 205 and corrected, as in each case 205 contains a Majority 

Text reading—Majority Text readings being the readings with which a scribe 

would most likely correct. 
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205abs and 205 share a high number of exclusive Non-Majority Text readings, 

26 altogether. 13 of these readings are distinctive and 11 are rare. They include 2 

omissions of strings of text; these agreements are unlikely to have occurred 

independently in both manuscripts: 

 

11:9 oti to fws tou kosmou toutou blepei   1 22 118 131 209 565 872 884 
1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372 2713  ˜ º   oµÈ†   205å∫ß 205  Î 

 
 
17:15 ouk erwtw ina arhs autous ek tou kosmou  1 22 118ß¨π 131 209 565 

884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372 2713   ˜  º   oµÈ†   205å∫ß 205   Â 
 

These 26 exclusive readings provide further evidence that 205abs and 205 are 

very closely linked, that either one manuscript is a copy of the other, or that they 

are sibling manuscripts. If the latter were the case, we would expect that both 

manuscripts would show independent links to Manuscript E, but this is not the 

case. While 205abs contains links to E without 205, Codex 205, with the 

exception of the 2 very slight and insignificant readings already discussed, does 

not show links to E without 205abs.  On the basis of this evidence it will be 

concluded that in John 205 is a copy of 205abs. 

 

3.2.17. Codex 205abs is Independent 

Codex 205abs has 22 Non-Majority Text agreements with two or more core 

group manuscripts while 118 is either Majority or has a Non-Majority Text 

reading unsupported by any core group manuscript; 205abs has approximately 70 

such readings against Codex 2713. 205abs is, therefore, clearly independent of 
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both 118 and 2713.  Codex 209 is a stronger Family 1 manuscript than 205abs, 

but of the 66 first hand disagreements between the two manuscripts, there are 5 

readings that offer evidence that 205abs descends from E independently of 209. 

201 These readings are given below: 

 

6:40 auton  1 205å∫ß* 1582* 2193*  Î º   egw  å∂∂  131 565 872 884 1278 
1582Ç1 2372  Mπ † º   egw en  å∂∂  22 1192 1210 2193Ç  Mπ †  º  en  å∂∂  118 
205å∫ßÇ* 205 209 2713  Î 

 
 
7:8 o emos kairos  1 118 205å∫ß 205 565 1582 2193  „ º  o kairos o emos  

22 131 872 884 1192 1210 1278 2372  ˜ º  emos kairos   209  Â º  o 
emos o kairos   2713  Î 

 
 
7:37 ekrazen  1 205å∫ß 205 884 1582   Â º  ekraxen  22 118 131 209 565 872 

1192 1210 1278 2193 2372 2713  ˜ 
 
 
8:51 thrhsh   1 22 118Ç 131 209 565 872 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372 

2713 ˜ º  poihsh   118* 205å∫ß 205 884  Â 
 
 
7:39 oti   1 22 118 131 209 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278Ç 1582 2193 2713  ˜ 

º  o  å∂∂  205å∫ß 205 1278* 2372   Â 
 
 

The first three of these readings are cases where 205abs supports an A-1 reading 

against 209. The rare reading in 8:51 may also be inherited from A-1, as it has the 

support of the core group manuscript 884, but it is certainly likely to be an E 

reading with the agreement of 118. The final reading is a rare agreement between 

                                                
201 A possible sixth reading in 5:28 has been ignored as it amounts to only a very slight variation, 
and is an agreement with a correction, rather than a first hand, in a core group manuscript. 
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205abs, 1278* and 2372, the latter being  two descendants of A-1, which descend 

from A-1 via a different route.202 

These readings are small in number; however, considering that 205abs and 209 

are very close—separated by no more than a few copying events—it is possible 

that there would be only these few readings where 205abs has links to E without 

209. The scarcity of these readings does not undermine the argument that 205abs 

is independent; rather, it reveals that the scribe of 209 was a very accurate copyist 

and made very few corrections towards the Majority Text, while the scribe of 

205abs or the scribe of an intermediate exemplar was less accurate and/or made 

more corrections towards the Majority Text. 

 

3.2.18. Summary of the Venice Group 

In conclusion, a Family 1 subgroup of four manuscripts exists—118, 205abs, 209 

and 2713—all of which are independent copies of a no-longer extant manuscript, 

Manuscript E.  Manuscript E descends from A-1 through Manuscript D, an 

intermediate ancestor shared with Codex 1. Manuscript D in turn descends from 

Manuscript C, an ancestor also shared with 1582.  Figure 4 below expresses these 

relationships as a stemma diagram. While each of these four subgroup 

manuscripts can provide evidence of readings that existed in E, Codex 209 is the 

most accurate copy and best representative of Manuscript E. Codex 205 is also a 

descendant of E, but via 205abs so it is not an independent witness. 

 

                                                
202 See chapter 4. 
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Figure 4: Stemma for the Venice Group 
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4. A Manuscript Subgroup: Codices 22, 1192, 1210, 1278 and 2372 

 

4.1. Manuscript Descriptions 

4.1.1. Codex 22 

Contents and Layout 

Codex 22 is a Four Gospel codex, dated to the eleventh or twelfth century. It is 

kept at the Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris, where it is designated gr. 72.203 The 

manuscript contains 232 goatskin leaves, which Sanders describes as ‘of excellent 

quality, thin and pliable’.204 Pages measure 18.8 by 26cm and the text is written in 

1 column per page with 22 lines per column.205 The manuscript contains partial 

Eusebian apparatus, and kefavlaia for each gospel. Each gospel begins on a recto 

page followed by a decorative headpiece and majuscule gospel title, filling two-

thirds of the page. Matthew 1:1–2:2, 4:20–5:25 and John 14:22–16:27 are 

missing. Ff. 7–10 have been dislocated and should come before ff. 1–6. The codex 

contains a number of variant readings, which are given in the margins beside a 

gamma-rho symbol.  It also contains a critical note on the ending of the Gospel of 

Mark, the same version as 1192 and 1210, but shorter than the version found in 

                                                
203 Earlier: Colbert 2467; von Soden e 288. 

204 Henry A. Sanders, “A New Collation of Codex 22,” Journal of Biblical Literature 33 
(1914): 94. 

205 Codicological details taken from Sanders, “Codex 22”. Sanders was able to examine the 
physical manuscript in detail. 
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Codices 1 and 1582. Some sections of the microfilm are unclear and some of the 

inner margins have been cut off on the images.  

 

Script and Dating 

The script of 22 is neat and spacious, though letters are often squeezed in at the 

end of lines. There are very few enlarged letters, only occasional taus, lambdas, 

and kappas. There are some ligatures and majuscule forms but very few 

abbreviations. Mute iota is adscript; nomina sacra have accents and breathings; 

breathings are a combination of square and round. These palaeographical features 

fit with an eleventh or twelfth century dating of the manuscript; the textual 

analysis of the manuscript supports the earlier date.206 

 

Illuminations 

There are no evangelist portraits in 22 but the headpieces for the gospels are 

illuminated. 

 

Correctors and Later Hands 

The corrections in Codex 22 have been given special attention by Sanders who 

noted the changes back and forth from the Family 1 text to the Majority Text and 

from the Majority Text to the Family 1 text.207  On the basis of a change in ink 

                                                
206 See discussion of Codices 22 and 1210 in section 4.2.11. 

207 Sanders, “Codex 22,” 95. 
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Sanders suggested that a second hand, but a contemporary, made most of these 

corrections.208  The corrections towards the Family 1 text would support the 

suggestion that this corrector was a diorqwthv~ employed at the scriptorium where 

22 was produced, and that he used the manuscript’s unusual exemplar to make at 

least some of the corrections. As it was not possible to examine the manuscript in 

person, and as the microfilm is not of high quality, all corrections have been 

labelled C in the transcription. 

 

Provenance 

Codex 22 belonged to the vast manuscript collection of Jean-Baptiste Colbert 

(1619–83).  After Colbert’s death his library passed to hs son, who later sold the 

library to the French King Louis XV. 

 

Transcription of the Gospel of John 

John begins on f. 182r and ends on f. 232r. John 14:22–16:27 is missing and the 

Pericope Adulterae is omitted without comment. The transcription was made from 

the microfilm and sections of unclear text were checked against Sanders’s 

collation.209 

 

 

                                                
208 Sanders, “Codex 22,” 94. 

209 Sanders, “Codex 22,” 114–117.  
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4.1.2. Codex 1192 

Contents and Layout 

Codex 1192 is an eleventh-century Tetraevangelion located at the monastery of 

St. Catherine, Mount Sinai, where it has the catalogue number Gr. 155.210  The 

manuscript contains 243 folios of ‘fine and smooth’ parchment measuring 21.5 by 

16.6cm; the main text is written in black ink; gospel titles and initial letters are red 

or blue, traced over with gold; and kefavlaia titles are written in carmine-red. The 

manuscript is bound in wooden boards covered with green silk.211 The text is 

written in 1 column per page with 25 lines to a column.212  The manuscript 

contains Eusebius’s letter to Carpianus, decorated canon tables, a lectionary 

calendar, and kefavlaia for each gospel. Ammonian sections are given in the left 

and right margins throughout and kefavlaia titles written in semi-majuscule in the 

top and bottom margins.  Each gospel begins on a fresh recto page with the gospel 

title written in large majuscule letters, surrounded by a decorative border filling 

one-third of the page. The very first letter of each gospel is large and decorated; 

the bar of the first epsilon in John is a hand pointing to the rest of the text. There 

is no major lacuna in the manuscript; however, there are short sections of text on a 

                                                
210 Von Soden e 1115. 

211 It was not possible to examine 1192 in person. Published plates and the black and white 
microfilm have been consulted. Details of colour and the binding are taken from Kurt Weitzmann 
and George Galavaris, The Monastery of Saint Catherine at Mount Sinai: the Illuminated Greek 
Manuscripts. Vol. 1: from the Ninth to the Twelfth Century (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1990), 51. 

212 Occasionally one word is right-justified on a twenty-sixth line. (E.g. f. 198r, f. 200v, f. 201v, 
f. 207v, f. 209r.) 
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number of folios that appear smudged on the microfilm and may represent water 

damage on the manuscript.213 There is a small hole in f. 215 affecting a few letters 

on either side. Weitzmann and Galavaris record that the parchment is ‘torn in 

places, showing evidence of extensive use’.214  The manuscript contains a shorter 

version of the note on the ending of the Gospel of Mark, and a number of textual 

variants are recorded, written in semi-majuscule letters in the margins, using the 

gamma-rho symbol to distinguish variant readings from corrections. 

 

Script and Dating 

Codex 1192 was copied by one scribe. The hand is even and regular. There are a 

fair number of majuscule forms but not much variation in letter size. Breathings 

are all square; mute iota is adscript; nomina sacra and initial letters have accents 

and breathings. The circumflex accent is small and is placed above the other 

accents and breathings; punctuation is regular. The scribe uses a limited number 

of abbreviations, mainly kaiv compendium, nu-superline, sigma by suspension, 

and tachygraphic abbreviations for omega-nu, alpha-iota and alpha-sigma. These 

abbreviations, including kaiv compendium, are only used at line endings.215 On the 

basis of the flamboyance of the ornament, Weitzmann and Galavaris argue for an 

                                                
213 In John f. 231 and f. 232. 

214 Weitzmann and Galavaris, Saint Catherine, 51. This is not clearly visible on the black and 
white microfilm. 

215 Only one exception to this was found in John, a kaiv compendium on f. 236v. 
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eleventh-century dating for 1192. The palaeographical features of the manuscript 

also support such a dating.216 

 

Illuminations 

1192 contains decorated canon tables (starting on f. 2r) and the first letter of each 

gospel is illuminated. Weitzmann and Galavaris describe the laced patterns and 

decorative palmettes and tendrils that wind around the arches and frames of the 

canon tables as ‘crude’.217 There are no evangelist portraits. 

 

Correctors and Later Hands 

There are a small number of corrections in 1192, though they are not the result of 

a systematic correction. The Gospel of John contains just over 20 corrections.218 

These are all small and interlinear, usually the addition or omission of one or two 

letters. All corrections in the transcription for this manuscript are labelled C.219 A 

later hand has added some brief notes written in Arabic in the margins of a few 

folios.220 

                                                
216 Weitzmann and Galavaris, Saint Catherine, 51 

217 Weitzmann and Galavaris, Saint Catherine, 51. 

218 Not including additions or deletions of mute iota. 

219 Because all of the corrections are either very short additions or erasures and because it was not 
possible to examine the manuscript in person, no attempt has been made to distinguish correctors. 
However, preliminary conclusions drawn from an examination of the microfilm are that the main 
scribe made all of the corrections in John.  

220 E.g. In John f. 224v, f. 229v, f. 230r. 
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Provenance 

Little is known of the origins or previous owners of 1192 before it passed to Saint 

Catherine’s monastery.  

  

Transcription of the Gospel of John 

The Gospel of John begins on f. 196r and ends on f. 243r. The Pericope Adulterae 

is omitted without comment. The manuscript was transcribed from the microfilm. 

 

4.1.3. Codex 1210  

Contents and Layout 

Codex 1210 is a Four Gospel codex dated to the eleventh or twelfth century. It is 

kept at St. Catherine’s monastery, Mount Sinai, where it is designated Gr. 173.221 

The codex contains 246 parchment folios measuring 19.2 by 15.5cm. The text is 

written in 1 column per page with 22 lines per column. The text is written in black 

ink with red initials. The manuscript contains Eusebian canon tables with 

Ammonian section numbers given throughout, lection notes, and kefavlaia for 

each gospel.222 Each gospel begins on a fresh recto page beneath a very modest 

decorative border and a majuscule gospel title. The manuscript contains a critical 

                                                
221 Other references: von Soden e 1198. 

222 W. H. P. Hatch, The Greek Manuscripts of the New Testament at Mount Sinai: Facsimiles and 
Descriptions (Paris: Librairie orientaliste Paul Geuthner, 1932), plate VII. 
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note on the ending of the Gospel of Mark, a shorter version of the note found in 

Codices 1 and 1582. 

 

Script and Dating 

1210 was copied by one scribe; the hand is neat with letters all of a similar size. 

The text has an appearance of flatness, with letters compressed to fit into the line. 

There are not many abbreviations but more ligatures; nomina sacra have accents 

and breathings; mute iota is adscript; and the circumflex accent is stretched out, 

sometimes over 2 letters. The scribe uses a number of distinctive letter forms, 

including a distinctive flat-backed alpha. Gardthausen and Gregory date 1210 to 

the eleventh or twelfth century. The textual analysis of 1210 would support the 

later date.223 

 

Illuminations 

1210 does not contain any illuminations. 

 

Correctors and Later Hands 

1210 contains a small number of first hand corrections. These have been labelled 

C* in the transcription. A later hand has also added a small number of corrections; 

these have been labelled C1. Corrections that cannot be distinguished, especially 

erasures, have been labelled C. 
                                                
223 See discussion of the relationship between 1210 and Codex 22 in section 4.2.11. 
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Provenance 

Little is known of 1210’s origins or previous owners before it passed to 

St. Catherine’s. 

 

Transcription of the Gospel of John 

John begins on f. 182r and ends on f. 236v. The Pericope Adulterae is omitted 

without comment. 1210 was transcribed from the microfilm. 

 

 

4.1.4. Two Decorative Style Manuscripts: Codices 1278 and 2372 

The final two manuscripts investigated in this chapter, Codices 1278 and 2372, 

have been examined in a number of Byzantine art history studies on the 

Decorative Style Tradition—a provincial manuscript tradition that developed as a 

result of the gradual decentralisation and disintegration of the Byzantine Empire. 

The Tradition is thought to contain over 100 extant manuscripts, mostly gospels, 

copied and illuminated between 1150 and 1250.224  On artistic grounds, Buchthal 

and Weyl Carr both locate 1278 and 2372 in ‘the Interregnum Subgroup’, a late 

stage of the Tradition’s development that began in the decades following the sack 

                                                
224 See especially: Annemarie Weyl Carr, Byzantine Illumination 1150–1250: The Study of a 
Provincial Tradition (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987); Hugo Buchthal, “Studies in 
Byzantine Illumination of the Thirteenth Century,” Jahrbuch der Berliner Museen, 25, (1983): 27–
102. 
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of Constantinople in 1204, and the establishment of the Latin Kingdoms.225  The 

provinces during this period of political turmoil witnessed an enormous influx of 

resources, patronage, and artistic models from Constantinople, and as result, the 

‘Interregnum Subgroup’ includes some of the most opulent and high quality 

manuscripts of the whole Decorative Style Tradition.226 

1278 and 2327, along with five other gospel codices, form a close-knit core of 

manuscripts within the wider ‘Interregnum Subgroup’. These manuscripts 

include:  Athos, Dionysiou 4; Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, graecus quarto 66; Cracow, 

Biblioteka Czartoryskich no. 1870; Athos, Iviron, no. 55; and Moscow, Lenin 

Library, gr. 9.227 They are so closely related in terms of artistic motifs and features 

that Buchthal suggests they were copied in the same scriptorium. He also argues 

that the artistic features of the later manuscripts in the group were based directly 

on the earlier productions.228  One of these earlier manuscripts, Berlin 66, can be 

dated by an Arabic note in the manuscript to before 1219.229 1278 and 2372 are 

judged by Buchthal to be slightly later productions, but must not have been copied 

much later than 1219.230  No definitive location for a scriptorium has been 

                                                
225 Buchthal, “Byzantine Illumination,” 27–32; Weyl Carr, Illumination, 80–85.  

226 Weyl Carr, Illumination, 105–25. 

227 Weyl Carr, Illumination,81. 

228 Buchthal, “Byzantine Illumination,” 101. 

229 Buchthal, “Byzantine Illumination,” 86. 

230 Buchthal, “Byzantine Illumination,” 68 and 101. 
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established; however, Buchthal has tentatively suggested Nicaea and the imperial 

Monastery of Sosandra.231 

A further collation of other manuscripts in the ‘Interregnum Subgroup’ could 

harvest interesting results, not only helping to locate the point where the Family 1 

text, found first in manuscripts of a Constantinopolitan origin, was introduced into 

the Decorative Style Tradition, but also to shed light on how scribes and 

illuminators worked together, and to discover how often textual links mirror the 

artistic relationships between manuscripts. 

 

4.1.5. Codex 1278 

Contents and Layout 

Codex 1278 is an early thirteenth-century232 Tetraevangelion located at John 

Rylands Library, Manchester, where it has the catalogue reference Gr. Ms. 17.233 

It contains 352 folios of high quality, thick parchment, bound in red leather. The 

text is written in 1 column per page with 20 lines to a column;234 the average page 

dimensions are 23.3 by 17cm and the text dimensions 16 by 11cm. The ink of the 

main text is black;235 initial letters are painted in gold with a red-orange colour 

underneath that changes shade throughout the codex; and there are a number of 
                                                
231 Buchthal, “Byzantine Illumination,” 101. 

232Aland, Kurzgefasste Liste, 121, dates the manuscript to the twelfth century. 

233 Earlier library catalogue number: R. 4592; von Soden e 277. 

234 Except for the genealogy in Luke which is written in 2 columns.  

235 Except for ff. 68r–69r where the colour changes to brown.  
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illuminated zoomorphic initials dispersed throughout the codex, but with the 

majority appearing earlier on. The first quire signature is labelled b, indicating 

that one quire, which must have contained some kind of prefatory material, is now 

missing.236 The manuscript contains kefavlaia, Ammonian sections, and an 

evangelist portrait for each gospel, along with a miniature of Moses receiving the 

law.  Each gospel begins on a fresh recto page with an ornate and colourful 

rectangular headpiece followed by a majuscule gospel title.  The text on the 

opening page of each gospel is written in the same red-orange, with gold ink over 

the top.  

 

Script and Dating 

1278 was copied by a single scribe. The text is large, clear, spacious and angular. 

There are a number of ligatures, and abbreviations are common at the ends of 

lines but, except for kaiv compendiums, rare elsewhere. There are some majuscule 

forms and certain letters are regularly enlarged, especially zeta, xi, theta, phi, psi, 

tau and lambda and less often epsilon, omicron and omega. Breathings are round; 

nomina sacra have accents and breathings; and accents and breathings are always 

distinct from letters.  Punctuation is regular; diaeresis is used over omicron and 

upsilon; and there is no mute iota. Old Testament quotations are marked with 

diples and the gamma-rho symbol is used to indicate variant readings.237  

                                                
236 Most other manuscripts in the core group of the Interregnum Subgroup contain canon tables, so 
it is probable that these are missing from the first quire. 

237 Only 1 variant reading is given in John. 
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Buchthal and Carr agree that 1278 is one of the most stylistically advanced 

manuscripts in the Interregnum Subgroup,238 the artist having borrowed, 

developed and improved upon motifs from most other manuscripts in the 

group.239 Codex 1278 is, therefore, on artistic grounds, considered to have been 

produced after Codex 2372. 

 

Illuminations 

1278 contains an evangelist portrait for each gospel, painted on the verso folios 

before each incipit page.240  Buchthal describes the colour scheme of these 

portraits (and the other illuminations in the manuscript) as ‘sombre and subdued’ 

compared to the other manuscripts in the artistic subgroup, but suggests that many 

of the features of each portrait are based on one of the earlier manuscripts, 

Dionysiou 4.241  The miniature for the Gospel of John depicts the aged evangelist, 

stooping to dictate his gospel to the seated scribe Prochoros, against a rocky 

backdrop, the evangelist turning to face the hand of God, which descends from the 

top right hand corner. This iconography may provide an interesting artistic link to 

Codex 1, which contains the same motif with many identical features. It is 

possible that a shared ancestor of 1 and 1278, which can explain the textual link 

between the two manuscripts, also contained a similar portrait; and that this 

                                                
238 See Weyl Carr, Illumination, 254; Buchthal, “Byzantine Illumination,” 82–86. 

239 Buchthal, “Byzantine Illumination,” 101. 

240 F. 5v, f. 107v, f. 170v, f. 271v. 

241 Buchthal, “Byzantine Illumination,” 84. 
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ancestor was responsible for introducing the artistic motif into the Decorative 

Style Tradition. F. 2v contains a fifth portrait—an image of Moses receiving the 

law; Buchthal suggests that this too is based on a miniature in Dionysiou 4.242  

The opening page of each gospel begins with an illuminated rectangular 

headpiece, decorated in leafy patterns and foliage, surrounded by exotic birds or 

monkeys.243  A zoomorphic initial is used as the first letter for each gospel, and 

smaller, less elaborate zoomorphic initials occur throughout: colourful birds and 

winged beasts, with feathers outstretched to form the bar or arm of a letter; 

monkeys and other exotic mammals, splayed or curled around themselves to form 

letters; and serpents or smaller animals hanging from plant foliage, dangling into 

the shape of letters. Most of these illuminated initials are purely decorative and do 

not seem to hold any iconographic significance.  

1278 is a beautifully produced and illuminated manuscript; however, it is 

notable that although the quality of materials remains constant, the lavishness of 

the decoration reduces further on in the codex. Matthew and Mark, for example, 

contain most of the illuminated letters while Luke and John each contain only 

one, and the final headpiece for John is unfinished. This perhaps suggests a 

increased pressure on either time or expense towards the end of production. 

 

                                                
242 Buchthal, “Byzantine Illumination,” 82. For in-depth discussion of this motif and the other 
manuscripts that contain it see Hugo Buchthal, “A Byzantine Miniature of the Fourth Evangelist 
and Its Relatives,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 15 (1961): 127–139. 

243 F. 6r, f. 108r, f. 171r, f. 272r. 
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Correctors and Later Hands 

1278 has been systematically corrected by a professional diorqwthv~, probably at 

the same scriptorium where the manuscript was produced: movable-nus have been 

consistently added or removed; accents, breathings and punctuation on most pages 

have been altered or added; and in John alone, over ninety textual corrections 

have been made. The diorqwthv~ took great care to blend his corrections neatly 

with the original letters and page layout, without disturbing the beautiful 

presentation of the manuscript. As a result, however, letters and words by the first 

hand are often completely erased, leaving only fine traces of scraping on the 

parchment beneath the corrector’s text. Many corrections are only detectable on 

the manuscript itself and even then, it is often impossible to discover the reading 

of the first hand.  The  diorqwthv~ used brown ink and some of his letter forms and 

abbreviations are distinct from those of the original hand, such as his flat-backed 

alpha or his kaiv compendium, shaped like a Latin S.  Corrections by the  

diorqwthv~ have been labelled C1 in the transcription.  The scribe who added the 

initial letters (in red-orange with gold) also made a few minor corrections, these 

have been labelled C2. Corrections by the first hand have been labelled C* and 

those left undistinguished C. 

 

The Transcription of the Gospel of John 

John begins on f. 272r and ends on f. 351v. There is no lacuna in the gospel and 

the Pericope Adulterae stands at 7:52 without comment. 1278 was transcribed 
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from the microfilm and unclear text was checked, in Manchester, on the 

manuscript itself. Corrections were labelled only after thorough examination of 

the manuscript. Unless otherwise stated codicological details come from my own 

examination of the codex. 

 

4.1.6. Codex 2372 

Contents and Layout 

Codex 2372 is a thirteenth-century Four Gospel codex kept at the Walters Art 

Gallery in Baltimore where it is designated Ms. 528. The manuscript contains 

234244 extant parchment folios and is bound in wooden boards and decorated 

leather covers.245 The text is written in 1 column per page with 23 lines to a 

column.  The pages measure 22.3 by 15.4cm and the text 14.8 by 10.3cm.246 The 

manuscript contains Ammonian sections but without canon tables or other 

material. Each gospel begins beneath a large decorative headpiece and a 

majuscule gospel title. There is an evangelist portrait for the Gospel of Luke. The 

text is written in black ink with titles, smaller initials, Ammonian sections and the 

first page of each gospel in gilt magenta. Initial letters are used throughout and a 

number of these are illuminated zoomorphic letters. Matthew 9:2–33; Mark 

16:17b to the end; Luke 24:29 to the end; and John 18:31 to the end are missing. 
                                                
244 The first folio is not original. 

245 According to Horowitz, these date to the thirteenth century: Deborah Horowitz, A Catalogue of 
Greek Manuscripts at the Walters Art Museum and Essays in Honour of Gary Vikan, vol. 62, 
(Houten: HES & DE GRAAF Publishers, 2004), 104–6. 

246 Weyl Carr, Illumination, 210. 
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Script and Dating 

2372 was copied by a single scribe in a wide, fluent and very regular hand. There 

are few abbreviations, and these mostly occur at line endings; lambda, chi, theta, 

delta, epsilon and gamma are often enlarged; and there are a number of majuscule 

letter forms. Breathings are round; nomina sacra have breathings and accents; the 

circumflex accent is compact; and there is no mute iota. The hand is very similar 

to that of 1278. Buchthal suggests, on artistic grounds, that 2372 was copied at a 

later date than the Berlin, Cracow and Dionysiou manuscripts, but before Codex 

1278.247 

 

Illuminations 

F. 115v contains one extant evangelist portrait for the Gospel of Luke. This 

portrait has been painted over by a very recent hand, which Horowitz dates to the 

early twentieth century; little of the original portrait can be detected.248  It is likely 

that 2372 originally contained a complete set of evangelist portraits.249 There 

remain four beautifully painted carpet headpieces250 which are original—the 

palette and style matching perfectly the illuminated zoomorphic letters which the 

                                                
247 Buchthal, “Byzantine Illumination,” 68. 

248 Horowitz, Catalogue, 105. 

249 This would be fitting with the expense and care taken over other illuminations, and, moreover,  
all other related manuscripts in the Interregnum Subgroup contain complete portrait sets. 

250 F. 2v, f. 70v, f. 116r, f. 188r. 
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original scribe left space for.251   Each headpiece measures around 10 by 10cm 

and they are decorated with intricate symmetrical patterns and flanked by birds 

and leafy palmettes.252 Buchthal suggests that the original illuminations in 2372 

are superior to those in all but one of the other Interregnum manuscripts. He 

considers the headpieces ‘the most original work in the whole group’, after the 

illuminations of the pre-eminent Dionysiou 4.253 2372 also contains a number of 

illuminated zoomorphic initials, many based on designs and combinations in 

earlier manuscripts in the Interregnum subgroup.254 

 

Correctors and Later Hands 

2372 contains a high number of corrections, but most of these are minor 

orthographic alterations, most commonly corrections of movables nus. All 

corrections in the transcription of 2372 have been labelled C. 

 

                                                
251 Buchthal, “Byzantine Illumination,”p. 68. 

252 Horowitz, Catalogue, 104. 

253 Buchthal, “Byzantine Illumination,” 68. 

254 Buchthal draws particular attention to the cat forming the initial E which begins the Gospel of 
Luke and matches the same letter in Moscow gr.9. Buchthal, “Byzantine Illumination,” 68.  
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Provenance 

A late colophon on an added leaf records that 2372 was owned in the nineteenth 

century by a certain Nikolaos Pakoulis or Nikolaos Rakoulis.255 It was purchased 

by the Walters collection from Paris in the early part of the twentieth century.256 

 

Transcription of the Gospel of John 

John begins on f. 188r and John 18:31 breaks off on f. 234v; the rest of the gospel 

is missing. The Pericope Adulterae is present and stands after John 7:52. The 

transcription was made from the microfilm. 

 

 

4.2. Textual Analysis 

4.2.1. Previous Research 

Codices 22, 1192 and 1210 were not examined by Lake in his monograph on 

Family 1 but were later associated with the group by von Soden and Sanders.257 

Wisse examined the three manuscripts for his profiling in Luke and placed them 

in his ‘22b Group’.258  Anderson collated the three manuscripts for her study of 

                                                
255 Weyl Carr and Horowitz give different spellings of this name. Weyl Carr, Illumination, 210; 
Horowitz, Catalogue, 105. 

256 See Horowitz, Catalogue, for manuscripts purchased in this period. 

257 Sanders, “Codex 22,” 91–117. 

258 Wisse, Profile Methods, 53, 72 and 107–8.   
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Matthew and incorporated them into her family stemma, tentatively concluding 

that they formed a subgroup descended from A-1 through a shared intermediate 

ancestor, which Anderson called Y.259 The Text und Textwert volumes for John 

confirm that the three manuscripts are close. In the Gruppierung list for 22, 

Codices 1210 and 1192 are the closest manuscripts; in Codex 1192’s list, 1210 

and 22 are the second and third closest manuscripts; and in the list for 1210, 22 

and 1192 are the closest manuscripts.260 

Lake did not examine 1278 and 2372 in his monograph on Family 1; Hoskier 

first drew attention to 1278’s text in a published collation of 1890, but did not 

associate it with Family 1.261  Wisse examined both manuscripts in his profiling 

for Luke, classifying them as ‘22a’ manuscripts.262 Anderson examined 1278 in 

her study of Matthew, but not 2372. She grouped 1278 under ‘miscellaneous 

manuscripts’ and concluded that there was not enough textual evidence to 

incorporate it into her family stemma.263 In the Text und Textwert volumes for 

John, 1278 appears fourth in the Gruppierung list for 2372.264 

For this study, Codices 22, 1192, 1210, 1278 and 2372 were transcribed and 

collated in full in the Gospel of John, along with the manuscripts already 

                                                
259 Anderson, Matthew, 120–132. 

260 Aland, Text und Textwert, vol. 1.1, 55 and 73. 

261 C. Herman Hoskier, A Full Account and Collation of the Greek Cursive Codex Evangelium 604 
(London: D. Nutt, 1890), Appendix A, 2–25. 

262 Wisse, Profile Methods, 74, 86 and 107–108. 

263 Anderson, Matthew, 139. 

264 Aland, Text und Textwert, vol. 1.1, 86. 
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discussed. The results of the collation confirm that the five manuscripts are 

closely related and form a Family 1 subgroup with two branches: the 22 group, 

comprising Codices 22, 1192 and 1210, and the Decorative Style group, 

comprising Codices 1278 and 2372.  All five manuscripts have been incorporated 

into the family stemma for John. 

 

4.2.2. Family 1 Affinity 

In the Gospel of John, Codices 22, 1192, 1210, 1278 and 2373 show significant 

textual affinity with the core group manuscripts. Using the criterion that a Non-

Majority Text reading supported by one or more of the descendants of Manuscript 

B (565, 884, and 2193), and one or more of the descendants of Manuscript C 

(1 and 1582), constitutes an A-1 reading, table 4 tallies the number of A-1 

readings in each of the five manuscripts, chapter by chapter.265 The first figure 

given in each cell is the number of A-1 readings that a manuscript contains in that 

chapter and the second figure is the total number of Non-Majority Text readings 

in that chapter. Note that 22 is missing text in 14:22–16:27, and 2372 is missing 

text from 18:31 to the end of the gospel.266 

                                                
265 Corrections in 2193 and first hand corrections in the other core group manuscripts have been 
counted as agreements. The Pericope Adulterae is not included. 

266 For 22, 1192, 1210, 1278 and 2372, only first hand text readings have been counted, marginal 
readings and corrections have been ignored.   
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Table 4: A-1 Readings in 22, 1192, 1210, 1278 and 2372267 

Chapter 22 1192 1210 1278 2372 

1 7/11 7/10 3/4 2/10 2/8 

2 4/4 5/6 4/4 2/5 2/4 

3 6/8 4/5 3/6 4/10 3/11 

4 5/7 2/6 4/8 1/8 1/8 

5 9/14 7/10 5/11 2/11 4/18 

6 13/15 13/19 13/16 9/16 8/17 

7 8/8 5/5 7/7 7/18 7/18 

8 5/8 3/5 5/10 2/15 3/17 

9 5/10 2/3 5/9 4/11 6/14 

10 5/9 5/10 3/5 7/15 7/16 

11 7/8 4/7 5/9 3/10 4/15 

12 7/11 6/11 8/12 9/14 8/16 

13 2/5 0/5 2/6 0/10 1/9 

14 3/7 (lac.) 2/5 4/8 2/10 2/10 

15  0/3 2/3 0/3 0/2 

16  1/3 1/6 1/6 1/7 

17 0/1 (lac.) 0/1 0/2 0/7 0/5 

18 4/6 4/5 4/9 4/13 5/14 (lac.) 

19 9/12 3/7 8/9 7/10  

20 3/7 0/0 1/1 3/5  

21 8/10 2/5 3/3 4/5  

Total 110/161 75/131 90/148 73/212 64/209 

                                                
267 Note that the group shows signs of block mixture in chapters 13–18. The Venice group 
manuscripts also contain block mixture, or move away from the family at this point; however, 
there are no significant agreements between the non-family readings of the Venice group and the 5 
manuscripts under discussion here, nor is there any special agreement on the pattern of block 
mixture. 
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In addition to the readings counted in table 4, each manuscript contains a number 

of other Non-Majority Text readings that are likely to have originated in A-1, but 

not as certainly as those counted in table 4.  These are readings that have the 

support of either one or more of the core group descendants of B or one or more 

of the core group descendants of Manuscript C, but not both.  Codex 22 has 16 of 

these readings; Codex 1192 has 12; Codex 1210 has 15; Codex 1278 has 24; and 

Codex 2372 has 24.   

Codices 22, 1192 and 1210 are further linked to A-1 as all three manuscripts 

omit the text of the Pericope Adulterae, which in A-1 (and four of the core group 

manuscripts) was located at the end of John as an appendix. By the eleventh and 

twelfth centuries, when 22, 1192 and 1210 were copied, this appendix may have 

been lost in an intermediate copy, or a scribe may have failed to copy it, resulting 

in 22, 1192 and 1210 omitting the pericope altogether. 

Furthermore, between Codices 22, 1192 and 1278, there is support for 9 

marginal readings, some of which are supported by core group manuscripts. 22 

contains 5 marginal readings, 1192 contains all 9, and 1278 contains 1. Of these 

marginal readings 2 are also supported by 2193: 

 

1:28 bhqabara  1 22†≈† 1192†≈† 1278µ© 1582 2193†≈† 2713  ª„º º  bhqania  22µ© 
118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 1210 1278†≈† 2193µ© 2372   M º  biqania  565 
1192µ©  ªMº  

 
Note: 2193 and 1278 have en re-written in the margin as part of the variant 
reading; 22 and 1192 do not. 
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1:39 oyesqe  1 22†≈† 118 205å∫ß 205 209 1192†≈† 1582 2193†≈†  Â º  idete  22µ© 
131 565 872 1192µ© 1210 1278 2193µ© 2372 2713  ˜ 

 

In the case of the 5 remaining marginal readings given below, while no core 

group manuscript has a corresponding marginal reading, all of the Non-Majority 

Text readings that form part of the marginal units find support among the text 

readings of, or corrector readings of, core group manuscripts.268  

 
 
1:19 leuitas  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192†≈† 1210 1582 

2193* 2713  ˜ º  pros auton   å∂∂  1192µ© 1278 2193Ç1 2372  „ 
 

 
5:16 ioudaioi   1 22 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1192†≈† 1210 1582* 2193* 2713  

„ º   kai ezhtoun auton apokteinai  å∂∂   118 131 872 1192µ© 1278 
1582Ç1 2193Ç 2372   ˜ 

 
 
5:44 pisteuein  1 22†≈† 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1192†≈† 1582 2193*ß¨ππ¬ 

2713  Â º pisteusai   22µ©  131  872  1192µ© 1210 1278 2193Ç 2372  ˜ 
 
 
10:4 panta 1 22†≈† 565 1192†≈† 1582* 2193*ß¨ππ¬   „  º   probata   22µ© 118 131 

205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192µ© 1210 1278 1582Ç1 2193Ç 2372 2713  ˜ 
 
 
19:13 kapfaqa   1ˆo†´ 22 565 884 1192µ©1ª∂¨∫º 1582  Î º   gabbaqa  118ß¨π 131 

205å∫ß 205Ç* 209 1192†≈† 1210Ç* 2193  Mπ † º   gabaqa  205* 1210* 1278 
2713  Mπ † º  kappaqa  1192µ©2   Î 

 
Note 1: letters kap smudged. 
Note 1192mg1: letter p uncertain. 

 

 

Furthermore, in the first 4 of these remaining marginal readings, a correction by a  

diorqwthv~ of 2193 corresponds to the marginal reading. This could suggest that 

                                                
268 In 19:13, 1192 gives two spellings of a variant place name in the margin: kapfaqa and 
kappaqa. 1, 565, and 884 support the first spelling. 
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the same marginal readings also existed in Manuscript B at the same points, but 

that the first hand of 2193 missed the readings and they were added instead by the 

diorqwthv~, who corrected 2193 against its original exemplar. For the final reading 

in 19:13 there is no such support from a corrector in 2193; however, it should be 

noted that by chapter 19, Codex 2193 has weakened significantly in its shared 

affinity with the other core group manuscripts, and so the absence of its support is 

less significant than if it occurred earlier in the gospel.  

 

4.2.3. Codices 22, 1192, 1210, 1278, 2372 Share an Intermediate Ancestor 

The collation of the Gospel of John confirms the findings of Anderson: that 

Codices 22, 1192 and 1210 are members of a distinct textual group, and that 22, 

1192 and 1210 share an intermediate ancestor that descends from A-1 

independently of the other extant family manuscripts.  The collation of 1278 and 

2372 indicates that they also descend from this same intermediate ancestor, but 

through another intermediate copy. 

 

4.2.4. Shared A-1 Readings 

The five manuscripts share a similar pool of Non-Majority Text readings inherited 

from A-1.  Using the same criterion for an A-1 reading as in table 4, the core 

group contains a total of 461 A-1 readings.  Codices 22, 1192, 1210, 1278 and 

2372 share a pool of 145 of these readings, Codex 22 supporting 110 of them; 
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Codex 1192, 75; Codex 1210, 90; Codex 1278, 74 and Codex 2372, 62.269  This 

shared pool of readings is the result of a shared intermediate ancestor, which 

descended from A-1 but retained only this reduced pool of A-1 readings.     

Table 5 charts the percentage of agreements on A-1 readings between each of 

the five manuscripts. The data for each manuscript is recorded in a vertical 

column, and in each horizontal row of that column is given the percentage of A-1 

readings which that manuscript supports in the manuscript cited for the row. 

Support is first given as a percentage followed by the actual figures of agreements 

in round brackets. In the first column, row two, for example, we find that Codex 

22 supports 89% of the A-1 readings found in 1192; and in the second column, 

row one, we find that 1192 supports 60% of the A-1 readings found in 22. 270 

                                                
269 Codex 22 is missing text in 14:22–16:27 where there are 4 A-1 readings supported by other 
manuscripts in the group and 2372 is missing text from 18:31 to the end of the gospel where there 
are 26 A-1 readings. 

270 In table 5 only first hand text readings have been counted, correction and marginal readings 
have not been included. 
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Table 5: 22, 1192, 1210, 1278 and 2372 Share a Pool of A-1 Readings 

 22    

Supports 

1192 

Supports 

1210 

Supports 

1278 

Supports 

2372 

Supports 

Codex 22  60% (66/110) 75% (83/110) 48% (53/110) 52% (47/90) 

Codex 1192 89% (66/74)  72% (54/75) 47% (35/75) 51% (35/69) 

Codex 1210 97% (83/86) 60% (54/90)  51% (46/90) 54% (42/78) 

Codex 1278 74% (51/69) 48% (35/73) 63% (46/73)  92% (55/60) 

Codex 2372 75% (47/63) 55% (35/64) 66% (42/64) 86% (55/64)  

 
 

The figures in table 5 demonstrate the connections between individual pairs of 

manuscripts through their shared A-1 readings.  They reveal a particular closeness 

between 22 and 1210: with 22, the manuscript with the highest number of A-1 

readings, supporting 97% of 1210’s A-1 readings. The figures also distinguish 

1278 and 2372 as a potential subgroup, agreeing relatively closely on a reduced 

pool of A-1 readings. 

 

4.2.5. Exclusive Readings  

Codices 22, 1192, 1210, 1278 and 2372 are further bound by a number of Non-

Majority Text readings that are exclusive to the five manuscripts. These readings 

provide further evidence of the existence of an intermediate ancestor shared by the 

group.  There are 6 exclusive Non-Majority Text readings which all five 
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manuscripts support and 5 of these are rare readings.271   These 6 exclusive 

readings, supported by all five manuscripts, are given below: 

 

3:12 ou pisteuete  1 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1278Ç 1582 2193 
2713  ˜ º ouk episteusate  22 1192 1210 1278* 2372   Â 

 
 
4:14 o   1 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884Ç 1278Ç 1582 2193 2713  ˜ º   

egw   å∂∂  22 1192 1210 1278* 2372   Â 
 
 
10:5 akolouqhswsin  1 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1278Ç 1582 

2193 2713  ˜  º  akolouqhsousin  22 1192 1210 1278* 2372   „ 
 
 
11:3 ai adelfai autou pros auton   1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1582 

2193*  Â º   ai adelfai pros auton  872 131 2193Ç  ˜ º   pros auton ai 
adelfai  22 1192  1210  1278 2372   Â º   ai adelfai autou  2713  Î 

 
 
13:37 o petros  1  1582 2193*  „ º   petros  118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 

1192Ç 1278Ç1 2193Ç 2713  ˜  º  oµÈ†   22 1192* 1210 1278* 2372  Â 
 
 
14:7 mou an hdeite  1 1582   Â º  mou an hdhte  565  Â º  mou egnwkeite an  

131 884 1278Ç1 2193  ˜ º  mou hdeite an  22 1192 1210 2372  Â º  mou 
egnwkhte an 118 205å∫ß 205 209 2713   Î º   mª6ºte an 1278* 

 
 
 

There are a further 6 exclusive Non-Majority Text readings supported by four 

members of the group while one manuscript agrees with the Majority Text. In the 

case of 1:26, however, 1210, the first hand reading of which is no longer legible, 

may have originally agreed with the other four manuscripts before it was 

corrected.  The distinctive reading in 18:14 is particularly notable as it constitutes 

                                                
271 Note that some of the first hand readings of 1278 have been supplied. 
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a significant addition that would not have arisen independently all four 

manuscripts. These 6 exclusive readings with partial support are given below: 

 

1:26 sthkei   1 1582  Â º  eisthkei 22 1192 1278* 2372  Î º  esthken  118 
131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 1210πço®® 1278Ç 2193 2713  ˜ 
 
Note 1210: first letter possibly a correction. 

 
 
1:32 emarturhsen  1 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 1210 1582 2193 2713  

M º  o  å∂∂  22 1192 1278 2372  „ 
 
 
5:7 egw   1 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1278 1582 2193 2713  ˜  º  

oµÈ†   22 1192 1210 2372  Â 
 
 

5:45 kathgorwn  1 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1278Ç1 1582 
2193 2713  ˜  º  kathgorhswn  22 1210 2372   Â  º  kathgorª4º  1278* 

 
 
9:19 legete  1 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1278Ç 1582 2193 

2713  ˜ º elegete   22 1210 1278* 2372ˆo†´  W 
 
Note 2372: smudged. 

 
 
18:14 laou  1 118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1192 1278Ç 1582 2193 2713  

˜ º   kai mh olon to eqnos apolhtai   å∂∂  22 1210 2372   Î  º   å∂∂   
ª24º  1278* 

 
 

There is 1 further distinctive and exclusive reading, when 22 is missing text, 

supported by three of the manuscripts, while the fourth is Majority: 

 

16:17 hmin  1 118 131 209 565 884 1192 1278Ç1 1582 2193 2713  ˜  º  umin  
205å∫ß 205  Î  º  oµÈ†  1210 1278* 2372  Î 
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These exclusive Non-Majority Text readings could not have all arisen 

independently in the five manuscripts, but must have been inherited from a shared 

ancestor which contained and transmitted them. It is possible that a number of the 

readings originated in the ancestor itself. 

The marginal readings discussed above provide further evidence of genetic 

links between the manuscripts. Codices 22 and 1192 agree on 5 of these marginal 

readings, and 1278 supports one of the five, but with the text and margin reading 

reversed.272 

 

4.2.6. G is the Intermediate Ancestor of 22, 1192, 1210, 1278 and 2372 

The best explanation for these five manuscripts’ shared pool of A-1 readings, 

shared exclusive Non-Majority Text readings, and shared marginal readings is the 

existence of a shared intermediate ancestor. This ancestor will be called 

Manuscript G. Manuscript G is a descendant of A-1 which has been substantially 

corrected towards the Majority Text.273 From the evidence of its known 

descendants, we can presume that it contained at least 145 A-1 readings, 9 

marginal readings, and a number of Non-Majority Text readings that may have 

originated in Manuscript G itself. 

 

                                                
272 1:28, 1:39, 5:44, 8:38. 

273 Or, alternatively, one of its near intermediate ancestors has been corrected. 
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4.2.7. G is an Independent Witness of A-1 

A reconstruction of the text of Manuscript G through the Non-Majority Text 

readings of its descendants can be used to demonstrate that Manuscript G is 

independent of the other manuscripts collated for this study.  Firstly, Manuscript 

G contains 14 Non-Majority Text readings that have the support of 1 and/or 1582, 

but not the support of any descendant of B. The support of 1 and/or 1582 for these 

readings indicates that the readings were inherited from either A-1 or Manuscript 

C; and as no descendant of B supports the readings, G’s independence from 565, 

884 and 2193 is demonstrated.   Secondly, Manuscript G contains 23 Non-

Majority Text readings that have the support of at least one descendant of B but 

not of 1 or 1582; and furthermore, G contains 2 marginal readings supported only 

by 2193. The support for these Non-Majority Text readings from B’s descendants 

indicates that the readings either come from A-1 or Manuscript B; and as neither 1 

or 1582 support the readings, G’s independence from 1 and 1582 is demonstrated. 

 

4.2.8. Does Manuscript G Descend from Manuscript C or Manuscript B? 

In chapter 2 of this thesis, it was argued that 1 and 1582 are very close 

representatives of their shared intermediate ancestor, Manuscript C; that they have 

received very little correction towards the Majority Text; and that, therefore, the 

text of Manuscript C can be largely reconstructed from the agreements of 1 and 

1582, with very few C readings being lost. On the other hand, it was shown that 

the descendants of Manuscript B have each received more significant amounts of 
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Majority Text correction; and, therefore, the text of B cannot be reconstructed 

from its descendants to the same extent as the text of C: that is to say, a significant 

number of Non-Majority Text readings may have existed in B but have not been 

retained by 565, 884 and 2193. On this basis, we can conclude that the 27 Non-

Majority Text readings supported by Manuscript G and the descendants of B are 

unlikely to have existed in Manuscript C; and so it follows that Manuscript G 

does not descend from C.  

A similar conclusion, however, cannot be made regarding the 14 Non-Majority 

Text readings supported by Manuscript G and 1 and/or 1582; for the text of B 

cannot be reconstructed from the texts of 565, 884 and 2193 to the extent that we 

can be sure that it did not contain these 14 Non-Majority Text readings.  The 

possibility, therefore, that G is a descendant of B cannot be excluded.  

In conclusion, Manuscript G descends from A-1 either through Manuscript B or 

by another route, independent of both C and B. The collation of John has not 

provided sufficient evidence to determine the exact descent of G.  On the full 

family stemma, therefore, a dotted line linking Manuscript G to both A-1 directly 

and to A-1 through Manuscript B has been employed to indicate this uncertainty. 

  

4.2.9. Codex 22 is an Independent Witness of Manuscript G 

Of the subgroup, Codex 22 has the strongest textual affinity with the core group 

manuscripts, having retained a higher number of A-1 readings from Manuscript G 

than any of the other manuscripts in the subgroup. 22 is clearly independent of the 
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other four manuscripts, containing 39 A-1 readings without 1192; 27 without 

1210; 52 without 1278; and 43 (before 18:31) without 2372. 

 

4.2.10. Codex 1192 is an Independent Witness of Manuscript G 

1192 is also an independent representative of Manuscript G. It contains 6 A-1 

readings where 22 is Majority (and extant); 19 where 1210 is Majority or 

contains a singular reading; 36 where 1278 is Majority, contains a singular, or has 

an exclusive agreement with 2372; and 34 (before 18:31) where 2372 is Majority, 

singular, or has an exclusive agreement with 1278.274 4 of the A-1 readings in 

1192 are readings not supported by any of the other four manuscripts in the 

subgroup. These are reproduced below along with an exclusive Non-Majority 

Text agreement shared only with the descendants of B: 

 

4 A-1 Readings 
 

2:8 oi de  1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 1192 1582 2193 2713  „  º  kai  22 131 
872 1210 1278 2372   ˜ 

 
 
4:36 ina   1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1192 1582 2713  Â º   kai  å∂∂  22 

131 872 1210 1278 2193 2372   ˜ 
 
 
6:40 gar  1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1192 1582 2193 2713   „ º   de  22 

131 872 1210 1278 2372   M 
 
 
12:26 tis emoi diakonh  (1ß†)  1 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1192 1582 

2193 2713  Â º   emoi diakonh tis   22 872 1210 1278 2372  ˜ 
 
                                                
274 Corrections and marginal readings have been counted as agreements.  
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1 Exclusive Non-Majority Text Reading 
 

19:3 kai   1 22 118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 205 209 1210 1278 1582 2713  M º  kai 
hrconto pros auton   å∂∂  565 884 1192 2193  „ 

 
 
 
4.2.11. Codex 1210 is a Copy of Codex 22 

1210 contains 90 A-1 readings: 86 of these occur in sections where 22 is extant, 

and all but 2 of these 86 readings are shared by 22.275  The first A-1 reading which 

1210 contains without the support of 22 is a widely attested reading that could 

have arisen in 1210 independently: 

 

12:30 h fwnh auth   1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1210 1582 2193 2713  „ º  
auth h fwnh  22 131 872 1192 1278 2372  ˜ 

 

Notably, all of the other descendants of Manuscript G follow the Majority Text at 

this point, supporting the suggestion that Manuscript G may not have contained 

this reading, but that it originated independently in 1210, through a scribal 

change. The existence of this reading in 1210, therefore, does not provide 

evidence of an link to Manuscript G independent of 22. In the second unit, the 

reading of 22 has been labelled dubious, because of a smudge, visible on the 

microfilm, and slightly untypical letter forms: 

 

                                                
275 In table 5, a total of 3 readings in 1210 were counted as unsupported by 22. As table 5 did not 
count corrections, a reading in 3:24 was not counted where 22C supports an A-1 reading in 1210. 
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6:37 me   (1ß†)  1 565 872 884 1192 1210 1582   Â º  eme   22∂¨∫ 118 131 205å∫ß 
205 209 1278 2193 2372 2713  ˜ 

 
 

It is possible that in 6:37, Codex 22 has been corrected, and that the first hand 

originally read me, in agreement with 1210, but that the reading was subsequently 

altered, being corrected to eme. Neither of these readings, therefore, provide 

evidence that 1210 might be independent of 22. Aside from this 1 A-1 reading, 

1210 only has 7 other Non-Majority Text agreements with collated manuscripts 

against Codex 22:  

 

8:41 ou gegennhmeqa     1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 884ˆo†´ 1192 1278 1582 
2193 2713  ˜ º  ou gegenhmeqa   565 1210 2372  Â º  ouk egennhª5º  
872*   º    ouk egennhqhmen  872Ç  Â 

 
 Note 884: letter n (2nd) juts into the margin. 
 

 
12:34 tis estin outos o uios tou anqrwpou   1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 

884 1192 1278 1582 2193 2372 2713   ˜ º  oµÈ†  131 1210   „ 
 
 
17:7 edwkas  1 131 1210 1582  Â  º  dedwkas  22 118ß¨π 205å∫ß 205 209 

565ß¨π 884 1192 1278 2193 2372 2713  ˜ 
 

 
18:9 eipen  1 22 118ß¨π 131 209 565 884 1192 1278 1582 2193 2372 2713  ˜ 

º  eipon 205å∫ß 205 1210  Â 
 
 
18:10 epaisen  1 22 118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 205 209Ç* 565 1192 1210Ç* 1278Ç 1582 

2193 2713  ˜ º  epesen  209* 884 1210* 1278* 2372  „ 
 
 
18:16 th qura  1 22 118ß¨π 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1192 1278Ç 1582 2193  ˜ 

º  thn qura 131 1210   Â º  thn quran  2372 2713  „  º  thª1º  qura  
1278*  
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19:27 authn o maqhths    1 131 565 884 1278 1582   Mπ †  º   o maqhths authn  
22 118ß¨π 1192 2193 Mπ †  º   authn o maqhths ekeinos   205å∫ß 205 209 
1210 2713  „ 

 

 

Each of these agreements is very slight, most amounting to the change of only one 

or two letters; and four of the variations are widely attested and, therefore, 

readings which may have arisen independently in the supporting manuscripts. 

2 readings are shared only with Codex 131, a manuscript which has an uncertain 

family affinity in John.276 These readings, therefore, do not provide evidence to 

indicate that 1210 is independent of 22. Codex 22, on the other hand, has 27 A-1 

readings when 1210 follows the Majority Text. In 4 of these cases 22 contains a 

correction towards the Majority Text and it is notable that 1210 follows the 

Majority correction on every occasion: 

 
 
4:21 pisteue  1 22* 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1582 2193*  Â º   pisteuson  22Ç 

118 131 872 1192 1210 1278 2193Ç 2372 2713   ˜ 
  

6:10 anepesan  1 22* 118 205å∫ß 205 209 1192* 1582 2193* 2713   „ º  
anepeson  22Ç 131 565 872 884 1192Ç 1210 1278 2193Ç 2372   ˜ 

 
 
10:12 skorpizei  1 22* 565 884 1192 1278*  1582* 2372  „ º   ta probata  

å∂∂  22Ç 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 1210 1278Ç1 1582Ç1 2193 2713   ˜ 
 
 
10:13 ªåˆ†´º   oti   1 22* 1192 1582*  „ º     o de misqwtos feugei  å∂∂  118 

131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1210 1278 1582Ç1 2193 2372 2713  ˜ º  
o de misqotos feugei   å∂∂  22Ç 

 

                                                
276 131 will be discussed in the following chapter. 
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In addition, 22 contains 5 marginal readings, given below, where the text reading 

is Non-Majority and the margin reading Majority. In all but 1 case (8:38), 1210 

takes as its text the Majority Text reading given in the margin of 22: 

 

1:28 bhqabara  1 22†≈† 1192†≈† 1278µ© 1582 2193†≈† 2713  ª„º º  bhqania  22µ© 
118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 1210 1278†≈† 2193µ© 2372   M º  biqania  565 
1192µ©  ªMº  

 
Note: 2193 and 1278 have en re-written in the margin as part of the variant 
reading; 22 and 1192 do not. 

 
 
1:39 oyesqe  1 22†≈† 118 205å∫ß 205 209 1192†≈† 1582 2193†≈†  Â º  idete  22µ© 

131 565 872 1192µ© 1210 1278 2193µ© 2372 2713  ˜ 
 
 
5:44 pisteuein  1 22†≈† 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1192†≈† 1582 2193*ß¨ππ¬ 

2713  Â º pisteusai   22µ©  131  872  1192µ© 1210 1278 2193Ç 2372  ˜ 
 

 
8:38 a hkousate  1 22†≈† 565 1192†≈† 1210 1582 2193  Â º   o ewrakate  22µ© 

118 205å∫ß 205 209 872 1192µ© 1278 2713  ˜ º  a ewrakate 884 2372  
Â º  a akouete  131  Î 

 
 
10:4 panta 1 22†≈† 565 1192†≈† 1582* 2193*ß¨ππ¬   „  º   probata   22µ© 118 131 

205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192µ© 1210 1278 1582Ç1 2193Ç 2372 2713  ˜ 
 

This link between the Majority Text corrections and marginal readings in 22 and 

the text of 1210 offers a further indication that 1210 may be a copy of 22. Finally, 

6 exclusive Non-Majority Text agreements shared only by 1210 and 22 provide 

further evidence of a copying relationship: 

 

1:32 oti  1 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 1192 1278 1582 2193 2372 2713  
˜ º  oµÈ†  22 1210  Â 
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3:31 o  (1ß†) 1 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1278 1582 2193 
2372 2713 ˜ º  oµÈ†  22 1210  Î 

 
 
9:7 oun  1 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1278 1582 2193 2372 

2713  ˜ º  oµÈ†   22 1210  Î 
 

 
9:27 ouk  1 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1278 1582 2193 2372 

2713  ˜ º  oµÈ†   22 1210  Î 
 
 

11:25 de  1 22Ç 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1582 2193 2713   Â º  oun  22* 
1210  „ º  oµÈ†  131 872 1192 1278 2372   ˜ 

 
 
18:1 eishlqen  1 118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1192 1278 1582 2193 

2372 2713 ˜ º   eishlqon   22 1210  Â 
 
 

As would be expected if 1210 were a copy of 22, the manuscript has no other 

exclusive Non-Majority Text agreements with single members of the subgroup; 

whereas 22 has 2 exclusive readings with 1192 while 1210 is Majority.  There are 

73 first hand disagreements between 1210 and 22. Besides the 29 A-1 readings (2 

in 1210, 27 in 22) and 1210’s 7 Non-Majority Text agreements with the other 

manuscripts discussed above, these differences consist of 6 readings where 22 

agrees with members of the core group without 1210 (but on readings not counted 

as A-1 readings);277  4 readings where 22 agrees with other members of the 

subgroup on a Non-Majority Text reading while 1210 is Majority;278 7 readings 

where the Majority Text is split and 22 and 1210 support different Majority 

                                                
277 10:38, 20:15, 20:25, 20:25, 20:29, 21:4. 

278 1:26, 1:32, 13:4, 19:32. 
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readings;279 6 singular readings in 22;280 and 12 singular readings in 1210.281  In 

every case of 22’s singular readings, 1210 follows the Majority Text, and in 2 

cases, Codex 22 has a Majority Text correction, bringing it into agreement with 

1210.  1210’s singular readings are mostly omissions of strings of text which are 

likely to have originated in 1210 itself.282  Overall, the evidence indicates that 

1210 is a copy of 22. 

This conclusion is supported by the results of Anderson’s study of the Gospel 

of Matthew. In Anderson’s collation of Matthew 23, she found that 1210 had 5 

Non-Majority Text agreements with 1 and 1582, and that all of these readings 

were supported by 22. Of the ‘interesting readings’ of 1210 which Anderson lists, 

only 2 do not have the complete agreement of 22: 

 

 
 
 

 
                                                
279 Majority Text splits: 1:32, 2:5, 4:35, 18:11, 19:14, 19:35, and 21:1. 

280 22’s singular readings: 1:38, 5:8, 12:2, 14:5, 19:24, 21:18. 

281 1210 in fact has 14 singular readings; but 2 singular readings have already been counted under 
the category of ‘Codex 22’s A-1 readings without 1210’, i.e. occasions when 22 contains an A-1 
reading while 1210 has a singular reading. 

282 1210’s singular readings: 3:11, 4:13, 4:14, 5:36, 5:43, 6:22, 6:51, 8:33, 10:24, 11:16, 11:41, 
13:30, 13:31, 20:11. 
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These two readings, both widely attested, in the whole of Anderson’s chapter 

collations and family readings collation, are not sufficient to provide evidence of 

1210’s independence, the widely attested omission of a kai and a wde being 

possible to occur independently. 283 

 

4.2.12. Codices 1278 and 2372 Descend from an Intermediate Ancestor 

1278 and 2372 form a pair that is distinct from the other three manuscripts in the 

subgroup.  They share the same reduced pool of 84 A-1 readings, 1278 supporting 

73, and 2372, 64;284 and they share 39 exclusive Non-Majority Text readings,285 

12 of which are distinctive and 22 are rare. The distinctive agreements are listed 

below: 

 
 
4:5 ths samareias  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1210 

1278Ç1 1582 2193 2713   ˜  º   oµÈ†  1278* 2372  Î 
 
 
4:15 enqade antlein  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1210 

1278Ç1 1582 2193 2713  ˜ º    antlein enqade  1278* 2372  Î 
 
 
4:43 tas   1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278Ç 1582 

2193 2713 ˜  º  oµÈ†   1278* 2372   Î 
 
                                                
283 Anderson, Matthew, 130–131. Note: in 13:13, Anderson misses a correction in Codex 22 of mh 
to mhde in 22, bringing it into slightly closer agreement with 1210 and 1192. See f. 29v of Codex 
22, line 15, end of line. 

284 Or a pool of 70 A-1 readings, not counting those after the lacuna in 2372. 

285 There are a further 14 possible readings, but where the first hand reading of 1278 has been 
corrected and is no longer legible: 1:41, 3:21, 5:7, 11:33, 11:34, 13:26, 13:29, 13:35, 14:24, 16:25, 
16:32, 17:6, 18:13, 18:22.  
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4:46 oun  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278Ç1 1582 

2193 2713 ˜ º  oµÈ†  1278* 2372  Î 
 
 

5:18 auton oi ioudaioi   1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1210 
1582 2193 2713  ˜ º   oi ioudaioi auton  1278 2372  Î 
 
 

7:20 autw o oclos kai eipen   1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 1582 2193†≈† 2713  Î 
º   o oclos kai eipen   22 131 872 884 1192 1210  ˜ º  o oclos kai 
eipen autw  1278 2372  Î  º  ª∂¨∫º  2193µ© 
 
Note 2193: a marginal reading has been erased. 

 
 

7:49 outos  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1210 1582 2193 
2713  ˜ º  oµÈ†  1278 2372  Î 
 

 
8:33 oudeni  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278Ç 1582 

2193 2713  ˜ º  ouden  1278* 2372  Î 
 
 
8:59 oun   1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1210 1582 2193 

2713  ˜ º  oµÈ† 1278 2372  Î 
 
 
13:8 petros   1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210  1278Ç  1582 

˜ º   simwn petros   1278*ªß¨ππ¬º  2372    Î  º  o petros   2193 2713  Â 
 
 Note 1278: letters simw supplied. 
 
 
14:23 ton logon  1 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1192 1210 1278Ç 1582 

2193 2713 ˜  º   tous logous  1278*ß¨ππ¬ 2372  Î 
 

 
17:12 met autwn   1 22 118ß¨π 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565ß¨π 884 1192 1210 

1278Ç1 1582 2193 2713   ˜  º   oµÈ†   2372 1278*  Î 
 
 

1278 and 2372’s shared pool of A-1 readings and their high number of exclusive 

Non-Majority Text readings provides very strong evidence that they share an 
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intermediate ancestor, separating them from the rest of the subgroup. This 

ancestor will be called Manuscript H. 

Codices 1278 and 2372 also both contain (while 22, 1192 and 1210 do not) a 

text of the Pericope Adulterae located at John 7:52.  The text in both manuscripts 

is very close, with only 2 first hand disagreements: 

 

8:5 hmin mwshs  1 1582 M3π †  4  º  mwushs hmin  884 2193ß¨π  M1π †  5  º   hmwn 
mwushs  118 205å∫ß 205 209 1278  M23π †  67 º  hmwn mwshs 872 2713  
M23π †  67 º  umwn mwushs  2372 Î   

 
Note: mwushs has been regularised to mwshs in Hodges and Farstad, Majority Text. Thus 
in labelling the Family 1 collation for this single unit, the difference between mwushs and 
mwshs has been ignored. 

 
 
8:7 balletw liqon ep authn   1  Î   º  baletw liqon ep authn   118 205å∫ß 

205 209 1278 2372  Î   º    ton liqon ep auth baletw 872*   M7  º   ton 
liqon ep authn baletw   872Ç 1582ß¨π  Î   º    liqon balletw ep authn   
2713  Â  º  ep authn ton liqon baletw    2192ß¨π M5  º  ep authn liqon 
balletw   884  Â 

 
 

The text is also very strongly Majority, neither manuscript supporting any of the 

12 Non-Majority Text readings found among the core group manuscripts and 

their supplements, with the exception of a reading in 8:7 where a distinctive 

agreement  shared with 1278, 2372 and the Venice group has the same word order 

as a reading in Codex 1: 

 

8:7 balletw liqon ep authn  1  Î   º  baletw liqon ep authn   118 205å∫ß 
205 209 1278 2372  Î   º    ton liqon ep auth baletw 872*   M7  º   ton 
liqon ep authn baletw   872Ç 1582ß¨π  Î   º    liqon balletw ep authn   
2713  Â  º  ep authn ton liqon baletw    2192ß¨π M5  º  ep authn liqon 
balletw   884  Â 
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The pair only contains 2 other Non-Majority Text readings in the pericope. The 

first, only supported by 2372, is not significant, consisting of only the change of 

hmwn to umwn, a characteristic slip very common to the scribe of 2372;286 and the 

second, a reading that is exclusive to the two manuscripts: 

 

8:11 kai apo tou nun  1 872 1278Ç1 1582ß¨π 2713 M12367  º   apo tou nun kai  
118 205å∫ß 205 209  Â  º   kai   884 2193ß¨π M4π †  5  º   apo tou nun   
1278* 2372 Î  

 
 

The closeness of the text of the Pericope Adulterae in 2372 and 1278 indicates 

that the scribes of both manuscripts copied the pericope from their shared 

ancestor, Manuscript H. As both codices place the story after John 7:52, it is 

probable that Manuscript H also included it at this location.  Given that the other 

descendants of G, Codices 22 and 1192 (and 1210) do not contain the pericope, 

there are two possibilities regarding whether Manuscript G contained it and 

where. The first possibility is that Manuscript H copied the pericope from 

Manuscript G where it was located at the end of the gospel, but that the pericope 

was lost or detached before Codices 22 and 1192 were copied. (This would mean 

that Manuscript H is older than 22 and 1192.)  It is unlikely if Manuscript G 

contained the pericope that it was located at 7:52, otherwise 22 and 1192 would 

have included it.  The alternative scenario is that G did not contain the pericope 

but that Manuscript H copied it from another manuscript.  Given that the text of 

                                                
286 See above, unit 8:5. Many of these ‘slips’ have been regularised out of the collation because 
they cause a nonsense reading. Variations of umwn and hmwn etc. have only been left in the 
collation if they can make some sense. 
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the pericope in 1278 and 2372 shows no special connection to the text found in 

the core group manuscripts, the latter alternative is the most probable. In any case, 

if the first scenario were correct, any textual link to the pericope of A-1 has been 

erased through Majority Text correction. For either scenario, the witness of 1278 

and 2372 for the text of the Pericope Adulterae is of little use for the 

reconstruction of the text found in A-1.  

 

4.2.13. Codices 1278 and 2372 are Sibling Manuscripts 

1278 and 2372 are independent of one another. This can be demonstrated because 

they both contain a number of A-1 readings where the other manuscript is 

Majority.  Before 2372’s lacuna, 1278 contains 5 A-1 readings without 2372: 

 
 
3:20 autou ta erga  1 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1278 1582 2193 2713   „ º  ta 

erga autou 22 118 131 872 1192 1210 2372  ˜ 
 
 

5:19 oude  en   1 22 118 205å∫ß 209 565 884 1210 1278 1582 2713  Â º  ouden 
131 205 872 1192 2193πço®® 2372  ˜ 

 
 
6:12 eplhsqhsan  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1192 1210 1278 

1582* 2193* 2713  Â º  eneplhsqhsan  872 1582Ç1 2193Ç 2372   ˜ 
 
 
7:9 tauta   1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 1278* 1582 2193  Â º   de  å∂∂  22 131 

872 884 1192 1210 1278Ç1 2372 2713  ˜ 
 
 
12:13 o   (2ˆ∂)   1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1192Ç 1210 1278* 1582* „ º  

oµÈ†  131 872 1192* 1278Ç 1582Ç1 2193 2372 2713  ˜ 
 

Note 1582: text supplied. 
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Codex 1278 contains an additional 2 Non-Majority Text agreements with 1 and 

1582, without 2372, one of which is rare: 

 
 
1:42 simwn   1 209* 1278* 1582* Â º  o  å∂∂   22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209Ç* 

565 872 1192 1210 1278Ç* 1582Ç1 2193 2372 2713  ˜ 
 
 
14:12 patera   1 22 1192 1210 1278* 1582* „ º  mou  å∂∂  118 131 205å∫ß 205 

209 565 884 1278Ç1 1582Ç 2193 2372 2713  ˜ 
 

Codex 2372 contains 6 A-1 readings without the support of 1278, including one 

occasion (9:15) where 1278 is deficient for a long string of text: 

 

5:25 akouswsin 1 565 1582* 2193*ß¨ππ¬  Â º  akousousin 22 884 1192 1582Ç 
2372  Â º akousontai  118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 1278 2193Ç 2713  ˜  
º  akoª3ºnte 1210 

 
 
5:47 pisteushte  1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 1582* 2193*ß¨ππ¬ 2372 2713  „ º  

pisteusete   22 131 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582Ç1 2193Ç    ˜ 
 
 
7:49 eparatoi  1 22 565 1582 2193* 2372  Â  º  epikataratoi  118 131 

205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278Ç1 2193Ç 2713  ˜ º  kataratoi 
1278*  Î 
 

 
8:12 peripathsei  1 565* 1582*  2193πço®®® 2372  „ º  peripathsh  22 118 131 

205å∫ß 205 209 565Ç 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582Ç1 2713  M 
 
 
9:15 epoihsen kai   1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1210 1582 2193* 2372 

2713  Â º   oµÈ†  131 872 1192 1278Ç1 2193Ç   ˜ 

 
 
9:16 de  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 1192 1210 1582 2193 2372 2713  Â º   

oµÈ†  131 872 884 1278   ˜ 
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Codex 2372 also contains 1 Non-Majority Text agreement with 2193txt  (2:17), 1 

with 884 (8:38), 1 with the other descendants of G (5:7), and 1 with Codex 1 and 

1582 (6:43), all against 1278: 

 

2:17 katafagetai  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 1192Ç 1210 1582 
2193µ©∂¨∫ 2713   ˜  º  katafagete 1192*  Â º  katefagen 2193†≈† 2372  
„ º katefagetai   1278   Â 

 
 
8:38 a hkousate  1 22†≈† 565 1192†≈† 1210 1582 2193  Â º   o ewrakate  22µ© 

118 205å∫ß 205 209 872 1192µ© 1278 2713  ˜ º  a ewrakate 884 2372  
Â º  a akouete  131  Î 
 
 

5:7 egw   1 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1278 1582 2193 2713  ˜  º  
oµÈ†   22 1192 1210 2372  Â 
 

 
6:43 oun  1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 1582* 2372* 2713  Â º  oun o  22 131 565 872 

884 1192 1210 1278 1582Ç1 2193* 2372Ç  ˜ º  o  2193Ç    Â 
 
 

4.2.14. Manuscript H is Independent of 22 and 1192 

Manuscript H can be shown to be an independent representative of Manuscript G, 

not dependent on either 22 or 1192.  Between H’s two descendants, 1278 and 

2372, there are 18 A-1 readings that are not supported by 22 or 1192 (or 1210). 7 

of these readings are labelled rare and are reproduced below:  

 

6:52 oi ioudaioi pros allhlous   1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 1278 1582 2193 
2372 2713  Â  º  pros allhlous oi ioudaioi  22 131 872 884 1192 1210  
˜ 

 
 
7:9 tauta   1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 1278* 1582 2193  Â º   de  å∂∂  22 131 

872 884 1192 1210 1278Ç1 2372 2713  ˜ 
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12:28 pater  1* 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278Ç 1582 

2193* 2713  ˜ º  agie  å∂∂  1Ç 131 2193Ç 2372  Â º   ª4º  å∂∂   1278* 
 
 
18:25 hrnhsato  1 118ß¨π 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1278 1582 2193 2372 2713  

Â º  oun  å∂∂   22 131 1192 1210  M 
 
 
19:28 h grafh plhrwqh  1 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1278 1582 2713  Â º  

teleiwqh h grafh   22 118ß¨π 131 1192 1210 2193   ˜ 
 
 
20:23 afewntai  1 205å∫ß 205 209 565 1582   Â º  afientai  22 118ß¨π 131 884 

1192 1210 1278Ç1 2193 2713  ˜ º  afª2ºntai 1278* 
 
 
21:18 apoisousin se  1 565 1278*ß¨ππ¬∂¨∫ 1582  Â º  apoisousin  22  Â º   oisei 

se  205å∫ß 205 209   Â  º  oisei  118ß¨π 131 884 1192 1210 1278Ç1 2193 
2713  ˜ 

 
 Note 1278* presence of se uncertain.287 
 

These links to the A-1 readings in Manuscript G show that Manuscript H is 

independent of both 22 and 1192. 

 

4.2.15. Note on Correctors 

In John, Codex 22 contains 7 Majority Text corrections and 6 Non-Majority Text 

corrections. 3 of the Non-Majority corrections are A-1 readings and a further 

correction is an agreement with 1, 1582, 1278 and 2372: 

 

                                                
287 Note in 20:23 the agreement of 1278 has been conjectured; in 21:18, 22 has partial support for 
the A-1 reading.   
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3 A-1 Corrections in 22: 

3:24 eis  1 22Ç 565 884 1210 1582 2193  Â º  thn  å∂∂   22* 118 131 205å∫ß 
205 209 872 1192 1278 2372 2713  ˜ 

 
 
10:21 anoixai  1 22Ç 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1582 2193* 2372 2713  Â  º  

anoigein   22* 131 872 1192 1210 1278Ç1   ˜  º   ª7º   2193Ç1  º   anoiª4º  
1278* 

 
Note 2193: a C1 reading has been erased. 

 
11:25 de  1 22Ç 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1582 2193 2713   Â º  oun  22* 

1210  „ º  oµÈ†  131 872 1192 1278 2372   ˜ 
 
 
1 Non-Majority Text Correction in 22: 

17:17 alhqeia   1 22Ç 1278 1582* 2372   „ º   sou  å∂∂  22* 118ß¨π 131 
205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1192 1210 1582Ç 2193 2713  ˜ 
 

 

Codex 1192 contains 8 Majority Text corrections and 1 Non-Majority Text 

correction, a widely attested A-1 reading: 

  

12:13 o   (2ˆ∂)   1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1192Ç 1210 1278* 1582* „ º  
oµÈ†  131 872 1192* 1278Ç 1582Ç1 2193 2372 2713  ˜ 

 
Note 1582: text supplied. 

 

1210 contains 9 corrections and these are all towards the Majority Text.  1278 

contains 126 Majority Text corrections and 10 Non-Majority Text corrections. 4 

of the Non-Majority Text corrections are A-1 readings and 1 has the support of 

884: 
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4 A-1 Corrections in 1278: 

1:43 hqelhsen  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 1192 1210 1278Ç 1582 2193 
2713  „ º o ihsous  å∂∂  131 2372   ˜ º   ª3º  å∂∂  1278* 
 
Note 1278: ihsous would have been written as a two-lettered nomen 
sacrum: is—. 

 
6:35 de  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278Ç 1582 

2193  Â º  oun   2713  ˜ º   oµÈ†  1278* 2372   Â 
 
 
6:58 trwgwn  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 1192 1210 1278* 1582 

2193 2372 2713  M º   mou  å∂∂  884 1278Ç1   „ 
 

 
9:17 oun  1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1278Ç1 1582 2193* 2713  „ º  oµÈ†  

22 131 872 1192 1210 1278* 2193Ç 2372   M 
 
 
1 Correction with the Support of 884: 
 
 
9:34 olws  1 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 1278Ç1 1582 2193* 2713   Â º  olos  

22 565 884 1192 1210 1278* 2193Ç 2372  M  
 

Codex 2372 contains 4 Majority Text corrections, 1 illegible but minor correction 

(10:38), and 2 Non-Majority Text corrections, one of which has the agreement of 

2 descendants of B: 

 
9:31 amartwlwn  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 

2193Ç 2372*  ˜  º   amartwlon  131 565 2193* 2713 2372Ç   „ 
 
 

These A-1 corrections found among the five manuscripts, and the corrections 

supported by single branches of the core group, are likely to be first hand 

corrections, made by the scribes of each manuscript, using the same exemplar as 

the manuscript was copied from, or else corrections by a diorqwthv~ working in 
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the same scriptorium.288 The higher numbers of A-1 corrections in 22 and 1278 

strengthen the evidence for the group’s link with the rest of Family 1, and 

indicates that Manuscript G  contained further A-1 readings to those supported by 

the texts of these five manuscripts. 

 

4.2.16. Summary of a Manuscript Subgroup 

Codices 22, 1192, 1210, 1278 and 2372 form a Family 1 subgroup with two 

branches. Manuscript G is the shared ancestor of the whole group and Manuscript 

H the shared intermediate ancestor of codices 1278 and 2372.  All manuscripts 

but 1210 are independent representatives of Manuscript G; and Manuscript G is 

an independent representative of A-1, descending either through Manuscript B or 

another route. The diagram below expresses these relationships as a stemma. 

                                                
288 As a general rule, correctors have only been distinguished in manuscripts that have been 
physically examined, not in those transcribed only from the microfilm. 
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Figure 5: Stemma for Manuscript G  
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5. Miscellaneous Manuscripts 

 

5.1. Manuscript Description of Codex 131 

Contents and Layout 

Codex 131 is a thirteenth-century codex containing the Gospels, Acts, the 

Catholic Epistles and the Pauline Epistles, including Hebrews. It is kept at the 

Vatican library where it is designated Gr. 360.289 The codex contains 233 

parchment folios with text written in 2 columns per page with 30–38 lines to a 

column. Pages measure 23.5 by 17.5cm and the columns of text 15.4 by 4.8cm.290  

The manuscript contains Eusebius’s letter to Carpianus, canon tables and 

Ammonian sections, kefavlaia and partial lectionary material.  Each gospel 

begins on a fresh recto page, beneath a decorative headpiece and begins with a 

large ornamental initial. Smaller rubricated initials appear throughout the codex; 

the main text is written in brown ink.291  

 

Script and Dating 

The script of 131 is regular and clear, though letters do not fit neatly onto the line. 

There is little variation in letter size, some ligatures and abbreviations, the latter 

occurring mostly at line endings; nomina sacra have accents and breathings; the 
                                                
289 Other references: von Soden d 467. 

290 Codicological information not evident from the microfilm is taken from Gregory, Textkritik, 
Erster Band, 156; and Hatch, Facsimiles, 246. 

291 Hatch, Facsimiles, 246. 
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circumflex is the length of one letter and raised above other marks; breathings are 

round; and there is no mute iota.  On the basis of a palaeographical analysis, 

Turyn has identified the scribe of 131 as the priest Andreas who also copied and 

signed a dated manuscript containing Anastasius Sinaita’s Questions and 

Answers: Brescia, Bibl. Civica Queriniana, MS A.VII.25. This manuscript of 

Anastasius contains a colophon dating it to 1286/87.292  If Turyn’s analysis is 

correct we can presume that 131 was also copied sometime in the second part of 

the thirteenth century.  Such a dating is supported by a colophon in 131, added by 

a later hand, but dated to 1303, indicating that the manuscript was in existence by 

then.293 

 

Illuminations 

There are no portraits in 131. It is unclear from the microfilm whether decorated 

headpieces and canon tables are illuminated; Gregory only records that initials are 

given in red ink.294 

 

                                                
292 A. Turyn, Dated Greek Manuscripts of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries in the 
Libraries of Italy (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1972), vol. 1, 52; vol. 2, plate 38. 

293 See Lake, Codex 1, xviii, for further discussion of the colophon. 

294 Gregory, Textkritik, Erster Band, 156. 
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Correctors and Later Hands 

A number of later hands have added supplementary material to 131 and one hand 

has made various orthographic corrections throughout the manuscript. As it was 

not possible to examine the manuscript itself, all corrections have been labelled C. 

 

Provenance 

131 was previously owned by Aldus Manutius the Younger (1547–97), the 

grandson of the Venetian humanist and printer Aldus Manutius (1449–1515).  

Manutius the Younger gave the manuscript to Pope Sixtus V (1585–90) and it has 

been kept at the Vatican ever since.295  Various names have been written on blank 

pages in the codex, in a hand much earlier than the fifteenth century. Lake has 

suggested that as these names include those of women and children, the codex 

was not owned by a monastery, but by a private individual, when these names 

were added.296  

 

Transcription of the Gospel of John 

The Gospel of John begins on f. 107r and ends on f. 132r.  The Pericope 

Adulterae is omitted without comment.  The manuscript was transcribed from the 

microfilm.  

 

                                                
295 Scrivener, Introduction, 199. 

296 Lake, Codex 1, xviii. 
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5.2. Textual Analysis of Codex 131 

5.2.1. Previous Research 

Lake included Codex 131 in Family 1 for Mark 1–5 and Luke 1–24.  He 

concluded that in these sections Codex 131 descended from the family archetype 

(Lake’s W), but was not a copy of Codex 1 and did not descend from the 

intermediate ancestor of the Venice group (for Lake, Codices 118 and 209).297 

Lake concluded that in the other sections of Mark and Luke, and in the whole of 

Matthew and John, 131 follows closely the Majority Text with only ‘a certain 

number of variants’.298  In his critical edition, Lake only cited the readings of 131 

for Mark 1–5 and Luke 1–24.    

For Luke 1, 10 and 20, Wisse has confirmed Lake’s results, classifying 131 in 

these chapters as part of his ‘Group 1’ along with Codices 1, 118, 205, 209 and 

1582, and, in chapter 20, 884.299  Anderson has also confirmed Lake’s conclusion 

for Matthew, classifying 131 as a primarily Majority Text manuscript and 

grouping it along with other ‘Miscellaneous Manuscripts’.  The results of the 

collation of John show that 131 is not a clear Family 1 manuscript in the gospel, 

but that it contains a certain number of readings that link it to the group and 

indicate that it may be related to a very distant Family 1 ancestor in John. 

 

                                                
297 Lake, Codex 1, xxiv, xxxiv–xxxv. 

298 Lake, Codex 1, xxxiv. 

299 Wisse, Profile Methods, 55. 
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5.2.2.  Family 1 Affinity 

Codex 131 contains 34 Non-Majority Text A-1 readings in John.300  22 of these 

are widely attested and 12 are rare.  There are a further 69 readings where 131 

agrees on a Non-Majority Text reading with at least one other manuscript 

collated. These readings may not be sufficient to confirm 131 as a definite 

Family 1 manuscript in John, or to incorporate the manuscript into the family 

stemma; however, they do provide evidence that 131 in John may descend from 

either a very distant Family 1 ancestor or an ancestor that was heavily corrected to 

the Majority Text in John. This is supported by the fact that 131 does not include 

the Pericope Adulterae, a characteristic of many Family 1 manuscripts. The 

absence of the pericope suggests that 131 may descend from a Family 1 ancestor 

that contained the pericope as an appendix but which was then lost before the 

scribe of 131 copied the manuscript.  Given 131’s Family 1 affinity in sections of 

Mark and Luke, it would be reasonable to suggest that the A-1 readings and other 

Non-Majority Text agreements with family members come from this same 

ancestor in John, but that the text of John in this ancestor was heavily corrected or 

else damaged in parts, so that much of the family text was substituted with 

readings from the Majority Text. 

 

                                                
300 Using the criterion of agreement between at least 1 descendant of B and at least 1 
descendant of C. 
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5.2.3. Family Relationships  

Table 6 records the number of Non-Majority Text agreements 131 has with each 

of the other manuscripts collated.  The first column tallies the number of 

agreements on A-1 readings; the second column, the number of agreements on 

other Non-Majority Text readings (not those counted as definite A-1 readings); 

the third column gives the number of exclusive Non-Majority Text agreements 

which 131 has with each manuscript; and the fourth column, the overall number 

of Non-Majority Text agreements. The other manuscripts are listed in order, 

according to their total number of Non-Majority Text agreements with 131, 

beginning with the manuscript with the highest number of agreements. The 

agreements of correctors have been counted separately and are given in the row 

immediate below the first hand agreements of that manuscript. 301 

                                                
301 Note some of the readings of 1278* have been supplied. 
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Table 6: 131’s Non-Majority Text Agreements 

 Agreements 
on A-1 

Readings 

Non-A-1 
NMT 

Agreements 

Exclusive 
NMT 

Agreements 

Total of 
NMT 

agreements 

2193 28 15 8 43 

2193C/C1/MG 2 10 6 12 

205abs 28 14 0 41 

205 28 14 1 41 

209 27 13 1 40 

209C 1 0 0 1 

565 29 9 1 38 

2713 25 11 1 36 

118 23 12 2 35 

118C 1 1 1 2 

1 33 2 0 35 

1C 1 0 0 1 

1582 31 2 0 33 

884 22 10 5 32 

1278 8 16 3 24 

1278C/C1 2 0 0 2 

1192 10 10 3 20 

2372 5 14 0 19 

2372C 0 1 0 1 

1210 9 9 1 18 

22 9 6 0 15 

872 2 7 0 9 
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Although 131’s Family 1 affinity in John is only slight, an analysis of its Non-

Majority Text agreements with established family manuscripts and groups can 

give a hint, at least, to 131’s possible Family 1 descent.  Of the 69 Non-Majority 

Text readings not classified as A-1 readings, only 2 have the agreement of 1 or 

1582, while 34 have the agreement of at least one of the descendants of 

Manuscript B.  As table 6 shows, 2193 has the highest number of Non-Majority 

Text agreements with 131: 55 including 131’s agreements with 2193’s corrections 

and marginal readings.  205abs, 205 and 209 follow 2193 in the table; however, 

many of the agreements which these three manuscripts have in common with 131 

are very minor and probably the result of an independent orthographic tendency, 

in both 131 and the intermediate ancestor of 205abs, 205 and 209, to duplicate 

lambdas. As a result of this tendency, there are 5 probable coincidental Non-

Majority agreements between each manuscript and 131.302  When these 

agreements are ignored, 565 becomes the manuscript with the second highest 

number of Non-Majority Text agreements with 131.  The table also shows that 

2193 and 884 have relatively high numbers of exclusive Non-Majority Text 

agreements with 131. 9 of these readings are reproduced below along with 1 rare 

omission of a string of text shared exclusively with 565: 

 

5:37 akhkoate pwpote   1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 1192 1210 1278 
1582 2193 2372 2713   M  º   pwpote akhkoate  131 884   „ 

 
 

                                                
302 6:37, 12:6, 20:25, 21:6 (twice), 21:7. In all but one of these units, 205abs, 205 and/or 209 are 
the only manuscripts in agreement with 131.  
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6:16 epi  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372 
2713  ˜ º   eis  131 884  Â 

 
 

13:2 iouda  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2372 2713  
˜  º  oµÈ†  131 2193  Â 

 
 
13:23 eis  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2372 2713  M º  

ek  å∂∂  131 2193  „ 
 

 
16:10 ouketi  1 118 131Ç 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193Ç 

2372 2713  ˜ º   ou   131* 2193*   Â 
 
 
16:15 lambanei  1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2372 

2713 ˜ º lhyetai  131 2193   „ 
 

 
16:23 osa an  1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2372 2713  

˜  º  o ean   131 2193  Â 
 
 

18:36 apekriqh   1 22 118ß¨π 205å∫ß 205 209 565 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 
2713  ˜ º  o  å∂∂  131 884  Â 

 
 
19:4 exw o pilatos  1 22 205å∫ß 205 209 565 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2713  

˜  º  o pilatos  131 884   Â  º  o pilatos exw  118ß¨π   Â 
 

Rare omission: 

6:39 DEF touto de estin to qelhma tou pemyantos me   ˜ º   oµÈ†  131 
565  Â 

 
 
 
7 of these readings are rare and the shared omission with 565 in 6:39 is a very 

notable agreement. In conclusion, 131 in John has a leaning towards Non-

Majority Text agreement with the descendants of Manuscript B, which could be 

an indication that 131’s distant family ancestor is Manuscript B.  This could be 
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supported by the fact that of the 35 remaining ‘non-A-1’ Non-Majority Text 

readings, not supported by a descendant of B, 20 have the support of either the 22 

group or the Decorative Style group, groups that may also descend from 

Manuscript B. 

  

5.2.4. A-1 Marginalia 

Codex 131 does not contain any marginal readings; however, it does have 2 

notable text agreements with variant readings in 2193: 

  

5:36 apestalken  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 
2193µ© 2372 2713  ˜  º  apesteilen  131 565  2193†≈†  Â 

 
 

14:30 ouk ecei   1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193†≈† 
2372 2713   ˜ º   eurhsei  131  Â  º  eurhª3º  2193µ© 
 
Note 2193: the marginal reading has been erased. 

 

Both of these readings are rare and the first reading also has the support of 565, 

which confirms that the reading was inherited from Manuscript B.303 131 also 

supports 4 Non-Majority Text readings found in descendants of B at points of 

Non-Majority Text division between the core group: 

 
 

3:28 emoi  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 1192 1278 1582 2193*ß¨ππ¬ 2372 2713 
Â º  moi 131 884 2193Ç  „ º  oµÈ†  872 1210  ˜ 

 
 

                                                
303 There is 1 interesting singular reading in 131 at 12:40, at a point where 2193 contains either a 
marginal reading or a correction that has been erased and is no longer legible. 
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8:38 o egw   1 1582†≈†  Î º   a egw   565 1582µ© 2193  Â º  egw o   22 118 
205å∫ß 205 209 872 1192 1210 1278Ç 2713  ˜ º   egw a   131 884 1278* 
2372  Â 

 
 
12:29 estws akouwn   1 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1582* 2193*ªß¨ππº  Â º  estws 

kai akouwn  22 118 1192 1210 1582Ç1 2713  Î  º  esthkws kai akousas  
131 2193Ç   „  º   esthkws kai akouwn 1278*ªß¨ππ¬º 2372  Â º  estws kai 
akousas  872 1278Ç1   ˜ 

 
Note 2193: letters est supplied. 
Note 1278: esthkws supplied. 

 
 
16:19 egnw   1 565 884 1582*  Â º   oun  å∂∂  118 205å∫ß 205 209 1192 1210 

1278 1582Ç1 2372 2713  ˜  º  de  å∂∂  131 2193  Â 
 
 

This kind of Non-Majority Text division may be evidence of lost marginalia that 

existed in A-1 in a margin-text format, but where only one of the variant readings 

has been retained by each manuscript, or branch of manuscripts, in the core 

group. It could be significant, therefore, that 131 supports the descendants of B on 

4 such occasions. 131 also has 12 Non-Majority Text agreements with corrections 

in 2193, including 2 occasions where the reading has been classed as an A-1 

reading: 

 

7:1 meta tauta periepatei o ihsous   1 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 
1582 2193Ç 2713  „ º   periepatei o ihsous meta tauta  22 872 1192 
1210 1278 2372  M  º  meta tauta peripatei o ihsous   2193*  Î 

 
 
12:28 pater  1* 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278Ç 1582 

2193* 2713  ˜ º  agie  å∂∂  1Ç 131 2193Ç 2372  Â  º   ª4º  å∂∂   1278* 
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The 10 other readings do not have the support of either 1 or 1582 so have not been 

classified as A-1 readings, but of course, they may still have existed in A-1304 

Those readings not already reproduced above are listed below: 

 
 

4:1 ihsous  (1ß†)  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 
2193* 2372 M º  kurios   131 872 2193Ç 2713  Â 

 
 
5:4 gar  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193* 

2372 2713  ˜ º  kuriou   å∂∂  131 2193Ç  Â 
 

 
7:10 tote kai autos anebh eis thn eorthn  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 

884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193* 2372 2713  ˜ º  eis thn eorthn tote 
kai autos anebh  131 2193Ç1   „ 

 
 
10:23 solomwnos  1 1582 2193*  M º   solomwntos  22ªß¨ππ¬º 118 131 205å∫ß 

205 209 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278 2193Ç 2372 2713  „ 
 
 Note 22: letter o (2nd) supplied. 
 
 
11:46  a   1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193* 2372 

2713  M º  osa  131 2193Ç  Â 
 
 
11:48 kai  (3®∂)  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 

2193* 2372 2713   ˜  º   oµÈ†  131 2193Ç  Â 
 
 
11:51 hmellen  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1192 1210 1582* 2193* 2713  

M º  o å∂∂  131 872 1278 1582Ç1 2193Ç 2372  „ 
 
 Note: some manuscripts read emellen. 
 
 

It has already been suggested that some of the Non-Majority Text corrections in 

2193 may have originally existed as marginal readings in Manuscript B or A-1, 
                                                
304 Note that the reading in 10:23 does have the support of the Venice group which descends from 
Manuscript C along with 1 and 1582. 
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but have been copied by a diorqwthv~ of 2193 as corrections.  131’s relatively 

high number of agreements with the Non-Majority Text corrections in 2193, 

therefore, may represent further agreement in 131 with A-1’s marginalia. 

 

5.2.5. 121 Singular Readings 

131 contains 121 Non-Majority Text readings classed as singular because no other 

manuscript collated supports them. Half of these readings are distinctive and 

many are very unusual, almost idiosyncratic. In 5:36, for example, Jesus claims 

his witness is greater than that of the Father, rather than John the Baptist. On some 

occasions, it appears that the scribe paraphrases the reading of the Majority Text. 

A short selection of these singular readings is given below: 

 

5:36 iwannou  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 
2193 2372 2713  ˜ º   patros mou  131   Î 

 
 
9:2 rabbi  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 

2372 2713  ˜  º  didaskale  131  Î 
 
 
12:40 nohswsin th kardia   1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 872 884 1192 1210 

1278 1582 2193ˆo†´ 2372 2713  ˜  º   th kardia sunwsi  131  Â 
 
Note 2193: a marginal reading or C1 reading has been erased. 

 
 
13:31 legei o ihsous   1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 

2193 2372 2713  ˜  º  eipen de o kurios tois eautou maqhtais  131  Î  
 
 
14:17 menei  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372 

2713  ˜ º  estin  131  Î 
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estin   1 22 565 884 1192 1210 1278* 1582 2372  Â º   estai  118 205å∫ß 
205 209 1278Ç 2193πço®® 2713  ˜  º   menei  131  Î 
 

 

5.2.6. Possible Ancestor of 131 

There is insufficient evidence to incorporate Codex 131 into the family stemma 

for John; furthermore, the manuscript contains a number of unusual Non-Majority 

Text singular readings that find no support among the family and may have 

originated in 131 itself, calling into question the level of accuracy in the copying 

of the manuscript. The collation, however, has still provided some clues to 131’s 

relationship with the rest of Family 1 in John. It is possible that 131 was copied 

from a Family 1 manuscript that was heavily corrected towards the Majority Text 

in John, but that also contained Family 1 marginalia. The scribe of 131 (or an 

intermediate manuscript), following the corrected text of his exemplar, may have 

interpreted the marginal variants as further corrections and so incorporated them 

into the new text he was copying.  This would explain why 131 has only 34 A-1 

readings, but 18 agreements with either marginal readings, possible marginal 

readings, or corrections in 2193. 

 

5.2.7. Codices 131 and 2193  

131 has its highest number of Non-Majority Text agreements with 2193, but as it 

has other Non-Majority Text agreements with other family manuscripts against 

2193 (4 A-1 readings and 44 other Non-Majority Text agreements), it is unlikely 

to be a descendant of 2193 itself. 131’s links with 2193 and its Non-Majority Text 
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agreements with the other two descendants of B—including 5 exclusive 

agreements with 884 and an exclusive long omission with 565—support the 

tentative suggestion that in John, 131 may be a very distant descendant of 

Manuscript B. 

 

5.3. Manuscript Description of Codex 872 

Contents and Layout 

Codex 872 is a twelfth-century Four Gospel codex kept at the Vatican library 

where it is designated Gr. 2160.305 The manuscript contains 180 extant parchment 

folios. The text is written in 2 columns per page with 26 lines to a column. Pages 

measure 21 by 16cm.306 The manuscript contains Eusebius’s letter to Carpianus; 

canon tables with Ammonian sections given throughout; and kefavlaia for each 

gospel. Each gospel begins on a recto page beneath a decorative border and a 

majuscule gospel title. Initial letters occur throughout. Matthew 1:4–1:22, 6:4–21 

and John 13:16 to the end of the gospel are missing. 

 

Script and Dating 

The hand of 872 is neat and rounded with letters fitting carefully on the line. 

There is not much variation in letter size, but zeta, kappa and lambda are 

                                                
305 Other references: von Soden e 203; Scrivener 690. 

306 Paul Canart and Vittorio Peri, Sussidi Bibliografici per i Manoscritti Greci della Biblioteca 
Vaticana, Studi e Testi 261 (Rome: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, 1970), 689. 
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occasionally slighter larger than other letters. Breathings are a mixture of square 

and round; the circumflex accent sometimes stretches over 2–3 letters; there is no 

mute iota; some ligatures and abbreviations are used but are mostly concentrated 

at line endings; and initial letters and nomina sacra have accents and breathings. 

 

Illuminations 

F. 153r contains a portrait for the Gospel of John. The elderly evangelist is seated 

in his robe beside a writing table, painted against an architectural background 

which has now largely worn away.  No other portraits are extant. 

 

Correctors and Later Hands 

A later hand has worked systematically through the manuscript, opening up 

ligatures, expanding abbreviations, and ensuring that words broken across a line 

do not begin  on the new line with a vowel. There are also a number of textual 

corrections in 872; these have all been labelled C in the transcription. 

 

Provenance 

Codex 872 is part of the Vatican library’s manuscript collection. 
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Transcription of the Gospel of John 

John begins on f. 154r and John 13:16b ends on f. 180v. The rest of the gospel is 

missing. The Pericope Adulterae is present and located after 7:52. The manuscript 

was transcribed from the microfilm. 

 

5.4. Textual Analysis of Codex 872 

5.4.1.  Previous Research 

Lake did not examine Codex 872 for his study of Family 1. It was first associated 

with the group by von Soden who classified the manuscript as Ihb. The Text und 

Textwert volumes for Matthew, Luke and John classify 872 as a predominantly 

Majority Text manuscript; but the results for the Gospel of Mark indicate that it 

may be a member of Family 1, the Hauptliste for Mark listing 872’s closest 

relatives as Codices 1, 1582 and 2193.307  In Luke, Wisse did not include the 

manuscript in his Group 1, 22a, or 22b but with a Majority Text group, KX.308  

Anderson collated 872 for her study of Matthew.309  In her test chapters she 

found only 4 Non-Majority Text agreements with 1 and 1582, and 1 further Non-

Majority Text agreement with the Venice group (Anderson’s 118, 205, 209); in 

her family readings collation she found only 31 agreements with the family, and 
                                                
307 1, 1582 and 2193 are among the top four manuscripts in 872’s Hauptliste for Mark. P45 is first 
in the list but on the basis of only 2 extant agreements: see K. Aland, B. Aland and K. Wachtel, 
ed., Text und Textwert der griechischen Handschriften des Neuen Testaments. IV, Die 
synoptischen Evangelien. Das Markusevangelium. Band 4,2 (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1999). 

308 Wisse, Profile Methods, 67. 

309 Anderson, Matthew, 134–138. 
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most  agreements had very broad support from outside the family.310  In view of 

this low number of Non-Majority Text agreements with the family, Anderson 

classed the manuscript under ‘Miscellaneous Manuscripts’; however, her results 

did lead her to suggest a possible connection with the corrected 2193, which 

Anderson also concluded was a predominately Majority Text manuscript in 

Matthew.311 Anderson did not place either 2193 or 872 onto her main Family 1 

stemma, but included them separately, with 872 expressed as copy of the 

corrected 2193.312  

 

5.4.2.  Family 1 Affinity 

Codex 872 is extant for John 1–13:16. In the collation of this section, 872 was 

found to contain only 6 A-1 readings, none of which were distinctive, 3 of which 

were rare and 3 widely attested.  872 contains 18 other Non-Majority Text 

agreements with members of the family: 1 distinctive reading, 9 rare readings and 

8 widely attested readings. It contains the Pericope Adulterae at John 7:52, and 

with no notable Non-Majority Text agreements with the family, and no consistent 

pattern of agreement with any particular family manuscript or group in its 

Majority Text subgroup readings. It also contains 22 Non-Majority Text singular 

readings.  

                                                
310 Anderson, Matthew, 134–135. 

311 Anderson’s results indicated that 2193 is strongly Majority Text in Matthew; it was also classed 
as a ‘Miscellaneous Manuscript’. Anderson, Matthew, 142–143. 

312 Anderson, Matthew, 101. 
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5.4.3. Note on 872 and 2193 

If the tiny number of Non-Majority Text agreements with other family 

manuscripts represents a distant link to a family ancestor of 872 in John, there is 

no special evidence to link the manuscript to the corrected version of 2193.  There 

are only 2 Non-Majority Text agreements between 2193C and 872 that are of note: 

 

4:1 ihsous  (1ß†)  1 22 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 
2193* 2372 M º  kurios   131 872 2193Ç 2713  Â 

 
 
12:4 ioudas o iskariwths  1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1582 2193* 2713  

Â º  ioudas simwnos o iskariwths  872 2193Ç  Â º  ioudas simwnos 
iskariwths  22 1210 1192 1278 2372 131  ˜ 

 
  

These agreements, however, are insignificant as 2193 contains a total of 48 Non-

Majority Text corrections in John.313  Additionally, a number of readings might be 

used (if 872 had a reasonable level of family affinity) to demonstrate 872’s 

independence from 2193. Such readings would include 1 A-1 reading (out of a 

total of 6) supported by 872 without 2193, and 4 Non-Majority Text agreements 

with other descendants of B without 2193. 2 of these latter agreements are 

significant omissions shared with only 565: 

 

7:27 o de cristos otan erchtai oudeis ginwskei poqen estin  1 22 118 131 
205å∫ß 205 209 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372 2713   ˜  º  oµÈ†  
565 872  Â 

 
                                                
313 There are 4 other very minor agreements. See Appendix B. 
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8:23 ek twn anw eimi umeis ek tou kosmou toutou este egw  1 22 118 131 

205å∫ß 205 209 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193 2372 2713  ˜ º   oµÈ†   
565 872  Â 

 

The presence of these two readings would undermine the existence of a possible 

link to the corrected version of 2193 in John, at least, but instead would indicate a 

potential connection to B or 565. 

 

5.4.4. Summary of Codex 872 

872 in John does not contain sufficient A-1 readings or other Non-Majority Text 

agreements with established family members to classify it as a Family 1 member 

in John, or even to associate it with the group. Only because 872 in the Gospel of 

Mark shows some Family 1 affinity might the few shared readings it has with 

members in John be considered as traces of a link to a very distant family 

ancestor. 
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6. Conclusion and Family Stemma 

 

The stemma developed for this study, given below as figure 6, expresses the 

simplest possible relationships between the seventeen manuscripts examined. 

Conjectured manuscripts have been incorporated into the stemma only when they 

explain a relationship between extant manuscripts or groups of manuscripts. Other 

intermediate manuscripts may have existed, but they are not of significance to the 

relationships between extant manuscripts. Conjectured manuscripts are always 

referred to by a letter.  

 

The conclusions of this thesis are as follows: 

 

• A-1 is the archetype of all known Family 1 manuscripts. It contained many 

ancient and rare Non-Majority Text readings and a substantial number of 

variant readings were given in the margins. 

 

• 565, 884 and 2193 descend from A-1 through a shared intermediate 

ancestor called Manuscript B. Manuscript B is an independent witness of 

A-1. B contained a significant number of Non-Majority Text readings 

inherited from A-1 and retained a significant proportion of A-1’s 

marginalia. 565, 884 and 2193 are all independent witnesses to the text of 

B, but have each received significant amounts of Majority Text correction. 
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• 1 and 1582 descend from A-1 through a shared intermediate ancestor 

called Manuscript C. Manuscript C is an independent witness of A-1. C 

contained a significant number of Non-Majority Text readings inherited 

from A-1, but only a reduced number of marginal readings. 1 and 1582 are 

both independent witnesses to the text of Manuscript C; they are also both 

very accurate copies of C and received little Majority Text correction. 

 

• 118, 205abs, 205, 209 and 2713 descend from A-1 through a shared 

intermediate ancestor called Manuscript E. E was copied from a 

manuscript that was mutilated in certain sections and the mutilated text 

was supplemented with text from a predominately Majority Text 

manuscript. E also received some Majority Text correction in the sections 

where the family ancestor was not mutilated.  Manuscript E shares an 

intermediate ancestor with Codex 1, called Manuscript D; and in turn, 

Manuscript D descends from A-1 through Manuscript C. 118, 205abs, 209 

and 2713 are independent witnesses to the text of Manuscript E. Codex 

205 is a copy of 205abs.  

 

• 22, 1192, 1210, 1278 and 2372 descend from a shared intermediate 

ancestor called Manuscript G. Manuscript G descends from A-1, either 

through Manuscript B or by another route; it does not descend from 

Manuscript C. Manuscript G received quite significant amounts of 

Majority Text correction but retained some of the marginalia from A-1. 22 
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and 1192 are the best representatives of the text of Manuscript G. 1278 

and 2372 descend from G, but via a shared intermediate ancestor called 

Manuscript H. Manuscript H did not retain all of the Non-Majority Text 

readings that existed in Manuscript G; it is also likely that a number of 

Non-Majority Text readings originated in Manuscript H itself, or else 

Manuscript H was influenced by another, non-family manuscript. Codex 

1210 is a copy of Codex 22. 

 

• Codex 131 has very weak Family 1 affinity in John; it does, however, 

contain a number of notable agreements with corrections and marginal 

readings found in 2193. This may suggest that 131 descends from a very 

heavily corrected family ancestor, and that the scribe of 131, while 

following the Majority Text corrections, also copied some of the Non-

Majority Text marginal readings. 131 has not been incorporated into the 

family stemma for John.  

 

• Codex 872 shows no significant family affinity in John. It contains a very 

small number of notable agreements with the descendants of B, which 

may hint at a very distant link to B but not strong enough to be conclusive. 

872 has not been incorporated into the family stemma for John. 
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Figure 6: Family 1 Stemma for John 
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Part Two: The Text of Family 1 in John  

 

7. Reconstructing the Text 

 

7.1. Introduction 

Part 2 of this thesis contains a reconstructed Family 1 text and apparatus for the 

Gospel of John.  The text is a reconstruction of the text of A-1, the archetype of 

all known Family 1 manuscripts. The reconstruction is based on the evidence of 

readings found in A-1’s extant descendants.  Because of the broader pool of 

manuscript witnesses used to reconstruct the text, it differs significantly from that 

of Lake’s 1902 text of John.  The discovery of the intermediate manuscript, B, 

and the inclusion of its three extant descendants 565, 884 and 2193 in the family 

has been most significant in broadening the textual contours of the group, along 

with the confirmation of 1582 as a family manuscript in John. The witness of 

2193 and 1582 has been particularly significant, making it possible to reconstruct 

at least part of the marginalia that existed in A-1. The reconstructed Family 1 text 

that follows, based on this wider textual group, is offered as an up-to-date 

replacement for Lake’s 1902 Family 1 text of John. 

 

7.2. Majority Text Readings in the Reconstructed Text 

Because the universal tendency towards Majority Text correction has affected all 

branches of the Family 1 group, it cannot be known how many of A-1’s Non-
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Majority Text readings have been lost.  When a Majority Text reading occurs in 

the reconstructed text, therefore, its presence indicates that no reliable Family 1 

manuscript or group of manuscripts contains an alternative Non-Majority Text 

reading that might be judged to have existed in A-1. It is not possible to ascertain 

whether that Majority Text reading originally existed in A-1, or whether A-1 had 

a Non-Majority Text reading at that point, which was lost through correction in 

A-1’s descendants. It has only been possible to make editorial judgements, 

therefore, concerning the Non-Majority Text readings found among A-1’s 

descendants; and only these readings have been examined to assess their 

likelihood of having existed in A-1. The text that follows is a reconstruction only 

as far as the Non-Majority Text readings of A-1 are concerned. 

 

7.3. Theory For the Reconstructed Text and Apparatus 

The Family 1 stemma was used as the basis for reconstructing the text of A-1 and 

creating the critical apparatus. Every Non-Majority Text reading found in the 

reconstructed text or the apparatus has been given a rating, indicating the 

likelihood of that reading having existed in A-1. The ratings are based on the level 

of support a reading has among A-1’s extant descendants; and a reading’s rating 

determines whether it is placed in the text or the apparatus. 

Readings given the three highest ratings (A–C) usually appear as part of the 

reconstructed text. These readings are those judged to be either almost certain A-1 

readings (A), likely A-1 readings (B), or possible A-1 readings (C). If an 

alternative Non-Majority Text reading exists, with an equal or close to equal 
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rating, the reading in the text will appear within square brackets, indicating that 

there is uncertainty between two (or more) alternative Non-Majority Text 

readings.  In cases of alternative readings of equal rating, an arbitrary numerical 

count of manuscript support determines which reading is placed in the text and 

which reading is placed in the apparatus. This ensures that the readings of 1582, 

which was used as a base text, are not favoured over the readings of other 

manuscripts. 

Readings rated D–E are only found in the apparatus. D rated readings are those 

considered ‘notable’ but may or may not have existed in A-1. When a D rated 

reading exists it is always cited in the apparatus. An E rated reading, on the other 

hand, is unlikely to have existed in A-1; it is a Non-Majority Text reading 

supported by only the weakest and least significant family manuscripts. E rated 

readings are only supplied at points where there is other, more significant, 

variation. 

If an A rated reading exists and there are no alternative readings with B–D 

ratings, the A rated reading will appear in the reconstructed text without note or 

comment in the apparatus.  All other Non-Majority Text readings that appear in 

the reconstructed text are cited in the critical apparatus along with the alternative 

readings. For each reading that appears in the critical apparatus, a rating is given 

followed by a list of manuscript support for that reading. 
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7.4. The Rating of Readings 

A Rated Readings 

An A rating indicates that a reading almost certainly existed in A-1. Readings 

which can be shown to have existed in both Manuscript C and Manuscript B are 

given this rating.  Support from both 1 and 1582 indicates that a reading existed in 

Manuscript C and support from two or more of the descendants of B (565, 884 

and 2193) indicates that a reading existed in Manuscript B. Agreement between 

Manuscript C and Manuscript B is the strongest possible evidence that a reading 

existed in A-1.  Readings with support from only one descendant of C and one 

descendant of B, when the other core group manuscripts have a Majority Text 

reading, are also given an A rating. In such cases, the cross branch agreement still 

provides compelling evidence that the reading is inherited from A-1, and it is 

judged that the manuscripts with the Majority readings must have been 

corrected.314  

Most readings with an A rating are given in the reconstructed text without note 

or comment in the apparatus. These readings are judged to be uncontested and so 

supportive evidence is not required for further judgements or assessments to be 

made. Only at points of Non-Majority Text division among the core group, or 

where a variant reading exists that is supported by three or more of the 

independent descendants of Manuscript G (22, 1192, 1278, 2372), will an A rated 

reading be cited in the apparatus along with the alternative readings. 
                                                
314 Note that first hand corrections in 1 and 1582, and corrections in 2193, are considered as valid 
support for A rated readings. 
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B Rated Readings 

All readings given in the reconstructed text that have a rating below A are cited in 

the critical apparatus along with a list of supporting evidence and all other variant 

readings that exist at that point. A rating of B indicates that a reading is likely to 

have existed in A-1. Readings that can be shown to have existed in either 

Manuscript C or Manuscript B are usually given this rating.   In the case of such 

readings, it is judged to be most probable that the manuscript (C or B) not 

supporting the Non-Majority Text reading (or the manuscript’s descendants), has 

been corrected towards the Majority Text and that the Non-Majority Text reading 

in the other manuscript (C or B) was inherited from A-1; however, without 

evidence of both B and C, the possibility that the Non-Majority Text reading 

arose in C or B must be considered, and, therefore, the reading is rated with a 

lower degree of certainty. B rated readings include those supported by: 

• Both 1 and 1582. 

• Two or more of the descendants of Manuscript B (565, 884 and 2193). 

• 1582 and two or more of the Venice group manuscripts. 

• 565 or 2193 and two or more independent descendants of Manuscript G.315 

 

                                                
315 That is to say, not including the copy 1210 when 22 is extant. 
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A–B Rated Readings 

A number of readings have been given an A–B rating. These readings tend to be 

cases where descendants of both C and B agree on a Non-Majority Text reading 

but when these descendants are not all core group manuscripts.  A–B rated 

readings include those supported by: 

• 2193 and/or 565 with the Venice group. 

• 1 and/or 1582 with a descendant/s of Manuscript G. 

  

Although this kind of cross-branch support indicates possible agreement between 

Manuscript C and Manuscript B (and, therefore, inheritance from A-1), because 

one side of the core group does not support the reading, the possibility that it 

arose independently in the non-core group manuscripts is slightly higher than if 

both branches of the core group supported the reading. 

 

C Rated Readings 

A rating of C indicates that a Non-Majority Text reading possibly existed in A-1. 

Readings that are likely to have existed in either Manuscript C or Manuscript B 

are usually given this rating. They are mostly readings supported by only one of 

the core group manuscripts 1, 565, 1582, or 2193.  A reading supported by 884 

alone is automatically excluded from this list as 884 has the lowest Family 1 

affinity of the core group manuscripts and the highest number of singular 

readings; it has been judged, therefore, when standing alone, to be less reliable 
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than the other four core group manuscripts.  A reading supported by 884 and two 

or more descendants of Manuscript G, however, is given a C rating, as the support 

of the descendants of Manuscript G provides sufficient evidence that the reading 

did not originated in 884.   As both correctors of 2193 have been shown to have 

used 2193’s original exemplar to make their corrections, the Non-Majority Text 

readings of 2193C1 and 2193C have also been considered for C ratings. C rated 

readings include those supported by: 

• Any one of the core group manuscripts 1, 1582, 565 or 2193. 

• 2193C1 and 2193C. 

• The Venice group and two or more of the descendants of G. 

• 884 and two or more of the descendants of G. 

 

D Rated Readings 

D rated readings are always noted in the apparatus. They are of interest because 

they occur in family manuscripts, but they are not strong candidates for A-1 

readings, because they do not have support among the core group. D rated 

readings include readings supported by: 

• 884 when the reading is not a long omission.316 

• Three or more of the independent descendants of G: 22, 1192, 1278 and 

2372. 

                                                
316 884 has a tendency to omit long strings of text; this tendency may be connected with it being a 
commentary manuscript. Long ommisions in 884 that are not supported by other family 
manuscripts are automatically given an E rating. See Appendix B for a list of 884’s singular 
readings  readings. 
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• Three or more of the descendants of G:  1192, 1210 1278 and 2372, when 

22 is missing text. 

• Some singular long omissions in the core group manuscripts 1, 565 and 

2193.317 

 

E Rated Reading  

E rated readings are not considered to be A-1 readings. They are Non-Majority 

Text readings found in only the least significant family manuscripts. They tend to 

be singular readings in these manuscripts that probably originated in the 

manuscripts themselves. They are occasionally of interest because they constitute 

partial corrections of family readings and thus indicate that the manuscript’s 

intermediate ancestor may have contained the family reading. E rated readings are 

cited in the apparatus only at points of other variation. They also include readings 

found among the Venice group in the sections where the group moves away from 

the family text. 

 

7.5. Note on Internal Reading Criteria 

Readings are usually rated on the basis of external manuscript support; however, 

on occasion internal evidence affects the rating of a reading. This is often the case 

when the core group is split between alternative Non-Majority Text readings, and 

one of these readings could have resulted from a partial correction towards the 

                                                
 
317 When it is possible, or likely, that the omission occurred in the manuscript itself. 
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Majority Text. Such a reading may be judged less likely to be an A-1 reading, and 

is, therefore, given a lower rating. If such internal criteria have affected the rating 

of a reading, an exclamation mark (!) follows immediately after the rating. 

 

7.6. D! Rated readings in Core Group Manuscripts 

As already discussed, a number of Non-Majority Text readings supported by only 

one core group manuscript have been used to reconstruct the text of A-1; most of 

these readings have been given C ratings, indicating that they possibly existed in 

A-1, but that without the support of other core group manuscripts the readings 

cannot be considered certain or almost certain A-1 readings.318  Other Non-

Majority Text readings supported by only one core group manuscript, however, 

have not been used to reconstruct the text of A-1 because it is judged likely that 

these readings originated in the core group manuscripts themselves, through 

accidental scribal error. These readings have all been given D! ratings, indicating 

that although the reading may be of some interest (because of the manuscript that 

supports it), it is not likely to have been inherited from A-1. Below is a brief 

discussion of the D! rated readings found among single core group 

manuscripts.319 

 
                                                
318 See section 7.4 ‘C Rated Readings’. 
 
319 Where physical or formatting evidence is relevant, the reader may find it useful to visit the 
website for the complete transcriptions of each manuscript. Physical features such as line breaks 
have been recorded in the transcriptions. 
 
Note that singular readings in 884 are automatically given a D rating. 
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Long omissions 

There are a number of long omissions supported by only one core group 

manuscript. Most of these are likely to have been the result of simple scribal error, 

and probably arose in the core group manuscripts containing the omissions.  For 

example, in 3:19–20 Codex 2193 omits the string of text hn gar autwn ponhra ta 

erga pas gar o faula prasswn misei to fws: 

 

3:19 hn gar autwn ponhra ta erga  1 205å∫ß 205 209 565 884 1582 2713  „  
º  hn gar ponhra autwn ta erga  22 118 131 872 1192 1210 1278 2193Ç 
2372  M º  oµÈ†  2193*   Î 

 

3:20 pas gar o faula prasswn misei to fws  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 
565 872 884 1192 1210 1278 1582 2193Ç 2372 2713  ˜ º  oµÈ†  2193*   
Î 

 
 

This omission was probably the result of homeoteleuton: the scribe of 2193 

skipping the string of text because of the repetition in the ending of the previously 

copied text: to fws.  Furthermore, in this string of text all the other core group 

manuscripts agree upon a Non-Majority Text reading (in 3:19). As such cross 

branch agreement on a Non-Majority Text reading indicates that the reading was 

likely to have been inherited from A-1, it supports the conclusion that 2193’s 

omission originated in 2193 itself.  The reading of 2193, therefore, has been 

ignored for the reconstruction of the text of A-1 and appears only in the apparatus 

with a D! rating. Other very similar omissions have likewise been given D! 
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ratings and appear only in the apparatus.  They include omissions in: 3:19–20, 

5:26, 6:39, 7:27, 8:23, 9:21, 13:32, 14:2, 14:9, and 19:21.320  

It should be noted that one long omission in 19:38 supported by only Codex 1 

of the core group has been given a C! rating rather than a D! rating. This is 

because there is some evidence that the omission may have originated in either 

Manuscript C or A-1. 

 
19:38 DEF kai epetreyen o pilatos hlqen de kai hren to swma tou ihsou   

º oµÈ†  1ˆo†´ 205å∫ß 205 209  Â 
 
Note 1: omission marked by a later hand. 
 
 
de    1582  Â  º    oun   22 118ß¨π 131 565 884 1192 1210 1278 2193 2713   
˜ 

 

In the string of text omitted by Codex 1, 1582 contains a singular and rare Non-

Majority Text reading while the descendants of Manuscript B follow the Majority 

Text. It is possible that the rare reading in 1582 was inherited from Manuscript C 

(and therefore possibly A-1); but without the support of any descendant of 

Manuscript B, the reading of 1582 cannot be considered to have certainly been 

inherited from A-1. The possibility, therefore, that the omission supported by 

Codex 1 was inherited from A-1, through Manuscript C, needs to be considered.  

It is possible that the omission existed in A-1 and was transmitted to Codex 1 

through Manuscript C; that the scribe of Manuscript B spotted the omission and 

filled it in with the Majority Text reading; and that the scribe of 1582, finding the 

omission in Manuscript C also filled in the reading (perhaps from memory), but 
                                                
320 Note long omissions shared by Codex 1 and the Venice group have been treated similarly and 
usually carry a D! rating. Longer omissions in 884 are automatically ignored as long omission is a 
characteristic of 884 and is perhaps connected to it being a commentary text manuscript. 
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used the less common reading of de for oun while completing the missing text.  In 

the case of this reading there is not sufficient evidence to draw a firm conclusion 

and so both the reading of Codex 1582 and the reading of Codex 1 have been 

given C! ratings, reflecting this uncertainty. However, since elsewhere 1582 has a 

higher overall number of A-1 readings and because it has been shown that Codex 

1’s intermediate exemplar, Manuscript D, had a slight tendency towards long 

omission,321 the reading of 1582 has been preferred as the reading of the 

reconstructed text, though square brackets have been placed around the omitted 

text to highlight the uncertainty of the text at this point. 

 

Orthographic Variation 

Certain orthographic variants supported by only one core group manuscript have 

been discarded as accidental misspellings originating in the core group 

manuscripts concerned. For example, the spelling filipos with only one p by the 

scribe of Codex 1 in 12:22, or the same scribe’s spelling filppe in 14:9. This first 

spelling has been judged to be a simple misspelling, as elsewhere the scribe 

consistently spells the name with the standard double p; and the second spelling is 

also judged to be a misspelling, probably the result of the repeated up and down 

strokes necessary for the double p following the i—the scribe missed a stroke and 

so the i was lost. These two misspellings have therefore been ignored in the 

                                                
321 See section 3.2.8. 
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reconstructed text and appear only as D! rated readings in the apparatus.322 Other 

minor spelling variants have been treated similarly: Codex 1’s hmeteron for 

umeteron, for example, creating a nonsense reading in 15:20; or 565’s spelling 

anqrwpou for anqrwpwn in 5:41, which was probably affected by the following 

ou. Other D! rated readings that fall into this category can be found in: 2:24, 5:41, 

8:48, 8:52, 11:7, 11:53, 12:22, 13:38, 14:9, 15:11, 15:20, 20:12, and 21:9.  

 

Small Omissions 

A number of variants that consist of small omissions have also been given D! 

ratings when it is judged that either the omission was caused by a physical or 

palaeographical factor in the manuscript, or if the omission has led to a nonsense, 

or at least very difficult reading. For example, the omission of autos monos in 

565 at the end of 6:15 was probably caused by the line breaking after oros and 

the os ending of oros, causing the scribe to skip past autos monos: 

 
 
6:15 autos monos  1 22 118 131 205å∫ß 205 209 872 884 1192 1210 1278 

1582 2193 2372 2713  ˜ º   oµÈ†  565   Î 
 
 

The scribe of 565 probably made a similar error in 15:16, omitting kai eqhka 

umas, again the result of homeoteleuton: the repetition of umas. A similar 

example in 2193 is the omission of a second amhn on two occasions (in 13:21 and 

13:38). On both occasions the amhn is the last word before a line break, which 

                                                
322 Such a minor spelling difference on another word might have been regularised out of the 
collation at an earlier stage. This minor variant was not regularised out because it was decided 
early on to consistently retain all variants on the spelling of proper names. 
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could explain the error;  elsewhere the scribe consistently has the standard amhn 

amhn. Other similar D! rated readings can be found in: 3:4, 3:27, 6:15, 6:33, 6:70, 

9:41, 10:17, 10:38, 11:12, 11:14, 11:16, 12:2, 12:39, 13:21, 13:28, 13:38, 14:2, 

14:13, 15:16, 16:27, and 19:12. 

 

Small Additions 

A number of minor additions supported by only one core group manuscript have 

been given D! ratings because a nonsense or more difficult reading has been 

created, or because there is a possible physical reason for the creation of that 

reading. For example, the addition of what might be read as enos in 565 at 18:25 

was probably caused by a duplication of letters at the end of the word 

qermainomenos, which the scribe copied, breaking the word over a line ending. 

Similar D! rated readings can be found in: 3:4, 4:23, 9:21, 10:40, 12:13, 17:23, 

and 18:25. 

 

Non-Majority Text Readings in Codex 565 in Chapter 1 

Codex 565 contains a number of Non-Majority Text readings in chapter 1 but no 

family reading until 1:43 (and this reading is a widely attested reading and so may 

have arisen independently). In light of this, and the fact that 565 has only been 

shown to be Family 1 in the final gospel, it is probable that the scribe of 565 

changed to his Family 1 type exemplar only after John chapter 1. This conclusion 

is supported by the fact that a relatively high proportion of 565’s singular readings 
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occur in chapter 1.323  Codex 565’s second Non-Majority Text reading shared 

with the rest of the family is a rare reading in 2:5. Chapter 2:5, therefore, has been 

considered as the point where 565 joins the family and so only from this point 

have readings in 565 been used to reconstruct the text of A-1.  All singular Non-

Majority Text readings in 565 that occur in chapter 1 (1:18, 1:19, 1:21, 1:26, 1:27, 

1:29, 1:33, and 1:44) have been given D! ratings and are only cited in the 

apparatus. 

 

7.7. Note on the Treatment of Marginal Readings 

Marginal variants are uncommon in minuscule manuscripts. Among the seventeen 

manuscripts studied for this thesis, the tendency for scribes to either ignore 

marginal readings or to incorporate them into the text is more common than the 

tendency to retain them. Only five of the seventeen manuscripts examined have 

retained marginalia (22, 1192, 1278, 1582, and 2193), and each only a limited 

amount.  As a result, there is less evidence among A-1’s extant descendants for 

the marginal readings of A-1. Consequently, marginal readings in the 

reconstructed text of A-1 have been treated differently to text readings: smaller 

amounts of evidence have been considered acceptable, and marginal readings 

have not been rated in the same way as text readings. Additionally, text readings 

in manuscripts descended from intermediate exemplars that contained marginalia 

are occasionally cited as evidence in support of marginal readings. 

 

                                                
323 There are 8 singular readings in chapter 1 out of a total of 38. 
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7.8. Note on Dealing with Mpt Readings in the Main Gospel Text 

Occasionally the Majority Text is split between two or more different readings. In 

such cases, Majority Text readings are marked in the apparatus with the siglum 

Mpt.324  If the core group manuscripts are split between different Mpt readings and 

no core group manuscript supports an alternative Non-Majority Text reading, an 

arbitrary count of manuscript support is used to determine which Mpt reading is 

placed in the text and which reading in the apparatus. This ensures that the 

readings of 1582, used as a base text, do not dominate the reconstructed text. 

 

7.9. The Text of the Pericope Adulterae in A-1 

Evidence of the Core Group 

The evidence of the extant witnesses indicates that the Pericope Adulterae existed 

as an appendix in A-1, located after the Gospel of John and following a critical 

note regarding the story’s authenticity. The pericope, therefore, is placed at the 

end of the gospel in the reconstructed text. Of the core group manuscripts, 1 and 

1582 retain the note and the location of the pericope, though 1582 is missing text 

from 8:7b, and the rest of the story is added by a supplementary hand; 565 

contains a shorter version of the note at the end of the gospel, but the pericope is 

missing; 2193 contains it, located at the end of the gospel, but added by a 

supplementary hand; and 884 also contains it, without the note, located after John 

7:52.   

                                                
324 Following Hodges and Farstad, Majority Text, xxi. 
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Before the lacuna in 1582, with the exception of one very minor spelling 

variation in Codex 1, 1 and 1582 have no disagreements in their pericope text, and 

display a genetic link through 2 distinctive Non-Majority Text exclusive 

agreements, and 1 rare agreement shared also with 884 and 2193sup.  This textual 

closeness along with the location and format of the pericope clearly indicates that 

1 and 1582 copied it from the same source, and this source must have been 

Manuscript C.  

The text of 884 and 2193sup is also close in the pericope: the manuscripts have 

only 6 disagreements, one of which is very minor; a similar profile of Majority 

Text subgroup readings; and 3 Non-Majority Text agreements, 2 of which are 

rare.  It is very probable, therefore, that 884 and 2193sup are also genetically 

related in the pericope, despite the story being relocated in 884 and added by a 

supplementor in 2193.  This shared source for the pericope text is almost certainly 

Manuscript B, and if this is so, the supplementor of 2193 must have copied the 

story from original pages in 2193 that had become mutilated or detached in some 

way and so needed re-copying. The rare Non-Majority Text agreement in 7:53 

between 1, 884, 1582 and 2193sup supports this argument and the cross branch 

agreements provide solid evidence of the existence of a link from both Manuscript 

C and Manuscript B back to A-1. This rare agreement is given below: 

 

7:53 topon   1 884 2193ß¨π  Â  º   oikon  118 205å∫ß 205 209 872 1278 2372 

2713  ˜ 
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Evidence of the Family Subgroups 

In Codices 22, 1192, and 1210, which are the nearest descendants of Manuscript 

G, the text of the pericope and the note are not present. The text (and possibly the 

note) must have been located as an appendix in an intermediate manuscript of the 

group, possibly G, but must have been later lost, with neither the scribe of the 

ancestor, nor the scribes of the three descendants, adding the story from another 

manuscript source. The witness of these manuscripts, although it cannot help to 

reconstruct the text of the pericope, does support its location in A-1 at the end of 

the Gospel of John. 

In the Venice group, Codices 118, 205abs, 205, 209, and 2713 and the 

Decorative Style manuscripts, the descendants of H, 1278 and 2372, the story is 

present, but located at John 7:52, and the text of both subgroups is very different 

to that found in the four core group manuscripts. It is likely, therefore, that in the 

ancestors of these two subgroups (likely, Manuscripts E and H), the story was 

added from another non-family source, and the text of the pericope, therefore, as 

found in these manuscripts, is not of value for reconstructing the pericope 

text of A-1. 

 

Reconstruction of the Text 

In light of the changes in witness support for the pericope, a different set of 

criteria has been used to reconstruct the pericope text.  Most significantly, only 

the witnesses 1, 884, 1582 and 2193sup have been employed. Additionally, 
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readings have not been rated in the same way as those found in the rest of the 

gospel.  The readings of 1 and 1582, and 1 alone after the supplementor takes over 

in 1582, have been given precedence because the link back to A-1 is firmer in 1 

and 1582: A-1’s formatting and location have been retained; there are more Non-

Majority Text readings which are likely to have been inherited from A-1; and the 

text was copied by the first hand scribe of each manuscript, rather than a 

supplementor, as in 2193.  Furthermore, 1 and 1582 in the rest of the gospel have 

also tended reliably to retain more A-1 readings than 884, 884 also being more 

prone to both Majority Text correction and singular readings. 

The reconstructed text of the pericope, therefore, follows closely the text of 1 

and 1582 up until 8:7a, and follows closely the text of Codex 1 alone after 8:7b. 

The reconstructed text only differs from the text of 1 and 1582 (or 1 alone) if both 

884 and 2193sup, or just 2193sup, contain a Non-Majority Text reading while 1 and 

1582 have a Majority reading. In such cases, the reading of 884 and 2193sup, or 

2193sup alone, is placed in the text, but inside square brackets to indicate a level of 

uncertainty with the reading. If 1 and 1582 support a Majority Text subgroup 

reading while 884 and 2193sup support a different Majority Text subgroup reading, 

the reading of 1 and 1582 is given precedence, and is placed in the text, but within 

square brackets to indicate the presence of the rival reading. If 1 and 1582 and 

either 884 or 2193sup, but not both, support the same Majority Text subgroup 

reading, the reading of 1 and 1582 is given in the text without square brackets, as 

the cross-branch agreement indicates that the reading in 1 and 1582 was inherited 

from A-1.   
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As the witness pool is small for the pericope, and the variant readings few, all 

differences between 1, 884, 1582, 1582sup and 2193sup are given in the apparatus. 

Readings are not given a rating as they are in the rest of the gospel, but instead are 

labelled according to how well attested they are in the wider textual tradition of 

the pericope. Majority Text readings are labelled following Hodges and Farstad’s 

more detailed divisions of the Majority Text that exist in the pericope, and Non-

Majority Text readings are labelled as either distinctive (d), rare (r), or widely 

attested (w).325 

 

7.10. Note on the Creation of the Text 

The final transcription of Codex 1582 was used as a base text for the 

reconstructed text.326 The text, therefore, follows the pattern of movable nus, 

nomina sacra abbreviations, and other very minor orthographic features, found in 

1582. As no attempt was made to reconstruct such matter, the employment of 

1582 as a base text is inconsequential.  The text is laid out chapter by chapter with 

the apparatus for each chapter following immediately after the text.  As 

punctuation marks and accents were not recorded in the transcriptions, no 

                                                
325 This is the same way readings were rated in the full collation. See section 1.2 for a discussion 
of the rating system.  

326 1582 contains the highest number of A-1 readings, so the least number of changes needed to be 
made to create the reconstructed text. 1582 also contains very few singular readings or readings 
previously regularised out of the collation. 
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punctuation or accents are used in the reconstructed text;327 final sigma and iota 

subscript are also not employed. 

 

7.11. Note on Witness Citation 

When extant, all of the seventeen manuscripts examined are cited as witnesses for 

every unit in the critical apparatus, with the exception of 205 and 1210. 205 has 

been shown to be a copy of 205abs, and so its witness is not of value when 205abs 

is extant; likewise, 1210 has been shown to be a copy of 22, and so its witness is 

not of value where 22 is extant. When 22 is missing text, however, the witness of 

1210 is of value, and is therefore cited in these sections. 

  

7.12. Note on Apparatus Format 

For ease of use, a modified set of the familiar symbols employed in the twenty-

seventh edition of Novum Testamentum Graece has been used for the apparatus of 

the reconstructed text.328 The main difference is in the treatment of marginal 

readings, the rating system, and the use of a first apparatus to record lacunas and 

the presence of manuscript supplements. A list of the symbols and abbreviations 

used in the reconstructed text and apparatus follows. 

 

                                                
327 Except for the capitalisation of the first letter in each chapter and a full stop at the end of each 
chapter. 

328 Aland et al., ed., Novum Testamentum, 50*–57*. 
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7.13. List of Symbols and Abbreviations Used in the Reconstructed Text   

Text  

™ ¤ The words between these two symbols are omitted in the witnesses cited. 
In the apparatus ™ precedes the witnesses listed in support of the omission. 

 
¶• The words between these two symbols are transposed in the witnesses 

cited.  In the apparatus digits followed by full stops, e.g. 2.3.1., indicate 
the alternative word order. 

 
£ At this point in the text a word/s is added by the witnesses cited. £ 

precedes the added word/s in the apparatus. 
 
∞fi The word/s enclosed is replaced by another word in the witnesses cited. 

∞ precedes the replacement word/s in the apparatus. 
 
¡ The word following in the text is omitted by the witnesses cited. In the 

apparatus ¡ precedes the witnesses listed in support of the omission. 
 
[ ] The enclosed text is uncertain or an alternative reading of equal or almost 

equal support is given in the apparatus. 
 
__ An underlined reading in the reconstructed text indicates the presence of a 

marginal variation on that reading.       
 
() It is uncertain whether the reading given in the reconstructed text was the 

reading of the text or the margin in A-1. 
 
 
Margin 

[] The marginal reading enclosed is uncertain.  
 
() It is uncertain whether the reading given in the margin was the reading of 

the margin or the reading of the text in A-1. 
 
[MG] A marginal reading may have existed at this point. There is usually some 

physical evidence for this, such as traces of a marginal reading in 2193.  
 
[VID] A marginal reading did exist at this point, but cannot be reconstructed.  
 
ªMÌ?º Non-Majority Text division between the core group may indicate that a 

marginal reading existed in A-1 at this point. 
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? Used after a marginal reading to indicate uncertainty.  
 
 
 
First Apparatus 

Lac.  Lacunas. Precedes a list of manuscripts that are missing text for all or part 
of the chapter.  

 
Suppl. Supplements. Precedes a list of manuscript supplements present for part or 

all of the chapter.   
 
Wit. Witnesses. Precedes a list of manuscript witnesses used to reconstruct the 

text of a passage. Used only when the usual witness list is reduced.   
 
a Indicates that a lacuna or the presence of a supplement manuscript ends at 

the beginning of a verse. The letter follows immediately after the chapter 
and verse reference. 

 
b Indicates that a lacuna or the presence of a supplement manuscript begins 

part way through a verse. The letter follows immediately after the chapter 
and verse reference. 

 
 
Main Apparatus 

TCT Text. Indicates that what follows is a list of support for readings in the 
main text. Used only when there is also a marginal reading present (i.e. to 
distinguish text readings from marginal readings). 

 
MÌ Marginal reading. Precedes the list of witnesses cited in support of a 

marginal reading. 
 
®´¬¬. All the rest. All other extant manuscripts not otherwise cited for this unit. 
 
oµ. The word/s are omitted by the manuscripts cited. 
 
†≈† Precedes the witnesses cited in support of the reconstructed text. 
 

µ© The marginal reading of a manuscript. 
 

†≈† The reading in the running text of a manuscript at a point where it also 
contains a marginal variation. 
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s¨π The reading of a supplement manuscript. 
 

* The first hand reading of a manuscript at a point where that manuscript has 
been corrected (when * follows a manuscript number). 

 

Ç The reading of a corrector in a manuscript. C may be followed by a number 
distinguishing a particular corrector or by * to indicate a first hand 
corrector. 

 
√i∂ The reading of this manuscript is uncertain. 
 
ª√i∂º The letter/s enclosed in square brackets in the cited reading are uncertain 

in this manuscript. 
 
DEF Deficient. Indicates that the manuscript/s cited does not contain the text of 

the variation unit. Usually the manuscript has an omission of a long string 
of text that incorporates the variation unit. (This is never used with core 
group manuscripts as any long omissions are always cited in the 
apparatus). 

 
◊IÎ The reading of the manuscript/s that follows is unknown.  
 
[1] A number inside square brackets in place of a reading or as part of a 

reading indicates the approximate number of letter spaces present in an 
illegible word or part of a word in a manuscript. 

 
¶2.1• The order of words for a variant reading marked as a transposition is 

shown by digits representing the alternative word order placed within the 
transposition symbols ¶•. (Each word is represented by a digit and the 
consecutive order of digits represents the order of words in the 
reconstructed text.) 

 
˜ The reading of the Majority Text.329 
 
Mπ† The reading of the Majority Text when the Majority Text is divided. 
 
M The reading of the Majority Text with reduced support. 
 
M1 M followed by a number indicates a subgroup of the Majority Text as 

detailed by Hodges and Farstad. Used only in the apparatus for the 
Pericope Adulterae. 

 
⁄ Marks the end of a variation unit in the apparatus. 
 
… Marks the end of each reading within a variation unit in the apparatus. 
                                                
329 All Majority Text readings are labelled using Hodges and Farstad, Majority Text. 
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Rating System 

A Indicates an almost certain A-1 reading. 
 
A! Indicates an almost certain A-1 reading but that may have existed 

alongside another Non-Majority Text reading in A-1 (i.e. a correction or 
marginal reading). 

 
B Indicates a likely A-1 reading. 
 
C Indicates a possible A-1 reading. 
 
D Indicates a notable Non-Majority Text reading. 
 
E Indicates a very minor Non-Majority Text reading. 
 
! Indicates that internal considerations have affected the rating for a reading. 

! follows immediately the rating letter. 
  
[A!] Indicates that the reading almost certainly existed in A-1 but in the form of 

a marginal reading or correction, not as part of the running text. 
 
 
 
7.14. Miscellaneous Notes on the Apparatus 

Uncertain Marginal Readings 

When the existence of a marginal reading is doubtful (usually cited because of the 

presence of a possible but uncertain erasure in 2193), manuscript support for the 

reading’s existence is given within square brackets preceded by the letters MG.  

Occasionally, for such erased readings, potential readings are suggested, based on 

the existence of Non-Majority Text readings in the texts of certain manuscripts. 

Such suggested readings are also cited within square brackets. 
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Minor Variation 

Very occasionally, a manuscript is cited in support of a reading when the 

manuscript itself has a minor variation on that reading. In such cases, the minor 

reading is noted inside round brackets. 

 

Influence of Other Readings 

Very occasionally, it has been judged that the existence of a reading elsewhere, in 

another verse, supports the existence of a different reading, for example, because 

it is judged that a correction or marginal reading in an ancestor may have been 

incorporated at different points in descendants. This kind of support for a reading 

is cited in round brackets followed by * and the verse number for the reading. 

 

Corrections and Text Readings as Evidence for Marginal Readings 

On occasion, text readings or the readings of correctors are cited in support of 

marginal readings.  Such support is cited inside round brackets and follows the list 

of witnesses that actually contain the reading in the margin.330  

 

                                                
330 Only manuscripts which have been shown to descend from an intermediate ancestor that 
contained marginalia are cited in this way.  
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Transpositions 

When a variant reading is marked as a transposition, but it also involves an 

alternative word, the alternative word is recorded in round brackets in place of the 

usual transposition number. 
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8. The Reconstructed Text of Family 1 in John

 

Chapter 1 

∞ ªTo kata iwannhn euaggelionº fi 

 
1 En arch hn o logos kai o logos hn pros ton qn— kai qs— hn o 

logos 2 outos hn en arch pros ton qn— 3 panta di autou 

egeneto kai cwris autou egeneto ouden o gegonen 4 en autw 

zwh hn kai h zwh hn to fws twn an—wn 5 kai to fws en th 

skotia fainei kai h skotia auto ou katelaben 6 egeneto     

an—os apestalmenos para qu— onoma autw iwannhs 7 outos 

hlqen eis marturian ina marturhsh peri tou fwtos ina 

pantes pisteuswsi di autou 8 ouk hn ekeinos to fws all ina 

marturhsh peri tou fwtos 9 hn to fws to alhqinon o  fwtizei 

panta an—on ercomenon eis ton kosmon 10 en tw kosmw hn kai 

o kosmos di autou egeneto kai o kosmos auton ouk egnw 11 

eis ta idia hlqen kai oi idioi auton ou parelabon 12 osoi de 

elabon auton edwken autois exousian tekna qu— genesqai 

tois pisteuousin eis to onoma autou 13 oi ouk ex aimatwn 

oude ek qelhmatos sarkos oude ek qelhmatos andros all 

ek qu— egennhqhsan 14 kai o logos sarx egeneto kai 

eskhnwsen en hmin kai eqeasameqa thn doxan autou doxan 

ws monogenous para pr—s plhrhs caritos kai alhqeias 15 

iwannhs marturei peri autou kai kekragen legwn outos hn 

on eipon o opisw mou ercomenos emprosqen mou gegonen oti 

prwtos mou hn 16 kai ek tou plhrwmatos autou hmeis pantes 

elabomen kai carin anti caritos 17 oti o nomos dia mwsews 

edoqh h caris kai h alhqeia dia iu— cu— egeneto 18 qn— oudeis 

ewraken pwpote o monogenhs uios o wn ∞ eis ton kolpon fi 

tou pr—s ekeinos exhghsato 19 kai auth estin h marturia 

iwannou ote apesteilan oi ioudaioi ex ierosolumwn iereis 

kai leuitas £ ina erwthswsin auton ∞ su tis ei fi 20 kai 

wmologhsen kai ouk hrnhsato wmologhsen oti ouk eimi egw £ pros auton 
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o cs— 21 kai hrwthsan auton ti oun hlias ei su kai ™ legei 

ouk eimi o profhths ei su ¤ apekriqh ou 22 eipon oun tis ei 

ina apokrisin dwmen tois pemyasin hmas ti legeis peri 

seautou 23 efh egw fwnh bowntos en th erhmw euqunate thn 

odon ku— kaqws eipen hsaias o profhths 24 kai oi 

apestalmenoi hsan ek twn farisaiwn 25 kai hrwthsan auton 

kai eipon autw ti oun baptizeis ei su ouk ei o cs— oude hlias 

oude o profhths 26 apekriqh autois o iwannhs egw baptizw £  

en udati mesos de umwn ∞ sthkei fi on umeis ouk oidate 27 o 

opisw mou ercomenos ou ∞ egw ouk eimi fi axios ina lusw 

autou ton imanta tou upodhmatos 28 tauta en ∞  bhqabara fi 

egeneto peran tou iordanou opou hn iwannhs baptizwn 29 th  

£ epaurion ∞ blepei fi ton in— ercomenon pros auton kai legei 

ide o amnos tou qu— o airwn thn amartian tou kosmou 30 outos 

esti peri ou egw eipon opisw mou ercetai anhr os 

emprosqen mou gegonen oti prwtos mou hn 31 kagw ouk hdein 

auton all ina fanerwqh tw ih—l dia touto hlqon egw en udati 

baptizwn  32 kai emarturhsen £ iwannhs legwn oti teqeamai 

to pn—a katabainon ∞ wsei fi peristeran ek tou ou—nou kai 

emeinen ep auton 33 kagw ouk hdein auton all o pemyas me 

baptizein en ¡ tw udati ekeinos moi eipen ef on an idhs to  

pn—a katabainon ™ kai menon � ep auton outos estin o 

baptizwn en pn—i agiw 34 kagw ewraka ¡ auton kai 

memarturhka oti outos estin o uios tou qu— 35 th epaurion 

palin eisthkei o iwannhs kai ek twn maqhtwn autou duo 36 

kai embleyas tw iu— peripatounti legei ide o amnos tou qu— 37 

hkousan autou oi duo maqhtai lalountos kai hkolouqhsan 

tw iu— 38 strafeis de o is— kai qeasamenos autous 

akolouqountas legei autois ti zhteite oi de eipon autw 

rabbi o ermhneuetai didaskale pou meneis 39 legei autois 

ercesqe kai ∞  oyesqe fi hlqon kai eidon pou menei kai par 

autw emeinan thn hmeran ekeinhn wra hn ws dekath 40 hn 

andreas o adelfos simwnos petrou eis ek twn duo twn 

akousantwn para iwannou kai akolouqhsantwn autw 41 

∞ bªhºqania fi 

∞ idete fi 
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euriskei outos prwton ton adelfon ton idion simwna kai 

legei autw eurhkamen ton mesian o esti meqermhneuomenon 

cs— 42 outos hgagen auton pros ton in— embleyas £ autw o is— 

eipen su ei simwn £ uios iwna su klhqhsh khfas o 

ermhneuetai petros 43 th epaurion hqelhsen exelqein eis 

thn galilaian kai euriskei filippon kai legei autw o is— 

akolouqei moi 44 hn de ¡ o filippos apo bhqsaida ek ths 

polews andreou kai petrou 45 euriskei filippos ton 

naqanahl kai legei autw on egraye ∞ mwushs fi en tw nomw 

kai oi profhtai eurhkamen in— ton uion tou iwshf ton apo 

∞ nazaret fi 46 kai eipen autw naqanahl ek ∞ nazaret fi dunatai 

ti agaqon einai legei autw filippos ercou kai ide 47 eiden o 

is— ton naqanahl ercomenon pros auton kai legei peri autou 

ide alhqws israhliths en w dolos ouk estin 48 legei autw 

naqanahl poqen me ginwskeis apekriqh o is— kai eipen autw 

pro tou se filippon fwnhsai onta upo thn sukhn eidon se 49 

apekriqh naqanahl kai legei autw rabbi su ei o uios tou qu— 

su ∞ basileus ei fi tou ih—l 50 apekriqh £ is— kai eipen autw oti 

eipon soi eidon se upokatw ths sukhs pisteueis meizw 

toutwn oyei 51 kai legei autw amhn amhn legw umin ap arti 

oyesqe ton ou—non anewgota kai tous aggelous tou qu— 

anabainontas kai katabainontas epi ton un— tou an—ou. 

 

Òåç.  884: 1: 24–1: 51. 

 
Iˆßç®Èπ.  ∞ arch tou kata iwannhn euaggeliou  Ç 118 884 …  ∞ 
euaggelion kata iwannhn  1 22 131 565 1192 2193 2713 ˜  …  
∞ to kata iwannhn agion euaggelion Î! 209 … ∞ to kata 
iwannhn agion euaggelion kef a  Î!  1278 2372 …  ∞ iwannou E 
205å∫ß … ∞ ek to kata iwannhn agion euaggelion to 
anagnwsma E 872 … †≈† Ç  1582 ⁄  18 ∞ en tois kolpois  Î!  565 …  
†≈†  ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄ 19 TCT £ pros auton  ªA!º 1278 2372 2193Ç1  … †≈† 
1192†≈† 2193* ®´¬¬.  ˜  … MÌ £ pros auton  1192µ© (2193Ç1) ⁄ 19 ∞  
oti su ei  Î! 565  …  †≈† ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄  21 ™  565 Î! … ∞ legei ouk eimi 
o profhths ei su kai  2193Ç ®´¬¬. ˜  …  †≈†  A-B!  1 118 205å∫ß 
209 1582 2193*  ⁄ 26 £ umas  Î!  565  …  †≈†  ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄ 26 ∞  
eisthkei  Î  22 1192 1278* 2372 …  ∞  esthken  1278Ç ®´¬¬.  ˜ … 
†≈†  B  1 1582  ⁄  27  ∞ ouk eimi egw  E  118 205å∫ß 209 … ∞ ouk 
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eimi Î!  565  …  †≈†  ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄ 28  TCT ∞ biqania 565 ª˜º … ∞ 
bhqania 118 131 205å∫ß 209 872 1278†≈† 2372  ˜ … †≈† A 1 22†≈† 
1192†≈† 1582 2193†≈† 2713 …  MÌ ∞ bhqania  B  22µ© 2193µ© …  MÌ 
∞ biqania  B 1192µ© (565) … MÌ  ∞ bhqabara   E  1278µ© ⁄  29 £  
de  Î!  565  …  †≈† ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄ 29 ∞ blepei o iwannhs  131Ç 872 
1278 2193Ç 2372  Mπ† … o iwannhs blepei  E  118Ç2  …  †≈†  118* 
131* 2193* ®´¬¬. Mπ†  ⁄  32 £ o  Î 22 1192 1278 2372 … †≈† ®´¬¬.  M  
⁄ 32 ∞ ws  22 565 1192 1278Ç  Mπ† …  †≈†  1278*√È∂ ®´¬¬.  Mπ†  ⁄  33 ¡ 
®´¬¬.  ˜ … †≈†  B  1 118 205å∫ß 209 1582  ⁄  33 ™  Î!  565   …  †≈†  
®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄  34 ¡  2193Ç ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  Ç  2193*   ⁄ 39 TCT ∞  idete  
®´¬¬.  ˜ … †≈† A  1 22†≈† 118 205å∫ß 209 1192†≈† 1582 2193†≈†  … MÌ  
∞ idete  22µ© 1192µ© 2193µ©  ⁄  42 £ de  872 2193 2713  Mπ† …  †≈†  
®´¬¬.  Mπ† ⁄ 42 £ o  209Ç* 1278Ç* ®´¬¬.  ˜ …  †≈†  B-A  1 209* 1278* 
1582 ⁄ 44 ¡  Î!  565  … †≈†  ®´¬¬.  ˜   ⁄ 45 ∞ mwshs  ®´¬¬.  ˜ … †≈† B! 
2193Ç ⁄ 45 ∞ nazareq  1 22 131 205å∫ß 209 1192 2193Ç   Mπ†  … †≈† 
2193* ®´¬¬.  Mπ†  ⁄ 46  ∞ nazareq 1 22 131 1192 2193Ç Mπ†  …  †≈† 
2193* ®´¬¬. Mπ†  ⁄ 49 ∞ ei o basileus  ®´¬¬.  ˜ … †≈† B 1 1582  ⁄ 50 £ 
o  Î 118 209 1278*√È∂ … †≈†  1278Ç  ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄ 
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Chapter 2 

1 Kai th hmera th trith gamos egeneto en kana ths 

galilaias kai hn h mh—r tou iu— ekei 2 eklhqh de kai o is— kai 

oi maqhtai autou eis ton gamon 3 kai  usterhsantos oinou 

legei h mh—r tou iu— pros auton oinon ouk ecousi 4 legei auth 

o is— ti emoi kai soi gunai oupw hkei h wra mou  5 legei h mh—r 

autou tois diakonois o ti ean legh umin poihsate 6 hsan de 

ekei udriai liqinai ex keimenai kata ton kaqarismon twn 

ioudaiwn cwrousai ana metrhtas duo h treis  7 legei autois 

o is— gemisate tas udrias udatos kai egemisan autas ews 

anw  8 kai legei autois antlhsate nun kai ferete tw 

arcitriklinw oi de hnegkan  9 ws de egeusato o 

arcitriklinos to udwr oinon gegenhmenon kai ouk hdei 

poqen estin oi de diakonoi hdeisan oi hntlhkotes to udwr 

fwnei ton numfion o  arcitriklinos 10 kai legei autw pas   

an—os prwton ton kalon oinon tiqhsi kai otan mequsqwsi 

tote ton elassw su tethrhkas ton kalon oinon ews arti 11 

tauthn epoihsen ∞ archn twn shmeiwn o is— fi en kana ths 

galilaias kai efanerwse thn doxan autou kai episteusan 

eis auton oi maqhtai autou 12 meta touto katebh o is— eis 

kapernaoum autos kai h mh—r autou kai oi adelfoi autou kai 

oi maqhtai autou kai ekei emeinen ou pollas hmeras 13 kai 

eggus hn to pasca twn ioudaiwn kai anebh eis ierosoluma o 

is—  14 kai euren en tw ierw tous pwlountas boas kai 

probata kai peristeras kai tous kermatistas kaqhmenous  
15 kai poihsas ws fragellion ek scoiniwn pantas exebalen 

ek tou ierou ta te probata kai tous boas kai twn 

kollubistwn to kerma execeen kai tas trapezas 

anestreyen 16 kai tois tas peristeras pwlousin eipen 

arate tauta enteuqen kai mh poieite ton oikon tou pr—s mou 

oikon emporiou 17 emnhsqhsan de oi maqhtai autou oti 

gegrammenon estin o zhlos tou oikou sou ∞ katefagen fi me  18 

apekriqhsan ∞ de fi oi ioudaioi kai eipon autw ti shmeion  

∞ katafagetai fi 
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deiknueis hmin oti tauta poieis 19 apekriqh o is— kai eipen 

autois lusate ton naon touton kai en trisin hmerais egerw 

auton  20 eipon oun oi ioudaioi tessarakonta kai ex etesin 

wkodomhqh o naos outos kai su en trisin hmerais egereis 

auton 21 ekeinos de elegen peri tou naou tou swmatos autou  
22 ote oun hgerqh ek nekrwn emnhsqhsan oi maqhtai autou 

oti touto elegen ¡ autois kai  episteusan th grafh kai tw 

logw w eipen o is—  23 ws de hn en tois ierosolumois en tw 

pasca en th eorth polloi episteusan eis to onoma autou 

qewrountes ta  shmeia a epoiei  24 autos de o is— ouk 

∞ episteuen fi eauton autois dia to auton  ginwskein pantas  
25 kai oti ou creian eicen ina tis marturhsh peri tou an—ou 

autos gar eginwske ti hn en tw an—w. 

 

Lac. 884: 2:1–2:19b. 
 
11 ∞ thn archn twn shmeiwn o is—  ®´¬¬.  ˜ … ∞ o is— archn twn 
shmeiwn Î-Ç 2193* … ∞ o is— thn archn twn shmeiwn  Î-Ç!  
2193Ç … †≈† A! 1 565 1582 ⁄  17 TCT ∞ katafagetai 1192Ç ®´¬¬.  ˜ 
…  ∞ katafagete E 1192* … ∞ katefagetai E 1278 … †≈†  B-A! 
2193†≈† 2372 … MÌ ∞ katafagetai 2193µ© (1192Ç) ⁄  18 ∞ oun  ®´¬¬.  
˜ … ∞ oµ.  E  2713 … †≈†  Ç 1582  ⁄  22 ¡  2193* ®´¬¬.  ˜ …  †≈† Ç 
2193Ç1 ⁄  24  ∞ episteusen  Î!   565  … †≈†  ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄ 
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Chapter 3 

1 Hn de an—os ek twn farisaiwn nikodhmos onoma autw arcwn 

twn ioudaiwn 2 outos hlqen pros auton nuktos kai eipen 

autw rabbi oidamen oti apo qu— elhluqas didaskalos oudeis 

gar tauta ta shmeia dunatai poihsai ean mh ∞ h fi o qs— met 

autou 3 apekriqh is— kai eipen autw amhn amhn legw soi ean 

mh tis gennhqh anwqen ou dunatai idein thn basileian tou 

qu—  4 legei pros auton o nikodhmos pws dunatai an—os 

gennhqhnai gerwn ¡ wn mh dunatai eis thn koilian ths mr—s 

autou deuteron eiselqein kai gennhqhnai 5 apekriqh is— ™ 

kai eipen autw ¤ amhn amhn legw soi ean mh tis gennhqh ex 

udatos kai pn—s ou dunatai eiselqein eis thn basileian tou 

qu—  6 to gegennhmenon ek ths sarkos sarx esti kai to 

gegennhmenon ek tou pn—s pn—a esti  7 mh qaumashs oti eipon 

soi dei ∞ hmas fi gennhqhnai anwqen 8 to pn—a opou qelei pnei 

kai thn fwnhn autou akoueis all ouk oidas poqen ercetai 

kai pou upagei outws esti pas o gegennhmenos ek tou pn—s 9 

apekriqh nikodhmos kai eipen autw pws dunatai tauta 

genesqai 10 apekriqh is— kai eipen autw su ei o didaskalos 

tou ih—l kai tauta ou ginwskeis 11 amhn amhn legw soi oti o 

oidamen laloumen kai o ewrakamen marturoumen kai thn 

marturian hmwn ou lambanete 12 ei ta epigeia eipon umin kai 

∞ ou pisteuete fi pws ean eipw umin ta epourania 

∞ pisteushte fi 13 kai oudeis anabebhken eis ton ou—non ei mh o 

ek tou ou—nou katabas o ui—s tou an—ou o wn en tw ou—nw 14 kai 

kaqws mwshs uywsen ton ofin en th erhmw outws uywqhnai 

dei ton un— tou an—ou  15 ina pas o pisteuwn eis auton ech 

zwhn aiwnion 16 outws gar hgaphsen o qs— ton kosmon wste 

ton un— autou ton monogenh edwken ina pas o pisteuwn eis 

auton mh apolhtai all ech zwhn aiwnion 17 ou gar 

apesteilen o qs— ton un— eis ton kosmon ina krinh ton kosmon 

all ina swqh o kosmos di autou  18 o pisteuwn eis auton ou 

krinetai o de mh pisteuwn hdh kekritai oti mh pepisteuken 
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eis to onoma tou monogenous uu— tou qu— 19 auth de estin h 

krisis oti to fws elhluqen eis ton kosmon kai hgaphsan 

mallon oi an—oi to skotos h to fws ™ hn gar autwn ponhra ta 

erga ¤ 20 ™ pas gar o faula prasswn misei to fws ¤ kai ouk 

ercetai pros to fws ina mh elegcqh autou ta erga  21 o de 

poiwn thn alhqeian ercetai pros to fws ina fanerwqh 

autou ta erga oti en qw— estin eirgasmena  22 meta tauta 

hlqen o is— kai oi maqhtai autou eis thn ioudaian ghn kai 

ekei dietribe met autwn kai ebaptizen 23 hn de kai iwannhs ¡ 

o baptizwn en ainwn eggus tou ∞ salhm fi oti udata polla hn 

ekei kai ∞ pareginonto fi kai ebaptizonto 24 oupw gar hn 

beblhmenos eis fulakhn o iwannhs  25 egeneto oun zhthsis 

ek twn maqhtwn iwannou meta ioudaiwn peri kaqarismou  26 

kai hlqon pros £ iwannhn kai eipon autw rabbi os hn meta 

sou peran tou iordanou w su memarturhkas idou outos 

baptizei kai pantes ercontai pros auton  27 apekriqh 

iwannhs kai eipen ou dunatai an—os lambanein ouden ean mh 

h dedomenon ¡ autw ek tou ou—nou 28 autoi umeis ∞ ªemoiº fi 

martureite oti eipon ouk eimi egw o cs— all oti 

apestalmenos eimi emprosqen ekeinou 29 o ecwn thn numfhn 

numfios estin o de filos tou numfiou o esthkws kai akouwn 

autou cara cairei dia thn fwnhn tou numfiou auth oun h 

cara h emh peplhrwtai 30 ekeinon £ dei auxanein eme de 

elattousqai  31 o anwqen ercomenos epanw pantwn estin o 

wn ek ths ghs ek ths ghs esti kai ek ths ghs lalei o ek tou 

ou—nou ercomenos 32 o ewraken kai hkousen marturei kai thn 

marturian autou oudeis lambanei 33 o labwn autou thn 

marturian esfragisen oti o qs— alhqhs estin 34 on gar 

apesteilen o qs— ta rhmata tou qu— lalei ou gar ek metrou 

didwsi to pn—a  35 o ph—r agapa ton un— kai panta dedwken en th 

ceiri autou 36 o pisteuwn eis ton un— ecei zwhn aiwnion o de 

apeiqwn tw uiw ouk oyetai zwhn all h orgh tou qu— menei ep 

auton. 
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2 ∞ ei Î 884 … †≈† ®´¬¬. ˜ ⁄ 4 ¡ Î!  565  …  †≈†  ®´¬¬. ˜ ⁄  5  ™  2193* 
®´¬¬. ˜ … †≈†  Ç 2193Ç1 ⁄  7 ∞ umas  ®´¬¬. ˜ … †≈†  B  118 205å∫ß 209 
565  ⁄ 12 ∞ ouk episteusate  Î  22 1192 1210 1278* 2372 … †≈† 
1278Ç ®´¬¬. ˜  ⁄ 12  ∞ pisteusete  884 1278Ç  Mπ† …  †≈† 872√È∂ 
1278* ®´¬¬. Mπ†  ⁄  19 ™  Î! 2193* …  ∞ hn gar ponhra autwn ta 
erga fi  2193Ç ®´¬¬.  M … †≈†  A  1 205å∫ß 209 565 884 1582 2713  
⁄  20 ™  2193* Î! …  †≈†  2193Ç  ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄  23  ¡ ®´¬¬.  ˜ … †≈† B  1 
118 205å∫ß 209 1582 2713 ⁄ 23 ∞ saleim 22 131 565 1192 1210 
1278* 2193 2372  Mπ† … †≈†  1278Ç ®´¬¬.  Mπ† ⁄  23 ∞  paregenonto Î 
118 1278 2372 … †≈†  ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄ 26 £ ton 1278Ç ®´¬¬. ˜ … †≈† B 1 
118 205å∫ß 209 1278* 2372 2713 ⁄ 27 ¡ Î! 565 … †≈†  ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄  28 
∞ moi  B  131 884 2193Ç … ∞ oµ. 872  ˜ … †≈† B  2193*√È∂ ®´¬¬. ⁄  30  £ 
de Î 884 … †≈†  ®´¬¬. ˜ ⁄ 
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Chapter 4 

1 Ws oun egnw o ∞ ks— fi oti hkousan oi farisaioi oti is— 

pleionas maqhtas poiei kai baptizei h iwannhs 2 kaitoige is— 

autos ouk ebaptizen all oi maqhtai autou 3 afhken ¡ de thn 

ioudaian ghn kai aphlqen palin eis thn galilaian 4 edei de 

auton diercesqai dia ths samareias 5 ercetai oun eis polin 

ths samareias legomenhn sucar plhsion tou cwriou ∞ ou fi 

edwken iakwb iwshf tw uiw autou 6 hn de ekei phgh tou 

iakwb o oun ∞ ªis—º fi kekopiakws ek ths odoiporias 

ekaqezeto epi th phgh wra hn wsei ekth 7 ercetai gunh ek 

ths samareias antlhsai udwr legei auth o is— dos moi piein 8 

oi gar maqhtai autou apelhluqeisan eis thn polin ina 

trofas agoraswsin 9 legei autw h gunh h samareitis pws su 

ioudaios wn par emou piein aiteis oushs gunaikos 

samareitidos ou gar sugcrwntai ioudaioi samareitais 10 

apekriqh is— kai eipen auth ei hdeis thn dwrean tou qu— kai 

tis estin o legwn soi dos moi piein su an hthsas auton kai 

edwken an soi udwr zwn  11 legei autw h gunh ke— oute 

antlhma eceis kai to frear esti baqu poqen oun eceis to 

udwr to zwn 12 mh su meizwn ei tou pr—s hmwn ¡ tou iakwb os 

edwken hmin to frear kai autos ex autou epien kai £ uioi 

autou kai ta qremmata autou 13 apekriqh is— kai eipen auth 

pas o pinwn ek tou udatos toutou diyhsei palin 14 os d an 

pih ek tou udatos ou egw dwsw autw ou mh diyhsei eis ton 

aiwna alla to udwr o £ dwsw autw genhsetai en autw phgh 

udatos allomenou eis zwhn aiwnion 15 legei pros auton h 

gunh ke— dos moi touto to udwr ina mh diyw mhde ∞ ercwmai fi 

enqade antlein 16 legei auth £ is— upage fwnhson ton andra 

sou kai elqe enqade 17 apekriqh h gunh kai eipen ouk ecw 

andra legei auth o is— kalws eipas oti andra ouk ecw 18 

pente gar andras esces kai nun on eceis ouk esti sou ¡ o 

anhr touto alhqes eirhkas 19 legei autw h gunh ke— qewrw 

oti profhths ei su  20 oi pr—es hmwn en tw orei toutw 
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prosekunhsan kai umeis legete oti en ierosolumois estin o 

topos opou dei proskunein  21 legei auth o is— gunai pisteue 

moi oti ercetai wra ote oute en tw orei toutw oute en 

ierosolumois proskunhshte tw pr—i  22 umeis proskuneite o 

ouk oidate hmeis proskunoumen o oidamen oti h sr—ia ek twn 

ioudaiwn estin 23 all ercetai wra kai nun estin ote oi 

alhqinoi proskunhtai proskunhsousi tw pr—i en £ pn—i kai 

alhqeia 24 pn—a o qs— kai tous proskunountas auton en pn—i 

kai alhqeia dei proskunein 25 legei autw h gunh oida oti 

mesias ercetai o legomenos cs— otan elqh ekeinos 

anaggelei hmin apanta 26 legei auth o is— egw eimi o lalwn 

soi 27 kai epi toutw hlqon oi maqhtai autou kai eqaumazon 

oti meta gunaikos ∞ elalei fi oudeis mentoi eipen ti zhteis h 

ti laleis met auths 28 afhken oun thn udrian auths h gunh 

kai aphlqen eis thn polin kai legei tois an—ois 29 deute 

idete an—on os eipen moi panta osa epoihsa mhti outos estin 

o cs—  30 exhlqon oun ek ths polews kai hrconto pros  auton 
31 en de tw metaxu hrwtwn auton oi maqhtai legontes rabbi 

fage 32 o de eipen autois egw brwsin ecw fagein hn umeis 

ouk oidate 33 elegon oun oi maqhtai pros allhlous mh tis 

hnegken autw fagein 34 legei autois o is— emon brwma estin 

ina poihsw to qelhma tou pemyantos me kai teleiwsw autou 

to ergon 35 ouc umeis legete oti ¡ eti tetramhnos estin kai o 

qerismos ercetai eparate tous ofqalmous umwn kai 

qeasasqe tas cwras oti leukai eisi pros qerismon hdh 36 

kai o qerizwn  misqon lambanei kai sunagei karpon eis 

zwhn aiwnion ina o speirwn omou ∞ cairh fi kai o qerizwn 37 en 

gar toutw o logos estin alhqhs oti allos estin o speirwn 

kai allos o qerizwn 38 egw apesteila umas qerizein o ouc 

umeis kekopiakate alloi kekopiakasi kai umeis eis ton 

kopon autwn eiselhluqate 39 ek de ths polews ekeinhs 

polloi episteusan twn samareitwn eis auton dia ton logon 

ths gunaikos marturoushs oti eipen moi panta osa epoihsa 
40 ws oun hlqon pros auton oi samareitai hrwtwn auton 
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meinai par autois kai emeinen ekei duo hmeras 41 kai pollw 

pleious episteusan dia ton logon autou 42 th te gunaiki 

elegon oti ouketi dia thn shn lalian pisteuomen autoi gar 

akhkoamen par autou kai oidamen oti outos estin alhqws o 

sh—r tou kosmou o cs— 43 meta de tas duo hmeras exhlqen 

ekeiqen kai aphlqen eis thn galilaian 44 autos gar is— 

emarturhsen oti profhths en th idia patridi timhn ouk ecei 
45 ote oun hlqen eis thn galilaian edexanto auton oi 

galilaioi panta ewrakotes osa epoihsen en ierosolumois 

en th eorth kai autoi gar hlqon eis thn eorthn 46 hlqen oun 

palin o is— eis thn kana ths galilaias opou epoihse to udwr 

oinon kai hn tis basilikos ou o uios hsqenei en kapernaoum 
47 outos akousas oti is— hkei ek ths ioudaias eis thn 

galilaian hlqen pros auton kai hrwta auton ina katabh 

kai iashtai autou ton un— ∞ hmellen fi gar apoqnhskein 48 

eipen oun o is— pros auton ean mh shmeia kai terata idhte ou 

mh pisteushte 49 legei pros auton o basilikos ke— katabhqi  

prin apoqanein to paidion 50 legei autw o is— poreuou o uios 

sou zh kai episteusen o an—os tw logw w eipen autw o is— kai 

eporeueto 51 hdh de autou katabainontos oi douloi 

uphnthsan autw kai anhggeilan legontes oti o pais sou zh 
52 epuqeto oun thn wran par autwn en h komyoteron escen 

eipon oun autw oti cqes wran ebdomhn afhken auton o 

puretos 53 egnw oun o ph—r oti £ ekeinh th wra en h eipen 

autw o is— o us— sou zh kai episteusen autos kai h oikia 

autou olh 54 touto palin deuteron shmeion epoihsen o is— 

elqwn ek ths ∞ ioudaias eis thn galilaian fi . 
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Chapter 5 

1 Meta £ tauta hn ¡ h eorth twn ioudaiwn kai anebh £ is— eis 

ierosoluma 2 esti de en tois ierosolumois epi th probatikh 

kolumbhqra h legomenh ebraisti bhqesda pente stoas 

ecousa 3 en tautais katekeito plhqos polu twn 

asqenountwn tuflwn cwlwn xhrwn ekdecomenwn thn tou 

udatos kinhsin 4 aggelos gar ¡ ku— kata kairon katebainen 

en th kolumbhqra kai etarasse to udwr o oun prwtos embas 

meta thn tarachn tou udatos ugihs egineto w dhpote 

kateiceto noshmati 5 hn de tis an—os ekei triakonta kai oktw 

eth ecwn en th asqeneia autou 6 touton idwn o is— 

katakeimenon kai gnous oti polun cronon hdh ecei legei 

autw qeleis ugihs genesqai 7 apekriqh autw o asqenwn ke— 

an—on ouk ecw ina otan taracqh to udwr balh me eis thn 

kolumbhqran en w de ercomai ¡ egw allos pro emou 

katabainei 8 legei autw o is— ∞ egeire fi aron ton krabatton 

sou kai peripatei 9 ™ ªkai euqews ugihs egeneto o an—os kai 

egerqeis hren ton krabatton autou kai periepateiº ¤ hn de 

sabbaton en ekeinh th hmera 10 elegon oun oi ioudaioi tw 

teqerapeumenw sabbaton esti kai ouk exesti soi arai ton 

krabatton ¡ sou 11 apekriqh autois o poihsas me ugih 

ekeinos moi eipen aron ton krabbaton sou kai peripatei 12 

hrwthsan oun auton tis estin o an—os o eipwn soi aron ton 

krabbaton sou kai peripatei 13 o de iaqeis ouk hdei tis 

estin o gar is—  exeneusen oclou ontos en tw topw 14 meta 

tauta euriskei auton o is— en tw ierw kai eipen autw ide 

ugihs gegonas mhketi amartane ina mh ceiron ti soi genhtai 
15 aphlqen o an—os kai anhggeilen tois ioudaiois oti is— estin 

o poihsas me ugih 16 kai dia touto ediwkon ton in— oi ioudaioi  

£  oti tauta epoiei en sabbatw 17 o de is— apekrinato autois 

o ph—r mou ews arti ergazetai kagw ergazomai 18 dia touto 

oun mallon ezhtoun auton oi ioudaioi apokteinai oti ou 

monon elue to sabbaton alla kai pr—a idion elegen ton qn— 

£ kai ezhtoun     

auton apokteinai 

 

 ªMÌ?º 
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ison eauton poiwn tw qw— 19 apekrinato oun o is— kai ∞ ªlegeiº 

fi autois amhn amhn legw umin ou dunatai o us—  ¶ af eautou 

poiein • oude en ean mh ti bleph ton pr—a poiounta a gar an 

ekeinos poih tauta kai o us— omoiws poiei 20 o gar ph—r filei 

ton un— kai panta deiknusin autw a autos poiei kai meizona 

toutwn deixei autw erga ina umeis qaumazhte  21 wsper gar 

o ph—r egeirei tous nekrous kai zwopoiei outws kai o us— 

ous qelei zwopoiei 22 oude gar o ph—r krinei oudena alla thn 

krisin pasan dedwken tw uiw  23 ina pantes timwsi ton un— 

kaqws timwsi ton pr—a o mh timwn ton un— ou tima ton pr—a ton 

pemyanta auton 24 amhn amhn legw umin oti o ton logon mou 

akouwn kai pisteuwn tw pemyanti me ecei zwhn aiwnion kai 

eis krisin ouk ercetai alla metabebhken ek tou qanatou 

eis thn zwhn 25 amhn amhn legw umin oti ercetai wra kai nun 

estin ote oi nekroi ∞ akousªwºsin fi ths fwnhs tou uu— tou qu— 

kai oi akousantes zhsousin 26 wsper gar o ph—r ecei zwhn en 

eautw ™ outws edwken kai tw uiw zwhn ecein en eautw ¤ 27 

kai exousian edwken autw kai krisin poiein oti us— an—ou 

esti 28 mh qaumazete touto oti ercetai wra en h pantes oi en 

tois mnhmeiois akousontai ths fwnhs autou 29 kai 

ekporeusontai oi ta agaqa poihsantes eis anastasin zwhs 

oi de ta faula praxantes eis anastasin krisews 30 ou 

dunamai egw ¶ poiein ap emautou • ouden kaqws akouw 

krinw kai h krisis h emh dikaia estin oti ou zhtw to qelhma 

to emon alla to qelhma tou pemyantos me 31 ean egw 

marturw peri emautou h marturia mou ouk estin alhqhs 32 

allos estin o marturwn peri emou kai oida oti alhqhs estin 

h marturia hn marturei peri emou 33 umeis apestalkate 

pros iwannhn kai memarturhken th alhqeia 34 egw de ou 

para an—ou thn marturian lambanw alla tauta legw ina 

umeis swqhte 35 ekeinos hn o lucnos o kaiomenos kai fainwn 

umeis de hqelhsate agalliaqhnai pros wran en tw fwti 

autou 36 egw de ecw thn marturian meizw tou iwannou ta gar 

erga a dedwken moi o ph—r ina teleiwsw auta auta ta erga a 
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poiw marturei peri emou oti o ph—r me ∞ apestalen fi 37 kai o 

pemyas me ph—r autos memarturhken peri emou oute fwnhn 

autou ¶ akhkoate pwpote • oute eidos autou ewrakate 38 kai 

ton logon autou ouk ecete en umin menonta oti on 

apesteilen ekeinos toutw umeis ou pisteuete 39 ereunate 

tas grafas oti umeis dokeite en autais zwhn aiwnion ecein 

kai ekeinai eisin ai marturousai peri emou 40 kai ou qelete 

elqein pros me ina zwhn £ echte 41 doxan para ∞ an—wn fi ou 

lambanw 42 all egnwka umas oti thn agaphn tou qu— ouk 

ecete en eautois 43 egw elhluqa en tw onomati tou  pr—s mou 

kai ou lambanete me ean allos elqh en tw onomati tw idiw 

ekeinon lhyesqe 44 pws dunasqe umeis ∞ pisteuein fi doxan 

par allhlwn lambanontes kai thn doxan thn para tou monou 

qu— ou zhteite 45 mh dokeite oti egw kathgorhsw umwn pros 

ton    pr—a estin o ∞ kathgorwn fi umwn ∞ mwushs fi eis on umeis 

hlpikate 46 ei gar episteuete ∞ mwusei fi episteuete an emoi 

peri gar emou ekeinos egrayen 47 ei de tois ekeinou 

grammasin ou pisteuete pws tois emois rhmasi pisteushte. 
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Chapter 6 

1 Meta tauta aphlqen o is— peran ths qalasshs ths 

galilaias ths tiberiados 2 hkolouqei de autw oclos polus 

oti ewrwn ta shmeia a epoiei epi twn asqenountwn 3 anhlqen 

oun eis to oros o is— kai ekaqhto ekei meta twn maqhtwn 

autou 4 hn de eggus to pasca h eorth twn ioudaiwn 5 eparas 

oun tous ofqalmous o is— kai qeasamenos oti polus oclos 

ercetai pros auton legei pros ton filippon poqen 

∞ agoraswmen fi artous ina fagwsin outoi 6 touto de elegen 

peirazwn auton autos gar hdei ti ∞ hmellen fi poiein 7 

apekriqh autw ¡ o filippos diakosiwn dhnariwn artoi ouk 

arkousin autois ina ekastos ¡ autwn bracu ti labh 8 legei 

autw eis ek twn maqhtwn autou andreas o adelfos 

¶ simwnos petrou • 9 esti paidarion wde o ecei pente artous 

kriqinous kai duo oyaria alla tauta ti estin eis 

tosoutous 10 eipen de o is— poihsate tous an—ous anapesein 

hn de cortos polus en tw topw anepesan oun andres ton 

ariqmon wsei pentakiscilioi 11 kai labwn tous artous o is— 

kai eucaristhsas diedwke tois anakeimenois omoiws kai ek 

twn oyariwn oson hqelon 12 ws de eplhsqhsan legei tois 

maqhtais autou sunagagete ta perisseusanta klasmata ina 

mh ti apolhtai 13 sunhgagon oun kai egemisan dwdeka 

kofinous klasmatwn ek twn pente artwn twn kriqinwn a 

eperisseuse tois bebrwkosin 14 oi oun an—oi idontes o 

epoihsen shmeion o is— elegon oti outos estin alhqws o 

profhths o ercomenos eis ton kosmon 15 is— oun gnous oti 

mellousin ercesqai kai arpazein auton ina poihswsi 

basilea anecwrhse palin eis to oros ™ autos monos � 16 ws 

de oyia egeneto katebhsan oi maqhtai autou ∞ epi fi thn 

qalassan 17 kai ∞ embantes fi eis to ploion hrconto peran 

ths qalasshs eis kapernaoum kai skotia hdh ∞ gegonen fi kai 

ouk elhluqei pros autous o is—  ™ eis to ploion ¤ 18 h te 

qalassa anemou megalou pneontos dihgeireto 19 

∞ gegonei fi 
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elhlakotes oun wsei stadious eikosi pente h triakonta 

qewrousi ton in— peripatounta epi ths qalasshs kai eggus 

tou ploiou ginomenon kai efobhqhsan 20 o de legei autois 

egw eimi mh fobeisqe 21 hqelon oun labein auton eis to 

ploion kai euqews egeneto to ploion epi ths ghs eis hn 

uphgon  22 th epaurion £ oclos o esthkws peran ths 

qalasshs idwn oti ploiarion allo ouk hn ekei ei mh en kai 

oti ou ∞ sunhlqen fi tois maqhtais autou o is— eis to ploion 

alla monoi oi maqhtai autou aphlqon 23 alla de hlqon 

ploiaria ek tiberiados eggus tou topou opou efagon ton 

arton ¶ ªtou ku— eucaristhsantosº • 24 ote oun eiden o oclos 

oti is— ouk estin ekei oude oi maqhtai autou anebhsan kai 

autoi eis ta ploia kai hlqon eis kapernaoum zhtountes ton 

in— 25 kai eurontes auton peran ths qalasshs eipon autw 

rabbi pote wde gegonas 26 apekriqh autois o is— kai eipen 

amhn amhn legw umin zhteite me ouc oti eidete shmeia all 

oti efagete ek twn artwn kai ecortasqhte 27 ergazesqe mh 

thn brwsin thn apollumenhn alla thn brwsin thn menousan 

eis zwhn £ aiwnion hn o uios tou an—ou umin dwsei touton gar 

o ph—r esfragisen o qs— 28 eipon oun pros auton ti ∞ poioumen fi 

ina ergazwmeqa ta erga tou qu— 29 apekriqh o is— kai eipen 

autois touto esti to ergon tou qu— ina pisteuhte eis on 

apesteilen ekeinos 30 eipon oun autw ti oun poieis ¡ su 

shmeion ina idwmen kai pisteuswmen soi ti ergazh 31 oi pr—es 

hmwn to manna efagon en th erhmw kaqws gegraptai arton 

ek tou ou—nou edwken autois fagein 32 eipen oun autois o is— 

amhn amhn legw umin ou ∞ mwushs fi dedwken umin ton arton 

ek tou ou—nou all o ph—r mou didwsin umin ton arton ek tou  

ou—nou ton alhqinon 33 o gar artos tou qu— estin o katabainwn 

ek tou ou—nou kai ¡ zwhn didous tw kosmw 34 eipon oun pros 

auton ke— pantote dos hmin ton arton touton 35 eipen de 

autois o is— egw eimi o artos ths zwhs o ercomenos pros me 

ou mh peinasei kai o pisteuwn eis eme ou mh diyhsei pwpote 
36 all eipon umin oti kai ewrakate me kai ou pisteuete 37 

 ªMÌº  
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pan o didwsi moi o ph—r pros me hxei kai ton ercomenon pros 

me ou mh ekbalw exw 38 oti katabebhka ∞ ek fi tou ou—nou ouc 

ina poiw to qelhma to emon alla to qelhma tou pemyantos 

me 39 ™ touto de esti to qelhma tou pemyantos me ¤ £ ina pan 

o dedwke moi mh apolesw ex autou all anasthsw auto th 

escath hmera 40 touto gar esti to qelhma tou pr—s mou ina 

pas o qewrwn ton un— kai pisteuwn eis auton ech zwhn 

aiwnion kai anasthsw auton th escath hmera 41 egogguzon 

oun oi ioudaioi peri autou oti eipen egw eimi o artos o 

katabas ek tou ou—nou 42 kai elegon ouc outos estin ∞ o is— o fi 

us— iwshf ou hmeis oidamen ton pr—a kai thn mr—a pws oun 

legei oti ek tou ou—nou katabebhka 43 apekriqh ∞ oun fi is— kai 

eipen autois mh gogguzete met allhlwn 44 oudeis dunatai 

elqein pros me  ean mh o ph—r o pemyas me elkush auton 

kagw anasthsw auton en th escath hmera 45 esti 

gegrammenon en tois profhtais kai esontai pantes didaktoi 

qu— pas oun o akousas para tou pr—s kai maqwn ercetai pros 

me 46 ouc oti ton pr—a tis ewraken ei mh o wn ek tou qu— outos 

ewrake ton pr—a 47 amhn amhn legw umin o pisteuwn eis eme 

ecei zwhn aiwnion 48 egw eimi o artos ths zwhs 49 oi pr—es 

umwn ¶ efagon to manna • en th erhmw kai apeqanon 50 outos 

estin o artos o ek tou ou—nou katabainwn ina tis ex autou 

fagh kai mh apoqanh 51 egw eimi o artos o zwn o ek tou       

ou—nou katabas ean tis fagh ek toutou tou artou zhsetai 

eis ton aiwna kai o artos £ on egw dwsw h sarx mou estin 

hn egw dwsw uper ths tou kosmou zwhs 52 emaconto ∞ de fi oi 

ioudaioi pros allhlous legontes pws dunatai  ¶ hmin outos 

dounai thn sarka • fagein 53 eipen oun autois o is— amhn 

amhn legw umin ean mh faghte thn sarka tou uu— tou an—ou 

kai pihte autou to aima ouk ecete zwhn en eautois 54 o 

trwgwn mou thn sarka kai pinwn mou to aima ecei zwhn 

aiwnion kagw anasthsw auton th escath hmera 55 h £ sarx 

mou alhqhs esti brwsis kai to aima mou alhqhs esti posis 
56 o trwgwn mou thn sarka kai pinwn mou to aima en emoi 
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menei kagw en autw 57 kaqws apesteilen me o zwn ph—r kagw 

zw dia ton pr—a kai o trwgwn me kakeinos zhsetai di eme 58 

outos estin o artos o ek tou ou—nou katabas ou kaqws 

efagon oi pr—es umwn to manna kai apeqanon o trwgwn £ 

touton ton arton zhsei eis ton aiwna 59 tauta elalhsen en 

sunagwgh didaskwn en kapernaoum 60 polloi oun 

akousantes ek twn maqhtwn autou eipon sklhros estin o 

logos outos tis dunatai autou akouein 61 eidws de o is— en 

eautw oti gogguzousi peri toutou oi maqhtai autou eipen 

autois touto umas skandalizei 62 ean oun qewrhte ton un— 

tou an—ou anabainonta opou hn to proteron 63 to pn—a esti to 

zwopoioun h sarx ouk wfelei ouden ta rhmata a egw 

lelalhka umin pn—a esti kai zwh estin 64 all eisin ex umwn 

tines oi ou pisteuousin hdei gar ex archs o is— tines eisin 

oi mh pisteuontes kai tis estin o paradwswn auton 65 kai 

elegen dia touto eirhka umin oti oudeis dunatai elqein 

pros me ean mh h dedomenon autw ek tou pr—s mou 66 ek toutou 

polloi ek twn maqhtwn autou aphlqon eis ta opisw kai 

ouketi met autou periepatoun 67 eipen oun o is— tois dwdeka 

mh kai umeis qelete upagein 68 apekriqh autw simwn petros 

ke— pros tina apeleusomeqa rhmata zwhs aiwniou eceis 69 

kai hmeis pepisteukamen kai egnwkamen oti su ei o cs— o us— 

tou qu— 70 apekriqh autois ™ o is— ¤ ouk egw umas tous dwdeka 

exelexamhn ™ kai ex umwn ¤ eis diabolos estin 71 elegen de 

ioudan simwnos iskariwthn outos gar emellen auton 

paradidonai eis wn ek twn dwdeka. 
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Chapter 7 

1 Kai ¶ meta tauta periepatei o is— • en th galilaia ou gar 

hqelen en th ioudaia peripatein oti ezhtoun auton oi 

ioudaioi apokteinai 2 hn de eggus h eorth twn ioudaiwn h 

skhnophgia 3 eipon oun pros auton oi adelfoi autou 

metabhqi enteuqen £ upage eis thn ioudaian ina kai oi 

maqhtai sou qewrhswsi ta erga ∞ a su fi poieis 4 oudeis gar 

en kruptw ti poiei kai zhtei autos en parrhsia einai ei 

tauta poieis fanerwson seauton tw kosmw 5 oude gar oi 

adelfoi autou episteuon eis auton 6 legei oun autois o is— o 

kairos o emos oupw parestin o de kairos o umeteros 

pantote estin etoimos 7 ou dunatai o kosmos misein umas 

eme de misei oti egw marturw peri autou oti ta erga autou 

ponhra estin 8 umeis anabhte eis thn eorthn £ oti o emos 

kairos oupw peplhrwtai 9 tauta eipwn autos emeinen en th 

galilaia 10 ws de anebhsan oi adelfoi autou ¶ eis thn 

eorthn tote kai autos anebh • ou fanerws all ws en kruptw 
11 oi oun ioudaioi ezhtoun auton en th eorth kai elegon pou 

estin ekeinos 12 kai goggusmos polus peri autou hn en tois 

oclois oi men elegon oti  agaqos estin alloi de elegon 

∞ ªotiº fi plana ton oclon 13 oudeis mentoi parrhsia elalei 

peri autou dia ton fobon twn ioudaiwn 14 hdh de ths eorths 

mesazoushs anebh o is— eis to ieron kai edidasken 15 

eqaumazon oun oi ioudaioi legontes pws outos ¶ oiden 

grammata • mh memaqhkws 16 apekriqh autois o is— kai eipen 

h emh didach ouk estin emh alla tou pemyantos me 17 ean tis 

qelh to qelhma autou poiein gnwsetai peri ths didachs 

poteron ek tou qu— estin h egw ap emautou lalw 18 o af 

eautou lalwn thn doxan thn idian zhtei o de zhtwn thn doxan 

tou pemyantos auton outos alhqhs estin kai adikia en 

autw ouk estin 19 ou ∞ mwushs fi dedwken umin ton nomon kai 

oudeis ex umwn poiei ton nomon ti me zhteite apokteinai 20 

apekriqh ∞ autw o oclos kai eipen fi daimonion eceis tis se 

ªMÌ?º 
 

∞ ◊IÎ fi 
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zhtei apokteinai  21 apekriqh is— kai eipen autois en ergon 

epoihsa kai pantes qaumazete  22 dia touto ∞ mwushs fi 

dedwken umin thn peritomhn ouc oti ek tou ∞ mwusews fi estin 

all ek twn pr—wn kai en sabbatw peritemnete an—on  23 ei 

peritomhn lambanei an—os en sabbatw ina mh luqh o nomos 

∞ mwusews fi emoi colate oti olon an—on ugih epoihsa en 

sabbatw 24 mh krinete kat oyin alla thn dikaian krisin 

krinate  25 elegon oun tines ek twn ierosolumitwn ouc outos 

estin on zhtousin apokteinai 26 kai ide parrhsia lalei kai 

ouden autw legousin mhpote alhqws egnwsan oi arcontes 

oti outos estin o cs—  27 alla touton oidamen poqen estin ™ o 

de cs— otan erchtai oudeis ginwskei poqen estin ¤ 28 ekraxen 

oun o is— en tw ierw didaskwn kai legwn kame oidate kai 

oidate poqen eimi kai ap emautou ouk elhluqa all estin 

alhqinos o pemyas me on umeis ouk oidate  29 egw de oida 

auton oti par autou eimi kakeinos me apesteilen  30 ezhtoun 

oun auton piasai kai oudeis epebalen ep auton tas ceiras 

oti oupw elhluqei h wra autou 31 ek tou oclou oun polloi 

episteusan eis auton kai elegon o cs— otan elqh mh pleiona 

shmeia poihsei wn outos epoihsen  32 hkousan oun oi 

farisaioi tou oclou gogguzontos peri autou  kai 

apesteilan oi arciereis kai oi farisaioi uphretas ina 

piaswsin auton 33 eipen oun autois o is— eti mikron cronon 

meq umwn eimi kai upagw pros ton pemyanta me ¡ pr—a 34 

zhthsete me kai ouc eurhsete me kai opou eimi egw umeis ou 

dunasqe elqein 35 eipon oun oi ioudaioi pros eautous pou 

outos mellei poreuesqai oti hmeis ouc eurhsomen auton mh 

eis thn diasporan twn ellhnwn mellei poreuesqai kai 

didaskein tous ellhnas 36 tis estin o logos outos on eipen 

zhthsete me kai ouc eurhsete me kai opou eimi egw umeis ou 

dunasqe elqein 37 en £ th escath hmera th megalh ths 

eorths eisthkei o is— kai ekraze legwn ean tis diya 

ercesqw pros me kai pinetw 38 o pisteuwn eis eme kaqws 

eipen h grafh potamoi ek ths koilias autou reusousin 
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udatos zwntos 39 touto de eipen peri tou pn—s ou ∞ emellon fi 

lambanein oi pisteuontes eis auton oupw gar hn pn—a agion 

oti £ is— oudepw edoxasqh 40 ek tou oclou oun akousantes 

∞ twn logwn toutwn fi elegon outos estin alhqws o profhths 
41 alloi de elegon outos estin o cs— ∞ oi de fi elegon mh £ ek 

ths galilaias o cs— ercetai 42 ouci h grafh eipen oti ek 

spermatos da—d kai ∞ ek fi ∞ biqleem fi ths kwmhs £ o cs— ercetai 
43 scisma oun en tw oclw egeneto di auton 44 tines de hqelon 

ex autwn piasai auton all oudeis epebalen ep auton tas 

ceiras 45 hlqon oun oi uphretai pros tous arciereis kai 

farisaious kai eipon autois ekeinoi dia ti ouk hgagete 

auton 46 apekriqhsan oi uphretai oudepote outws elalhsen 

an—os ws outos o an—os  47 apekriqhsan £ autois oi farisaioi 

mh kai umeis peplanhsqe 48 mh tis ek twn arcontwn 

episteusen eis auton h ek twn farisaiwn 49 all o oclos 

outos o mh ginwskwn ton nomon eparatoi eisin  50 legei 

nikodhmos pros autous o elqwn ∞ nuktos pros auton to 

proteron fi eis wn ex autwn 51 mh o nomos hmwn krinei ton    

an—on ean mh akoush par autou prwton kai gnw ti poiei 52 

apekriqhsan kai eipon autw mh kai su ek ths galilaias ei 

ereunhson kai ide oti profhths ek ths galilaias ouk 

∞ ªegeiretaiº fi. £ 
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Chapter 8:12–59 

12 Palin oun ¶ elalhsen autois o is— • legwn egw eimi to fws 

tou kosmou o akolouqwn emoi ou mh peripathsei en th 

skotia all exei to fws ths zwhs  13 oi oun farisaioi eipon 

autw su peri seautou martureis h marturia sou ouk estin 

alhqhs  14 apekriqh is— kai eipen autois kan egw marturw 

peri emautou alhqhs estin h marturia mou oti oida poqen 

hlqon kai pou upagw umeis de ouk oidate poqen ercomai ∞ h fi 

pou upagw  15 umeis kata thn sarka krinete egw ou krinw 

oudena  16 kai ean krinw de egw h krisis h emh alhqhs estin 

oti monos ouk eimi all egw kai o pemyas me ph—r  17 kai en tw 

nomw de tw umeterw gegraptai oti duo an—wn h marturia 

alhqhs estin  18 egw eimi o marturwn peri emautou kai 

marturei peri emou o pemyas me ph—r 19 elegon oun autw pou 

estin o ph—r sou apekriqh ¡ o is— oute eme oidate oute ton   

pr—a mou ei eme hdeite kai ton pr—a mou ∞ an hdeite fi  20 tauta 

ta rhmata elalhsen o is— en tw gazofulakiw didaskwn en tw 

ierw kai oudeis epiasen auton oti oupw elhluqei h wra 

autou 21 eipen oun ∞ palin autois fi o is— egw upagw kai 

zhthsete me kai ouc eurhsete ¡ ªmeº ¡ ªkaiº en th amartia 

umwn apoqaneisqe kai opou egw upagw umeis ou dunasqe 

elqein  22 elegon oun oi ioudaioi mhti apoktenei eauton oti 

legei opou egw upagw umeis ou dunasqe elqein  23 kai eipen 

autois umeis ek twn katw este egw  ™ ek twn anw eimi umeis 

ek tou kosmou toutou este egw ¤ ouk eimi ek tou kosmou 

toutou  24 eipon oun umin oti apoqaneisqe en tais amartiais 

umwn ean gar mh pisteushte oti egw eimi apoqaneisqe en 

tais amartiais umwn 25 elegon oun autw su tis ei eipen 

autois o is— thn archn o ti kai lalw umin 26 polla ecw peri 

∞ umas fi lalein kai krinein all o pemyas me alhqhs esti £ a 

hkousa par autou tauta lalw eis ton kosmon  27 ouk 

egnwsan oti ton pr—a autois elegen  28 eipen oun o is— otan 

uywshte ton un— tou an—ou tote gnwsesqe oti egw eimi kai ap 
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emautou poiw ouden alla kaqws edidaxen me o ph—r mou 

tauta lalw  29 kai o pemyas me met emou estin ouk afhken 

me monon oti egw ta aresta autw poiw pantote 30 tauta 

autou lalountos polloi episteusan eis auton 31 elegen oun 

o is— pros tous pepisteukotas autw ioudaious ean umeis 

meinhte en tw logw tw emw alhqws maqhtai mou este 32 kai 

gnwsesqe thn alhqeian kai h alhqeia eleuqerwsei umas  33 

apekriqhsan autw kai eipon sperma abraam esmen kai 

oudeni dedouleukamen pwpote pws su legeis eleuqeroi 

genhsesqe 34 apekriqh autois o is— amhn amhn legw umin oti 

pas o poiwn thn amartian doulos esti ths amartias  35 o de 

doulos ou menei en th oikia eis ton aiwna £ 36 ean oun o us— 

umas eleuqerwsh ontws eleuqeroi esesqe  37 oida oti 

sperma abraam este alla zhteite me apokteinai oti o logos 

o emos ou cwrei en umin  38 ∞ o egw fi ewraka para tw pr—i mou 

lalw kai umeis oun ∞ a hkousate fi para tou pr—s umwn 

poieite  39 apekriqhsan kai eipon autw o ph—r hmwn abraam 

esti legei autois o is— ei tekna tou abraam hte ta erga tou 

abraam epoieite an 40 nun de zhteite me apokteinai an—on os 

thn alhqeian umin lelalhka hn hkousa para tou qu— touto 

abraam ouk epoihsen  41 umeis de poieite ta erga tou pr—s 

umwn eipon autw hmeis ek porneias ou gegennhmeqa ena pr—a 

ecomen ton qn— 42 eipen autois o is— ei o qs— ph—r umwn hn 

hgapate an eme egw gar ek tou qu— exhlqon kai hkw oude gar 

ap emautou elhluqa all ekeinos me apesteilen 43 dia ti thn 

lalian ∞ thn fi  emhn ou ginwskete oti ou dunasqe akouein ton 

logon ton emon  44 umeis ek tou pr—s ¡ umwn tou diabolou 

este kai tas epiqumias tou pr—s umwn qelete poiein ekeinos 

anqrwpoktonos hn ap archs kai en th alhqeia ouc esthken 

oti ouk estin alhqeia en autw otan lalh to yeudos ek twn 

idiwn lalei oti yeusths esti kai o ph—r autou 45 egw de oti 

thn alhqeian legw ou pisteuete moi  46 tis ex umwn elegcei 

me peri amartias ei alhqeian legw dia ti umeis ou 

pisteuete moi  47 o wn ek tou qu— ta rhmata tou qu— akouei dia 

∞ o ewrakate fi 
 

∞ a egw fi 
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touto umeis ouk akouete oti ek tou qu— ouk este 48 

apekriqhsan oi ioudaioi kai eipon autw ou kalws 

∞ legomen fi hmeis oti samareiths ei kai daimonion eceis  49 

apekriqh ¡ o is— kai eipen egw daimonion ouk ecw alla timw 

ton pr—a mou kai umeis atimazete me  50 egw £ ou zhtw thn 

doxan thn emhn estin o zhtwn kai krinwn  51 amhn amhn legw 

umin ean tis ton logon ton emon ∞ poihsh fi qanaton ou mh 

qewrhsei eis ton aiwna 52 eipon oun autw oi ioudaioi nun 

egnwkamen oti daimonion eceis abraam apeqanen kai oi 

profhtai kai su legeis ean tis ton logon mou thrhsh ou mh 

∞ geushtai fi qanatou eis ton aiwna 53 mh su meizwn ei tou   pr—

s hmwn abraam ostis apeqanen kai oi profhtai apeqanon 

tina seauton poieis 54 apekriqh is— ean egw ∞ doxasw fi 

emauton h doxa mou ouden estin estin o ph—r mou o doxazwn 

me on umeis legete oti qs— hmwn esti  55 kai ouk egnwkate 

auton egw de oida auton kai ean eipw oti ouk oida auton 

esomai omoios umin yeusths all oida auton kai ton logon 

autou thrw  56 abraam o ph—r umwn hgalliasato ina idh thn 

hmeran thn emhn kai eiden kai ecarh  57 eipon oun oi 

ioudaioi pros auton penthkonta eth oupw eceis kai abraam 

ewrakas 58 eipen ¡ oun autois o is— amhn amhn legw umin prin 

abraam genesqai egw eimi 59 hran oun liqous ina ∞ balwsin fi 

ep auton is— de ekrubh kai exhlqen ek tou ierou dielqwn dia 

mesou autwn kai parhgen outws. 
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Chapter 9 

1 Kai paragwn eiden an—on tuflon ek gennhths 2 kai 

hrwthsan auton oi maqhtai autou legontes rabbi tis 

hmarten outos h oi goneis autou ina tuflos gennhqh  3 

apekriqh is— kai eipen autois oute outos hmarten oute oi 

goneis autou all ina fanerwqh ta erga tou qu— en autw  4 

eme dei ergazesqai ta erga tou pemyantos me £ ews hmera 

estin ercetai nux ote oudeis dunatai ergazesqai  5 otan w 

en tw kosmw fws eimi tou kosmou  6 tauta eipwn eptusen 

camai kai epoihse phlon ek tou ptusmatos kai epecrisen 

∞ autou tous ofqalmous fi  7 kai eipen autw upage niyai eis 

thn kolumbhqran tou silwam o ermhneuetai apestalmenos 

aphlqen oun kai eniyato kai hlqen blepwn 8 oi oun geitones 

kai oi qewrountes auton to proteron oti prosaiths hn 

elegon ouc outos estin o kaqhmenos kai prosaitwn  9 alloi 

elegon oti outos estin alloi de ouci all omoios autw estin 

ekeinos elegen oti egw eimi  10 elegon oun autw pws 

∞ anewcqhsan fi sou oi ofqalmoi 11 apekriqh ekeinos ∞ o an—os 

o fi legomenos is— phlon epoihse kai epecrise mou tous 

ofqalmous kai eipen moi upage eis ton silwam kai niyai 

apelqwn oun kai niyamenos anebleya 12 kai eipon autw pou 

estin ekeinos legei ouk oida  13 agousin auton pros tous 

farisaious ton pote tuflon 14 hn de sabbaton ote ton phlon 

epoihsen o is— kai anewxen autou tous ofqalmous 15 palin 

oun hrwtwn auton kai oi farisaioi pws anebleyen o de 

eipen autois phlon epoihse kai epeqhken mou epi tous 

ofqalmous kai eniyamhn kai blepw  16 elegon oun ek twn 

farisaiwn tines outos o an—os ouk esti para qu— oti to 

sabbaton ou threi alloi de elegon pws dunatai an—os 

amartwlos toiauta shmeia poiein kai scisma hn en autois  
17 legousin oun tw tuflw palin su ti legeis peri ∞ autou fi oti 

anewxen sou tous ofqalmous o de eipen oti profhths estin 
18 ouk episteusan oun oi ioudaioi peri autou oti tuflos hn 

ªMÌº 

 

∞ ªtous 

ofqalmous 

tou tuflouº fi 
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kai anebleyen ews otou efwnhsan tous goneis ∞ autou fi 19 

kai hrwthsan autous legontes outos estin o uios umwn on 

umeis ∞ legete fi oti tuflos egennhqh pws oun arti blepei  20 

apekriqhsan autois oi goneis autou kai eipon oidamen oti 

outos estin o us— hmwn kai oti tuflos egennhqh  21 pws de nun 

blepei ouk oidamen ™ h tis hnewxen autou tous ofqalmous 

hmeis ouk oidamen ¤ ∞ auton erwthsate hlikian ecei autos fi 

£ peri eautou lalhsei  22 tauta eipon oi goneis autou oti 

efobounto tous ioudaious hdh gar suneteqeinto oi ioudaioi 

ina ean tis auton omologhsh cn— aposunagwgos genhtai  23 

dia touto ¶ eipon oi goneis autou • oti hlikian ecei auton 

erwthsate  24 efwnhsan oun ek deuterou ton   an—on os hn 

tuflos kai eipon autw dos doxan tw qw— hmeis oidamen oti o 

an—os outos amartwlos estin  25 apekriqh ekeinos ei 

amartwlos estin ouk oida en oida oti tuflos hmhn kai arti 

blepw 26 eipon oun autw palin ti epoihsen soi pws ∞ anewxen 

fi sou tous ofqalmous  27 apekriqh autois eipon umin hdh kai 

ouk hkousate ti palin qelete akouein mh kai umeis qelete 

autou maqhtai genesqai  28 oi de eloidorhsan auton kai 

eipon su ∞ maqhths fi ei ekeinou hmeis de tou mwsews esmen 

maqhtai  29 hmeis oidamen oti ∞ mwsh fi lelalhken o qs— touton 

de ouk oidamen poqen estin 30 apekriqh o an—os kai eipen 

autois en gar toutw ¡ to qaumaston estin oti umeis ouk 

oidate poqen estin kai anewxe mou tous ofqalmous  31 

oidamen oti ∞ amartwlon fi o qs— ouk akouei all ean tis 

qeosebhs h kai to qelhma autou poih toutou akouei  32 ek 

tou aiwnos ouk hkousqh oti anewxen tis ofqalmous tuflou 

gegennhmenou 33 ei mh hn outos para qu— ouk hdunato poiein 

ouden 34 apekriqhsan kai eipon autw en amartiais su 

egennhqhs olws kai su didaskeis hmas kai exebalon auton 

exw  35 hkousen o is— oti exebalon auton exw kai eurwn auton 

eipen autw su pisteueis eis ton uion tou qu—  36 apekriqh 

ekeinos kai eipen kai tis esti ke— ina pisteusw eis auton  37 

eipen de autw o is— kai ewrakas auton kai o lalwn meta sou 
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ekeinos estin  38 o de efh pisteuw ke— kai prosekunhsen 

autw  39 kai eipen o is— eis krima egw eis ton kosmon touton 

hlqon ina oi mh blepontes blepwsi kai oi blepontes tufloi 

genwntai  40 hkousan oun ek twn farisaiwn tauta oi met 

autou ontes kai eipon autw mh kai hmeis tufloi esmen 41 

eipen autois o is— ei tufloi hte ouk ¡ an eicete amartian nun 

de legete oti blepomen ∞ h fi amartia umwn menei. 
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Chapter 10 

1 Amhn amhn legw umin o mh eisercomenos dia ths quras eis 

thn aulhn twn probatwn alla anabainwn allacoqen ekeinos 

klepths esti kai lhsths 2 o de eisercomenos dia ths quras 

poimhn esti twn probatwn 3 toutw o qurwros anoigei kai ta 

probata ths fwnhs autou akouei kai ta idia probata fwnei 

kat onoma kai exagei auta 4 ∞ otan fi ta idia ∞ panta fi ekbalh 

emprosqen autwn poreuetai kai ta probata autw akolouqei 

oti oidasi thn fwnhn autou 5 allotriw de ou mh ∞ 

akolouqhswsin fi alla feuxontai ap autou oti ouk oidasi 

twn allotriwn thn fwnhn 6 tauthn thn paroimian eipen 

autois o is— ekeinoi de ouk egnwsan tina hn a elalei autois 
7 eipen oun ∞ ªautoisº fi o is— amhn amhn legw umin oti egw eimi 

h qura twn probatwn  8 pantes osoi pro emou hlqon kleptai 

eisi kai lhstai all ouk hkousan autwn ta probata  9 egw 

eimi h qura di emou ean tis eiselqh swqhsetai kai 

eiseleusetai kai exeleusetai kai nomhn eurhsei  10 o 

klepths ouk ercetai ei mh ina kleyh kai qush kai apolesh 

egw hlqon ina zwhn ecwsi kai perisson ecwsin  11 egw eimi o 

poimhn o kalos o poimhn o kalos thn yuchn autou tiqhsin 

uper twn probatwn  12 o misqwtos kai ouk wn poimhn ou ouk 

esti ta probata idia qewrei ton lukon ercomenon kai afihsi 

ta probata kai feugei kai o lukos arpazei auta kai 

skorpizei 13 £ oti misqwtos esti kai ou ∞ mellei fi autw peri 

twn probatwn 14 egw eimi o poimhn o kalos kai ginwskw ta 

ema kai ginwskomai upo twn emwn  15 kaqws ginwskei me o  

ph—r kagw ginwskw ton pr—a kai thn yuchn mou tiqhmi uper 

twn probatwn 16 kai alla probata ecw a ouk estin ek ths 

aulhs tauths kakeina dei me agagein kai ths fwnhs mou ∞ 

akouswsin fi kai genhsontai mia poimnh eis poimhn 17 dia 

touto o ph—r me agapa oti ¡ egw tiqhmi thn yuchn mou ina 

palin labw authn  18 oudeis airei authn ap emou all egw 

tiqhmi authn ap emautou exousian ecw qeinai authn kai 

 ∞ probata fi 
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exousian ecw palin labein authn tauthn thn entolhn elabon 

para tou pr—s mou 19 scisma oun egeneto palin en tois 

ioudaiois dia tous logous toutous 20 elegon oun polloi ex 

autwn daimonion ecei kai mainetai ti autou akouete 21 alloi 

elegon tauta ta rhmata ouk esti daimonizomenou mh 

daimonion dunatai tuflwn ofqalmous anoixai 22 egeneto ta 

egkainia en ierosolumois ceimwn hn  23 kai periepatei o is— 

en tw ierw en th stoa ∞ solomwntos fi 24 ekuklwsan oun auton 

oi ioudaioi kai elegon autw ews pote thn yuchn hmwn 

aireis ei su ei o cs— eipon hmin parrhsia  25 apekriqh autois 

o is— eipon umin kai ou pisteuete ta erga a egw poiw en tw 

onomati tou pr—s mou tauta marturei peri emou  26 all umeis 

ou pisteuete oti ouk este ek twn probatwn twn emwn kaqws 

eipon umin 27 ta probata ta ema ths fwnhs mou akouei kagw 

ginwskw auta kai akolouqousi moi  28 kagw zwhn aiwnion 

didwmi autois kai ou mh apolwntai eis ton aiwna kai ouc 

arpasei tis auta ek ths ceiros mou  29 o ph—r mou os dedwken 

moi meizwn pantwn esti kai oudeis dunatai arpazein ek ths 

ceiros tou pr—s £  30 egw kai o ph—r en esmen  31 ebastasan 

oun palin liqous oi ioudaioi ina liqaswsin auton 32 

apekriqh autois o is— polla erga kala edeixa umin ek tou  

pr—s mou dia poion autwn ergon liqazete me 33 apekriqhsan 

autw oi ioudaioi peri kalou ergou ou liqazomen se alla 

peri blasfhmias kai oti su an—os wn poieis seauton qn—  34 

apekriqh autois o is— ouk esti gegrammenon en tw nomw umwn 

egw eipa qeoi este  35 ei ekeinous eipen qeous pros ous o 

logos tou qu— egeneto kai ou dunatai luqhnai h grafh 36 on o 

ph—r hgiasen kai apesteilen eis ton kosmon umeis legete oti 

blasfhmeis oti eipon ui—s tou qu— eimi 37 ei ou poiw ta erga 

tou pr—s mou mh pisteuete moi  38 ei de poiw kan emoi ¡ mh ∞ 

pisteuete fi tois ergois pisteuete ina gnwte kai ginwskhte 

oti en emoi o ph—r kagw en autw  39 ezhtoun oun ∞ auton palin fi 

piasai kai exhlqen ∞ ek fi twn ceirwn autwn  40 kai aphlqen 

palin peran tou iordanou eis ton topon opou hn ¡ o iwannhs 
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to prwton baptizwn kai emeinen ekei 41 kai polloi hlqon 

pros auton kai elegon oti iwannhs men epoihsen shmeion 

oude en panta de osa eipen iwannhs peri toutou alhqh hn  42  

kai polloi episteusan eis auton ekei. 
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Chapter 11 

1 Hn de tis asqenwn lazaros apo bhqanias ek ths kwmhs 

marias kai marqas ths adelfhs auths  2 hn de maria h 

aleiyasa ton kn— murw kai ekmaxasa tous podas autou tais 

qrixin auths hs o adelfos lazaros hsqenei 3 apesteilan 

oun ∞ ai adelfai autou pros auton fi legousai ke— ide on 

fileis asqenei  4 akousas de o is— eipen ∞ auth h asqeneia 

auth fi ouk esti pros qanaton all uper ths doxhs tou qu— ina 

doxasqh o us— tou qu— di auths  5 hgapa de o is— thn ∞ marian 

kai thn adelfhn auths marqan fi kai ton lazaron  6 ws oun 

hkousen oti asqenei tote men emeinen en w hn topw duo 

hmeras 7 epeita meta touto legei tois maqhtais ∞ agwmen fi 

palin eis thn ioudaian 8 legousin autw oi maqhtai rabbi nun 

ezhtoun se oi ioudaioi liqasai kai palin upageis ekei  9 

apekriqh o is— ouci dwdeka wrai eisi ths hmeras ean tis 

peripath en th hmera ou proskoptei oti to fws tou kosmou 

toutou blepei  10 ean de tis peripath en th nukti proskoptei 

oti to fws ouk estin en autw 11 tauta eipen kai meta touto 

legei autois lazaros o filos hmwn kekoimhtai alla 

poreuomai ina exupnisw auton  12 eipon oun ∞ autw oi 

maqhtai fi ke— ei kekoimhtai ¡ swqhsetai  13 eirhkei de o is— 

peri tou qanatou autou ekeinoi de edoxan oti peri ths 

koimhsews tou upnou legei  14 tote ¡ oun eipen autois 

parrhsia o is— lazaros apeqanen  15 kai cairw di umas ina 

pisteushte oti ouk hmhn ekei all agwmen pros auton 16 

eipen oun qwmas o legomenos didumos tois ∞ maqhtais fi 

agwmen kai hmeis ina apoqanwmen met autou 17 elqwn oun o 

is— euren auton tessaras hmeras hdh econta en tw mnhmeiw 
18 hn de h bhqania eggus twn ierosolumwn ws apo stadiwn 

dekapente 19 polloi oun ek twn ioudaiwn elhluqeisan pros 

tas peri marqan kai marian ina paramuqhswntai autas peri 

tou adelfou autwn  20 h oun marqa ws hkousen oti is— 

ercetai uphnthsen autw mariam de en tw oikw ekaqezeto 21 

 [MG] 

 

£ eis ton ouranon  
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eipen oun h marqa pros ton in— ke— ei hs wde ouk an apeqanen 

mou o adelfos 22 kai nun oida oti osa an aithsh ton qn— dwsei 

soi o qs—  23 legei auth o is— anasthsetai o adelfos sou  24 

legei autw marqa oida oti anasthsetai en th anastasei en 

th escath hmera 25 eipen de auth o is— egw eimi h anastasis 

kai h zwh o pisteuwn eis eme kan apoqanh zhsetai 26 kai 

pas o zwn kai pisteuwn eis eme ou mh apoqanh eis ton aiwna 

pisteueis touto 27 legei autw nai ke— egw pepisteuka oti su 

ei o cs— o us— tou qu— o eis ton kosmon ercomenos  28 kai tauta 

eipousa aphlqen kai efwnhsen marian thn adelfhn auths 

laqra eipousa o didaskalos parestin kai fwnei se 29 

ekeinh ws hkousen egeiretai tacu kai ercetai pros auton  
30 oupw de elhluqei o is— ∞ eis fi thn kwmhn all hn eti en tw 

topw opou uphnthsen autw h marqa 31 oi oun ioudaioi oi 

ontes met auths en th oikia kai paramuqoumenoi authn 

idontes thn marian oti tacews anesth kai exhlqen 

hkolouqhsan auth ∞ doxantes fi oti upagei eis to mnhmeion 

ina klaush ekei  32 h oun maria ws hlqen opou hn o is— 

idousa auton epesen autou pros tous podas legousa autw 

ke— ei hs wde ouk an apeqanen mou o adelfos  33 is— oun ws 

eiden authn klaiousan kai tous sunelqontas auth 

ioudaious klaiontas ∞ etaracqh tw pn—i ws embrimwmenos fi 34                  

∞ kai eipen fi pou teqeikate auton legousin autw ke— ercou 

kai ide  35 edakrusen o is—  36 elegon oun oi ioudaioi ide pws 

efilei auton 37 tines de ex autwn eipon ouk hdunato outos o 

anoixas tous ofqalmous tou tuflou poihsai ina kai outos 

mh apoqanh 38 is— oun palin embrimwmenos en eautw ercetai 

eis to mnhmeion hn de sphlaion kai liqos epekeito ep autw 
39 legei o is— arate ton liqon legei autw h adelfh tou 

teqnhkotos marqa ke— hdh ozei tetartaios gar esti  40 legei 

auth £ is— ouk eipon soi oti ean pisteushs oyei thn doxan 

tou qu—  41 hran oun ton liqon ou hn o oun is— hren tous 

ofqalmous  £  anw kai eipen pe—r eucaristw soi oti hkousas 

mou  42 egw de hdein oti pantote mou akoueis alla dia ton 

∞ ª◊IÎº fi 
 

∞ enebrimhsato tw 

pn—i kai etaraxen 

eauton fi 
 

∞ ªlegontesº fi 
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oclon ton ∞ periestwta fi eipon ina pisteuswsin oti su me 

apesteilas 43 kai tauta eipwn fwnh megalh ekraugasen 

lazare deuro exw 44 kai exhlqen o teqnhkws dedemenos ¶ 

tas ceiras kai tous podas • keiriais kai h oyis autou 

soudariw periededeto legei autois o is— lusate auton kai 

afete upagein  45 polloi oun twn ioudaiwn oi elqontes pros 

thn marian kai qeasamenoi o epoihsen ¡ ªshmeionº 

episteusan eis auton 46 tines de ex autwn aphlqon pros 

tous farisaious kai eipon autois ∞ osa fi epoihsen o is— 47 

sunhgagon oun oi arciereis kai oi farisaioi sunedrion kai 

elegon ti poioumen oti outos o an—os polla shmeia poiei 48 

ean afwmen auton outws pantes pisteuswsin eis auton kai 

eleusontai oi rwmaioi kai arousin hmwn £ ton topon kai to 

eqnos  49 eis de tis ex autwn onomati kaiafas arciereus wn 

tou eniautou ekeinou eipen autois umeis ouk oidate ouden  
50 oude logizesqe oti sumferei hmin ina eis an—os apoqanh 

uper tou laou kai mh olon to eqnos apolhtai  51 touto de af 

eautou ouk eipen all arciereus wn tou eniautou ekeinou 

proefhteusen oti hmellen ¡ o is— apoqnhskein uper tou 

eqnous  52 kai ouc uper tou eqnous monon all ina kai ta 

tekna tou qu— ta dieskorpismena sunagagh eis en 53 ap 

ekeinhs oun ths hmeras sunebouleusanto ina 

∞ apokteinwsin fi auton  54 o oun is— ouketi ¶ periepatei 

parrhsia • en tois ioudaiois all aphlqen ekeiqen eis 

cwran eggus ths erhmou eis efraim legomenhn polin kakei 

dietribe meta twn maqhtwn  55 hn de eggus to pasca twn 

ioudaiwn kai anebhsan polloi eis ierosoluma ek ths cwras 

pro tou pasca ina agniswsin eautous  56 ezhtoun oun ton in— 

kai elegon met allhlwn en tw ierw esthkotes ti dokei umin 

oti ou mh elqh eis thn eorthn 57 dedwkeisan de oi arciereis 

kai oi farisaioi entolas ina ean tis gnw pou esti mhnush 

opws piaswsin auton. 

 
 
Lac. 565: 11:26b–11:48. 
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3 ∞ pros auton ai adelfai  Î   22 1192 1278 2372  … ∞ ai 
adelfai pros auton  872 131 2193Ç  ˜  … ∞ ai adelfai autou  
E  2713 … †≈†  A  2193* ®´¬¬. ⁄  4  ∞ auth h asqeneia  2193Ç ®´¬¬. ˜ 
…  ∞ asqeneia auth  Î! 565Ç  …  †≈† B  565*√È∂ 884 2193√È∂  ⁄  5 ∞ 
marqan kai thn adelfhn  Ç  2193Ç  … ∞ marqa kai thn adelfhn 
auths  118 205å∫ß 209  …  ∞ marqan kai thn adelfhn auths  
2193* ®´¬¬.  ˜  … †≈†  A!  1 22  565 884 1582 ⁄  7 ∞ agomen  Î!  
2193  …  †≈† ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄  12  ∞ oi maqhtai autou  2193* ®´¬¬.  M  … †≈†  
Ç  2193Ç  ⁄  12 ¡ Î! 1 … †≈† 1Ç ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄  14 ¡  Î!  565 …  †≈†  ®´¬¬.  
˜    ⁄ 16 ∞ summaqhtais  ®´¬¬.  ˜  … †≈† Ç  565 ⁄  16 TCT †≈†  ®´¬¬.  
˜ … ªMÌ ∞ ◊IÎ 2193µ©√È∂ º ⁄  30 ∞ pros  Î  118 205å∫ß 209 2372 
2713 …  †≈† ®´¬¬. ˜ ⁄ 31 TCT  ∞ legontes  131 872 1278Ç  ˜ …  †≈† 
A ! 1278* 2193†≈† ®´¬¬. …  MÌ ∞ ◊IÎ  2193µ© …  MÌ  ∞ legontes  
(1278Ç ˜) ⁄ 33 TCT ∞ enebrimhsato tw pn—i kai etaraxen 
eauton 1278Ç ®´¬¬. ˜  … ∞ etaracqh tw pn—i kai embrimwmenos  
E  2372 … ∞ ◊IÎ  1278* …  †≈†  A!  1 22 1582†≈† 2193  … MÌ ∞ 
enebrimhsato tw pn—i kai etaraxen eauton 1582µ© (1278Ç ®´¬¬. 
˜) ⁄  34 TCT  ∞ eipen  Î!  2372 1278*√È∂ …  †≈†  1278Ç 2193†≈† ®´¬¬.  
˜ …   MÌ ∞ ◊IÎ 2193µ©  … MÌ ∞ eipen  (2372 1278*√È∂)  ⁄ 40 £ o 
®´¬¬. ˜  … †≈†  B 1 1582 ⁄  41 TCT  †≈†  2193†≈† ®´¬¬.  ˜ …  MÌ £ eis 
ton ouranon  2193µ©  ⁄ 42 ∞ parestwta Î 884  … †≈† ®´¬¬. ˜  ⁄  44  
¶4.5.3.1.2.• ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  B  118 205å∫ß 209 884 2713  ⁄ 45 ¡ Ç! 
1 884 1582  … ¡ (£ o is— ) 2193Ç ®´¬¬.  ˜ …  †≈†  Ç  ⁄ 46 ∞ a  2193* 
®´¬¬.  ˜  … †≈†  Ç 131 2193Ç  ⁄  48 £ kai 2193*  ®´¬¬.  ˜  … †≈†  131 
2193Ç  ⁄ 51 ¡ 2193* ®´¬¬. M  …  Ç-B  †≈†  131 872 1278 2193Ç 2372  
⁄ 53 ∞ apokteinousin  Î!  1  …  †≈†  ®´¬¬.  ˜   ⁄ 54  ¶2.1•  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  
†≈†  Ç  2193 ⁄ 
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Chapter 12 

1 O oun is— pro ex hmerwn tou pasca hlqen eis bhqanian opou 

hn lazaros o teqnhkws on hgeiren ek nekrwn  2 epoihsan 

oun ¡ autw deipnon ekei kai h marqa dihkonei o de lazaros 

eis hn twn anakeimenwn sun autw  3 h oun mariam labousa 

litran murou nardou pistikhs polutimou hleiye tous podas 

tou iu— kai ∞ ªtais qrixin auths exemaxenº fi h de oikia olh 

eplhrwqh ek ths osmhs tou murou 4 legei oun eis ek twn 

maqhtwn autou ∞ ioudas o iskariwths fi o mellwn auton ∞ 

paradidonai fi 5 dia ti touto to muron ouk epraqh ∞ diakosiwn 

fi dhnariwn kai edoqh ptwcois  6 eipen de touto ouc oti peri 

twn ptwcwn ∞ emellen fi autw all oti klepths hn kai to 

glwssokomon ∞ ecwn fi ta ballomena ebastazen 7 eipen oun o 

is— afes authn eis thn hmeran tou entafiasmou mou 

tethrhken auto  8 tous ptwcous gar pantote ecete meq 

eautwn eme de ou pantote ecete  9 egnw oun oclos polus ek 

twn ioudaiwn oti ekei esti kai hlqon ou dia ton in— monon all 

ina kai ton lazaron idwsin on hgeiren ek nekrwn 10 

ebouleusanto de oi arciereis ina kai ton lazaron 

apokteinwsin  11 oti polloi di auton uphgon twn ioudaiwn 

kai episteuon eis ton in—  12 th epaurion oclos polus £ 

elqwn eis thn eorthn akousantes oti ercetai is— eis 

ierosoluma 13 elabon ta baia twn foinikwn kai exhlqon eis ∞ 

upanthsin fi autw kai ekrazon legontes wsanna 

euloghmenos £ o ercomenos en onomati ku— o basileus tou ih—

l  14 eurwn de o is— onarion ekaqisen ep ∞ auto fi kaqws esti 

gegrammenon 15 mh fobou qugater siwn idou o basileus sou 

ercetai ¡ soi kaqhmenos epi pwlon onou 16 tauta de ouk 

egnwsan oi maqhtai autou to prwton all ote edoxasqh £ is— 

tote ∞ emnhsqhsan fi oti tauta hn ep autw gegrammena kai 

tauta epoihsan autw  17 emarturei oun o oclos o wn met 

autou ote ton lazaron efwnhsen ek tou mnhmeiou kai 

hgeiren auton ek nekrwn  18 dia touto kai uphnthsen autw o 

∞ ecwn kai fi 
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oclos oti hkousan touto auton pepoihkenai to shmeion  19 oi 

oun farisaioi eipon pros eautous qewreite oti ouk 

wfeleite ouden ide o kosmos opisw autou aphlqen  20 hsan 

de ellhnes tines ek twn anabainontwn ina proskunhswsin 

en th eorth  21 outoi oun proshlqon filippw tw apo ∞ 

biqsaida fi ths galilaias kai hrwthsan auton legontes ke— 

qelomen ton in— idein  22 ercetai filippos kai legei tw 

andrea kai palin andreas kai ∞ filippos fi legousi tw iu—  23 o 

de is— apekrinato autois legwn elhluqen h wra ina doxasqh 

o uios tou an—ou  24 amhn amhn legw umin ean mh o kokkos tou 

sitou peswn eis thn ghn apoqanh autos monos menei ean de 

apoqanh polun karpon ferei  25 o filwn thn yuchn autou 

apolesei authn kai o miswn thn yuchn autou en tw kosmw 

toutw eis zwhn aiwnion fulaxei authn  26 ean tis emoi 

diakonh emoi akolouqeitw kai opou ¶ egw eimi • ekei kai o 

diakonos o emos estai ean tis emoi diakonh timhsei auton o 

ph—r 27 nun h yuch mou tetaraktai kai ti eipw pe—r swson me 

ek ths wras tauths alla dia touto hlqon eis thn wran 

tauthn  28 pe—r ¡ agie doxason sou  ∞ ªto onomaº fi hlqen oun 

fwnh ek tou ou—nou kai edoxasa kai palin doxasw  29 o oun 

oclos o ∞ estws akouwn fi elegen bronthn gegonenai alloi 

elegon aggelos autw lelalhken  30 apekriqh o is— kai eipen 

ou di eme h fwnh auth gegonen alla di umas  31 nun krisis 

esti tou kosmou toutou nun o arcwn tou kosmou toutou 

ekblhqhsetai exw 32 kagw ean uywqw ek ths ghs pantas 

elkusw pros emauton  33 touto de elegen shmainwn poiw 

qanatw emellen apoqnhskein  34 apekriqh autw o oclos 

hmeis hkousamen ek tou nomou oti o cs— menei eis ton aiwna 

kai pws su legeis oti dei uywqhnai ton un— tou an—ou tis 

estin outos o ui—s tou an—ou  35 eipen oun autois o is— eti 

mikron cronon to fws en umin esti peripateite ws to fws 

ecete ina mh h skotia umas katalabh kai o peripatwn en th 

skotia ouk oiden pou upagei  36 ews to fws ecete pisteuete 

eis to fws ina uioi fwtos genhsqe tauta elalhsen o is— kai 

∞ ( ton un— ) fi 
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apelqwn ekrubh ap autwn 37 tosauta de autou shmeia 

pepoihkotos emprosqen autwn ouk episteuon eis auton  38 

ina o logos hsaiou tou profhtou plhrwqh on eipen ke— tis 

episteuse th akoh hmwn kai o braciwn ku— tini apekalufqh  
39 dia touto ouk hdunanto ∞ pisteusai fi oti palin ∞ eipen 

hsaias fi 40 tetuflwken autwn tous ofqalmous kai 

∞ epwrwsen fi autwn thn kardian ina mh idwsi tois ofqalmois 

kai ∞ nohswsin th kardia fi kai epistrafwsi kai ∞ iaswmai fi 

autous  41 tauta eipen hsaias ∞ ote fi eiden thn doxan autou 

kai elalhsen peri autou  42 omws mentoi kai ek twn 

arcontwn polloi episteusan eis auton alla dia tous 

farisaious ouc wmologoun ina mh aposunagwgoi genwntai  
43 hgaphsan gar thn doxan twn an—wn mallon uper thn doxan 

tou qu—  44 is— de ekraxen kai eipen o pisteuwn eis eme ou 

pisteuei eis eme all eis ton pemyanta me  45 kai o qewrwn 

eme qewrei ton pemyanta me  46 egw fws eis ton kosmon 

elhluqa ina pas o pisteuwn eis eme en th skotia mh meinh  47 

kai ean tis mou akoush twn rhmatwn kai mh ∞ fulaxh fi egw ou 

krinw auton ou gar hlqon ina krinw ton kosmon all ina 

swsw ton kosmon  48 o aqetwn eme kai mh lambanwn ta 

rhmata mou ecei ton krinonta auton o logos on elalhsa 

ekeinos krinei auton en th escath hmera  49 oti egw ap 

emautou ouk ∞ elhluqa fi all o pemyas me ph—r autos entolhn 

moi dedwken ti eipw kai ¡ ti lalhsw  50 kai oida oti h entolh 

autou zwh aiwnios estin a oun ¶ egw lalw • kaqws eirhken 

moi o ph—r outws lalw. 

 
 
2 ¡ Î!  565 … †≈†  ®´¬¬.  ˜   ⁄ 3  ∞ tais qrixin auths apemaxen   B  
565 884 2193  … ∞ exemaxen tais qrixin auths tous podas 
autou  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  B  1 118 205å∫ß 209 1582 2713  ⁄ 4  ∞ 
ioudas simwnos o iskariwths  Î! 872 2193Ç  … ∞ ioudas 
simwnos iskariwths  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  A!  1 118 205å∫ß 209 565 
884 1582 2193* 2713 ⁄ 4 ∞ paradounai  Î 884  …  †≈† ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄ 5  
∞ triakosiwn  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  B  118 205å∫ß 209 884 2713  ⁄ 6  ∞ 
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∞ ªth kardia sunwsiº fi 

 

∞ ªpisteushº fi 
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2193µ©√È∂ (1) ⁄ 12 £  o  2193Ç  ®´¬¬.  ˜  … †≈† B  565 884 2193*  ⁄ 13 ∞ 
apanthsin  2193Ç Mπ†  …  †≈†  2193* ®´¬¬.  Mπ†  ⁄ 13 £  ei  2193*  …  
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1278 2372…  †≈† A! ®´¬¬. ⁄ 
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Chapter 13 

1 Pro de ths eorths tou pasca eidws o is— oti hlqen autou h 

wra ina metabh ek tou kosmou toutou pros ton pr—a 

agaphsas tous idious tous en tw kosmw eis telos hgaphsen 

autous 2 kai deipnou genomenou tou diabolou hdh 

beblhkotos eis thn kardian £ simwnos iskariwtou ina 

¶ paradw auton • 3  eidws o is— oti panta edwken autw o ph—r 

eis tas ceiras kai oti apo ¡ tou qu— exhlqen kai pros ton qn— 

upagei  4 egeiretai ek tou deipnou kai tiqhsi ta imatia kai 

labwn lention diezwsen eauton  5 eita ballei udwr eis ton 

nipthra kai hrxato niptein tous podas twn maqhtwn kai 

ekmassein tw lentiw w hn diezwsmenos  6 ercetai oun pros 

simwna petron kai legei autw ekeinos ke— su mou nipteis 

tous podas 7 apekriqh ∞ autw o is— fi o egw poiw su ouk oidas 

arti gnwsh de meta tauta  8 legei autw ∞ o petros fi ou mh 

¶ mou ∞ niyeis fi tous podas • eis ton aiwna apekriqh autw o 

is— ean mh niyw se ouk eceis meros met emou  9 legei autw £ 

petros ke— mh tous podas mou monon alla kai tas ceiras kai 

thn kefalhn  10 legei autw o is— o leloumenos ou creian ecei 

∞ h fi tous podas niyasqai all esti kaqaros olos kai umeis 

kaqaroi este all ouci pantes  11 hdei gar ton paradidonta 

auton dia touto eipen ¡ oti  ouci pantes kaqaroi este  12 ote 

oun eniye tous podas autwn ∞ ªelaben ta imatia autou kai 

anepesen kaiº fi eipen autois ginwskete ti pepoihka umin  13 

umeis fwneite me ¶ o ks— kai o didaskalos • kai kalws 

legete eimi gar  14 ei oun egw eniya umwn tous podas o ks— 

kai o didaskalos kai umeis ofeilete allhlwn niptein tous 

podas  15 upodeigma gar ∞ dedwka fi umin ina kaqws egw 

epoihsa umin kai umeis poiei 16 amhn amhn legw umin ouk 

esti doulos meizwn tou ku— autou oude apostolos meizwn tou 

pemyantos auton  17 ei tauta oidate makarioi este ean 

poihte auta  18 ou peri pantwn umwn legw egw oida ous 

exelexamhn all ina h grafh plhrwqh o trwgwn ∞ met emou fi ∞ opou egw upagw fi 
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ephrken ep eme thn pternan autou 19 ap arti legw umin ∞ prin 

fi genesqai ina otan genhtai pisteushte oti egw ∞ eipon umin fi 
20 amhn amhn legw umin o lambanwn ∞ an fi tina pemyw eme 

lambanei ∞ kai o fi eme lambanwn lambanei ton ∞ aposteilanta  

fi me  21 tauta eipwn o is— etaracqh tw pn—i kai emarturhsen 

kai eipen amhn ¡ amhn legw umin oti eis ex umwn paradwsei 

me 22 eblepon oun ¶ eis allhlous oi maqhtai • aporoumenoi 

peri tinos legei  23 hn de anakeimenos ∞ ek fi twn maqhtwn 

autou en tw kolpw tou iu— on hgapa o is—  24 neuei oun toutw 

simwn petros puqesqai tis an eih peri ou legei 25 epipeswn 

oun ekeinos epi to sthqos tou iu— legei autw ke— tis estin 26 

apokrinetai o is— ekeinos estin w ∞ an fi egw embayas to 

ywmion ∞ dwsw autw fi kai embayas to ywmion ™ lambanei kai 

¤ didwsin iouda simwnos iskariwth  27 kai meta to ywmion £ 

eishlqen eis ekeinon o satanas legei oun autw o is— o 

poieis poihson tacion  28 touto ¡ de oudeis egnw twn 

anakeimenwn pros ti eipen autw  29 tines gar edokoun epei 

to glwssokomon eicen ioudas oti legei autw agorason wn 

creian ecomen eis thn eorthn h tois ptwcois ina ∞ ti dw fi 30 

labwn oun to ywmion ekeinos ¶ exhlqen euqews • hn de nux  
31 ote oun exhlqen legei o is— nun edoxasqh o us— tou an—ou kai 

o qs— edoxasqh en autw  32 ™ ei o qs— edoxasqh en autw ¤ kai o 

qs— doxasei auton en eautw kai euqus doxasei auton  33 

teknia eti mikron ¡ cronon meq umwn eimi zhthsete me kai 

kaqws eipon tois ioudaiois oti opou egw upagw umeis ou 

dunasqe elqein kai umin legw arti  34 plhn entolhn kainhn 

didwmi umin ina agapate allhlous kaqws hgaphsa umas £ 

kai umeis agapate allhlous 35 en toutw gnwsontai pantes 

oti emoi maqhtai este ean agaphn echte en allhlois  36 

legei autw simwn petros ke— pou upageis apekriqh autw o is— 

∞ opou upagw fi ou dunasai moi nun akolouqhsai 

∞ akolouqhseis de usteron fi 37 legei autw ∞ o petros fi £ dia 

ti ou dunamai soi akolouqhsai arti thn yuchn mou uper sou 

qhsw  38 ∞ apokrinetai fi £ is— thn yuchn sou uper emou qhseis 
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amhn ¡ amhn legw soi ou mh alektwr ∞ fwnhsei fi ews ou 

arnhsh me tris. 

 
 
Lac. 872: 13:16b–end ; 565: 13:2b–13:23a. 
 
2 £ iouda  ®´¬¬. ˜  … †≈†  Ç  131 2193  ⁄ 2  ¶2.1•  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈† Ç 
2193  ⁄ 3 ¡ ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  B  1 118 209 1582  ⁄ 7  ∞ o is— kai eipen 
autw  Î 884  …  ∞ is— kai eipen autw  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  …  †≈†  Ç  2193  ⁄  
8 ∞ simwn petros  Î! 1278*√È∂ 2372  …  ∞ petros  1278Ç ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  
†≈†  Ç  2193 2713  ⁄  8 ¶2.1.3.4.•  Ç  2193  …  ¶2.3.4.1•  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  
†≈† 1 118 205å∫ß 209 2713 1582   …  ( ∞niyeis  B-A! 1 1582√È∂ 
2193√È∂ … niyhs  ®´¬¬.  ˜)  ⁄  9 £ simwn  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  Ç 2193  ⁄ 10  
∞ ª4º  Î!  2193* …  ∞ oµ.  E  131  …  †≈†  2193Ç ®´¬¬.  M ⁄ 11  ¡ ®´¬¬.  
˜  …  †≈†  Ç  2193  ⁄ 12 ∞ kai elaben ta imatia autou anapeswn  
Î 884 … ∞ elaben ta imatia autou ª1º anepesen kai  2193*ª√È∂º … 
∞ kai elaben ta imatia autou anapeswn palin  ®´¬¬.  ˜ …  †≈†  
Ç! 2193Ç  ⁄  13  ¶4.5.3.1.2•  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  Ç-B  1278 2193 2372  ⁄  
15  ∞ edwka  872 2193 Mπ†  …  †≈†  ®´¬¬. Mπ† ⁄ 18 ∞ mou ton arton  Ç  
2193  …  ∞ met emou ton arton  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈† A! 1 118 205å∫ß 
209 884 1582 2713  ⁄ 19  ∞ pro tou  ®´¬¬.  ˜  … †≈†  Ç  2193  ⁄  19 ∞ 
eimi ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  Ç  2193 ⁄  20  ∞ ean  ®´¬¬.  ˜  … †≈†   Ç  2193  ⁄ 
20  ∞ o de ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈† Ç  2193  ⁄  20 ∞ pemyanta  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  B  
1 118 205å∫ß 209 1582 2713  ⁄ 21 ¡ Î!  2193 …  †≈†  ®´¬¬.  ˜    ⁄  22  
¶3.4.1.2.• Î  884  … †≈†  ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄ 23  ∞ eis  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈† Ç  131 
2193  ⁄ 26 ∞ ean  Î  884  …  ∞ oµ.  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  A 1 118 205å∫ß 
209 565 1582 2713  ⁄ 26 ∞ epidwsw   2193Ç  ®´¬¬.  ˜  … †≈†  Ç  
2193* ⁄  26 ™  2193Ç ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  Ç 2193*  ⁄ 27 £  tote ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  
†≈†  B  884 565  ⁄  28 ¡ Î!  2193*  …  †≈†  2193Ç ®´¬¬.  ˜   ⁄  29 ∞ dw  
Î 884  …  ∞ dw ti   E 131   …  †≈†  ®´¬¬.  ˜ ⁄ 30  ¶2.1• ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  
Ç  2193 ⁄ 32 ™  Î!  1  …  †≈†  ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄ 33 ¡ ®´¬¬.  2193Ç 2713Ç ˜  …  
†≈†  B-A  118 205å∫ß 209 2193* 2713*  ⁄  34 £ ina  2193*  ®´¬¬.  
˜  …  †≈†  Ç  2193Ç … (ÎEÏ 884) ⁄ 36  TCT  ∞ opou egw upagw  118 
205å∫ß 209 2713 Mπ† …  ∞ opou upagw egw  Î!  1278Ç  …  †≈†  
1192†≈† ®´¬¬.  Mπ† …  MÌ ∞ opou egw upagw 1192µ© (118 205å∫ß 
209 2713) ⁄ 36  ∞ usteron de akolouqhseis  Î! 2193* … usteron 
de akolouqhseis moi  2193Ç ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  A  1 565 884 1582  
⁄ 37 ∞ oµ.  Î  22 1192* 1278* 2372  … ∞ petros  1192Ç 1278Ç1 
2193Ç  ®´¬¬. ˜  …  †≈†  A! 1 2193* 1582  ⁄ 37 £ ke—  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  Ç  
565 ⁄ 38  ∞ apekrinetai Î!  1 …  ∞ apekriqh  ®´¬¬.  ˜  … †≈†  A 118 
205å∫ß 209 565 884 1582 2713 ⁄ 38 £ autw o  ®´¬¬.  ˜  … £ o  Î! 
118 205å∫ß 209 2713 …  †≈†  Ç  2193 ⁄  38 ¡  Î!  2193 …  †≈†  ®´¬¬.  
˜  ⁄  38 ∞ fwnhsh   118*√È∂ ®´¬¬.  Mπ† …  ∞ ◊IÎ 1582  … †≈† 1 118Ç 
2193  Mπ†  ⁄ 
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Chapter 14 

1 Mh tarassesqw umwn h kardia pisteuete eis ton qn— kai 

eis eme pisteuete 2 en th oikia tou pr—s mou monai pollai 

eisin ei de mhge eipon ¡ an umin ™ oti poreuomai etoimasai 

topon umin ¤ 3 kai ean poreuqw ∞ kai etoimasw fi topon umin 

palin ercomai kai paralhyomai umas pros emauton ina 

opou eimi egw kai umeis hte  4 kai opou upagw oidate kai 

thn odon oidate  5 legei autw qwmas ke— ouk oidamen pou 

upageis kai pws dunameqa thn odon eidenai  6 legei autw o 

is— egw eimi h odos kai h alhqeia kai h zwh oudeis ercetai 

pros ton pr—a ei mh di emou  7 ei egnwkeite me kai ton pr—a 

∞ mou an hdeite fi ap arti ginwskete auton kai ewrakate 

auton  8 legei autw filippos ke— deixon hmin ton pr—a kai 

arkei hmin  9 legei autw o is— tosouton cronon meq umwn eimi 

kai ouk egnwkas me ∞ filippe fi o ewrakws eme ewrake ton 

pr—a ™ kai pws su legeis deixon hmin ton pr—a ¤ 10 ou 

pisteueis oti egw en tw pr—i kai o ph—r en emoi estin ta 

rhmata a egw lalw umin ap emautou ou lalw o de ph—r o en 

emoi menwn autos poiei ta erga  11 pisteuete moi oti egw en 

tw pr—i kai o ph—r en emoi estin ei de mh dia ta erga auta 

pisteuete moi 12 amhn amhn legw umin o pisteuwn eis eme ta 

erga a egw poiw kakeinos poihsei kai meizona toutwn 

poihsei oti egw pros ton pr—a £ poreuomai  13 kai o ean 

aithshte en tw onomati mou ¡ touto poihsw ina doxasqh o  ph—

r en tw uiw  14 oµ. 15 ean agapate ∞ mou fi entolas tas emas 

thrhsate  16 kagw erwthsw ton pr—a kai allon paraklhton 

dwsei umin ina menh meq umwn eis ton aiwna  17 to pn—a ths 

alhqeias o o kosmos ou dunatai labein oti ou qewrei auto 

oude ginwskei auto umeis de ginwskete auto oti par umin 

menei kai ∞ sun fi umin estin  18 ouk afhsw umas orfanous 

ercomai pros umas  19 eti mikron kai o kosmos me ouketi 

qewrei umeis de qewreite me oti egw zw kai umeis zhsesqe  
20 en ekeinh th hmera gnwsesqe umeis oti egw en tw pr—i mou 

∞ en fi 
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kai umeis en emoi ∞ kagw fi en umin £ 21 o ecwn tas entolas 

mou kai thrwn autas ekeinos estin o agapwn me o de agapwn 

me agaphqhsetai upo tou pr—s mou kagw agaphsw auton kai 

emfanisw autw emauton  22 legei autw ioudas ouc o 

iskariwths ke— kai ti gegonen oti hmin melleis emfanizein 

seauton kai ouci tw kosmw  23 apekriqh is— kai eipen autw 

ean tis agapa me ton logon mou thrhsei kai o  ph—r mou 

agaphsei auton kai pros auton eleusomeqa kai monhn par 

autw poihsomeqa 24 o mh agapwn me tous logous mou ou 

threi kai o logos on akouete ouk estin emos alla tou 

pemyantos me pr—s 25 tauta lelalhka umin par umin menwn  26 

o de paraklhtos to pn—a to agion o pemyei o ph—r en tw 

onomati mou ekeinos umas didaxei panta kai upomnhsei 

umas panta osa eipon umin  27 eirhnhn afihmi umin eirhnhn 

thn emhn didwmi umin ou kaqws o kosmos didwsin egw didwmi 

umin mh tarassesqw umwn h kardia mhde deiliatw 28 

hkousate oti egw eipon umin upagw kai ercomai pros umas 

ei hgapate me ecarhte an oti poreuomai pros ton pr—a oti o 

ph—r meizwn mou estin 29 kai nun eirhka umin prin genesqai 

ina otan genhtai pisteushte ™ oti egw eipon umin ¤ 30 ouketi 

polla lalhsw meq umwn ercetai gar o arcwn tou kosmou 

toutou kai en emoi ∞ ouk ecei fi ouden  31 all ina gnw o 

kosmos oti agapw ton pr—a kai kaqws ∞ ªedwken moi entolhn o 

ph—rº fi outws £ poiw egeiresqe agwmen enteuqen. 

 
 
Lac. 22: 14:22b–16:27b ; 872: all. 
 
2 ¡ Î!  2193*  …  †≈†  2193Ç ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄  2 ™  Î!  1  …  †≈†  ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄ 3 ∞ 
etoimasw   131 565 884 1278*  Mπ†  …  ∞ etoimasai   2372  Mπ†  …  
†≈†  1278Ç ®´¬¬. Mπ† ⁄ 7  ∞ mou an hdhte  Ç  565  …  ∞ mou egnwkhte 
an  E  118 205å∫ß 209 2713  …  ∞ mou hdeite an  Î  22 1192 1210 
2372 …  ∞ mou egnwkeite an  1278Ç1 ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  B 1 1582 ⁄  9  ∞ 
filppe   Î!  1  …  †≈†  ®´¬¬.  ˜ ⁄ 9  ™  Î! 565  …  †≈†  ®´¬¬. ˜ ⁄ 12  £ 
mou  1278Ç1 ®´¬¬. ˜  …  †≈†  A-B  1 22 1192  1278* 1582  ⁄  13 ¡  
Î! 2193  …  †≈†  ®´¬¬.  ˜   ⁄ 15 ∞ tas emas ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  B-A  118 
205å∫ß 209 2193 ⁄  17 TCT ∞ en  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  A! 1 884 1582†≈†  …  
MÌ ∞ en  1582µ© ⁄ 20 ∞ kai egw   Î  22 131 1192 1278 2372  …  †≈†  

∞ eurhsei fi 
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®´¬¬.  ˜ ⁄ 20 £ kaqws apestalken me o pathr kagw apostellw 
umas  Î  884  …  †≈†  ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄ 29 ™  2193Ç ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  ˜ …  †≈†  
Ç 2193*  ⁄ 30 TCT  ∞ eurhsei  ªA!º  131 …  †≈†  2193†≈† ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  
MÌ ∞ eurhª3º  2193µ©ª√È∂º (131) ⁄ 31 ∞ edwken moi o ph—r entolhn  
B 1 1582  … ∞ eneteilato moi o ph—r  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  B  565 884 
1210  ⁄  31 £ kai  Î  884  …  †≈†  ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄ 
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Chapter 15 

1 Egw eimi h ampelos h alhqinh kai o ph—r mou o gewrgos 

estin  2 pan klhma en emoi mh feron karpon airei kai pan to 

karpon feron kaqairei auto ina pleiona karpon ferh  3 hdh 

umeis kaqaroi este dia ton logon on lelalhka umin  4 

meinate en emoi kagw en umin kaqws to klhma ou dunatai 

karpon ferein af eautou ean mh meinh en th ampelw outws 

oude umeis ean mh en emoi meinhte  5 egw eimi h ampelos 

umeis ta klhmata o menwn en emoi kagw en autw outos ferei 

karpon polun oti cwris emou ou dunasqe poiein ouden  6 ean 

mh tis meinh en emoi eblhqh exw ws to klhma kai exhranqh 

kai sunagousin auto kai eis to pur ballousi kai kaietai  7 

ean meinhte en emoi kai ta rhmata mou en umin meinh o ean 

qelhte aithsasqe kai genhsetai umin  8 en toutw edoxasqh o 

ph—r mou ina karpon polun ferhte kai genhsqe emoi maqhtai 9 

kaqws hgaphsen me o ph—r kagw ¶ umas hgaphsa • meinate en 

th agaph th emh  10 ean tas entolas mou thrhshte meneite en 

th agaph mou kaqws egw tas entolas tou pr—s mou tethrhka 

kai menw autou en th agaph  11   tauta  lelalhka  umin  ina h 

cara h emh en ∞ umin fi ∞ h fi kai h cara umwn plhrwqh 12 auth 

estin h entolh h emh ina agapate allhlous kaqws hgaphsa 

umas 13 meizona tauths agaphn oudeis ecei ina tis thn 

yuchn autou qh uper twn filwn autou  14 umeis filoi mou 

este ean poihte a egw entellomai umin  15 ouketi ¶ legw 

umas • doulous oti o doulos ouk oiden ti poiei autou o ks— 

umas de eirhka filous oti panta a hkousa para tou pr—s 

egnwrisa umin  16 ouc umeis me exelexasqe all egw 

exelexamhn umas ™ kai eqhka umas � ina umeis upaghte kai 

karpon ferhte kai o karpos umwn ∞ menh fi ina o ti an 

aithshte ton pr—a en tw onomati mou dw umin 17 tauta 

entellomai umin ina agapate allhlous  18 ei o kosmos umas 

misei ginwskete oti eme prwton umwn memishken  19 ei ek tou 

kosmou hte o kosmos an to idion efilei oti de ek tou kosmou 

∞ meinh fi 
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ouk este all egw exelexamhn umas ek tou kosmou dia touto 

misei umas o kosmos  20 mnhmoneuete tou logou ou egw eipon 

umin ouk esti doulos meizwn tou ku— autou ei eme ediwxan 

kai umas diwxousin ei ton logon mou ethrhsan kai ton ∞ 

umeteron fi thrhsousin 21 alla tauta panta poihsousin ∞ eis 

umas fi dia to onoma mou oti ouk oidasi ton pemyanta me 22 ei 

mh hlqon kai elalhsa autois amartian ouk ∞ eicosan fi nun 

de profasin ouk ecousi peri ths amartias autwn  23 o eme 

miswn kai ton pr—a mou misei  24 ei ta erga mh epoihsa en 

autois a oudeis allos epoihsen amartian ouk ∞ eicªoºsan fi 

nun de kai ewrakasi kai memishkasi kai eme kai ton pr—a 

mou  25 all ina plhrwqh o logos o en tw nomw autwn 

gegrammenos oti emishsan me dwrean  26 otan de elqh o 

paraklhtos on egw pemyw umin para tou pr—s ¡ mou to pn—a 

ths alhqeias o para tou pr—s ekporeuetai ekeinos 

marturhsei peri emou  27 kai umeis £ martureite oti ex 

archs met emou este. 

 
 
Lac. 22: all ; 872 all. 
 
9 ¶2.1• ®´¬¬.  ˜  … †≈†  B  1 1582  ⁄ 11 ∞ hmin  Î!  1  … †≈†  ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄ 
11 TCT  ∞ meinh  ®´¬¬.  ˜ … †≈† A!  1 565 884 1582 2193†≈†  …  MÌ  ∞ 
meinh 2193µ©  ⁄ 15  ¶2.1.• ®´¬¬.  ˜  … †≈†  Ç  2193 ⁄  16 ™  Î!  565  … 
†≈†  ®´¬¬.   ˜  ⁄  16 ∞ menh  1192Ç ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  ∞ menei  E 1192*  …  †≈†  
Ç  131 2193  ⁄  20 ∞ hmeteron  Î!  !  …  †≈†  ®´¬¬.  ˜    ⁄ 21 ∞ umas  Ç  
565 …  ∞ umin  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  A  1 884 1582  ⁄ 22  ∞ eicon  ®´¬¬.  ˜  
… †≈†  Ç-B!  1 ⁄ 24  ∞ eicwsan  Ç-B! 1  …  ∞ eicon  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  Ç-
B!  565  ⁄ 26 ¡  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  Ç  2193  ⁄ 27 £ de ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  B  
565 884  ⁄ 
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Chapter 16 

1 Tauta lelalhka umin ina mh skandalisqhte  2 

aposunagwgous poihsousin umas all ercetai wra ina pas o 

apokteinas umas doxh latreian prosferein tw qw—  3 kai 

tauta poihsousin umin oti ouk egnwsan ton pr—a oude eme  4 

alla auta lelalhka umin in otan elqh h wra ∞ autwn 

mnhmoneuhte autwn fi oti egw eipon umin tauta de umin ex 

archs ouk eipon oti meq umwn hmhn  5 nun de upagw pros ton 

pemyanta me kai oudeis ex umwn erwta me pou upageis  6 

all oti tauta lelalhka umin h luph peplhrwken umwn thn 

kardian  7 all egw thn alhqeian ¶ umin legw • sumferei umin 

ina egw apelqw ean gar £ mh apelqw o paraklhtos ouk 

eleusetai pros umas ean de poreuqw pemyw auton pros 

umas  8 kai elqwn ekeinos elegxei ton kosmon peri amartias 

kai peri dikaiosunhs kai peri krisews 9 peri amartias men 

oti ou pisteuousin eis eme  10 peri dikaiosunhs de oti pros 

ton pr—a £ upagw kai ∞ ou fi qewreite me  11 peri de krisews 

oti o arcwn tou kosmou £ kekritai  12 eti polla ecw legein 

umin all ou dunasqe bastazein arti 13 otan de elqh ekeinos 

to pn—a ths alhqeias odhghsei umas en th alhqeia pash ou 

gar lalhsei af eautou all osa ∞ ªakouseiº fi ∞ lalhsei fi kai 

ta ercomena anaggelei umin  14 ekeinos eme doxasei oti ek 

tou emou lhyetai kai anaggelei umin 15 panta osa ecei o ph—r 

ema esti dia touto eipon ¡ umin oti ek tou emou ∞ lhyetai fi 

kai anaggelei umin  16 mikron kai ouketi qewreite me kai 

palin mikron kai oyesqe me ¡ ªkaiº oti ¡ egw upagw pros ton 

pr—a 17 eipon oun ek twn maqhtwn autou pros allhlous ti 

esti touto o legei ∞ hmin fi mikron kai ∞ ouketi fi qewreite me 

kai palin mikron kai oyesqe me £ oti £ upagw pros ton pr—a  
18 elegon oun ti esti touto to mikron ouk oidamen ti lalei  19 

egnw £ o is— oti hqelon auton erwtan kai eipen autois peri 

toutou zhteite met allhlwn oti eipon mikron kai ouketi 

qewreite me kai palin mikron kai oyesqe me 20 amhn amhn 
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legw umin oti klausete kai qrhnhsete umeis o de kosmos 

carhsetai umeis £ luphqhsesqe all h luph umwn eis caran 

genhsetai 21 h gunh otan tikth luphn ecei oti hlqen h wra 

auths otan de gennhsh paidion ouketi mnhmoneuei ths 

qliyews dia thn caran oti egennhqh an—os eis ton kosmon  22 

kai umeis oun nun men luphn ecete palin de oyomai umas 

kai carhsetai umwn h kardia kai thn caran umwn oudeis 

airei af umwn  23 kai en ekeinh th hmera eme ouk erwthsete 

ouden amhn amhn legw umin oti ∞ o ean fi aithshte ton pr—a en 

tw onomati mou dwsei umin  24 ews arti ouk hthsate ouden en 

tw onomati mou aiteite kai lhyesqe ina h cara umwn h 

peplhrwmenh  25 tauta en paroimiais lelalhka umin ™ £ 

ªercetai wra £ ouketi en paroimiais lalhsw uminº ¤ alla 

parrhsia peri tou pr—s anaggelw umin  26 en ekeinh th hmera 

∞ aithªsasºqe en tw onomati mou fi kai ou legw umin oti ¡ egw 

erwthsw ton pr—a peri umwn  27 autos gar o ph—r filei umas 

oti ¡ umeis eme pefilhkate kai pepisteukate oti egw para £ 

qu— exhlqon  28 exhlqon para tou pr—s kai elhluqa eis ton 

kosmon palin afihmi ton kosmon kai poreuomai pros ton pr—a 
29 legousin oi maqhtai £ ide nun parrhsia laleis kai 

paroimian oudemian legeis  30 nun oidamen oti oidas panta 

kai ou creian eceis ina tis se erwta en toutw pisteuomen 

oti apo qu— exhlqes  31 apekriqh autois o is— arti pisteuete 32 

idou ercetai wra kai nun elhluqen ina skorpisqhte 

ekastos eis ta idia kame monon afhte kai ouk eimi monos 

oti o ph—r met emou estin  33 tauta lelalhka umin ina en emoi 

eirhnhn echte en tw kosmw qliyin ecete alla qarseite egw 

nenikhka ton kosmon. 

 
 
Lac. 872: all ; 22: 16:1-27b ; 118: 16:25b–end. 
Suppl. 118sup: 16:25b–end. 
 
4 ∞ mnhmoneuete autwn B 565 884  …  ∞ mnhmoneueite autwn Ç 1  
… ∞ mnhmoneuhte autwn  ®´¬¬.  M  …  †≈† B-A!  118 205å∫ß 209 
2193 2713  ⁄ 7  ¶2.1• ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  Ç  2193 ⁄  7 £  egw  1582Ç 
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®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  B  1 1582* ⁄ 10 £ mou  1582Ç ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  B 1 
1582*  ⁄  10 ∞ ouketi 131Ç 2193Ç ®´¬¬.  ˜ …  †≈†  Ç  131* 2193*  ⁄ 11 
£ toutou ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈† B-A  1 1192 1210 1582  ⁄ 13 ∞ ean 
akoush  B  565 2193  … ∞ an akoush  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  B 1 1582 ⁄ 13 
∞ lalhsh  Î!  2193*  … †≈†  2193Ç  ®´¬¬.  ˜    ⁄ 15 ¡ 2193Ç ®´¬¬.  ˜  
…  †≈†   B-A  118 205å∫ß 209 2193* 2713 ⁄  15  ∞ lambanei  ®´¬¬.  
˜  … †≈† Ç  131 2193 ⁄  16 ¡  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  Î-Ç  884 1210 ⁄ 16 ¡ 
®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈† Ç  884 1192 1210 ⁄ 17 ∞ oµ.  Î  1210 1278* 2372  … 
∞ umin  E  205å∫ß  … †≈†  1278Ç1 ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄ 17 ∞ ou  ®´¬¬.  ˜ …  †≈†  Ç-
B!  1582 ⁄ 17 £ kai 1278Ç1 ®´¬¬.  ˜  … †≈†  Ç-B  118 205å∫ß 209 
1278* 2372 2713  ⁄ 17 £ egw  ®´¬¬.  ˜  … †≈†   B-A   118 205å∫ß 
209 565 2193 2713  ⁄  19 £ de Ç  131 2193  …  £ oun  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  
†≈†  A!  1 565 884 1582  ⁄ 20 £ de ®´¬¬.  ˜  … †≈† B 1 1582  ⁄ 23 ∞ osa 
an  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  Ç  131  2193  ⁄ 25 ™  Î!  884*  … †≈†  Ç-B!  1 
1582  ( £ all  884Ç ®´¬¬.  ˜ ) …  ( £ ote  884Ç ®´¬¬.  ˜ ) ⁄ 26 ∞ 
aithsesqe en tw onomati mou  B  565 884  …  ∞ en tw onomati 
mou aithsesqe  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  B  1 1582 ⁄ 26 ¡ Î  205å∫ß 209 
2372 2713  …  †≈†  ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄  27  ¡ Î!  565  … †≈† ®´¬¬. ˜  ⁄ 27 £ tou  
2193Ç ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  Ç  2193*  ⁄ 29 £ autou  ®´¬¬.  ˜  … †≈†  B  565 
884  ⁄ 
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Chapter 17 

1 Tauta elalhsen o is— kai eparas tous ofqalmous autou 

eis ton ou—non eipen pe—r elhluqen h wra doxason sou ton un— 

ina £ o us— sou doxash se  2 kaqws edwkas autw exousian 

pashs sarkos ina pan o ∞ edwkas fi autw ∞ dwsei autw fi zwhn 

aiwnion 3 auth de estin h aiwnios zwh ina ginwskwsi se ton 

monon alhqinon qn— kai on apesteilas in— cn— 4 egw se edoxasa 

epi ths ghs to ergon teleiwsas o ∞ edwkas fi moi ina poihsw 5 

kai nun doxason me su pe—r para seautw th doxh h eicon pro 

tou ton kosmon einai para soi  6 efanerwsa sou to onoma 

tois an—ois ous dedwkas moi ek tou kosmou soi hsan kamoi 

autous ∞ edwkas fi kai ton logon sou tethrhkasin  7 nun ∞ 

egnwsan fi oti panta osa ∞ edwkas fi moi para sou estin  8 oti 

ta rhmata a dedwkas moi dedwka autois kai autoi elabon 

kai egnwsan alhqws oti para sou exhlqon kai episteusan 

oti su me apesteilas  9 egw peri autwn erwtw ou peri tou 

kosmou erwtw alla peri wn dedwkas moi oti soi eisin  10 kai 

ta ema panta sa esti kai ta sa ema kai dedoxasmai en 

autois  11 kai ouketi ¶ en tw kosmw eimi • kai outoi en tw 

kosmw eisi kagw pros se ercomai pe—r agie thrhson autous 

en tw onomati sou w dedwkas moi ina wsin en kaqws hmeis  12 

∞ ªotiº fi hmhn met autwn £ egw ethroun autous en tw onomati ∞ 

sou ous fi dedwkas moi efulaxa kai oudeis ex autwn 

apwleto ei mh o us— ths apwleias ina h grafh plhrwqh 13 nun 

de pros se ercomai kai tauta lalw en tw kosmw ina ecwsi 

thn caran thn emhn peplhrwmenhn en ∞ eautois fi  14 egw 

dedwka autois ton logon sou kai o kosmos emishsen autous 

oti ouk eisin ek tou kosmou kaqws egw ouk eimi ek tou 

kosmou  15 ouk erwtw ina arhs autous ek tou kosmou all 

ina thrhshs autous ek tou ponhrou  16 ek tou kosmou ouk 

eisi kaqws egw ek tou kosmou ouk eimi  17 agiason autous 

en th alhqeia o logos o sos alhqeia £ estin 18 kaqws eme 

apesteilas eis ton kosmon kagw apesteila autous eis ton 
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kosmon 19 kai uper autwn egw agiazw emauton ina wsi kai 

autoi hgiasmenoi en alhqeia  20 ou peri toutwn de erwtw 

monon alla kai peri pantwn twn pisteuontwn dia tou logou 

autwn eis eme  21 ina pantes en wsin kaqws su pe—r en emoi 

kagw en soi ina kai autoi en hmin en wsin ina ¡ kai o 

kosmos pisteush oti su me apesteilas  22 kagw thn doxan hn 

∞ edwkas fi moi ∞ edwka fi autois ina wsin en kaqws hmeis en £ 
23 ∞ kagw fi en autois kai su en £ emoi ina wsi teteleiwmenoi 

eis en ∞ kai fi ∞ ginwskei fi o kosmos oti su me apesteilas kai 

hgaphsas autous kaqws eme hgaphsas 24 pe—r ous dedwkas 

moi qelw ina opou eimi egw ∞ kai ekeinoi fi wsin met emou ina 

qewrwsi thn doxan thn emhn hn dedwkas moi oti hgaphsas me 

pro katabolhs kosmou  25 pe—r dikaie kai o kosmos se ouk 

egnw egw de se egnwn kai outoi egnwsan oti su me 

apesteilas  26 kai egnwrisa autois to onoma sou kai 

gnwrisw ina h agaph hn hgaphsas me en autois h kagw en 

autois. 

 
Lac. 118: all ; 872: all ; 565: 17:1b–17:12. 
Suppl. 118sup: all ; 565sup: 17:1b–17:12b. 
 
1 £ kai  ®´¬¬.  ˜  … †≈†  B  1 1582  ⁄ 2 ∞ dedwkas ®´¬¬.  ˜  … †≈†  B  
884 2193 ⁄ 2 ∞ dwsªhº autw  1582*ª√È∂º  Î! …  ∞ dwsh autois E  
205å∫ß …  ∞ dwsei autois  1278Ç  ®´¬¬. ˜  … †≈†  A  1 22 1192 
1278*√È∂ 1582Ç 2372  ⁄ 4 ∞ dedwkas  ®´¬¬.  ˜  … †≈†  Ç  2193 ⁄ 6 ∞ 
dedwkas  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  B  1 118ß¨π 1582 ⁄ 7 ∞ egnwkan  
2193*√È∂ ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  ∞ egnwka E 118ß¨π  …  †≈†  Ç  2193Ç  ⁄ 7 ∞ 
dedwkas ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  B  1 131 1582  ⁄ 11 ¶4.1.2.3.• ®´¬¬. ˜  …  
†≈† Ç 2193  ⁄ 12 ∞ ote  1Ç ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  Î-Ç!  1* 118ß¨π 205å∫ß 
209  ⁄ 12 £ en tw kosmw   ®´¬¬.  ˜  … †≈†  B  1 1582  ⁄ 12 ∞ ous  
565ß¨π Î!  …  ∞ sou ª1º   Î!  2193*ª√È∂º  …  †≈†  2193Ç  ®´¬¬.  ˜ ⁄  13 ∞ 
autois  2193* ®´¬¬.  ˜ …  †≈†  Ç  2193Ç  ⁄ 17 £ sou  22* 1582Ç ®´¬¬.  
˜ …  †≈†  B-A 1 22Ç 1278 1582* 2372  ⁄ 21 ¡ ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  B 1 
131 205å∫ß 209 1582 ⁄ 22 ∞ dedwkas  ®´¬¬.  ˜ …  †≈†  Ç-B  2193 
2713 ⁄  22 ∞ dedwka  ®´¬¬.  ˜  … †≈†  Ç 2193 ⁄ 22 £ esmen  1582Ç ®´¬¬. 
˜  …  †≈†  B  1 1582  ⁄ 23 ∞ egw  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  B  565 884  ⁄ 23 £  en   
Î!  1 …  †≈†   ®´¬¬.  ˜   ⁄ 23 ∞ kai ina  ®´¬¬.  ˜ …  ∞ ina E  118ß¨π … †≈†  
B  1 1582 ⁄ 23 ∞ ginwskh  1278Ç  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  B  118ß¨π 565 
884 1278*√È∂  ⁄  24 ∞ kakeinoi  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†   B-A  205å∫ß 209 
2193 2713 ⁄ 
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Chapter 18 

1 Tauta eipwn o is— exhlqen sun tois maqhtais autou peran 

tou ceimarrou twn kedrwn opou hn khpos eis on eishlqen 

autos kai oi maqhtai autou  2 hdei de kai ioudas o 

paradidous auton ton topon oti pollakis sunhcqh o is— ekei 

meta twn maqhtwn autou  3 o ∞ oun ioudas fi paralabwn thn 

speiran kai ek twn arcierewn kai farisaiwn uphretas 

ercetai ekei meta fanwn kai lampadwn kai oplwn  4 is— de 

eidws panta ta ercomena ep auton exhlqen kai legei autois 

tina zhteite 5 apekriqhsan autw in— ton nazwraion legei 

autois o is— egw eimi eisthkei de kai ioudas o paradidous 

auton met autwn  6 ws oun eipen autois egw eimi aphlqon eis 

ta opisw kai ∞ epesan fi camai 7 palin oun autous 

ephrwthsen tina zhteite oi de eipon in— ton nazwraion  8 

apekriqh autois o is— eipon umin oti egw eimi ei oun eme 

zhteite afete toutous upagein  9 ina plhrwqh o logos on 

eipen oti ous ∞ edwkas fi moi ouk apwlesa ex autwn oudena  
10 simwn oun petros ecwn macairan eilkusen authn kai ∞ 

epesen fi ton tou arcierews doulon kai apekoyen autou to 

wtion to dexion hn de onoma tw doulw malcos  11 eipen oun o 

is— tw petrw bale thn macairan £ eis thn qhkhn to pothrion o 

dedwken moi o ph—r ou mh piw auto  12 h oun speira kai o 

ciliarcos kai oi uphretai twn ioudaiwn sunelabon ton in— 

kai edhsan auton  13 kai aphgagon auton pros annan prwton 

hn gar penqeros tou kaiafa os hn arciereus tou eniautou 

ekeinou 14 hn de kaiafas o sumbouleusas tois ioudaiois oti 

sumferei ena an—on apoqanein uper tou laou £  15 hkolouqei 

de tw iu— simwn petros kai o allos maqhths o de ¡ allos 

maqhths ekeinos hn gnwstos tw arcierei kai ∞ sunhlqen fi tw 

iu— eis thn aulhn tou arcierews  16 o de petros eisthkei 

pros th qura exw exhlqen oun o maqhths o allos os hn 

gnwstos tw arcierei kai eipen th qurwrw kai eishgagen ton 

petron  17 legei oun h paidiskh h qurwros tw petrw mh kai 
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su ek twn maqhtwn ei tou an—ou toutou legei ekeinos ouk 

eimi 18 eisthkeisan de oi douloi kai £ uphretai anqrakian 

pepoihkotes oti yucos hn hn de ¶ kai o petros met autwn 

estws • kai qermainomenos  19 o oun arciereus hrwthse ton 

in— peri twn maqhtwn autou kai peri ths didachs autou  20 

apekriqh de autw o is— egw parrhsia lelalhka tw kosmw 

egw pantote edidaxa en th sunagwgh kai en tw ierw opou 

pantes oi ioudaioi sunercontai kai en kruptw elalhsa 

ouden  21 ti me eperwtas erwthson tous akhkootas ti 

elalhsa autois ide outoi oidasin a eipon egw  22 tauta de 

autou eipontos eis twn uphretwn paresthkws edwken 

rapisma tw iu— eipwn outws apokrinh tw arcierei  23 

apekriqh autw o is— ei kakws elalhsa marturhson peri tou 

kakou ei de kalws ti me dereis  24 apesteilen oun auton o 

annas dedemenon pros kaiafan ton arcierea  25 hn de simwn 

petros estws kai ∞ qermainomenos fi eipon oun autw mh kai 

su ek twn maqhtwn autou ei hrnhsato ekeinos kai eipen ouk 

eimi  26 legei oun eis ek twn doulwn tou arcierews suggenhs 

wn ou apekoye petros to wtion ouk egw se eidon en tw khpw 

met autou  27 palin oun hrnhsato ∞ petros fi kai euqews 

alektwr efwnhsen  28 agousin oun ton in— apo tou kaiafa eis 

to praitwrion hn de ∞ prwi fi kai autoi ouk eishlqon eis to 

praitwrion ina mh mianqwsin alla fagwsi to pasca 29 

exhlqen oun o pilatos exw pros autous kai fhsin tina 

kathgorian ferete kata tou an—ou toutou  30 apekriqhsan 

kai eipon autw ei mh hn outos kakopoios ouk an soi 

paredwkamen auton 31 eipen oun autois o pilatos labete 

auton umeis kai kata ton nomon umwn krinate eipon de autw 

oi ioudaioi hmin ouk exestin oudena apokteinai  32 ina o 

logos tou iu— plhrwqh on eipen shmainwn poiw qanatw 

∞ emellen fi apoqnhskein 33 eishlqen oun eis to praitwrion 

palin o pilatos kai efwnhse ton in— kai eipen autw su ei o 

basileus twn ioudaiwn 34 apekrinato £ is— af eautou su 

touto legeis h ∞ allos soi eipen fi peri emou 35 apekriqh o 
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pilatos mh egw ioudaios eimi to eqnos to son kai oi 

arciereis paredwkan se emoi ti epoihsas  36 apekriqh £ is— h 

basileia h emh ouk estin ek tou kosmou toutou ei ek tou 

kosmou toutou hn h basileia h emh oi uphretai ¶ oi emoi 

hgwnizonto an • ina mh paradoqw tois ioudaiois nun de h 

basileia h emh ouk estin enteuqen 37 eipen oun autw o 

pilatos oukoun basileus ei su ∞ apekriqh o is— fi su legeis 

oti basileus eimi egw £ eis touto gegennhmai kai eis touto 

elhluqa eis ton kosmon ina marturhsw th alhqeia pas o wn 

ek ths alhqeias akouei mou ths fwnhs 38 legei autw o 

pilatos ti estin ¡ h alhqeia kai touto eipwn palin exhlqen 

pros tous ioudaious kai legei autois egw oudemian aitian 

euriskw en autw 39 esti de sunhqeia umin ina ena apolusw 

umin en tw pasca boulesqe oun ¡ ina apolusw umin ton 

basilea twn ioudaiwn  40 ekraugasan oun pantes legontes 

mh touton alla ton barabban hn de o barabbas ¡ outos 

lhsths. 

 
 
 
Lac. 872: all ; 118: all ; 2372: 18:31b–end. 
Suppl. 118sup: all. 
 
 
 
 

3 ∞ ioudas  Î 884* … ∞ ioudas oun  E  2713 …  †≈†  884Ç ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄  
6 ∞ epeson  1582Ç√È∂ ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  Ç-B  1 1582*√È∂ ⁄ 9 ∞ dedwkas  
®´¬¬.  ˜  … †≈† Ç  2193 ⁄ 10 ∞ epaisen  209Ç* 1278Ç ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈† B  
209* 884 1278* 2372 ⁄ 11 £  sou  1 22 121 205å∫ß 209 2193Ç 
2713  Mπ† …  †≈†  2193* ®´¬¬. Mπ†  ⁄ 14 £ kai mh olon to eqnos 
apolhtai   Î  22 1278*√È∂ 2372 …  †≈†  1278Ç ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄ 15 ¡ ®´¬¬.  
˜  …  †≈† Ç  565 ⁄ 15 ∞ suneishlqen  1Ç  ®´¬¬. ˜  …  ∞ 
suneishlqenqen  E! 1*  … †≈†  B-A  118ß¨π 205å∫ß 209 565 
2713  ⁄ 18 £ oi ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈† B  565 884  ⁄ 18 ¶1.2.3.6.4.5•  Ç  565 
…  ¶4.5.2.3.6.• (¡ 1.)  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  A!  1 205å∫ß 209 884 1582 
2713  ⁄  25  ∞ qermainomenon enos  Î! 565 …  †≈†  ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄  27 ∞ 
oµ.  Ç  565 … ∞ o petros  1582Ç 2372Ç ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  A!  1 22 
884 1192 1582* 2372* ⁄ 28 ∞ prwia  131 2193  Mπ† …  †≈†  ®´¬¬. Mπ†  
⁄ 32 ∞ hmellen  1 22 118ß¨π 1192 1278 Mπ†  … †≈†  ®´¬¬.  Mπ†   ⁄ 34 £ o  
1582Ç  ®´¬¬.  ˜ … †≈†  Ç-B  1 1582*  ⁄ 34 ∞ alloi soi eipon  ®´¬¬.  
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˜  …  ∞ allos soi eipªonº  209ª√È∂º  …  †≈†  Ç  2193 ⁄ 36 £ o  Î  131 
884  …  †≈†  ®´¬¬.  ˜  ⁄ 36 ¶4.1.2.3.•  ®´¬¬.  ˜  … ¶4.1.(h).2.3.•  E  131  
…  †≈†   B  1 1582 ⁄ 37 ∞ apekriqh is—   118ß¨π 131Ç 565 884 1192 
1278 Mπ†   …  ∞ oµ.  E 131 …  †≈†  ®´¬¬.  Mπ† ⁄  37 £ egw  ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†   
B 1 205å∫ß  209 1582 2713  ⁄ 38 ¡ ®´¬¬.  ˜  … †≈†  B  1 1582  ⁄ 39 ¡ 
®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  A-B 205å∫ß 209 2193 2713  ⁄ 40 ¡ ®´¬¬.  ˜  …  †≈†  B  
1 1582 ⁄ 
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Chapter 19 

1 Tote oun elaben o pilatos ton in— kai emastigwsen  2 kai oi 

stratiwtai plexantes stefanon ex akanqwn epeqhkan autou 

¡ epi th kefalh kai imation porfuroun periebalon auton  3 

kai ™ hrconto pros auton kai ¤ elegon caire o basileus twn 

ioudaiwn kai edidosan autw rapismata 4 exhlqen palin ∞ exw 

o pilatos fi kai legei autois ide agw umin auton exw ina 

gnwte oti ¶ oudemian aitian euriskw en autw • 5 exhlqen oun 

exw o is— ecwn ton akanqinon stefanon kai to porfuroun 

imation kai legei autois idou o an—os  6 otan oun eidon auton 

oi arciereis kai oi uphretai ekraugasan legontes 

staurwson staurwson £ legei autois o pilatos labete 

auton umeis kai staurwsate egw gar ouc euriskw en autw 

aitian 7 apekriqhsan oi ioudaioi hmeis nomon ecomen kai 

kata ton nomon hmwn ofeilei apoqanein oti un— qu— eauton 

epoihsen 8 ote oun hkousen o pilatos touton ton logon 

mallon efobhqh  9 ¡ kai eishlqen eis to praitwrion palin 

kai legei tw iu— poqen ei su o de is— apokrisin ouk edwken 

autw 10 legei oun autw o pilatos emoi ou laleis ouk oidas 

oti exousian ecw staurwsai se kai exousian ecw apolusai 

se 11 apekriqh ∞ autw o is— fi ouk ∞ eceis fi exousian kat emou 

oudemian ei mh hn soi dedomenon anwqen dia touto o 

paradidous me soi ∞ meizon fi amartian ecei 12 ek toutou oun 

ezhtei ¶ apolusai auton o pilatos • oi de ioudaioi 

ekraugazon legontes ean touton apolushs ouk ei filos tou 

kaisaros pas o basilea eauton poiwn antilegei ¡ tw 

kaisari  13 o oun pilatos akousas ∞ toutwn twn logwn fi 

hgagen exw ton in— kai ekaqisen epi bhmatos eis topon os 

legetai liqostrwton ebraisti £ ∞ ªgabbaqaº fi  14 hn de 

paraskeuh tou pasca wra hn ∞ wsei fi ekth kai legei tois 

ioudaiois ide o basileus umwn  15 oi de ∞ ekraugasan fi aron 

aron staurwson auton legei autois o pilatos ton basilea 

umwn staurwsw apekriqhsan oi arciereis ouk ecomen 

∞ (kapfaqa) fi   
∞ (kappaqa) fi 
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basilea ei mh kaisara 16 tote oun paredwken auton autois 

ina staurwqh oi de paralabontes auton aphgagon  17 kai 

bastazwn ∞ ton stauron eautw fi exhlqen eis ton legomenon 

kraniou topon os legetai ebraisti ∞ golgolqa fi 18 opou 

estaurwsan auton kai met autou allous duo enteuqen kai 

enteuqen meson de ton in—  19 egrayen de kai titlon o pilatos 

kai ∞ epeqhken fi epi tou   st—rou hn de gegrammenon is— o 

nazwraios o basileus twn ioudaiwn 20 touton oun ton titlon 

polloi anegnwsan twn ioudaiwn oti eggus hn ths polews o 

topos opou estaurwqh o is— kai hn gegrammenon ebraisti 

ellhnisti rwmaisti  21 elegon oun tw pilatw oi arciereis 

twn ioudaiwn mh grafe o basileus twn ioudaiwn ™ all oti 

ekeinos eipen basileus eimi twn ioudaiwn ¤ 22 apekriqh o 

pilatos o gegrafa gegrafa  23 oi oun stratiwtai ote 

estaurwsan ton in— elabon ta imatia autou kai epoihsan 

tessara merh ekastw stratiwth meros kai ton citwna hn de 

o citwn arafos ek twn anwqen ufantos di olou 24 eipon oun 

pros allhlous mh sciswmen auton alla lacwmen peri autou 

tinos estai ina h grafh plhrwqh h legousa diemerisanto ta 

imatia mou eautois kai epi ton imatismon mou ebalon klhron 

oi men oun stratiwtai tauta epoihsan  25 ∞ eisthkeisan fi de 

para tw    st—rw tou iu— h mh—r £ kai h adelfh ths mr—s autou 

mariam h tou klwpa kai mariam h magdalhnh 26 is— oun ws 

eiden thn mr—a kai ton maqhthn parestwta on hgapa legei th 

mr—i gunai idou o uios sou 27 eita legei tw maqhth idou h mh—r 

sou ap ekeinhs oun ths wras elaben ∞ authn o maqhths fi eis 

ta idia 28 meta touto eidws o is— oti ∞ panta fi tetelestai ina h 

grafh plhrwqh legei diyw 29 skeuos oun ekeito oxous 

meston spoggon oun meston tou oxous usswpw periqentes 

proshnegkan autou tw stomati  30 ote ∞ de fi elaben to oxos o 

is— eipen tetelestai kai klinas thn kefalhn paredwken to 

pn—a 31 oi oun ioudaioi epei paraskeuh hn ina mh meinh epi 

tou st—rou ta swmata en tw sabbatw hn gar megalh h hmera 

ekeinou tou sabbatou hrwthsan ton pilaton ina kateagwsin 
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autwn ta skelh kai arqwsin 32 hlqon oun oi stratiwtai kai 

tou men prwtou kateaxan ta skelh kai tou allou tou 

sustaurwqentos autw  33 epi de ton in— elqontes ws eidon 

auton hdh teqnhkota ou kateaxan autou ta skelh  34 all eis 

twn stratiwtwn logch autou thn pleuran enuxen kai euqus 

exhlqen aima kai udwr  35 kai o ewrakws memarturhken kai 

alhqinh autou estin h marturia ∞ kai ekeinos fi oiden oti 

alhqh legei ina kai umeis pisteushte  36 egeneto gar tauta 

ina h grafh plhrwqh ostoun ou suntribhsetai £ autou  37 

kai palin etera grafh oyontai eis on exekenthsan  38 meta 

de tauta hrwthse ton pilaton iwshf o apo ∞ ªarimatqaiasº fi 

wn maqhths tou iu— kekrummenos de dia ton fobon twn 

ioudaiwn ina arh to swma tou iu— ™ ªkai epetreyen o pilatos 

hlqen  ∞ de fi kai hren to swma tou iu—º  ¤  39 hlqen de kai 

nikodhmos o elqwn pros ton in— nuktos to prwton ferwn 

migma smurnhs kai alohs ∞ wsei fi litras ekaton  40 elabon 

oun to swma tou iu— kai edhsan auto oqoniois meta twn 

arwmatwn kaqws eqos esti tois ioudaiois entafiazein  41 hn 

de en tw topw opou estaurwqh khpos kai en tw ∞ topw fi 

mnhmeion kainon en w oudepw oudeis eteqh  42 ekei oun dia 

thn paraskeuhn twn ioudaiwn oti eggus hn to mnhmeion 

eqhkan ton in—. 

 
 
 
Lac. 118: all ; 872: all ; 2372: all. 
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Chapter 20 

1 Th de mia twn sabbatwn mariam h magdalhnh ercetai prwi 

skotias eti oushs eis to mnhmeion kai blepei ton liqon 

hrmenon apo ths quras tou mnhmeiou  2 trecei oun kai 

ercetai pros simwna petron kai pros ton allon maqhthn on 

efilei o is— kai legei autois hran ton kn— ek tou mnhmeiou kai 

ouk oidamen pou eqhkan auton  3 exhlqen oun o petros kai o 

allos maqhths kai hrconto eis to mnhmeion  4 etrecon de oi 

duo omou kai o allos maqhths proedramen tacion tou 

petrou kai hlqen prwtos eis to mnhmeion  5 kai parakuyas 

blepei keimena ta oqonia ª£º ou mentoige eishlqen 6 ercetai 

oun simwn petros akolouqwn autw kai eishlqen eis to 

mnhmeion kai qewrei ta oqonia keimena ª£º 7 kai to 

soudarion o hn epi ths kefalhs autou ou meta twn oqoniwn 

keimenon alla cwris entetuligmenon eis ena topon  8 tote 

oun eishlqen kai o allos maqhths o elqwn prwtos eis to 

mnhmeion kai eiden kai episteusen  9 oudepw gar hdeisan 

thn grafhn oti dei auton ek nekrwn anasthnai  10 aphlqon 

oun palin pros eautous oi maqhtai  11 mariam de eisthkei 

pros tw mnhmeiw exw klaiousa ws oun eklaien parekuyen 

eis to mnhmeion  12 kai qewrei duo aggelous en leukois 

kaqezomenous ena pros ∞ th kefalh fi kai ena pros tois 

posin opou ekeito to swma tou iu—  13 kai legousin auth 

ekeinoi gunai ti klaieis legei autois oti hran ton kn— mou 

kai ouk oidamen pou eqhkan auton  14 tauta eipousa 

estrafh eis ta opisw kai qewrei ton in— estwta kai ouk hdei 

oti is— estin  15 legei auth o is— gunai ti klaieis tina zhteis 

ekeinh dokousa oti o khpouros estin legei autw kurie ei su 

ebastasas auton eipe moi pou ¶ auton eqhkas • kagw auton 

arw 16 legei auth o is— mariam strafeisa ekeinh legei autw ¡ 

ebraisti rabbouni o legetai didaskale  17 legei auth o is— mh 

mou aptou oupw gar anabebhka pros ton pr—a mou poreuou 

de pros tous adelfous mou kai eipe autois anabainw pros 

£ ªmona ?º 

 
£ ªmona ?º 
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ton pr—a mou kai pr—a umwn kai qn— mou kai qn— umwn 18 ercetai 

mariam h magdalhnh apaggellousa tois maqhtais oti 

ewraken ton kn— kai tauta eipen auth  19 oushs oun oyias th 

hmera ekeinh th mia twn sabbatwn kai twn qurwn 

kekleismenwn opou hsan oi maqhtai ¡ autou sunhgmenoi dia 

ton fobon twn ioudaiwn hlqen o is— kai esth eis to meson kai 

legei autois eirhnh umin 20 kai touto eipwn edeixen autois 

tas ceiras kai ∞ tous podasfi ecarhsan de oi maqhtai 

idontes ton kn—  21 eipen oun autois palin o is— eirhnh umin 

kaqws apestalken me o ph—r kagw pempw umas  22 kai touto 

eipwn enefushsen kai legei autois labete pn—a agion  23 an 

tinwn £ afhte tas amartias afewntai autois ean tinwn 

krathte kekrathntai  24 qwmas ∞ oun fi eis ek twn dwdeka o 

legomenos didumos ouk hn met autwn ote hlqen o is—  25 

elegon oun autw oi alloi maqhtai ewrakamen ton kn— o de 

eipen autois ean mh idw en tais cersin autou ∞ tous tupous fi 

twn hlwn kai balw ton daktulon mou eis ton tupon ∞ twn 

podwn fi kai balw thn ceira £ eis thn pleuran autou ou mh 

pisteusw  26 kai meq hmeras oktw palin hsan esw oi maqhtai 

kai qwmas met autwn ercetai oun o is— twn qurwn 

kekleismenwn kai esth eis to meson kai eipen eirhnh umin 27 

eita legei tw qwma fere ton daktulon sou wde kai ide tas 

ceiras mou kai fere ∞ thn ceira fi sou kai bale eis thn 

pleuran mou kai mh ginou apistos alla pistos  28 £ 

apekriqh qwmas kai eipen autw o ks— mou kai o qs— mou 29 

legei autw o is— oti ewrakas me pepisteukas makarioi oi mh 

idontes ¡ me kai pisteusantes 30 polla men oun kai alla 

shmeia epoihsen o is— enwpion twn maqhtwn autou a ouk esti 

gegrammena en tw bibliw toutw  31 tauta de gegraptai ina 

pisteushte oti is— estin o cs— o us— tou qu— kai ina pisteuontes 

zwhn echte en tw onomati autou. 

 
 
Lac. 118: all ; 872: all ; 2372: all ; 2713 several lines affected 
by parchment damage. 

∞ twn hlwn fi 
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Chapter 21 

1 Meta tauta efanerwsen eauton palin o is— tois maqhtais 

epi ths qalasshs ths tiberiados efanerwsen de outws 2 

hsan omou simwn petros kai qwmas o legomenos didumos kai 

naqanahl o apo kana ths galilaias kai oi tou zebedaiou 

kai alloi ek twn maqhtwn autou duo  3 legei autois simwn 

petros upagw alieuein legousin autw ercomeqa £ sun soi 

exhlqon kai enebhsan eis to ploion kai en ekeinh th nukti 

epiasan ouden  4 prwias de £ genomenhs esth ¡ o is— ∞ eis fi 

ton aigialon ou mentoi hdeisan oi maqhtai oti is— estin  5 

legei oun autois o is— paidia mh ti prosfagion ecete 

apekriqhsan autw ou  6 o de eipen autois balete eis ta 

dexia merh tou ploiou ™ to diktuon � kai eurhsete ebalon 

oun kai ouketi elkusai auto iscuon apo tou plhqous twn 

icquwn 7 legei oun o maqhths ekeinos on hgapa o is— tw 

petrw o ks— estin simwn oun petros akousas oti o ks— esti 

ton ependuthn diezwsato hn gar gumnos kai ebalen eauton 

eis thn qalassan  8 oi de alloi maqhtai tw ploiariw hlqon 

ou gar hsan makran apo ths ghs all ws apo phcwn 

diakosiwn surontes to diktuon twn icquwn  9 ws oun 

apebhsan eis thn ghn blepousin anqrakian keimenhn kai ∞ 

oyarion fi epikeimenon kai arton  10 legei autois o is— 

enegkate apo twn oyariwn wn epiasate nun 11 enebh oun 

simwn petros kai eilkuse to diktuon ∞ epi ªthn ghnº fi meston 

megalwn icquwn ekaton penthkonta triwn kai tosoutwn 

ontwn ouk escisqh to diktuon  12 legei £ autois o is— deute 

aristhsate oudeis de etolma twn maqhtwn exetasai auton 

su tis ei eidotes oti o ks— estin  13 ercetai o is— kai lambanei 

ton arton kai didwsin autois kai to oyarion omoiws 14 touto 

hdh triton efanerwqh o is— tois maqhtais egerqeis ek 

nekrwn 15 ote oun hristhsan legei tw simwni petrw o is— 

simwn iwna agapas me legei autw nai ke— su oidas oti filw 

∞ eis thn ghn fi 
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se legei autw boske ta arnia mou 16 legei autw palin to 

deuteron simwn iwna agapas me legei autw nai ke— su oidas 

oti filw se ™ legei autw poimaine ta ∞ probatia fi mou ¤  17 

legei autw to triton simwn iwna fileis me eluphqh o petros 

oti eipen autw to triton fileis me kai legei autw ke— su 

panta oidas su ginwskeis oti filw se legei autw boske ta 

probatia mou 18 amhn amhn legw soi ote hs newteros 

ezwnnues seauton kai periepateis opou hqeles otan de 

ghrashs ekteneis tas ceiras sou kai alloi se zwsousin 

kai apoisousin se opou ou qeleis 19 touto de elegen 

shmainwn poiw qanatw doxasei ton qn— kai touto eipwn legei 

autw akolouqei moi  20 epistrafeis de £ petros blepei ton 

maqhthn on hgapa o is— akolouqounta os kai anepesen en tw 

deipnw epi to sthqos autou kai eipen ke— tis estin o 

paradidous se  21 touton idwn o petros legei tw iu— ke— outos 

de ti  22 legei autw o is— ean auton qelw menein ews ercomai 

ti pros se su ¶ moi akolouqei •  23 exhlqen oun outos o 

logos eis tous adelfous oti o maqhths ekeinos ouk 

apoqnhskei kai ouk eipen autw o is— oti ouk apoqnhskei all 

ean auton qelw menein ews ercomai 24 outos estin o maqhths 

o marturwn peri toutwn ¡ o kai grayas tauta kai oidamen 

oti alhqhs estin h marturia autou 25 esti de kai alla polla 

osa epoihsen o is— atina ean grafhtai kaq en oud auton 

oimai ton kosmon cwrhsai ta grafomena biblia £. 

  

Euaggelion kata iwannhn. 

 
 
Lac. 118: all ; 872: all; 2372: all ; 2713: parts. 
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Appendix to the Gospel of John 

To peri ths moicalidos kefalaion en tw kata iwannhn 

euaggeliw ws en tois ∞ ªpleiosinº fi antigrafois mh keimenon 

™ ªmhde para twn qeiwn pr—wn twn ermhneusantwn 

mnhmoneuqen fhmi dh iw— tou cr—u kai kurillou αλεξανδρειασ 

oude mhn upo qeodwrou mwyouestias kai twn loipwnº ¤ 

pareleiya kata ton topon keitai de outws met oliga ths 

archs tou ps— kefalaiou exhs tou ereunhson kai ide oti 

profhths ek ths galilaias ouk egeiretai. 

 

753 Kai ∞ eporeuqhsan fi ekastos eis ton topon autou  81 is— de 

eporeuqh eis to oros twn elaiwn 2 orqrou de palin 

paregeneto eis to ieron kai pas o laos hrceto pros auton 

kai kaqisas edidasken autous  3 agousin de oi ∞ arciereis fi 

kai oi farisaioi ª£º gunaika ∞ ªepiº fi moiceia 

∞ ªkatalhfqeisanº fi kai sthsantes authn en mesw  4 legousin 

autw ¡ ªpeirazontesº didaskale auth h gunh 

∞ ªkateilhptaiº fi ep autofwrw moiceuomenh  5 en de tw nomw 

∞ ªhmin mwshsº fi eneteilato tas toiautas ∞ ªliqazeinº fi su oun 

ti legeis  6 touto de elegon peirazontes auton ina ∞ eurwsi fi 

kathgorein autou o de is— katw kuyas tw daktulw egrafen 

eis thn ghn ª£º 7 ws de epemenon ∞ eperwtwntes fi auton ∞ 

ªanekuyen kaiº fi eipen autois ª£º o anamarthtos umwn 

prwtos ∞ balletw liqon ep authn fi 8 kai palin ∞ katakuyas fi 

egrafen eis thn ghn  9 ∞ akousantes de fi  ª£º exhrconto eis ∞ 

ekastos autwn fi arxamenoi apo twn presbuterwn £ kai 

kateleifqh monos £ kai h gunh en mesw ∞ ªestwsaº fi 10 

anakuyas de o  is— ª£º eipen auth ¡ ªgunaiº pou eisin ª£º 

oudeis se katekrinen 11 h de eipen oudeis ke— eipen de o is— 

oude egw se ∞ ªkrinwº fi poreuou kai ™ ªapo tou nunº ¤ mhketi 

amartane. 
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Wit.  1 565 884 1582 1582sup 2193sup 
Lac. 884: note (text located after 7:52); 565: 7:53–

8:11 ; 1582: 8:7b–11. 
 
 
No†´:  ∞  nun  565  …  †≈†  1 1582  ⁄  ™  565 …  †≈†  1 1582  ⁄ 
 
 
753 ∞ eporeuqh  2193ß¨π  M35 … †≈† 1 884 1582 M12 ⁄ 83  ∞ 
grammateis  884 2193ß¨π  ˜  … †≈†  1 1582 (∂) ⁄ 3 £ pros auton  
884 2193ß¨π M1π† 3π† 5 6π† 7 … †≈†  1 1582  M1π† 2 3π† 4 6π†  ⁄ 3  ∞ en  884 
2193ß¨π M5 … †≈† 1 1582 M ⁄ 3 ∞ kateilhmmenhn 1 1582 ˜ …  †≈† 
884 2193ß¨π (®) ⁄ 4 ¡ 1 1582  ˜  … †≈†  884 2193 (w) ⁄ 4  ∞ 
katelhfqh  884 2193ß¨π  M5 …  †≈† 1 1582 M1  ⁄ 5 ∞ mwushs hmin  
884 2193ß¨π  M 1π† 5…  †≈† 1 1582 M3π† 4  ⁄ 5 ∞ liqoboleisqai  884 
2193ß¨π M1π† 57 …  †≈†  1 1582 M1π† 2346  (liªzºazein) 1ª∂¨∫º ⁄ 6 ∞ 
ecwsin  884 2193ß¨π ˜ …  †≈†  1 1582 (∂) ⁄ 6 £ mh 
prospoioumenos M1π† 5 6π† 7 … £ prospoioumenos  884 (®) … †≈† 1 
1582 M1π† 234 6π†  ⁄ 7 ∞ erwtwntes  2193ß¨π M1 2π† 3457  …  †≈† 1 884 
1582  M2π† 6 ⁄ 7 ∞ anakuyas  884 2193ß¨π  M1π† 57 … †≈† 1 1582 M2 ⁄ 
7 ∞ pros autous  884 2193ß¨π M57 … †≈† 1 1582 M12346 ⁄ 7 ∞ ep 
authn ton liqon baletw    2192ß¨π M5 … ∞ ep authn liqon 
balletw   884  (®) … ton liqon ep authn baletw 1582ß¨π  (∂) … 
†≈† 1 (∂) ⁄ 8 ∞  katw kuyas  884 1582ß¨π 2193ß¨π∂¨∫  ˜ … †≈† 1 (®) 
⁄  9 oi de akousantes  884 1582ß¨π 2193ß¨π  ˜ … †≈† 1 (®) ⁄ 9 £ 
kai upo ths suneidhsews elegcomenoi  884 1582ß¨π 2193ß¨π 
M5 6π† 7 … †≈† 1 M123 6π† ⁄ 9 ∞  kaq eis   884 1582ß¨π 2193ß¨π ˜  …  
†≈†  1 (∂) ⁄ 9 £ ews twn escatwn  1582ß¨π M1π† 23467 … †≈†  1 884 
2193ß¨π M1π† 5  ⁄ 9 £ o is—  884 1582ß¨π 2193ß¨π  M25 6π† 7  … †≈†  1 
(®) ⁄ 9  ∞ ousa   884 1582ß¨π 2193ß¨π M1π† 234567 … †≈† 1 M1π†  ⁄ 10 £ 
kai mhdena qeasamenos plhn ths gunaikos   1582ß¨π 
2193ß¨π M57 … £ kai mh qeasamenos plhn ths gunaikos  884 
(®) …  †≈†  1 M12 ⁄ 10 ¡  884 2193ß¨π  …  †≈† 1 1582ß¨π M1π† 2 3π† 4  ⁄ 10 
£ oi kathgoroi sou  1582ß¨π M1 2π† 34 6π†  … £ ekeinoi oi 
kathgoroi sou  884 2193ß¨π M5 6π† 7  …  †≈†  1  M2π† ⁄ 11 ∞ 
katakrinw  1 884 1582ß¨π  ˜ … †≈†  2193ß¨π  (®) ⁄ 11 ™ 884 
2193ß¨π M4π† 5  … †≈†  1 1582ß¨π  M12367  ⁄ 
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Appendix A: Full Family 1 Collation 

 

Format and Layout of the Collation 

Appendix A contains the full collation of the Gospel of John in the seventeen 

manuscripts investigated. The collation is included in PDF files on a CD Rom (for 

PC). For ease of navigation, the collation has been divided into chapters. Each 

chapter in the collation opens with a list of manuscript supplements that are 

present for all or parts of that chapter (followed by the verse references for the 

relevant sections). This list is followed by a list of manuscripts that are missing 

text for all or parts of the chapter (followed by the verse references indicating the 

relevant sections). The collation of each chapter begins beneath these lists and is 

divided into separate meaningful units of variation. Each unit is separated by a 

space. Chapter and verse references for each unit are given in bold in the left hand 

margin. Each variation unit begins with the reading of 1582, which was used as a 

base text for the collation. Immediately following the reading is a list of 

manuscript support for that reading. Manuscripts are cited in numerical order by 

their Gregory-Aland numbers. Following the list of witness support, a letter is 

given indicating how well that reading is attested in the wider textual tradition of 

John.331 Variant readings within a unit are separated by a closing square 

bracket ( ] ). Following the closing bracket, the first variant from the base text is 

cited, followed by a list of manuscript support and a letter, indicating how well 

                                                
331 See section 1.2 for further details of this labelling. See also List of Symbols and Abbreviations 
Used in the Collation below. Uncertain readings are not rated nor are certain orthographic variants. 
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attested that reading is in the wider textual tradition. The same pattern is repeated 

if there are further variant readings in that unit.  

 

Replacements, Transpositions, Additions and Omissions 

When a variant reading constitutes a replacement or a transposition, the 

alternative text (or order of words) is given; no symbols or abbreviations are used 

to indicate replacements and transpositions. For additions and omissions ‘add’ and 

‘omit’, respectively, follows the word or words cited for the variant reading. 

Unless otherwise indicated, additions of text always come after the text cited as 

the reading of the base text.332 

 

Repeated Text in Verses 

If a word or word combination occurs in a verse more than once, a number inside 

round brackets follows immediately after the reading of the base text to indicate 

the point in the verse where the actual variation occurs. 

 

Lacunas and Supplements 

The existence of lacunas and the presence of supplement manuscripts is also 

noted at the relevant section in the collation, noted in bold inside square brackets 

before the first unit where the lacuna or supplement is present and following the 

final unit where the lacuna or supplement is present. 
                                                
332 [ante] before a unit indicates that additions should be added before the text cited as the reading 
of the base text. 
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Deficient Manuscripts (DEF) 

Occasionally a manuscript or number of manuscripts omit a long string of text 

where there are variations among the remaining manuscripts on that same string 

of text. On such occasions a deficiency apparatus (DEF) is employed, as for 

example in 5:9: 

 

5:9 DEF kai euqews ugihs egeneto o anqrwpos kai egerqeis hren ton 
krabatton autou kai periepatei  º   oµÈ†   565 884 2193*   Â 
 
 
ugihs egeneto   1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 2713  Â º   egeneto ugihs  22 131 
872 1192 1210 1278 2193Ç 2372  ˜ 
 

 
egerqeis  1 118 205å∫ß 205 209 2713  Â º  oµÈ†  22 131 872 1192 1210 
1278 2193Ç 2372  ˜ 

 

In such cases, the manuscripts containing the long omission are cited first in the 

deficiency apparatus, indicated by the preceding DEF. DEF is followed by the 

string of omitted text as it occurs in the base text, a closing square bracket 

followed by ‘omit’ precedes the list of manuscripts that contain the omission. The 

deficiency apparatus is followed by the variant readings found in the remaining 

manuscripts, as usual beginning with the reading of the base text; however, only 

the text where there is disagreement among the remaining manuscript is cited.333 

The rest of the unit follows the usual pattern. 

The deficiency apparatus is never counted as a variation unit on its own but is 

part of a wider unit, or number of units, that follow. If one unit follows, the 
                                                
333 Deficiency apparatuses in the full collation are always taken into account when calculating 
figures of agreements and disagreements. 
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deficiency counts as one unit, if two units follow the deficiency counts as two 

units and so on. In 5:9, therefore, the reading of 565, 884 and 2193* is counted as 

two units (or readings) because there are two different points of variation on the 

omitted string of text among the remaining manuscripts.334 

 

Regularisation 

As discussed in section 1.2, a number of regularisations were made before the 

final collation was produced, discarding minor variations that were considered 

insignificant for determining the genetic relationships between manuscripts. On 

occasion, however, certain readings that would have been regularised out of the 

collation have been retained at points where there is other genetically significant 

variation. For the sake of consistency all variations on the spelling of place names 

and character names have been retained. 

 

List of Symbols and Abbreviations used in the Collation 

 

a Indicates that a lacuna or the presence of a supplement manuscript ends at 
the beginning of a verse. The letter follows immediately after the chapter 
and verse reference. 

 
b Indicates that a lacuna or the presence of a supplement manuscript begins 

part way through a verse. The letter follows immediately after the chapter 
and verse reference. 

 

                                                
334 Note that the deficiency apparatus has always been taken into account when calculating figures 
of agreements and disagreements among manuscripts. 
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D A distinctive Non-Majority Text reading not attested by any other Greek 
manuscript outside of Family 1.335 
 

R A rare Non-Majority Text reading, attested by no more than nine Greek 
manuscripts outside of Family 1. 
 

W A widely attested Non-Majority Text reading found in ten or more Greek 
manuscripts outside of Family 1. 
 

˜ The reading of the Majority Text.336 
 
M The reading of the Majority Text with reduced support.  
 
Mπ† The reading of the Majority Text when the Majority Text is divided. 
 
M1 M followed by a number indicates a subgroup of the Majority Text as 

detailed by Hodges and Farstad.337 Used only in readings found in the 
Pericope Adulterae. 

 
omit Omission. The manuscripts following omit the word/s of the base text. 
 
add Addition. The manuscripts cited add the given word to the base text.  The 

addition always comes after the word in the base text unless otherwise 
indicated. 

 
[ante] Before. Any ‘additions’ in the unit occur before the given word/s in the 

base text. [ante] always precedes the reading of the base text. 
 
DEF Deficient. Opens a deficiency apparatus. 
  
DEF! ! Indicates that the deficiency lasts for a complete verse. 
 
µ© Margin. The marginal reading of a manuscript. 
 

†≈† Text. The reading in the running text of a manuscript at a point where it 
also contains a marginal variation. 

 

ß¨ππ¬ Supplied. The reading of the manuscript is supplied. 
 
ß¨π Supplement manuscript. The reading of a supplement manuscript. 
 

                                                
335 See section 1.2 for further details of this labelling system and the use of the IGNTP editions of 
John. 

336 All Majority Text readings are labelled using Hodges and Farstad, Majority Text. 

337 Hodges and Farstad, Majority Text, xxiii–xxxii. 
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* The first hand reading of a manuscript at a point where that manuscript has 
been corrected. 

 

Ç Corrector. The reading of a corrector in a manuscript. C may be followed 
by a number distinguishing a particular corrector or by * to indicate a first 
hand corrector. 

 
∂¨∫ Dubious. The reading of this manuscript is uncertain. 
 
ª∂¨∫º Dubious. The letter/s enclosed in square brackets in the cited reading are 

uncertain in this manuscript. 
 
[] The letters enclosed are uncertain for the manuscript cited. 
 
[1] A number inside square brackets in place of a reading or as part of a 

reading indicates the approximate number of letter spaces present in an 
illegible word or part of a word in a manuscript. 

 
ª∂¨∫º The reading of the manuscript is illegible and the number of letters also 

uncertain. 
 
πço®® Possible Correction. Indicates that the reading cited for the manuscript 

may be the reading of a corrector in that manuscript, rather than the 
reading of the first hand. 

 

ª¬åçº The text cited inside square brackets is missing in the manuscript cited. 

 

(1st) The number inside the brackets distinguishes the point in a verse where a 
variation exists when the text of the reading occurs more than once in a 
verse. 
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Appendix B: Lists of Selected Readings 

 

Introduction to Appendix B 

Appendix B contains selected lists of readings from the full collation of the 

Gospel of John. These lists are intended to give the reader access to as much of 

the original data used for this thesis as possible; and to allow readers to check for 

accuracy many of the figures given in the thesis. The lists may also be of use to 

readers who wish to use the data for their own purposes. The lists are included as 

separate PDF files on a CD Rom insert. The title of each list is preceded by a 

numerical reference indicating which section of the thesis the list is most relevant 

to. The contents of the appendix are given below. 

 

Contents of Appendix B 

Lists for Chapter 2 

2.1.5.  List of Non-Majority Text Corrections in 2193 

2.2.1.  List of Disagreements Between 1 and 1582 

2.2.2.  List of Non-Majority Text Readings in 1 565 884 1582 2193 

2.2.2.  List of Non-Majority Text Readings in 1 

2.2.2.  List of Non-Majority Text Readings in 565 

2.2.2.  List of Non-Majority Text Readings in 884 

2.2.2.  List of Non-Majority Text Readings in 1582 

2.2.2.  List of Non-Majority Text Readings in 2193 

2.2.3.  List of Marginal Readings in 1582 
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2.2.3.  List of Marginal Readings in 2193 

2.2.5.  List of Disagreements Between 1 565 884 1582 2193 (not counting 
Majority  Text Corrections) 

2.2.5.  List of Disagreements Between 1 565 884 1582 2193 (where there is Non-
Majority Text Division) 

2.2.5.  List of Disagreements Between 1 565 884 1582 2193 

2.2.5.  List of Disagreements Between 1 1582 565 (not counting Majority Text 
Corrections) 

2.2.5.  List of Disagreements Between 1 1582 884 

2.2.5.  List of Disagreements Between 1 1582 2193 (not counting Majority Text 
Corrections) 

2.2.5.  List of Disagreements Between 565 and 884 (not counting Majority Text 
Corrections) 

2.2.5.  List of Disagreements Between 565 and 2193 (not counting Majority Text 
Corrections) 

2.2.5.  List of First Hand Disagreements Between 884 and 2193 

2.2.7.  List of Disagreements Between 565 884 2193 (not counting Majority Text 
Corrections) 

2.2.7.  List of Non-Majority Text Readings in 565 884 2193 

2.2.12. List of Non-Majority Text Readings in 565 884 and 2193 not supported by 
1 or 1582 

2.2.13. List of Non-Majority Text text Readings supported by 2 or more 
Descendants of B not supported by 1 or 1582 

 

Lists for Chapter 3 

3.2.2.  List of Non-Majority Text Readings in 118 205abs 205 209 2713 

3.2.2.  List of Non-Majority Text Readings in 118 

3.2.2.  List of Non-Majority Text Readings in 205 

3.2.2.  List of Non-Majority Text Readings in 205abs 
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3.2.2.  List of Non-Majority Text Readings in 209 

3.2.2.  List of Non-Majority Text Readings in 2713 

3.2.4.  List of Disagreements Between 118 205abs 205 209 2713 

3.2.5.  List of Exclusive Non-Majority Text Readings shared by all extant Venice 
Group Manuscripts 

3.2.8.  List of Exclusive Readings shared by 1 and the Venice Group 

3.2.15. List of Disagreements Between 205abs and 205 

3.2.17. List of Disagreements Between 205abs and 209 

 

Lists for Chapter 4 

4.2.2.  List of Marginalia in 22 1192 1278 

4.2.2.  List of Non-Majority Text Readings in 22 1192 1210 1278 2372 

4.2.2.  List of Non-Majority Text Readings in 22 1192 1210 

4.2.2.  List of Non-Majority Text Readings in 22 

4.2.2.  List of Non-Majority Text Readings in 1192 

4.2.2.  List of Non-Majority Text Readings in 1210 

4.2.2.  List of Non-Majority Text Readings in 1278 

4.2.2.  List of Non-Majority Text Readings in 2372 

4.2.4.  List of Disagreements Between 22 1192 1210 1278 2372 

4.2.11. List of Disagreements Between 22 and 1210 

4.2.12. List of First Hand Disagreements Between 1278 and 2372 

4.2.12. List of Non-Majority Text Readings in 1278 and 2372 
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Lists for Chapter 5 

5.2.2.  List of A-1 Readings in 131 

5.2.2.  List of Non-Majority Text Readings in 131 with limited support from 
Family 1 Manuscripts 

5.2.5.  List of Singular Readings in 131 

5.4.2.  List of A-1 Readings in 872 

5.4.2.  List of Non-Majority Text Readings in 872 with limited support from 
Family 1 Manuscripts 

5.4.2.  List of Non-Majority Text Readings in 872 

 

List for Chapter 7 

7.4.  List of Singular Readings in 884 
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